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Abstract

This study has two principal aims. It explores the relationships between the results of

various formats of paper-and-pencil classroom assessments of Chemistry. It also

investigates the performance of pupils in different formats of assessment in relation to

their cognitive style, personal preferences, and intellectual development. The study

was conducted mainly in Greece with the participation of first year upper secondary

public school pupils (Lykeio, Grade 10, age 15-16) in two stages.

In a pilot study correlations between different formats of assessment were explored.

The correlations between the different formats of assessment tended to be between

0.25 and 0.65. This is a wide range but even the highest value is well short of 1.0.

This suggests that the best student found by one method is not necessarily the best

student by another method. This also raises questions about the validity of the formats

of the assessment and what different formats of assessment are testing.

To address these questions, a larger scale study was designed which engaged 12

public upper secondary schools and 476 pupils in Greece during the school year

September 2002 - May 2003. In this study, the two cognitive styles 'field

dependent/field independent' and 'convergent/divergent' were explored as well as the

pupils' intellectual development following to the Perry scheme in relation to three

formats of assessment (multiple choice, short answer and structural communication

grid) in five classroom chemistry tests.

The convergent/divergent characteristic correlated with pupils' performance in

assessment where language was an important factor. However, in algorithmic type of

questions or in questions where there is more use of symbols and less use of words,

the convergent/divergent characteristic did not relate to pupils' performance. The short

answer or open ended questions favour divergent pupils more than objective questions

because in short answer questions pupils need to articulate their thoughts, and

divergent pupils were the ones more able to do it. In objective testing, if a question

needs reading skill in order to elaborate and interpret a text given, then again the

convergent/divergent style is a very important factor for success. It seems that, in
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relation to the convergent/divergent characteristic, the chemistry content is a factor

affecting the type of questions being asked.

Field independent pupils surpassed field dependent pupils in all the tests, and in

almost all the formats of assessment. It seems that the field dependent/independent

characteristic is a very important factor for pupils in order to perform well in almost

all types of assessments, irrespective of the content of the question. The short answer

questions favour more field independent pupils than the objective questions in some

of the chemistry tests.

It is a matter of concern that performance in a chemistry test is so strongly related to

these particular psychological parameters, control over which is outside the individual

pupil. This raises an important ethical issue about assessment. Are we testing

chemical knowledge and understanding or cognition?

In relation to the Perry scheme, the study showed evidence that the pupils who have

developed an autonomous, more confident attitude towards learning and who believed

that deep learning and not rote learning are the key points for success in science

performed better in the majority of the chemistry tests. Pupils who have developed the

aptitude to work with open problems, which do not necessarily demand a clear-cut

answer, performed better in open ended chemistry questions and in more difficult

questions.

This study suggests that some of the factors which affect pupils performance might

be: (a) the content and presentation of the test, (b) the format of the test, (c) the

psychology of the individual.
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Chapter One

Introduction

In Greece, in 1998, reform in education included changes in assessment practices.

Thus, it was decided to make changes in the examination system which affected the

form of assessment used in upper secondary education which runs from age 15 to 18.

For the first time in the Greek education system, there were introduced into the

national examinations different formats of assessment. Until then, short answer open-

ended questions assessing knowledge and facts and solving problems mainly of

algorithmic type were the only formats of assessment used in science. The new

assessment styles which were introduced during the reformation were objective

questions such as multiple-choice, true-false, matching questions, identifying reasons

to support assertions, and filling in blanks to complete statements.

The changes in the formats of assessment did not have teachers' approval and their

general criticisms of objective tests related to the limited information that they give

about the thought processes used by the student, because they were focussing on

recall skills rather than higher-order thinking skills, penalising the highly able student

while rewarding the less able student, fostering guessing, and enabling cheating since

students can easily interact in neighbouring seats. However, of the greatest importance

was the teachers' concern about the belief that the establishment of fixed response

assessment in the future would discourage pupil's language skills and diversity in

their thinking processes.

A further difficulty is the lack of provision of organised training and educational

studies for Greek science teachers and, therefore, teachers lack the theoretical

background that is needed for evaluating and assessing their pupils. In addition, the

very small amount of teaching time spent on chemistry makes teachers mainly

concerned to finish the teaching units that they have to teach according to the

curriculum programme and to neglect regular formative assessment. At the same time

assessment is one of the most difficult issues in the educational community and can

profoundly affect life opportunities. As Boud (1995) stated
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Chapter One: Introduction

"the effects of bad practice are far more potent than they are for any aspect of
teaching. Students can, with difficulty, escape from the effects of poor teaching,
they cannot (by definition, if they want to graduate) escape the effects of poor
assessment. Assessment acts as a mechanism to control students that is far more
pervasive and insidious than most staffwould be prepared to acknowledge".

There is, therefore, a pressing need to explore the field of the assessment under every

day classroom conditions in Greece.

1.1 Assessment

Assessment plays an important part in the learning process having both formative and

summative aspects. Formative assessments have the purpose to evaluate students'

performance on tasks or assignments that are primarily planned as an integral part of a

learning experience. They function as a diagnostic tool for both teachers and students.

Thus, teachers may appropriately understand the individual needs of their students

and students can determine their areas of strengths and weakness. Summative

assessments report progress for certification, for monitoring and accountability.

Assessment can take many forms, and ideally it would seem that test performance is

unrelated to the mode in which a test is administered. However, can this statement be

true in a real situation? Moreover evidence from research shows the effects of

assessment task format on student achievement (e.g. Caygill and Eley, 2001).

Research into different assessment formats showed that, if the same area of learning is

assessed by two different methods of assessment, the correlations between methods

range from 0.4 to 0.8 (Johnstone and Ambusaidi, 2001; Friel and Johnstone, 1978a;

Badger, 1990; Yuh-Yin, 2000). The correlations between the two types of formats

often are only moderately high. This suggests that the best student found by one

method is not necessarily the best student identified by another method (Johnstone

and Ambusaidi, 2001). The reasons why the good students do not come first in all the

different formats of assessment is something that needs to be explored. Hence, the

question which arises is: does a particular assessment method seem to favour and fit

particular individuals better?

As Johnstone (2003) articulated "in recent years there is a temptation to adopt

objective testing to cope with the rise in student population". However, there is a

problem, because "to conduct all assessment by this method is not advisable. The
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Chapter One: Introduction

most intellectually mature students generally hate objective testing because they need

room to expand and show their independence of thought" (Johnstone, 2003). It is

certain that no one method of assessment is adequate for testing a course. A battery of

test methods is required to allow for a fair measure of our students' attainments (Balla

and Boyle, 1994) and "to cater for the range of student abilities, of testable objectives

and student maturity" (Johnstone, 2003). Indeed, Race (2003) argue "that the greater

the diversity in the methods of assessment, the fairer assessment is to students". Each

one of the formats of assessment can be claimed to disadvantage those students who

do not give of their best in the particular circumstances in which it is used. Therefore,

diversifying assessment so that students experience a range of assessment methods

balances out the situation, and increases the chance that they will be able to

demonstrate their best performance in at least some of the formats. It is time for

taking a careful look at the strengths and weaknesses of all kinds of assessment and

trying to match them to the different kinds of objectives of a course (Gibbs, 1995) as

well as to individuals. A sound starting point is learning theories.

1.2 Learning Theories and their importance for Assessment Practice

Educational psychology's conception of learning has progressed during the 20th

century from objective theory of learning to constructivism, and to cognitive

approaches. Objective theory supports the notion that knowledge exists independently

of the knower and understanding is coming to know that which already exists (Biggs,
1996). An objective theory of learning is very much opposite to a constructivism

theory of learning. In this theory, emphasis is placed on the learners' personal

construction of knowledge and the conceptions they develop about natural

phenomena According to constructivism every person constructs the world by

different ways and tests out this construction against experience (Bodner, 1986).

Cognitive approaches look at how we derive information from the environment. They

investigate how we perceive, organise, store, retrieve, and use information. They ask

which are the criteria which drive us to select and influence our attention and what

cognitive processes make us different.

Much of the teaching, learning and assessment practice of chemistry in Greece is

based on the objective theory of learning. The objective assessment policy is to "use

3
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of assessment data to name, to compare and to judge" (Broadfoot and Black, 2004).

However,

"the worldwide tendency for more young people to stay on longer in formal
education that now increasingly includes higher education, coupled with a growing
discourse of 'lifelong learning', has helped to shift attention towards how best to
support students' learning, rather than tojudge" (Broadfoot and Black, 2004).

This new assessment policy requires the acceptance of a new 'paradigm' to be

extended by the practices of the main prevailing objective assessment policy (Kuhn,

1962).

In shifting to a new paradigm of assessment, cognitive factors should be brought into

assessment practice. Such factors are students' cognitive characteristics and student's

intellectual development which Perry (1970) refers to as 'positions'. While cognitive

approaches are concerned with how information is processed in human beings, Perry

examines changes in students' perceptions as they progress through a series of nine

developmental stages in their academic years.

Individuals have different ways of collecting and organising information depending

upon what they already know, what their expectations are, and what their cognitive

structure is. Cognitive styles of individuals have a significant effect on their

performance (see chapter 3) and there is some evidence in the literature that the type

of assessment techniques used may favour a particular kind of cognitive style (Bahar

and Hansell, 2000)

Perry's (1970) work was developed through interviews with students at Harvard and

Radcliffe. Perry worked on students' perceptions of the nature of knowledge, their

preferences towards assessment, the role of learners and teachers, and how their

perceptions change as they go from one year to another. He created a scheme

"which represents a continuum that describes the steps by which students move
from a simplistic, categorical view of the world to a realization of the
contingent nature of knowledge and values to the formation and affirmation of
their own commitments" (Brooks, 1998).

Students/pupils performances in different format exams are highly correlated, not only

to cognitive factors, but also to students' perceptions and attitudes towards learning

(e.g. Struyven et al., 2002). Different types of assessment seem to encourage different

approaches to learning and vice versa. Thus, in effective teaching and learning, all
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aspects of a course must convey the same message to pupils regarding what will be

rewarded through assignments and examinations (Entwistle and Tait, 1995).

1.3 Greek Education System

Because this study is mainly conducted in Greece, it was thought that it might be

useful for the reader, in order to understand better the design of the study and pupils'

responses, to have some information about how the Greek education system functions.

In the Greek education system, there are 9 years of compulsory education: six years

primary education (age 6-12), and three years lower secondary education (Gymnasio

age 12-15). After that there are three years of upper secondary education (Lykeio age

15-18). There is no national examination for entering the upper secondary education

and the majority of the pupils attend upper secondary education irrespective of their

ability and acquired knowledge. The upper secondary school year has two terms

which are four months in length. At the end of each term the students is assessed in

formal exams in the school and the grades are provided to the parents. In the second

and third year of Lykeio the pupils participate in national examinations in 9 subjects.

These 9 subjects consist of main core educational subjects, and 3 subjects of interest

known as 'direction subjects'. There are three directions of studies in the second and

third year of Lykeio: 'science direction', 'theoretical direction' (e.g. history, classical

Greek language, Latin, law), and 'technological direction'. Entering higher education

depends on the marks in the 9 subjects. The national examinations are very difficult

and there is very strong competition since there is a tradition in every Greek family

for their child to attend higher education (irrespective if he/she is capable of that).

According to European Union research on the educational level of European

countries, Greece has the third place in percentage terms of students attending higher

education (Christou, 2001).

Because of the very strong competition in the national examinations, most of the

students take support classes in preparatory private institutes (frontistirio) or private

lessons at home. Pupils take these afternoon classes very seriously because they

prepare them to pass the national examinations. They teach them to the tests and the

way to succeed in examinations. Thus, the last three years of high school are no
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Chapter One: Introduction

longer functioning as an autonomous higher level of general education. The actual

knowledge and the intellectual development of the teenagers are of minor importance.

What counts the most is a standardised and unfinished knowledge, a preserved

education which aims only to the pursuit of the grades at the final examinations

(Mpampiniotis, 2000).

The curriculum and the teaching materials are introduced by the Greek Pedagogic

Institute and the Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs, and they are the same

for all the schools in the country. It is a teacher centred system and learning is based

on verbatim recall of facts and knowledge. There is no active learning approach and

no group work. Pupils try to learn by heart from the textbook as many things as

possible, so they can write them down as accurately as they can. There is no tradition

of solving problems and there are always exercises and problems of algorithmic types.

Only in the last five years has the ministry of education tried to create a modem

classroom environment by introducing computer laboratories and science laboratories.

However, teachers lack teacher training when they enter the classroom, and the

majority of them make little or no effective use of science laboratories. Schools most

of the time do not have reading rooms and libraries. The average number of pupils in

the class is thirty, and this causes many problems in the teaching activity.

1.4 StudyOverview

In considering the problems related to different formats of assessment, cognitive

styles of the pupils, and pupils intellectual development, this study seeks to explore

first what are the relationships between the results of various formats of classroom

assessment, and second to find out if there are links between (a) pupils' cognitive

characteristics and (b) intellectual position according to Perry's scheme and pupils

performance in different formats of question in classroom conditions. In other words,

the aim of this study is to investigate if different formats of assessment suit pupils

better according to their cognitive style, personal preferences, and intellectual

development.

The study mainly was conducted in Greece in two stages. In the first stage, a pilot

study was conducted with the intention to measure the correlation of different formats
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of assessment (mainly multiple-choice, structural communication grid and short

answer). In the second stage, a larger scale study was designed with the purpose of

engaging a number of pupils of different schools and to measure: (a) pupils' cognitive

characteristics in two cognitive tests, (b) pupils' perceptions according to Perry

scheme and (c) pupils' performance in different paper-and-pencil formats of

assessment in every day classroom conditions. Each chemistry test consisted of

various formats of paper-and-pencil assessment covering five different topics.

Because teaching, learning and assessment are inseparable in the educational practice,

when educators make decisions about the assessment practice, they should have in

mind the learning models which underpin and support their assessment practice. Thus,

this study seeks to look closely at the following areas:

~ Chapter two reviews learning models and their importance for educational

assessment.

~ Chapter three explores what is cognitive style and puts a special emphasis on field

dependent vs. field independent and convergent vs. divergent styles.

~ Chapter four looks systematically at some forms of assessment, listing some

advantages and drawbacks.

~ Chapter five examines different approaches affecting learning derived from Perry's

work.

~ Chapter six shows the result of a pilot study that was designed to test the correlation

of different formats of assessment.

~ Chapter seven describes the methodology of the mam project; the measuring

instruments that have been used in this study and the findings of the two cognitive

tests applied to the Greek pupils.

~ Chapters eight and nine explore the connection of pupils' cognitive characteristics

and pupils' achievement on different task formats.

~ Chapter ten seeks to find out if pupils' perceptions identified in the Perry

questionnaire are related to their performance in different formats of assessment.

~ Finally chapter eleven draws attention to the conclusions and implications to be

drawn from the whole study.
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Learning Theories

The development of a human being from a highly dependent, relatively non-capable,

newborn infant into a marvellously adaptable, competently functioning person within

a complex society is one of the most intriguing things to ponder. One part of the

answer to this question lies in an understanding of the processes of growth and

development, characteristic properties shared by all living things, and the other part

lies in learning. Learning is a change in human disposition or capability, which can be

retained, and which is not simply ascribable to the process of growth (Gagne, 1970).

Thus, learning may be defined as a relatively permanent change in behaviour that

results from practice; behaviour changes that are due to maturation (rather than

practice), or to temporary conditions of the organism (such as fatigue or drug-induced

states) are not included (Atkinson et al., 1993).

There have been many attempts to describe the human learning process. Among the

most important for teachers are those that look at the growth of the human mind and

provide clear and explicit instructions, recommendations and models. Educational

psychology's conception of learning has progressed during the 20th century from

learning-as-response-strengthening in the first half of the century to learning-as-

knowledge-acquisition during the information processing revolution of the 1960s and

1970s to learning-as-knowledge-construction during the constructivist revolution of

the 1980s and 1990s (Atkinson et al., 1993). Revolution in scientific theories happens

in the society when 'anomalies' and 'crises' in the established research tradition

necessitate the acceptance of a new 'paradigm' to be extended by the practices of the

prevailing normal science (Kuhn, 1962).

In the following pages is a brief look at some of those theories which are considered

to be the prominent theories in understanding learning during the zo" century: the

behaviourism theory; cognitive developmental theory; constructivism theory; and

information processing. A special emphasis is put on the last one, as it is the main

basis underpinning this project.
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2.1 Behaviourist Approach

Behaviourism concentrates on observable behaviour and behaviourism-learning

theory deals with the relationship between stimuli (events in the environment) and

subsequent responses made by an individual. Behaviourists, led by Watson, Pavlov

and Skinner, started to study the human learning process based on the study how

lower organisms learn an association between stimuli or an association between a

stimulus and a response (Atkinson et al., 1993). Thus, human learning was first seen

as response acquisition (Smith et al., 1998).

Behaviourism is associated today with the name of B.F. Skinner. Skinner (1938) was

influenced by Pavlov's Russian neuroscience tradition and Darwin's evolutionary

theory. Russian neuroscience materialised the mind into the brain and offered a reflex-

based account of the latter. From Darwin's evolutionary account of the continuity of

species and proposed natural selection as the explanatory process emerged

comparative psychology and the psychology of adaptation. The former inquired into

the evolutionary basis of mind and behaviour with increasingly objective methods,

while the latter sought mental and behavioural processes (e.g. association) by studying

nonhuman species in laboratory settings (e.g. rats in mazes). In this view, mind and

behaviour were acts-in-context, historically dependent, and so too was science

(Morris, 2003).

During the same period, Watson (1913) challenged the concept of mind and coined

the term behaviourism. Watson's work was based on the experiments of Ivan Pavlov

(1849-1936), who had studied animals' responses to conditioning. In Pavlov's best-

known experiment, he rang a bell as he fed some dogs several meals. Each time the

dogs heard the bell they knew that a meal was coming, and they would begin to

salivate. Pavlov then rang the bell without bringing food, but the dogs still salivated.

They had been 'conditioned' to salivate at the sound of a bell. Pavlov believed, as

Watson was later to emphasize, that humans react to stimuli in the same way. To use

Morris (2003) words

"Watsonfounded the system: Psychology as the behaviourist views it is apurely
objective experimental branch of natural science ".
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Watson first claimed that psychology was not concerned with the mind or with human

consciousness. Instead, psychology would be concerned only with behaviour. In this

way, men could be studied objectively, like rats and apes. Skinner was one of his

followers (ibid).

Skinner (1938) studied operant conditioning in learning. Operant conditioning states

that environmental contingencies or the environment's 'reaction' to an individual's

behaviour controls that individual's behaviour. The study of operant conditioning

began at the tum of the 20th century with a series of experiments by E. L. Thorndike

(1898), who tried to show that learning in animals is similar to learning in humans. He

supported the idea that, when an animal is engaged in trial-and-error behaviour as a

reward immediately follows on of this behaviour, the learning of the action is

strengthened. Thorndike referred to this strengthening as the law of effect (Atkinson et

al., 1993). Skinner study of operant conditioning was simpler than Thorndike's and

has been widely accepted. He stated that actions that are followed by reinforcing

consequences are more likely to re-occur, and that actions that are followed by

unpleasant or punishing consequences are less likely to re-occur (Bentham, 2002). In

Skinner's operant conditioning the child operates on the environment but is only

rewarded by the adult if he makes the response the adult desires. The child then goes

on to step two and passes this only when he has given 'the right answer'. This process

goes on until the child has achieved the final goal the teacher/psychologist has

decided in advance. This constitutes a linear programme for material devised by

expert teachers and curriculum planners.

Skinner, influenced by Pavlov's dictum, "control the environment and you will see

order in behaviour" (Morris, 2003), invented and refined methods for controlling his

independent and dependent variables (the 'Skinner box'), measuring behaviour in real

time and experimentally analysing the behaviour of individual organisms. He used

behaviour analysis to built teaching machines that were devices for delivering

programmed instruction methods (Morris, 2003). He sought to introduce information

in smaller units, ensure mastery of each unit, and reinforce success more effectively

than teachers did.

Skinner made a strong impact on both psychology and education. The principles

behaviourists outlined can be applied to learn emotional reactions and learned
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emotional reactions are central to the educational process. A key point is that learning

any skill involves many cognitive processes. It is essential that learning be a positive

experience, as unpleasant emotional associations will interfere with the learning

process (Bentham, 2002).

However, Skinner's behaviourism had limits since he failed to give any explanation of

mental processes. He believed that the leamer's mind was a 'black box' and that it

was impossible to see what happens inside. He believed that it was unnecessary and

unscientific to invoke inner mechanisms to explain behaviour and he preferred to keep

explanatory concepts to a minimum and simply report data and relationships (Asher,

2003). Skinner's ideas are most suitable for linear subjects, such as computing, where

tackling one topic depends on the successful achievement of the previous one.

Behaviourist ideas remain influential in the methods of assessment called multiple-

choice testing.

The Behaviourist approach is the underpinning basis of objective testing. They assess

students' observable behaviours that can be reliably recorded as either present or

absent (Kyoko, 1997). Objective testing "policy 'objectively' seeks to identify relative
levels of student performance as the basis for educational selection II (Broadfoot and

Black, 2004). It has "elevated quantitative data as the principal mechanism for

delivering transparency, accountability and predictability II (Broadfoot and Black,

2004). The Behaviourist approach and its implications for objective testing will be

discussed in Chapter four.

In contrast to the emphasis of American psychologists on learning as an overt stimuli-

responses (S-R) process, European researchers tended to emphasise covert processes

such as perception, cognition, and language. Gestalt psychologists viewed learning as

a perceptual reaction to a complex pattern or organisation. Their name stemmed from

an interest in learners' holistic perceptions of meaning or 'Gestalts'. Among the most

prominent of these German theorists were Kohler (1925), Wertheimer (1923), and

Koffka (1924). Gestalt psychologists not only attempted to explain how humans

perceived the world but also how humans discovered new things in problem solving

situations (Asher, 2003). Gestalt researchers sought to identify the principles by which

humans perceive simple patterns in complex, changing, or ambiguous stimuli. For

these psychologists, learning was a matter of seeing underlying relationships in a
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problem to be solved. When a pattern is recognised, they believed that learning

occurred suddenly rather than gradually as most American S-R psychologists had

envisioned. Gestalt theorists were also called 'field theorists' because of their

emphasis on the importance of perceptual field in making figure-group recognitions

(Asher, 2003). Gestalt theory had an impact on cognitive theories, which in contrast to

behaviourism, involve the study of mental processes rather than actual behaviour

(Miller, 1993). Cognitive theories try to understand basic learning processes and

become more concerned with what is unobservable - what is going on inside the brain

and the factors which affect them and why individuals are different in their capability

to learn.

Cognitive psychologists developed models to describe the cognitive activities. The

complexity of human thinking, memory, problem solving, decision making, and

creativity are all cognitive activities. They saw learners as active processors of

information, a metaphor borrowed from the computer world. The cognitive theories

became broader in the 1970s and 1980s, when many educational psychologists began

to do research on how learning occurs in an actual classroom setting. Another factor

involved in the accelerated rise of cognitive psychology was the technological

advance of computer science. Among the cognitive theories the most significant ones

are cognitive developmental theory, constructivism theories, and information

processing theories.

2.2 Piaget and Cognitive Developmental Psychology

Jean Piaget (1896-1980) is considered to be one of the most influential thinkers in

twentieth century developmental psychology. His approach was based on an

evolutionary epistemology. Piaget recognised that any decent learning theory involves

epistemological considerations and he called his own research program 'Genetic

Epistemology' (Piaget, 1972). At an early age, he studied zoology and he developed a

strong interest in biology, and his ontological studies of various creatures had a lasting

influence on his thinking. During his adolescent years he was interested in

philosophy, in particular the problems of epistemology: how do we acquire

knowledge. His ideas came from case studies of his own children (Sutherland, 1992).

Piaget's life was devoted to the search for the mechanism of biological adaptation on
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the one hand, and the analysis of logical thought on the other. Adaptation is the

change that happens to an organism in response to the environment. Adaptation plays

a central role in Piaget's theory. Perhaps the most basic of all Piaget's ideas, as von

Glasersfeld (1989) noted, is that knowledge does not attempt to produce a copy of

reality but, instead, serves the purposes of adaptation.

He was asking children for their ideas about natural events and listening to what they

answered with great attention. He believed that the highest form of human adaptation

is cognition.

Piaget's question was:

• how do children manage to adapt to their environment? and
• how can we classify and order child development?

For Piaget (Piaget, 1952; Piaget and Inhelder 1969), the development of human

intellect proceeds through adaptation and organization. In order to explain children's

adaptation to the environment, he used features of biological adaptation and created

his own distinctive terminology as explained below:

i, ,. ::< " :.,- ,. • -', ~:

Scheh,tas; according to Piaget, are the simplest organised patterns or units of action or
thought that we construct to make sense of our interactions with the world. Schemas
can.be likened to files inw,h,ch we,store information. Piaget believed that thought is~~.' :'-"', " ::: ' .:' :'. _ ..,:", ,., , '~,

internalised action.Tndividuals interact with and explore the environment around them,
and it is this physical interaction that becomes internalised to create thought.

",- -,> :' e, •

~ .

• Adaptation comprises assimilation and accommodation. Assimilation, put simply, is
,~a~ing inn~w j~fo~matio~~nd trying to fit,thisinformation into existing schemas, or
t~'spotldci~g:tothe ~t1Vjronnientinterms ofpr,eviously learned patterns of behaviour or
schemas" Accommodation is changing or modifying existing schemas to fit the new
in'iormatiqn,or, re~pondingto the .environm~ntin a ne,wmanl);~r,as previouslyJearned
patterns of behaviour or schemas are not sufficient. '

',1 ~'."'" '" " '~hen the ',individuaVsperception of.th~'iwor.ldfits,(n!o existingschemas then there.is
e'quilibrium or balance. When existing scheinas cannot deal with new experience there

As Piaget identified knowledge with action, he considered that mental development

organises these schemes in more complex and integrated ways to produce the adult

mind. In his attempt to answer the question how to classify and order child

development, he created the stages development theory. It is a description of the series
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of stages through which children progress and develop. He claimed that children

passed through a series of stages of thinking that were qualitatively different from

each other. In the first quarter of this century the prevailing view of children's

cognitive activity was the same as adult's cognitive activity, only less efficient.

Piaget's notion that a baby thought and learnt in a radically different way from an

adult was a revolutionary one.

Piaget (1961) supported the principle that development takes place gradually and

everyone passes through an invariant sequence of four qualitatively distinct stages.

Atkinson et al. (1993) listed these cognitive stages as shown below in table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Piaget's cognitive stages

Sensorimotor

(birth to 2 years)

• Differentiates self from objects.
• Recognises self as agent of action and begins to act intentionally.
• Achieves object performance, realising that things exist even

when no longer present to the senses.

Pre-operational

(2-7 years)

• Learns to use language and to represent objects by images
and words.

• Thinking is still egocentric with difficulty in seeing the
viewpoint of others.

• Classifies objects by a single feature e.g. colour.

Concrete operational

(7-11 years)

• Can think logically about objects and events.
• Achieves conservation of number (age 6), mass (age 7)

and weight (age 9).
• Can classify objects according to several features and can

order them in series along a single dimension.

Formal operational

(11 years on)

• Can think logically about abstract proportions.
• Can test hypothesis systematically.
• Becomes concerned with the hypothetical, the future, and

ideological problems.

Source: (Atkinson et al., 1993)

2.2.1 Evaluation of Piagetian Theory

There are several criticisms that can be made of Piaget's theory. Among the standard

criticisms of Pia get's work are as follows:
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o He did not use sufficiently large samples and he did not pay enough attention to
statistical significance (Ausubel et al., 1978).

o The boundaries of his stage development theory are too rigid. Sutherland (1992)
summarised criticisms of aspects of Piaget's stage theory on sensorimotor period, on
concrete operation period and Piaget's clinical interview for its lack of scientific
rigour by different scholars. Donaldson (1978) was strongly critical of the way in
which Piaget asked children questions in experimental situations. She did not accept
stage theory and refuted the deterministic nature of the implications of Piaget's
findings for teachers.

o He underestimated the significant role of social interaction and language in child
development. He believed that development precedes learning. In contrast, Vygotsky
(1986) believed the opposite. In particular, on the development of speech, Piaget
argued that the egocentric speech of children goes away with maturity, when it is
transformed into social speech. On the contrary, for Vygotsky the child's mind is
inherently social in nature and so speech moves from communicative social to inner
egocentric. Therefore, since the development of thought follows that of speech,
Vygotsky claimed that thought develops from society to the individual and not the
other way. Vygotsky emphasised the importance of the socio-cultural context of
learning and as Bruner (1996) said "The child's experience and environment are far
more powerful influence on his cognitive development than Piaget allowed".

o For teachers, one of Piaget's greatest weaknesses was a failure to take individual
differences into account. By this is meant individual differences in personality,
gender, intelligence and other factors that affect the ability to progress cognitively
(Sutherland, 1992).

In summary, Piaget was a psychologist who established the basis for modern

educational thought and he had a profound impact on educational practice and

research (Miller, 1993; Donaldson, 1978). Perhaps the greatest tribute to Piaget's

work is the amount of research it has generated. It is this research that has led not only

to criticisms of Piaget's original theory but also to a greater understanding of

cognitive development (Bentham, 2002). He is important to the current work because

his ideas are used by constructivists and educators to create specific principles for

teaching.

2.3 Constructivism

Constructivism constitutes a very important, although often contested, practical and

theoretical perspective in current education research. It had considerable influence in

science education research through the 1980s and 1990s and it was inspired by Piaget
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and Ausubel's work (Novak, 1978). It also was related to epistemonological

constructivism whereas epistemonological constructivism believes that knowledge

and discovery is a logical process where the observer looks for something with a

definite expectation of what to find. The observers put properties to phenomena when

they describe their observations.

"In the question whether we are discoverers (in which case, we are looking as
through a peephole upon an unfolding universe) or inventors (in which case we
see ourselves as participants in a conspiracy for which we are continually
inventing the customs rules and regulations) constructivism opts for the latter
position" (Larochelle et al., 1998).

Philosophical constructivism tradition argues that our beliefs and perceptions of the

world are purely human constructs and fall into the camp of philosophical anti-realism

(Boudourides, 1998). The roots of philosophical constructivism, going back to

Aristotle and the ancient Greek instrumental philosophy, could be found in Kant's

philosophy and Berkeley's philosophy of science (Boudourides, 1998).

Various streams of constructivism have been identified in the literature in studies of

education, society, science and technology (Boudourides, 1998). In education, there

are different schools of constructivism each with different implications for

educational practice (Biggs, 1996). Biggs brought some order by suggesting that

"cognitive constructivism refers to what goes on in individual minds, with
socio-cultural and linguistic versions of constructivism referring more to the
contexts and ways in which minds construct knowledge ".

The following two varieties of constructivism in education, which emerged during the

early 1980s, will be discussed: personal constructivism, and social constructivism

theory.

The theory of personal constructivism: A first 'mild' version of constructivism

originating in the work of Piaget. Piaget held that knowledge was actively constructed

by the learner and not passively transmitted by the educator. According to

constructivism knowledge cannot be transmitted; it cannot be neutral either. "Instead,

it is constructed in the mind of the learner" (Bodner, 1986). Children's everyday

knowledge of natural phenomena is viewed as a coherent framework of ideas based

on a common sense interpretation of their experience of living in the world. In this

theory, emphasis is placed on the learners' personal construction of knowledge and
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the conceptions they develop about natural phenomena. Every person constructs the

world by different ways and tests out this construction against experience. The

interaction of learners' cognitive structures with physical events and phenomena is

important to this approach (Bodner, 1986).

'Naive' constructivism very often confuses a theory of learning with a way of

classifying teaching methods (group work leads to constructive learning, but lecturing

only involves transmission). Therefore Ernst von Glaserfeld, (1992) created the idea

of a 'radical' version of constructivism, both as a theory of knowledge and as a guide

for science education. Asked about the differences in the various versions of

constructivism he said:

"A few years ago when the term constructivism became fashionable and was
adopted by people who had no intention of changing their epistemological
orientation, I introduced the term trivial constructivism, My intent was to
distinguish this fashion from the 'radical' movement that broke with the
tradition of cognitive representation" (von Glaserfeld, 1992).

Von Glasersfeld (1989) stated:

"Verbally explaining a problem does not lead to understanding, unless the
concepts the listener has associated with the linguistic components of the
explanation are compatible with those the explainer has in mind. Hence it is
essential that the teacher have an adequate model of the conceptual network
within which the student assimilates what he or she is being told. Without such
a model as basis, teaching is likely to remain a hit-or-miss affair",

The social construction of knowledge: The social constructivist version of Vygotsky

is an effort to challenge Piaget's ideas (Vygotsky, 1986, 1978). He developed a fully

cultural psychology stressing the primary role of communication and social life in

meaning formation and cognition. In this theory, emphasis is given to the interaction

of the language, society, and the learner. Learning is viewed as more a cognitive

structure used to interpret nature rather than physical events and phenomena

themselves. In this approach the social context in which learning takes places is

crucial.

"Cross-linguistic research showed that different meanings in different
languages accounted for many of the common school misconceptions in those
countries" (Solomon, 1994).

Stressing the role of social interaction, Vygotsky asserted the significance of dialogue

as a tool through which individuals collectively, or individually, could negotiate
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conceptual change (Boudourides, 1998). In his experiments Vygotsky studied the

difference between the child's reasoning when working independently contrasted with

when working with an adult. He believed that the teacher's role is to extend and

challenge the child to go beyond where he would otherwise have been. He devised

the notion of the 'Zone of Proximal Development' to reflect on the potential of this

deference. As illustrated in figure 2.1 a child is at present at level X. However shelhe

has the potential (innately/environmentally derived) to reach level X+1. The area in

between is the zone of proximal development. It is the teacher's duty to try to achieve

X+1 for each pupil in his/her class (Sutherland, 1992).

X+l the child's potential level

X the child's present level

Figure 2.1: Vygotsky's zone of proximal development

Source: (Sutherland, 1992)

Children of approximately the same ability may differ in the areas of their zones (or

sizes) of proximal development. A child with a large zone will have a much greater

capacity to be helped by teachers than a child with a narrow zone. However, the

teacher still has a duty to help the latter child (Sutherland, 1992).

Through this notion, Vygotsky reached to the concept of a learning environment

consisting not only of children and learning material and processes, but children,

learning material and interactive communication. Vygotsky's findings suggest

learning environments should involve guided interaction, permitting children to

reflect on inconsistency and to change their conceptions not only through Piaget's

intelligent action but also through speech and communication. The children's verbal

and conceptual maturation can be achieved by exposure to increasingly more expert

vocabularies through social interaction (Boudourides, 1998).
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But whatever particular constructivist theories may variously emphasize, a consensus

would be that learners arrive at meaning by actively selecting, and cumulatively

constructing, their knowledge, through both individual and social activity (Biggs,

1996).

During 1978, considerable research was carried out within the paradigm of

constructivism. In this research there was much new terminology and no universal

agreement on their meanings. There are numerous examples of common

misconceptions (Lefrancois, 2000; Nakhleh, 1992). Of course, as Solomon (1994)

stated, phenomena like children's misconceptions that constructivist researchers have

described, were familiar and well known to educators, although unremarkable. Thus,

the vocabulary was picked up by educators and it helped constructivism grow.

Children's ideas were not considered any more to be necessarily wrong but merely

different from the accepted scientific ones. Some of the major effects of

constructivism are listed below (Garnett and Hackling, 1995; Solomon, 1994) .

./' It has accelerated the elicitation of pupils' points of view.

./' It has created a new language to describe the association between metaphors of

alternative ideas and meaning of pupils' concepts.

./' It has helped educators to recognise that alternative conceptions can influence

subsequent learning and these conceptions might be very difficult to change.

Alternative conceptions are extensive and tenacious .

./' It has revealed that some of these conceptions might result from pedagogical practices

and we might reduce them with carefully constructed instruction.

However, it was argued by Millar (1989) and Jenkins (2000) that constructivism-

learning theory requires a particular model of instruction or demands a progressive

pedagogy. Of course, several writers have proposed instructional strategies based on

constructivism ideas, namely: greater emphasis on discourse relating to students

concepts; discussion in the classroom; exchange of ideas; demonstration or experience

with conflict situation; increasing the active involvement of students. Some suggested

the use of modem audiovisual technologies and computer graphics can overcome

difficulties with abstract, unobservable concepts (Garnett and Hackling, 1995).
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Nevertheless, Jenkins (2000) argued that none of those strategies and techniques are

'unique' to constructivism and stated that

"selecting a strategy that is more, rather than less, likely to interest students
and promote their learning is central to a teacher's professional competence ".

In addition, Solomon (1994) very poetically said:

"what constructivism has not described is the process of learning as arrival on
a foreign shore, or as struggling with conversation in an unknown language".

Therefore, the question that arises is: 'is the evidence which we have from the

constructivism framework of pupils ideas powerful enough to affect directly the

teaching process?' Of course, it might be always a debate of how and to what extent

the outcomes of research can affect the classroom science. However, to describe the

problem offers few solutions and does not generate a testable hypothesis.

Overall, constructivism has succeeded to have only a peripheral impact on the theory

and practice of scientific education, although undoubtedly it has given a challenge to

reflect on a relativist approach to the teaching and learning processes. Some of these

reflections were rather critical against it (Suchting, 1992; Matthews, 1993; Phillips,
1995; Osborne, 1996) and some have urged caution in its adoption (Millar, 1989;

Solomon, 1994). Although many would disagree with the constructivist approach, few

would silence the psychological influence on education brought about by the

constructivist view of learning. In fact it is as Ha psychological theory about how

beliefs are developed" (Matthews, 1998), where the original core of constructivism

might be found.

The importance of constructivism ideas in assessment practice has been stressed by

many educators in recent years (e.g. Biggs, 1996; Boud, 2004, Osborne, 2004 Gipps,

1994). According to constructivism, emphasis is placed upon the learner' mind and

assessment should enhance learner ability in understanding, comparing

interconnecting concepts instead of memorizing facts. Thus, constructivism policy in

assessment leads to collaborative, dynamic performance-based assessment and open-

ended problem solving assessment.
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2.4 Cognitive Theories and Information Processing Models

Information Processing models develop elements of cognitive development theory

(sequences, activity) and social constructivist theory (experience) but emphasise

cognitive strategies rather than structures. They are related to cognitive theories which

emphasise how information is processed. Cognitive approaches are concerned with

the things that happen inside humans' heads as they learn. They take the perspective

that students actively process information and learning takes place through the efforts

of the student as they organise, store and then find relationships between information,

linking new to old knowledge, schema and scripts. Sutherland ( 1992) stated that

"The Information Processing approach differs from the Piagetian one in
focusing on a single act of learning, taking place at one particular time.
Information Processing puts its emphasis on giving a precise, comprehensive,
quantitative account of a single learning experience ".

It is concerned with the process of learning rather than with the nature of the learner.

However, it does provide an explanation of why young children are poorer than adults

at single-focus tasks and complex multifocus tasks. According to the Information

Processing approach, the young child has a limited capacity for memorising, and this

capacity is smaller than the average adult capacity (Sutherland, 1992).

Ausubel, Bruner and Gagne were among the most influential in the discussion on how

people learn and their ideas have contributed to the cognitive theories although they

take different perspectives (NSW HSC ONLINE, 2004). Ausubel's advanced

organiser is a concept that considers the impact of prior learning. This differs from the

behaviourists who do not consider the importance of this factor. Bruner's work on

categorisation or the forming of concepts provides a possible set of answers to how

the learner derives information from the environment. Gagne looks at the events of

learning and instruction as a series of phases, using the cognitive steps of coding,

storing, retrieving and transferring information. The three researchers Ausubel,

Bruner and Gagne, although they have adopted quite different theoretical positions,

share the following features in common (NSW HSC ONLINE, 2004).

~ they all put forward their ideas initially in the 1960s. At that time all three were

established in their careers and recognised as authorities in their own right.

~ all three attempted to define cognitive theories of instruction.
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In the follow paragraphs, the key concepts in Ausubel's and Gagne's theory of

learning are briefly discussed because of their importance implications for the

assessment practice.

2.6 Ausubel

One of the main researchers who made use of the constructivist movement was David

Ausubel. Ausubel (1968) advocated the case that the most important thing for teachers

to know at the outset of the teaching is what each pupil knows already. However, he

held a different approach of how the teaching material should he presented in the

classroom or the self-study than Bruner. He argued that pupils need guidance if they

are to learn effectively and he advocated the direct instruction learning approach.

Ausubel (1968) focussed on both the presentational methods of teaching and the

acquisition of knowledge. He made a major contribution to learning and he studied

and described the conditions that lead to the 'meaningful learning'. In some way he

tried to find 'the laws of meaningful classroom learning'.

Meaningful learning, according to Ausubel, happens when the new concept can be

related to the pre existing concept in the learners' cognitive structure (for example,

already existing relevant aspect of knowledge of an image, an already meaningful

symbol, a known concept or a proposition). The new concept interacts on a

nonarbitrary (in the sense of plausibly, sensibly and nonrandomly), and substantive

(nonverbatimly) basis with established ideas in cognitive structure. Thus, meaning

derives directly from associations that exist among ideas, events, or objects.

According to Ausubel, meaningfulleaming presupposes:

1. That the learning material itself can be nonarbitrarily (plausibly, sensibly, and
nonrandomly) and substantively (nonverbatimly) related to any appropriate
cognitive structure (possesses "logical meaning")'

2. That the particular learner's cognitive structure contains relevant anchoring
idea(s) to which the new material can be related.

3. The interaction between potentially new meanings and relevant ideas in the
learner's cognitive structure gives rise to actual or psychological meanings.
Because each learner's cognitive structure is unique, all acquired new
meanings are perforce themselves unique.

Source: (Ausubel et al., 1978)
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In contrast, rote learning results in arbitrary verbatim incorporation of new knowledge

into cognitive structure. It occurs when no relevant concepts are accessible in the

learner's cognitive structure. The distinction is not a simple dichotomy. 'Rote-

meaningful' learning is a continuum, which depends on the learner and varies from

learner to learner. The idiosyncrasy of the cognitive structure of the learner interacts

in a different degree from topic to topic in the 'rote-meaningful' continuum. The

nature of the learner's existing knowledge and the way that new knowledge is

associated and linked to existing knowledge involves subsumption.

As the new knowledge is subsumed into the existing knowledge, it interacts and

modifies it and the new whole matrix now becomes more elaborate and new linkages

form between concepts. Ausubel called this process 'progressive differentiation'. In

adult cognitive structures, the differentiation of concepts takes place in a more radical

way than in children. In addition, these qualitative differences are not due to different

stages of cognitive structure but rather due to the amount of knowledge an adult holds.

Most adults' cognitive frameworks subsume much more elaborated and relevant

concepts than most children's. Hence, Ausubel disagreed with Piaget's ideas. He did

not relate learning to cognitive development over the age but saw

"rather the cognitive development manifested as a broadening array and
elaboration of specific concepts" (Novak, 1978).

The effectiveness of the Ausubel model may lie in one sentence:

Thus, meaning is never taught directly but constructed by the learners. As (Johnstone,

1987) suggested learners are not empty pots to be filled

"and information is not transmitted, but is reconstructed
idiosyncratically by each student".
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2.7 Gagne

Robert Gagne built upon behaviourist and cognitive theories to recommend

approaches to instruction. Much of Gagne's early experience as an instructional

psychologist was spent tackling practical problems of training air force personnel.

Gagne's research on simulators and other training devices in the Air Force

Laboratories during the war led him to

"form an early information processing conception of human performance and
influenced the later development of his (a) taxonomy of learning outcomes, (b)
concept of learning hierarchies, and (c) related concepts of instructional events
and conditions of learning" (Ertmer et al., 2003).

He emphasized the importance of articulating learning outcomes for instructional

design as a basis for planning instruction, assessing performance, and conducting

formative evaluation (Ertmer et al., 2003).

In 1968, Gagne proposed the theory of cumulative learning. This theory was based on

the premise that new learning depends primarily on combining previously acquired

and recalled learned entities, as well as on their potentialities for transfer of learning.

This theory was consistent with the notion of an intellectual skills hierarchy. The

hierarchy indicated which types of skills were prerequisites for which other types of

skills. This theory was in contrast to developmental theories of the time and

particularly Piaget's theory of cognitive adaptation. Gagne's (1968) intellectual skills

hierarchy were:

Perceptual discrimination:
Concrete concepts learning:

A recognition that classes of things differ.
An ability to classify things by their physical features
alone.
An ability to classify things by their abstract features
(perhaps also including physical features).
The ability to apply a simple procedure to solve a
problem or to accomplish some task.
In this, there is the ability to use complex procedures
in order to solve a problem or accomplish some task.

Defined concepts learning:

Rule using:

Higher-order rule:

During the 1970s and 1980s, Gagne's work increasingly reflected cognitive

information processing theory as it was developing in psychology. He dealt

particularly with problems in determining just what skills and knowledge are required
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for someone to be an effective performer at a given job (Gagne, 1977). He also

identified five major categories of learning:

Verbal information: The knowledge we store about all matters around us
(essentially factual information);
Enabling a human to understand his environment;
Referring to the strategy a person adopts to learn;
The physical skills that are necessary to be learnt in life (like
bicycle riding and computer skills);
The kind of knowledge concerning individual reaction toward
external items.

Intellectual skills:
Cognitive strategies:
Motor skills:

Attitudes:

His notions of task analysis and the importance of the correct sequencmg of

instruction are followed by most mathematics teachers when designing their

programmes. Gagne's approach is really that of an instructional designer. Gagne's

theory of learning hierarchies could be said to be a teaching theory, which is easy to

apply in some circumstances, but is not easily applied in other circumstances.

2.8 The Hypothetical Model of Human Memory

Cognitive psychology uses a metaphor borrowed from the branch of computer science

concerned with artificial intelligence. Thus, according to cognitive models, the brain

operates somewhat like a computer and it has input and output devices (the sensori-

motor systems), various classes of storage, or memories. Information processing

models tend to use computer analogues in describing learning. A variety of models

have been proposed, with slight variations on the functions and the relationships

between the different components of the human memory system. Bruning et al.

(1995) presented a model that contains common features of the various models

mentioned. This is referred to as the 'modal model' (see figure 2.2). According to

Ashcraft (1994) the modal model of human mind memory is divided into three types

of information storage:
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Encoding/Elaboration

Rehearsal

Figure 2.2: The Modal Model
Source: (Bruning et al., 1995)

The differences between the three types of memory lie in the nature and extent of the

processing that the information undergoes and in their capacity. It can be broken into

three processing stages namely:

~ Encoding stage,
~ Storage stage, and
).- Retrieval stage.

The encoding stage is when a physical input that corresponds to new information is

transformed into the kind of code or representation that memory accepts, and then it is

placed in memory. The storage stage is when the new information is maintained for

some period of time and the retrieval stage is when the new information is recovered

from storage. Theories of memory attribute forgetting to a failure at one or more of

these stages (Atkinson et al., 1993).

The following sections discusses mainly the information processing model developed

by Johnstone (1993)

2.9 The Information Processing Model - A Model of Learning

The human mind is a meaning maker. From the first microsecond we see, hear, taste,

or feel something, we start a process of deciding what it is, how it relates to what we

already know, and whether it is important to keep in your mind or should be discarded

(Slavin, 2003). One major emphasis of the cognitive approach deals with the process

of knowing. It describes the process by which information is absorbed, and how
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teachers can take advantage of this process to help students retain critical information

and skills. It is the cognitive theory of learning that describes the processing of

encoding, storage, and retrieval of knowledge in the mind. After all, we owe to

memory almost all that we either have or are. Our ideas and conceptions are its work,

and our everyday perception, thought, and movement is derived from this source.

There are many Information Processing models in the literature based largely on the

work of Atkinson and Siffrin (1971), for example, Ashcraft (1994); Child 1993;

Johnstone, 1993. The model (figure 2.3) proposed by Johnstone (1993) is based on a

mechanism suggested by many researchers. It includes the key characteristics

emphasised by Ashcraft (1994) and it entails ideas of others theories such as Piaget's

stage theory, Ausubel's importance of prior knowledge in meaningful learning,

Gagne's learning hierarchy, Pascual-Leone's idea oflimited space related to age.

etrieving
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Figure 2.3: A Model of the Information Processing

Source: (Johnstone, 1993)

This model focuses on learning and the learner. It suggests a simplified mechanism of

the learning process and enables us to understand the limitations of learning.

2.9.1 Sensory Memory-Perception Filter

The process by which we select information is referred to as perception. In figure 2.3

the sensory memory is called the perception filter. Our sensory memory consists of
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our sensory registers. Our sensory registers are linked to the five senses: sight,

hearing, taste, touch, smell. They help us to contact the environment and to receive

information from it. Research has focussed on the vision and hearing sensory

registers. In the literature (Brunning et al., 1995; Kellong, 1995; Bourne et al., 1986),

two types of sensory memory are described:

• The visual sensory memory; and

• The auditory sensory memory.

The visual sensory memory deals with information which can be seen and which

stimulates the visual registers. The length of time information can be held in the visual

registers is about one second after the stimulus is not longer physically available. The

auditory sensory memory deals with auditory information which stimulates our

auditory registers and can be held for about four seconds after the stimuli disappear.

Thus, the sensory memory system is very limited because:

.:. It can hold information for a very brief period. If nothing happens to
information in the sensory register it is rapidly lost.

.:. It responds only to a certain amount of information. The amount of information,
which we receive at any given time, is huge, and it is impossible to respond to
all of it.

However, we respond to a very small fraction of all available stimuli. It looks like the

incoming information passes through a filter that selects only a certain amount of it.

Attention (active focus on certain stimuli to the exclusion of others) is a limited

resource. White (1998) pointed out that what is selected is affected by the learner's

previous knowledge, attitude and abilities and the selection of events is vital in

learning. The perception filter is controlled by information which lies in the long-term

memory. Our previous knowledge, our preferences, experiences and our prejudices

control the perception filter and we respond and pay attention to certain stimuli

(Johnstone, 1993). For example, the smell of a fragrance makes us pay attention to a

stimulus because it evokes the memory of a person we love. Moreover, sensory

images are not exactly what we saw, heard or felt; they are what our senses perceived.

We perceive different stimuli according to rules that have nothing to do with the

inherent characteristics of the stimuli. We do not perceive stimuli as we see or sense

them, but as we know (or assume) they are (Slavin, 2003).
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2.9.2 Working Memory's Function

Sensory memory precedes attention. It controls whether or not we pay attention to a

stimulus. However, the information that a person perceives and pays attention to is

transferred to short-term memory (Atkinson and Siffrin, 1971; White, 1998) or

working space memory (Baddeley, 1986; Johnstone, 1988). Hence, short-term

memory is the part of the memory in which information that is currently being

thought about is stored. It is the place where the mind operates on information,

organizes it for storage or discarding, and connects it to other information. When we

try to memorise a set of numbers and then we try to recall them within seconds, this

process occurs in our short-term memory. The short-term memory is easily disrupted

and has certain features:

.:. It has a limited space for storage.

•:. It has a limited duration.

For the first feature, Miller (1956), after various memory experiments found that the

average capacity is about seven plus or minus two (7 ± 2) separate chunks. Chunks are

parcels of information, the size of which is in the control of the learners. It might be a

single number or a single letter or many pieces of information grouped together.

Chunking is the process of grouping information into parcels, which are easy to

handle. By the process of chunking, working memory space can be used more

efficiently because the learner can arrange items in groups of data. It is like to having

a purse which can hold only seven coins. If the coins are seven pennies its capacity is

only seven pennies. However if the coins are seven pounds its capacity increases to

700 pennies. The second feature of short-term memory is the limited time that it can

hold items. Without continued rehearsal the items can be held in it for about 20

seconds (Brunning et al., 1995).

Working memory has two functions: to hold information, and to process it into a form

which can be used or stored. In recent years, the concept of short - term memory has

been broadened into the idea of working memory space. It reflects better the notion

that it is not only a space for storing information for a certain time, but it is a space for

processing and transforming information. It permits us to keep information long

enough to make sense of sequences of words and directions, to solve problems, and to
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make decisions (Brunning et al., 1995). According to Johnstone (1984) working

memory is

"that part of the brain where we hold information, work on it, organise it, and
shape it, before storing it in the long-term memoryfor further use ".

2.9.3 Long-term Memory

Sensory memory and short-term memory involve information recently experienced

while long-term memory is a permanent repository of information that we accumulate

over periods of days, week, months and years (Brunning et al., 1995). This is the part

of the memory where information is kept for long periods of time. After we learn a

fact (like the capital of Greece) we are likely to know it tomorrow, next month and

even for the rest of our life. Unlike sensory and short-term memory, it is unlimited,

not easily disrupted, and indefinite. Thus, it seems to be remarkably stable and long

lasting and to have a very large capacity. Some theorists call it permanent memory;

Le. we never lose the information, just the ability to find it. Although forgetting

occurs, there is a debate whether it happens because metabolic changes cause gradual

decay in long-term memory or because of the inability to retrieve from it.

The long-term memory is divided into two types:
~ Declarative memory
~ Procedural memory

Declarative memory holds knowing of what. It is the knowledge we have of things

that we can put into words such as our names, the meaning of words, the description

of facts, the recalling the name of the capital of a country and generally what we have

in our consciousness. Many researchers like Tulving (1983) and Squire (1987) have

differentiated declarative memory into two types: memory of personal experience and

memory of general knowledge. The former, which might be abstract and hold general

knowledge, is called semantic, and the later might hold personal (autobiographical)

knowledge and it is called episodic.

Procedural memory, in contrast, is unconscious memory. It deals with knowing how

to perform certain activities. It includes knowledge that we cannot put into words such

as information related to how to walk, how to drive, how to swim.
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Information is transferred from sensory memory to short - term memory through the

process of attending, and the information remains in short-term memory mainly

through rehearsal. However, the transfer of material from short-term memory to long -

term memory requires concentration. It is not a simple rehearsal but it requires

encoding which means transforming the information and representing it in another

way. Encoding is a process through which meaning is derived from experience.

Information is encoded into:

(1) the verbal coding system which is linguistically adapted information

e.g. words, stories, discourse, or

(2) the imaginably coding system which is adapted for non-verbal

information such as pictures, sensations, sound.

According to the aphorism 'a picture is worth a thousand words', it is believed that we

recall visual information better than linguistic information. Paivio' s dual coding

theory suggests that information can he coded within one or both of the systems

(Paivo, et al., 1988). He indicated that if information were coded into both systems,

memory would be enhanced, whereas if information were coded only into one coding

system, it would be less well recalled.

2.9.4 Processes in Long-term Memory: Storage and Recall

The important function of the long-term memory is to receive the information and

store it for recall.

"We store information which is potentially important, or interesting, or useful.
We ignore or discard information which is more trivial or unimportant. This is
a personal process and for that purpose memory uses a variety of functions
such as: pattern recognition, rehearsal, elaborating, organisation. We seek for
patterns as we try to connect the new information with existing information in
order to make sense. We discard the new information when it does not make
sense to us" (Johnstone, 1997).

In general, memory has a constructive nature. It generates rather than reproduces the

facts. Johnstone (1997) compared the process of storage and recall of long-term

memory to the process of a filing system in a computer.

"If an incoming letter does not fit the system, a new file is created and cross-
referenced or indexed in some way tofacilitate its retrieval" Johnstone (1997).
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The difficulty of this filing process may rise when we try to retrieve the file. We do

not know how someone organises his/her filing system and it may not be the same

way as the others do.

Johnstone (1997) indicated four ways for storing:

~ , .

Thf!~new ~howleiigeY;~'(]s .~gooiifit to,existing knowledge arlt! is m~rgeii to enrich the
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Looking at Johnstone's suggestions, the first way of storing knowledge is what is

called meaningful learning, whereas the last type is what is called rote learning.

Meaningful memorisation is very easy to retrieve and almost never lost. Conversely,

rote memorisation is more easily lost and more difficult to retrieve. The second way

of storage leads to misconceptions, which are very persistent and very difficult to

change. The linear memorisation is the way we memorise something like the alphabet

and can be accessed in only one way. This type of memorisation is useful in some

cases although it is often slow and needs a lot of effort.

2.10 Neo-Piagetians

Pascual-Leone (1976) and Case (1985) have moved from pure Piagetian theory to a

synthesis of Piagetian and Information Processing models (Sutherland, 1992). They

used the main ideas of Information Processing theories in terms of its emphasis on

cognitive processing or short-term memory capacity to explain how meaningful

learning occurs particularly during the formal operations stage.

First Pascual-Leone (1970) conceptualised Piaget's cognitive-development variable as

quantitative construct, the central processor M. Pascual-Leone (1970) proposed the

concept of M power: the ability of a child to store instructions and to scan his
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perceptual scene for relevant elements to focus on. He said that human performance

on cognitive tasks involves three major demands:

1. The mental strategies used to work out solutions to the task which

he calls the 'repertoire H'.
2. The demands that the mental strategies places on the mental span

which he refers to as the 'M-demand' and
3. The actual available capacity of the individual which he calls the

central computing space or ' M-space'.

He then developed a hypothesis that the mental capacity or the M-space of individual

is a function of Pia get's stages of cognitive development and therefore grows with age

as well as the range of strategies available to the student would grow with experience

and with education.

Pascual-Leone's revision of Piaget's stages involved a synthesis of Piaget's stages

with his own M value, as illustrated in Table 2.2 (Sutherland, 1992). He argued that
his M power successfully explains what Piaget model of cognitive development has

failed to address: "the asynchronous appearances of variations of the same cognitive
structure (horizontal decalage)" (Serumola, 2003). A child achieves different stages
in different areas. For example, if a child requires M power to reach a higher stage in,
say, history, the child requires the same M power to reach a lower stage in, say,

mathematics.

Table 2.2: Pascual-Leone's revision of Pia get's stages

a+2
a+3
a+4

11-12 a+5
13-14 a+6
15-16 a+7Late formal

M-power: the maximum number of schemata available to the individual
at any given mental strategy operations.

The letter (a): denotes the space taken up by the mental strategy (executive
schemata) that applied to the task or problem solving.

The letter (k): denotes the number of units that can be manipulated by the
individual simultaneously without causing any confusion.

Sources: (Sutherland, 1992; Serumola, 2003)
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Case (1985) built on both Piaget's original ideas and Pascual-Leone. He suggested

that the Pascual-Leone's idea of mental strategies (repertoire-H) were parallel to

Piagetian idea of schemata. However, he has been much influenced by the

Information Processing movement and its crucial concept of working memory

capacity. He called this short-term storage space (Sutherland, 1992). He thought that

this short-term storage space is developed chronological. However, he argued that

growth in short-term storage space could be achieved by greater operational

efficiency. Thus, teachers' responsibility is to help children to use their capacities

more efficiently.

The studies conducted by Pascual-Leone and Case formed a basis for a number of

studies on the information processing capacity and mental demand for many

psychologists. In the next paragraph some of these studies will be explored in more

detail

2.11 Information Processing - Learning and Assessment

Since working memory is limited (Miller, 1956) and has to be shared for holding and

operating processes, if we try to do too much at once we simply overload. According

to Johnstone (1999) Hi/there is too much to hold there is no room for processing" and

vice versa. If much processing is required, little information can be held. Much

research has developed on the basis of working memory limitation. Baddeley (1986),

particular, has contributed enormously to the understanding of working memory and

how it works.

Johnstone and Wham (1982) showed that, during laboratories, students' working

space memory overloads easily because too many functions are required to be

manipulated simultaneously and learning in the laboratory situation may fail. Students

have to deal with many tasks at the same time such as: to recall theory, names of

apparatus, old skills; to recognise materials; to deal with new written instructions, new

skills, and new verbal instructions. They eventually lose concentration and they reach

a state of unstable overload. They proposed that overload in working memory appears

when the learner cannot distinguish the noise from the signal. The term noise was

used to describe the non-essential and irrelevant information that the teacher is
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transmitting to learners, whilst the term signal was used to describe the essential and

useful information that the teacher is transmitting. Johnstone (1999), found that

overload happens also very often during lectures, when all the student's working

space is devoted to write notes from the spoken words and little space is left for

elaborating them and thus understanding them (Johnstone, 1999).

Research in the field of science education suggested that language is one of the

barriers in understanding some topics (Selepeng, 1995; Cassels and Johnstone, 1983).

Cassels and Johnstone (1984) stated that

"what goes on in working memory occurs in visual or verbal forms. An
unfamiliar word or known word in an unfamiliar context takes up valuable
working space. For a second language learner the problem is even more
serious because the working space is used not only for holding and processing
but also for translating. The same problem might occur in multiple-choice
questions, which are posed in a negative form. In this case, this needs more
processing and may go beyond the capacity of the working memory space
needed to hold, organise, sequence, process and solve it".

Pollitt et al. (2000) also in their study addressed the problems related to language

barrier that students face when they study in a language which is not their mother

tongue. They concluded that the problems are linguistic, contextual and cultural.

Many studies have been carried out looking at the relationship between working

memory capacity and solving problem success. Niaz (1987) showed that a

relationship existed between the mental capacity of students and the information

demands of the questions, in terms of student's performance. Johnstone and EI-Banna

C1986) investigated the overload of working memory by assessing students in both

secondary and tertiary education with a number of chemistry problems with

increasing complexity (number of thought steps) and facility values (facility value is

the faction of problem solvers who were able to solve a given problem correctly, and

is measured on a scale from 0-1). They demonstrated that if the number of things

students had to keep in mind at one time in order to solve the problem exceeded their

working memory capacity, then they would find the problem very difficult or even

impossible. Thus, students of a given working memory capacity would successfully

answer questions of demand CZ) until their working memory capacity was exceeded,

at which point their performance would fall dramatically Figure 2.4 idealises their

result.
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Figure 2.4: Predicted performance in students with different working memory capacity.

Source: (Palmer, 2002)

Bahar (1999) summarised research studies in the field of science and mathematics

education that have suggested the following:

I. Working memory can be easily overloaded, because of its limited capacity (e.g. with

unnecessary information, unfamiliar vocabularies, negative questions),

II. Overloading the working memory can be an obstacle to acquiring the information,

Ill. lfworking memory is overloaded by too many pieces of information, the processing of

this information cannot take place unless such information can be effectively chunked,

IV. There is a relationship between the working memory capacities of students and their

performances in problem solving and in exams.
Source: (Bahar, 1999)

These results do not imply that a student with a small working memory capacity is

not able to solve problems and is incapable of learning. Working space has limited

capacity and this cannot be changed. However, learning demand can be kept below

the working memory capacity of the learner and strategies can be developed in

order to help a student to operate beyond his capacity. Attention should be given by

teachers, especially in primary and secondary level, to provide well-organised

teaching materials by scrutinising the information density of the text and

worksheets and by separate the important information for the unimportant one.

Psychological processes for learning provide a useful tool for many researchers to

create models which explain the psychological processes involved in answering
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questions (Sanderson, 1998). Oakhill's (1988), cited in Sutherland (1992),

explanation why the use of negative comparisons such as "Ann is not as bad as

Betty. Betty is not as bad as Carol. Who is the best?" can make it difficult for

children to reason soundly was based on the information processing model:

• Perceiving and encoding the premises.
• Transferring them into the working memory.
• Combining the premises representations in the memory to form

an integrated representation.
• Encoding the question
• Scanning the representation of the premises to answer the

question or to formulate 0 conclusion.
Source: Sutherland (1992)

Bell (1999) created a model for a retrieval question, which is a simplification of the

actual processes involved. According to this model the candidate will be unable to

answer the question if something goes wrong with at least one of the six processes:

.:. Exposure/observation

.:. Encoding

.:. Query

.:. Interrogation

.:. Retrieval

.:. Expression

The exposure of the information to the candidate
The formation of a long-term memory and the
creation of a network .
Interpreting the question
Sent a query into long-term memory
Recovering the answer from long term memory
The conversion of the information into a suitable
response for the examiner

Source: Bell (1999)

The language and the format of questions can influence students' performance.

Psychological processes for learning provide useful information for avoid

constructing questions which may be beyond any reasonable expectation of student's

abilities. Thus, attention should be given to scrutinising fixed-response questions by

the process of shredding (Johnstone 2003). Johnstone has drawn attention to the

following common faults which can easily occur in the fixed response questions:

superficial clues, options of uneven length, negative and double negative expressions,

grammatical construction, self-cancelling responses, instructions to students, question

length, test editing. Crisp and Sweiry (2003) emphasised the importance of how a

question is understood by subtle changes of certain aspects of a question such as
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diagrams or images which are particularly salient and hence can come to dominate the

mental representation that is formed.

Moreover, differences in cognitive processes which occur when an examiner marks an

essay may cause problems for the inter-rater reliability.

"The essay is recognised as one area where inter-rater reliability is likely to be
at its weakest and where the judgement is most likely to be regarded in common
sense terms, as 'subjective'" (Sanderson, 1998)

Possible causes of halo effect can be explained by models based on information

processing such us: observation encoding, aggregation and storage in short-term

memory, short-term decay, long-term memory decay, presentation of categories to be

rated, observation and impression retrieval from long-term store, recognition of

observations and impressions relevant to rating categories, recognition comparison of

observations and impressions to rater's standards, incorporation of extraneous

considerations.

Conclusions

Learning theories investigate and emphasise the importance of the structure of

knowledge; the hierarchical ordering of concepts; and the difficulties that children

face due to their developmental stages and cognition. Constructivism emphasises

the importance of prior knowledge in proving the basis for further learning and the

need for the learner to be actively involved in the learning process.

To some extent, it is true that students begin to forget much of the knowledge that

they have learned very soon after they finish their examinations. Teachers can

experience that many times in the classroom when pupils are asked to recall

concepts that they had been taught the previous school year. It seems that they have

never been taught these concepts before. It is also known from personal experience,

when, in vain, someone tries to recall things that he/she has learned in the past.

However, the most important function of schools should be to impart skills and

knowledge to the pupils that will be available for the rest of their life.

Teaching and assessment are inseparable in the learning process. Assessment does not

stand outside teaching and learning but stands in a dynamic interaction with them.
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Shepard (1992) emphasised the importance for educators to understand the conception

of teaching and learning when they make decisions about testing practice and to

examine the implicit theories which guide their practice. In the traditional model of

teaching (objectivism approach) learning is seen as a distinct body of information,

specified in detail, that can be transmitted to the learner. Assessment, in this context,

consists of checking whether the information has been received (Entwistle and

Entwistle, 1992). However isolated facts, if learnt, quickly disappear from the

memory because they have no meaning and do not fit into the learner's conceptual

map. Students can succeed in objective tests without necessarily understanding the

material they have learned. This particularly may be true in science where much

research has shown that students carry widespread misconceptions and

misunderstanding of both natural and scientific phenomena (e.g. Anderson, 1990;

Bodner, 1991; Osborne and Cosgrove, 1983;Nurrenber and Pickering, 1987; Sawrey,

1990; Gabel, 1999). The behaviourist learning theory requires practice, repetition and

testing of discrete basic skills prior to any teaching of higher-order thinking skills

(Shepard, 1992).

On the contrary, in the constructivism and information processing models, learning is

seen as a process of personal knowledge construction and meaning making. In this

approach, learning is a complex and diverse process and therefore requires assessment

to be more diverse and to assess in more depth the structure and quality of students'

learning and understanding (Gipps, 1994). In the Information processing models the

structure of effective learning is seen in such a way that it can be stored usefully in the

long-term memory. Knowledge is seen as something cohesive and holistic which

provides scaffolding for later learning (Atkins et al., 1992). In fact, cognitive

processes indicate that there is an intimate connection between skills and the contexts

in which they are used. This means assessment should reduce the emphasis on the

ability to memorise and increase the emphasis on thinking and problem solving.

Information processing approaches to learning require a new assessment methodology

and tests ought not to ask for demonstration of small, discrete skills practised in

isolation (Gipps, 1994).

Learning theories are the bases which help teachers and educators to understand

diverse factors of individual differentiation in: perceiving information; encoding
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information; transferring information; scanning the representation of the information;

and working memory capacity. Differences in the above factors make individuals to

have different cognitive styles and to be different in intelligence, ability, personality,

and achievement. The next chapter throws some light in to what are cognitive styles

and how they influence our: intellectual abilities; skills; personalities; teaching and

learning; and performance.
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Cognitive Styles

Psychologists who are working at the interface between cognition and personality

emphasise the importance of cognition. There are individual differences in styles of

perceiving, remembering, thinking, and judging, and these individual variations, if not

directly part of the personality, are at the very least intimately associated with various

non-cognitive dimensions of personality (Kogan, 1976). Nevertheless, it has been

demonstrated by the massive volume of cognitive style research that cognitive styles

can have an impact on intellectual and academic achievements.

Individuals have different ways of collecting and organising information depending

upon their cognitive structure and what they already know. Differences that exist in

someone's cognitive structure and in psychological functioning enable individuals to

have different cognitive styles. A number of different labels has been given to

cognitive styles and it has been argued that many of them are just different

conceptions of the same dimensions. This chapter represents an effort to summarise

some of the different cognitive styles that appear in the literature and a review of

research in this field and their serious implications for academic achievement.

Attention is focussed on field dependent/independent and convergent/divergent

cognitive styles, as they are the main cognitive styles used for this research for the

following reasons:

• They are dominant over the other cognitive styles in the literature.

• Previous work suggests that they are related to assessment.

3.1 What Cognitive Styles Are

Cognitive style was defined by Tennant (1988) as

"an individual's characteristic and consistent approach to organising and
processing information H.

Sternberg and Grigorenko (1997) hold that cognitive styles are a subset of the general

construct of style, that of thinking styles. According to them
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"thinking styles are not themselves abilities but rather preferred ways of using
the abilities one has. Thinking styles are but one manifestation of a broader
program of research in which psychologists have been engaged for many
decades, that on cognitive styles or people's characteristic and typically
preferred modes of processing information H.

Thus, Sternberg and Grigorenko (1997) characterized cognitive style as

"a distinctive or characteristic manner or method of acting or performing" .

Witkin, et al. (1971) defined cognitive styles as

"the characteristic, self-consistent modes of functioning, which individuals
show in their perceptual and intellectual activities ".

Messick's (1993) definition was

"cognitive styles are characteristic modes of perceiving, remembering, thinking,
problem solving, decision making that are reflective of information processing
regularities that develop in congenial ways H.

Hartley (1998) listed different kinds of individual differences related to learning and

studying under four headings. These are:

1. Fundamental difference: fundamental in the sense that these are very hard to alter.
2. Cognitive styles: these are ways in which different individuals.

characteristically approach different cognitive tasks.
3. Learning strategies: these are ways in which individuals more consciously

select methods of approach, and
these are less serious ways in which individuals differ.4. Preferences:

Information Processing theory sees considerable individual differences in learning

arising due to differences in a number of factors such as:

.:. The component processes .

•:. The strategies into which theseprocesses combine.

•:. The mental representations on which the processes and strategies act.

•:. The ways in which individuals allocate their attentional resources.

Source: (Sutherland, 1992)

Sutherland (1992) stated Sternberg's (1977) notion that the various factors involved in

Information Process make up intelligence. By definition, therefore, to be intelligent is

to be able to process information efficiently. Steinberg'S six factors are as follows:
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Spatial ability: The ability to visualize a problem spatially in
all its details.
The ability to grasp a new visual field
(or view) quickly.
The ability to generalize from evidence
presented.
The ability to understand new words quickly.
The ability to store visual material in the brain
The ability to manipulate numbers according
to certain rules.

Perceptual speed:

Inductive reasoning:

Verbal comprehension ability:
Memory:
Number ability:

There have been a number of attempts to de-construct intelligence such as Gardner's

(1993) theory of 'multiple intelligences'. Instead of concentrating purely on

correlations and factor analyses of tests such as usually represented by the notorious

single IQ measure, Gardner drew on disciplines such as neuroscience to examine

abilities that appear to be largely independent of each other. Thus, he discussed ways

in which they may be impaired by brain injury, while other faculties are left intact; or

occasionally appears in isolation, as in the case of idiots savants. On this basis, he

suggested that the following cognitive abilities are substantially independent of each

other at a neuropsychological level:

)0> Linguistic intelligence,
)0> Musical intelligence,
)0> Logical mathematical intelligence,
)0> Spatial intelligence,
)0> Bodily-kinesthetic intelligence,
)0> Intra-personal intelligence,
)0> Inter-personal intelligence,
)0> Naturalist intelligence (the ability to recognise fine distinctions

and patterns in the natural world).

Gardner was not dogmatic about this list. He thought that might be more or fewer of

the categories. Goleman (1996) has suggested that there is a form called 'emotional

intelligence', which he regards as distinct from those already proposed.

Hartley (1998) gave the following examples of individual cognitive styles differences

and ways of thinking and related studies:

)0> Convergent/divergent (Hartley and Greggs, 1997)

)0> Reflexive/impulsive (Goldman and Flake, 1996)
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~ Field dependent/independent (Liu and Reed, 1994)

~ Visualisers/ verbalisers (Kirby, 1993)

~ Abstract/concrete/active/reflective (Willcoxson and Prosser, 1996)

~ Locus of control (Millar and Irving, 1995)

Sternberg and Grigorenko (1997) epitomised different cognitive styles under the

follow labels:

1. The cognition-centred approach: Differences between individuals caused
of the way they function in their perceptual and intellectual activities and
the styles produced by this approach seem quite close to abilities.

2. The personality-centred approach: The styles produced by this approach

seem closer to personality traits.

3. The activity-centred approach: This approach is centred on the notion of

style as mediator of various forms of activities that may arise from aspects

of cognition and personality.

For the cognition-centred approach they concluded that the two styles that have

generated the most theory and research, as well as interest are: reflection-impulsivity

and field dependence-independence. Kogan (1976) held the same opinion as

Sternberg and Grigorenko.

Riding and Caine (1993) quoted the survey of Riding and Cheema (1991). This was

about the various labels of cognitive styles. After reviewing the descriptions,

correlations, methods of assessment and effects on behaviour, they concluded that

cognitive characteristic might be grouped into two principal cognitive style

dimensions: the Wholist-Analytic and the Verbal-Imagery. Riding and Caine (1993)

summarised them as follows:

The Wholist-Analytic style: of whether an individual tends to process

information in wholes or parts.

The Verbal-Imagery style: of whether an individual is inclined to represent

information during thinking verbally or in mental images.

These two styles are independent of one another in that the position of an individual

on one dimension of cognitive style does not affect their position on the other.

There have been various arguments relating to the overlap between style and ability.

Some researchers support the idea that 'ability' describes performance in a given task
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whereas 'style' describes the way the task is approached (Messick, 1994). Whilst,

intellectual abilities are primarily concerned with the ability to learn, cognitive styles

are primarily concerned with differences in the ways of learning. Hartley (1998)

stated that cognitive styles are important variables in two key areas:

1. How students make academic and career choices; and

2. How students learn, how teachers teach, and how these interact.

According to Riding and Cheema (1991), cognitive style is considered to be a fairly

fixed characteristic of an individual. While cognitive strategies are the ways that may

be used to cope with particular situations and tasks. Strategies may be learned and

developed. Styles, by contrast, are static and are relatively in-built features of the

individual.

The following sections concentrate In the field dependent/independent and

convergent/ divergent cognitive style.

3.2 Field-Dependent /Independent Cognitive Style

Hundreds, if not thousands, of articles pertaining to the field dependence-

independence (FDI) construct have been published. This polar construct originated in

Witkin's work (Witkin et 01.,1962; Witkin et 01.,1974; Witkin and Goodenough,

1981). Witkin (Witkin and Goodenough, 1981) investigated for many years the idea,

suggested by Gestalt psychology, that some people are dominated by any strong frame

of reference or pattern in a stimulus field, to such an extent that they have trouble in

perceiving elements that cut across the pattern. He investigated the personality in

relation to the integrative process of making contact with the environment through

perception.

Early studies of Witkin and Asch (1948a, 1948b) found that some individuals

consistently tended to attend to different type of cues. Subjects who used visual cues

were designated 'field-dependent', while those who used postural cues (such as

tactile, vestibular and kinesthetic cues) were designated 'field-independent'. Further

probes of the subject's ability to perceive individual elements within an organised

perceptual field have followed. It was thought that might be a relationship between

the individuals' disebedding ability' and their' cognitive restructuring'.
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Within this framework Witkin and Goodenough (1981) defined the mam

characteristic of the field-dependent and field-independent cognitive styles as:

~ Field - Dependent (FD) individual who can insufficiently separate an item

from its context and who readily accepts the dominating field or context.

~ Field-Independent (FID) individual who can easily 'break up' an

organised perceptual field and separate readily an item from its context.

In order to determine an individual's level of field dependency, one of the tests that

Witkin et al. (1971) used was the paper-and-pencil Embedded Figure Test (EFT) or

Group Embedded Figure Test (GEFT). In this test, the individual was required to

recognise and identify a simple geometric shape within a complex pattern. The more

shapes correctly found the better the individual is at this process of separation and is

said to be field-independent, and vice versa for field-dependent. The designation of

field-dependent\independent did not imply two distinct categories. There is a

continuum between these two classes and those of intermediate ability are classed as

field-intermediate.

Witkin et al. (1962), in seeking to find out the sources of these different constructing

patterns between FD and FI, explored the idea of segregation of self from the outside

world, where boundaries are set up between the person and their immediate

environment i.e. people, places, things. In the light of the new data, a theoretical

model 'the theory of psychological differentiation' was developed (Witkin et al.,

1962). The greater the level of psychological differentiation that the individual

possesses the greater the degree of'self-nonself segregation. According to this theory

are two ways of perceiving elements of the environment, the analytical and the global.

An analytical, in contrast to a global, way of perceiving entails a tendency to

experience items as discrete from their backgrounds, and reflects ability to overcome

the influence of an embedding context. People differ in the extent to which their

perception is analytical.

Witkin et al. (1974) demonstrated evidence that, in addition to the relation between

characteristics present in infancy and patterns found in later development, the nat~re

of mother-child interaction is important for a child's progress toward greater
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differentiation. As expected, the mothers of children with a more global field

approach have had the kinds of relations with their children which tended to inhibit

the children's progress toward differentiation; mothers of children with a more

analytical field approach have interacted with their children in a way which tended to

foster the development of differentiation in their children.

In the new theory, the Field-Dependence-Independence (FDI) dimension of individual

differences was connected with the analytical-global dimension of individual. These

patterns of behaviour suggested consistency in psychological functioning, which

pervades the individual's perceptual, intellectual, emotional, motivational, defensive,

and social operations (Witkin et al., 1974).

In the following sections is discussed the association between (a) FOI and structuring

ability; (b) FDI and intelligence; (c) FDI and personality; (d) FDI and academic

achievement; (e) FOI and information processing approach.

3.2.1 FDI and Structuring Ability

Studies have confirmed the relationship between disembedding and structural ability

(Goodenough and Karp, 1961; Witkin, et al., 1962). Field-dependent individuals tend

to rely on task structure and are less able to deal with ill-structured tasks than are

field-independent individuals. Witkin et al. (1977) commented on results of several

studies suggesting

"that the field-dependence-independence dimension is very similar to
dimensions of perceptual functioning (flexibility of closure and spatial
decontextualization) identified by other investigators. It may be that these refer
to the same dimension, called by different names. "

In general field independent learners show evidence of greater skills in their cognitive

analysis and restructuring than field dependents (Witkin and Goodenough, 1981).

3.2.2 FDI and Intelligence

The concept of psychological differentiation was originated to overcome the

inadequacy of conventional intelligence tests as bases for explaining individual

differences in cognition (Stenberg and Grigorenko, 1997). As was expected, it

triggered a huge amount of research that attempted to find the relation between
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conventional measures of intelligence and FDI. Much research pushed aside Witkin's

suggestion that EFT measures a 'style of field independence' requiring a theory of its

own, separate from ability theory. FDI has frequently been associated with higher

spatial and overall intelligence (Richardson, 2000). Richardson declared that

"a key problem for the theory has been its inability to display discriminant
validity with conventional intelligence tests H,

Stenberg and Grigorenko (1997) reviewed that the evidence from the literature

suggested a close connection and perhaps an identity between FDI and aspects of

intelligence.

Tinajero and Paramo (1998), with regard to FDI related to intelligence, presented

different researchers who came out with different results. However, they stated that

subjects with different cognitive styles show consistently different tendencies in their

cognitive function, these tendencies being more or less adaptive for specific

intellectual tasks. Their view was supported by the fact that the result was maintained

when between-subject differences in intelligence were taken into account. Thus, it can

be concluded that individuals' field dependent/independent cognitive characteristic is

different from their intelligence ability.

3.2.3 FDI and Personality

Witkin et al. (1974) realised at a certain point in their investigations that the way in

which each person orients himself in space is an expression of a more general

preferred mode of perceiving which, in tum, is linked to a broad and varied array of

personal characteristics involving many areas of psychological functioning. Thus,

they searched the relationships between field approach and some behavioural

characteristics of individuals. The sense of separate identity, the sense of their body

concept, and the defensive structure of individuals were among others characteristics

that they investigated.

The Study of Sense of Separate Identity: A sense of separate identity is the result of

development of awareness of one's own needs and characteristics as distinct from

those of others. Evidence from Witkin et al. 's (1974) studies in fact showed that

people with a relatively field-dependent way of perceiving have a less developed
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sense of their identity and of their separateness from others than do more field-

independent people. Individuals with an analytical field approach, in contrast to

people with a global approach, tend to be less dependent on the examiner in test

situations for definition both of the task and their role in it; they are regarded by

others as socially more independent; they show less interest in and need for people

and a relatively intellectual and impersonal approach to problems; they are usually

less influenced by authority, tending to be guided by values standards, needs of their

own; they are apt to have a stable self view; and they are less attentive to subtle social

cues given by others. Individuals with a global approach impression of people are

usually based on the physical characteristics these people show and the actions they

engage in. On the whole, they favour occupations that involve contact with people and

that are popular within a group.

The Study of Nature of Controls and Defences: The study of nature of controls and

defences is the relation between field approach and defensive structure (the capacity

to control of impulsive behaviour). A number of studies of Witkin et al. 's (1974)

tended to confirm the view that people with a global field approach had less capacity

for the management of impulsive behaviour than people with an analytical field

approach. Children and adults with an analytical field approach tended to have a

relatively developed defensive structure and to use relatively specialized complex

defences (as isolation and intellectualisation, rather than primitive denial and massive

regression). Children with an analytical approach were shown to be better able to

modulate and mediate the ideas and feelings of aggression because of their more

developed differentiation. For adult subjects, who were engaged in their research, was

confirmed that people with an analytical field approach would use intellectualisation

and isolation as modes of defence (Witkin et al., 1974).

Many characteristics of the personality that Witkin and his co-workers have explored

are similar to personality characteristics that Jung (1923) proposed in his theory of

psychological types. Jung believed that individuals could be characterised in terms of:

• Attitudes:

• Perceptual:

• Judgment functions:

as introversionor extroversion.

functionssensingor intuition.

thinkingor feeling.
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The attitudes of introversion or extroversion describe the way individuals relating to

others. Extraversion characterises those who are outgoing, with an interest in people

and the environment, while introversion describes people whose interests are more

inwardly focused. Intuition and sensing are used in Jung's types to describe

preferences in perceiving stimuli. An intuitive person tends to perceive stimuli

holistically and to concentrate on meaning rather than details, whereas a sensing

individual perceives information realistically and precisely. Thinking and feeling

represent two distinct ways of judging or understanding perceived stimuli. Judgments

made in the thinking mode tend to be logical, analytical, and impersonal; those made

in the feeling mode are usually based on values rather than logic.

Because of the similarities between Witkin's theory of psychological differentiation

and Jung's theory of psychological types much research has been stimulated trying to

find relationships between FDI theory and personality theory as well as Sternberg's

Triarchic Theory of Intelligence (e.g. Farr and Moon, 2003; Richardson, 2000;

Didkovskaya, 2003). They believe that FDI theory's resulting typology was heralded

for its simplicity of measurement and became the focus of more researchers than any

other cognitive style who neglected a range of topics of key interest for education and

psychology (Richardson, 1999).

3.2.4 FDI and Academic Achievement

Witkin's initially contention was that field-dependent and field-independent subjects

are equally well-adapted to meet the demands of their environment. Tinajero and

Paramo (1998) referred to early data from Witkin and co-workers suggested that there

was no link between FDI and overall achievement, supporting the 'neutrality'

hypothesis.

It was suggested by Cohen (1969) and Kogan (1976) that the greater restructuring

ability of field-independent subjects favoured achievement in the school environment,

particularly in those areas that requiring analytical skills and the use of processing

strategies based on the organisation and restructuring of information. Dubois and

Cohen's (1970) research provided support for this hypothesis since they found

significant correlations between the overall mark in a university admission
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examination and scores in field dependence-independence test. A number of studies

have followed in examining the correlation between FDI and academic performance

in disciplines such as language, mathematics, natural sciences, social sciences, art,

music and computer science at secondary school level as well as at university level.

Tinajero and Paramo's (1998) review concluded that

"in general field-independent subjects perform better than field-dependent
subjects, whether assessment is of specific disciplines or across the board".

Research results in the Centre for Science Education in Glasgow University (El -

Banna, 1987; Al-Naeme, 1988; Gray, 1997; Bahar, 1999; Danili 2001; Christou,

2001) in FDI and students' performances are consistent with Tinajero and Paramo

conclusion.

Although there are studies that give no correlated results, yet in no case have field-

dependent subjects been shown to perform better than field-independent subjects

(Tinajero and Paramo, 1998; Davis, 1991). In particular, in natural sciences, many

studies did not provide clear support for the expected superiority of field-independent

students. Tinajero and Paramo (1998) gave an explanation for the origin of this

inconsistency. They thought that for the learning and reading skills, particularly

during the early stages when the goal is to identify elements of the writing system FDI

is an important factor. However, the influence of FDI on reading ability gradually

lessens as the ability becomes more automatic. For the mathematics computations,

they thought that "as educational level advances, mathematical operations become

automatic, causing the role of restructuring ability to be diluted". For the natural

sciences, they believed that the wide diversity of methods used for evaluating

achievement conceals an implicit diversity of the teaching material, the instructional

methodology, the degree of structuring of teaching materials, etc. which helps field

dependent students to overcome the difficulties.

Overall, the field dependent/independent test is considered by many researchers a

very powerful instrument to predict academic performance of individuals. For

example, Terrell (2002) used the Group Embedded Figures Test as an instrument to

predict membership in middle and high school programs for the academically gifted.

He found that the Group Embedded Figures Test performance was a powerful

indicator of giftedness.
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3.2.5 FDI and Information Processing Approach

Tinajero and Paramo (1998) reported studies of Berger and Golberger, 1979;

Goodenough, 1976, who believed that the differences in certain information

processing components such as memory and attention between field-dependent and

field-independent subjects might be affecting the ways in which children perform in

the classroom. Some researchers (Frank and Keene, 1993; Farr and Moon, 2003)

supported the idea that FDI is related to the Wholist-Analytic style in processing

information. Some studies that threw some light on the relationships between working

memory, attention and field dependent-independent style are now discussed.

Tinajero and Paramo (1998) quoted the work of Davey (1990) who presented sixth to

eighth grade students with a series of questions about texts, which they had previously

read under four conditions which varied with regard to the demand for memory and

restructuring:

a. Condition A: questions with alternative answers and the subjects were allowed to

have the text in front of them in order to be able to answer them;

b. Condition B: questions with alternative answers but without the text being present;
c. Condition C: questions with open answers with the text being present, and

d. Condition 0: questions with open answers without the text being present.

The assumption was that the open questions would put a greater demand on

restructuring as the subject would have to recover the information from the text and

adjust its structure so that it was adapted to a suitable format in order to be able to

answer the question. In turn, this type of question needed less demand on memory.

Having the text while answering the question also called for a lesser demand on

memory. No differences were obtained between field dependent and field independent

subjects with regard to the number of correct answers in the first three conditions.

However, they obtained differences in the fourth condition of maximum memory and

structuring demand, when open questions were asked without the text being present.

The author concluded that differences were not produced by cognitive style

differences. The differences, which appeared in his study, were more due to external

factors such as memory efficiency and restructuring ability.
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Several other researchers (e.g. Pascual-Leone, 1970; Case, 1974; Case and Globerson,

1974) have attempted studies concerned with field-dependence/independence in

relation to other cognitive factors such as intelligence, learning and memory. The

result of these studies support the hypothesis that some intellectual and perceptual

tests had a common requirement for overcoming embedding contexts. Moreover, they

believed that the field independent individuals might use their working space memory

more efficiently than their field dependents counterparts and they suggested that field-

independent students performed more efficiently in testing hypotheses than field-

dependent counterparts. The researchers believed that, in problem solving tasks when

the solution depends on using an object in an unfamiliar way, the field independent

students are more likely to give a good performance than field-dependent students.

The field independent students might use a more effective encoding strategy when

solving problems.

In particular, several studies (e.g. Pascual Leone, 1970; El-Banna, 1987; Al-Naeme,

1988; Christou, 2001) examined the relationship between working memory capacity

and the field-dependence/independence ability. Their results suggested that field -

independent ability is a developmental characteristic and learners with this ability

possess at the same time a high working space capacity. They may be described as

high processors. Burton and Sinatra (1984) used audiovisual techniques to investigate

vocabulary acquisition by preschool children. Their result was consistent with the

above results: field-dependent subjects recalled fewer words than field-independent

subjects in both modes of presentation.

El-Banna (1987) found a relationship between field-dependency and performance in

chemistry students. He found that among students with the same working memory

capacity, their performance declined when the student is more field dependent.

Several other studies (Al-Naeme, 1988;Danili, 2001; Christou, 2001) found that there

is little difference in performance between low working memory capacity field-

independent students and high working memory capacity field-dependent students.

Johnstone et al. (1993) gave a possible explanation for this, suggesting that students'

working space with high capacity and field dependency is occupied with noise as well

as 'signal' because of their field dependency characteristic. While low capacity and

field independent student will take only the 'signal' and ignore the 'noise', they can
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use all their limited low working space for useful processing. Therefore, high

capacity- field dependent students cannot benefit from their larger working memory

because it is reduced by the presence of useless information (see figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Usable working space capacity

In line with Johnstone's consideration, Tinajero and Paramo (1998) quoted many

authors who start out with the assumption that disembedding and restructuring

abilities facilitate the discovery of relevant information. They concluded that

"some evidence from studies show that field dependent subjects centre their
attention preferably upon the global aspects of the information in hand, while
field independent subjects pay attention to partial. Thus the analytical
approximation of the latter is more adequatefor dealing with certain perceptive
and symbolic configurations where the relevant information is embedded in
irrelevant information: for this reason it is not unusual that field independent
subjects get better results in tasks which use these configurations, and whose
clearest example are embeddedfigure tests H.

Because field-dependent students have difficulty in separating information from less

important details, Armstrong (2000) suggested that students need more practice with

learning words in context rather than in isolation. The teacher should help the student

in reading a section by encouraging them to make prediction before reading and

asking them to explain their answers.

3.3 Convergent I Divergent Cognitive Style.

Research on Convergence-Divergence cognitive styles has not received as much

attention as the FDI cognitive style from educators and researchers. The idea of

convergent - divergent cognitive style has its origin in Hudson (1966) who, as an

undergraduate, had found himself better at some parts of intelligence tests than others:
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good at the diagrammatic questions, and relatively poor at the verbal and numerical

ones. At that period there was a growing feeling that typical intelligence tests did not

measure all aspects of intelligence. It was argued that such tests only measured what

was termed 'convergent thinking' and not 'divergent thinking'. Convergent thinking

means that someone has to focus down-converge-on the one right answer in order to

find the solution of a problem. Convergent thinkers score highly in problems requiring

one conventionally accepted solution clearly obtainable from the information

available (as in intelligence tests), while at the same time obtaining low scores in

problems requiring the generation of several equally acceptable solutions. On the

other hand, divergent thinking is the opposite of this approach. Divergent thinking

deals with the capacity to generate responses, to invent new ones, to explore and

expand ideas, and in a word, to diverge. Convergent thinking thus demands close

reasoning; divergent thinking demands fluency and flexibility (Child and Smithers,

1973).

Hudson made an attempt to look into the question of verbal, numerical, and

diagrammatic biases in intelligence. After investigating a large store of

undergraduates' scores on an intelligence test, he made a momentous discovery that

arts specialists usually had verbal biases in ability while scientists had numerical or

diagrammatic ones. He gave the same test to clever 15-year-old and to 13 and 14-

year-old schoolboys whose academic specialization had not begun and he found that

the difference in scores still held good. He came to the conclusion that biases of

intelligence existed prior to academic specialization and were not merely by-products

of it.

Hudson has based his research on Getzels and Jackson (1962) work. They made a

distinction between two types of child: the 'High IQ' and the 'High Creative'. The

'High Creative' children can be good at the creativity tests but relatively low in IQ

test. And this because in IQ test the pupils have to choose the right answer from a list

of alternatives. They know that there is one solution which is correct, and their task is

to find it out. His reasoning is said to converge on the right answer. In the creativity

test the individual has to formulate his own answers and to think for himself. This

equates creativity with the ability to write. He proposed to name the 'High IQ'

convergent and the 'High Creative' divergent.
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Hudson (1966, 1968) thought that he may be able to measure arts/science aptitude and

made an attempt to devise tests of aptitude for arts and science respectively in order to

measure their ability. In the traditional IQ test the individual is required to find the

one right answer for a problem after he is invited to choose this right answer from a

list of alternatives. The new tests do not require the respondent to produce one right

answer and like intelligence tests can take different forms. In order to look for

labelling, for fantastic, imaginative themes he asked questions on different topics such

as:
How many uses can you think offor each of the following objects?

How many meanings can you think of for each of the following words?

Draw a picture in the space below to illustrate the title 'Zebra Crossing'.

According to Hudson

"the converger is the boy who is substantially better at the intelligence test than
he is at the open-ended tests; the diverger is the reverse H (Hudson, 1966).

In additions, there are the all-rounders, the boys who are more or less equally good (or

bad) on both types of test. He defined 30 per cent of his sample as convergers, 30 per

cent as divergers, and left the remaining 40 per cent in the middle as all-rounders. His

results were expressed in terms of comparison between the two extreme groups,

convergent- divergent and he neglected the all-rounders because comparison between

contrasting groups are convenient way of describing complex results. He referred also

to extreme divergers (10 per cent); moderate divergers (20 per cent); all-rounders (40

per cent); moderate convergers (20 per cent); and extreme convergers (10 per cent).

Hudson (1966) pointed out that

"the convergence/ divergence dimension is a measure of bias, not a
level of ability H.

Thus, it is logically possible for a converger actually to have a higher open-ended

score than a diverger, either because of having a quite exceptionally high IQ scores, or

because of the diverger's IQ being exceptionally low.

The general characteristics of convergent and divergent thinkers can be outlined as in

table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: General characteristics of convergent and divel'g_entthinkers
..CQDVergerCharacteristics ·).i. 1······· Divergers Characteristics

• Higher performance in intelligence tests • Higher performance in open-ended tests
• Good at the practical application of ideas • Fine at generating ideas and seeing things
• Specialised in physical science and classics from different perspectives
• Prefer formal materials and logical arguments • Specialised in the arts
• Ability to focus hypothetical-deductive • Better in concrete experience

reasoning on specific problems • Interested in people
• Better in abstract conceptualisation • Hold unconventional attitudes
• Hold conventional attitudes • Strong in imaginative ability
• Like unambiguity • More likely to be witty
• Emotionally inhibited

Source: (Bahar, 1999)

Many researchers tended to equate divergent thinking with creativity and convergent

thinking with intelligence. This has caused a great deal of controversy, with different

research supporting different results (e.g. Nuttall, 1972; Bennett, 1973; Runco, 1986;

Fryer, 1996).

3.3.1 Convergence-Divergence Dimension and Subject Choice

The main result of Hudson's research was a surprise for him. His comments on his

result were:

"Far from cutting across the arts/science distinction, the open-ended tests
provided one of my best correlates of it. Most arts specialists weak at the IQ test
were much better at the open-ended ones; most scientists were the reverse. Arts
specialists are on the whole divergers, physical scientists convergers. Between
three andfour divergers go into arts subjects like history, English literature and
modern languages for everyone that goes into physical science. And, vice
versa, between three and four convergers do mathematics, physics and
chemistry for everyone that goes into arts. As far as one can tell from the
samples available, classics belong with physical science, while biology,
geography, economics and general arts courses attract convergers and
divergers in roughly equal proportions" (Hudson, 1966).

Bahar (1999) and Lloyd-Bostock (1979) referred to several research studies in the

literature that would seem to support these findings of Hudson.

Hudson's finding has generated a debate whether convergence and divergence is a

cause or an effect of subject choices. He saw convergence and divergence as a cause

of subject choices and he suggests that its origin may be found in early childhood
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(Hudson, 1968). Butcher (1968) indicated that this study of Hudson in the upper

forms of English schools should be replicated in other types of schools and at other

ability levels. None the less, there were some studies that attempted to see how far

Hudson's findings about arts and science specialists could be replicated with

university students. Hartley and Greggs (1997) results showed that arts students do

not differ significantly from science students regarding the score they gained in

divergent thinking tests. Field and Poole's (1970) results showed that, even though the

majority of science specialists entering university were convergent thinkers, it is

mainly the divergent thinkers among them who finally achieved the better results.

Runco (1986) indicated that there were particular domains of performance, for

example art and writing, that were more strongly related to divergent thinking than

other areas such as music and science.

However most of the debate concentrated on the implications of the findings for

teaching and learning, and particularly on enhancing creativity at primary and

secondary level. Teachers may play a part in shaping the thinking style of students.

Lloyd-Bostock (1979) mentioned evidence of other studies (Mackay and Cameron,

1968; Povery, 1970) to support that educational experience is a reinforcing factor in

the development of cognitive style, though not the prime cause. Hartley (1998) held

that
"In general, it seems that members ofstafJreact more favourably to convergent
than to divergent students. To put it bluntly, teachers find divergent students
difficult to deal with, and this may be especially true of teachers who are
themselves convergent thinkers. Such teachers don't like guessing or
playfulness, but prefer a more serious approach. If, however, divergent thinking
does enhance creative output then teachers need to be made aware of this and
persuaded to encourage divergent thinking rather than to respond to such
thinking with hostility ".

Student-Teacher interaction is of a very important issue and raises the question of

whether or not a match or a mismatch in cognitive style makes significant differences

in learning. The studies of the results by Witkin (1976) indicated that individuals

matched in cognitive style were likely to get along better. However, other research in

this area has produced mixed results.
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3.3.2 Convergent-Divergent Cognitive Styles and Performance in Science

Most of the research related to convergent/divergent styles has concentrated on the

relationship between divergent thinking and arts-science orientation. As mentioned

earlier, research showed that most of the convergers tend to choose science subjects.

Johnstone and Al-Naeme (1995) indicated that much science teaching is convergent

and students are rewarded for convergent thinking leading to unique specific answers.

However, this may not to be the case for biology because it attracts both groups of

students (Hudson, 1966; Orton, 1992; Bahar 1999). Bahar statement was that

"biology might be one of the science branches in which students might cope
equally well with a convergent or a divergent bias" (Bahar, 1999).

In the literature, little research is reported related to convergence/divergence cognitive

styles and performance in science. The few studies found are discussed below.

Al-Naeme's (1991) research showed that divergent students had higher scores than

convergent students in mini projects in chemistry. He pointed that

"it seems that the convergent thinking ability may not assist pupils in performing
practical problem-solving in chemistry particularly when the practical tasks
require a creative and imaginative thinking ability" (Al-Naeme, 1991).

Field and Poole (1970) noted that, while a convergent bias is associated with high

level students' passes in the first year of study, there was no difference in the relative

success of convergent students in the second year. Yet their study showed that senior

Australian undergraduate students who were divergent were outstanding at the end of

the science course.

Bahar (1999), in an attempt to investigate the reason why divergent students had

higher scores than convergent students in science, looked whether there are

relationships between student's performances with the assessment techniques. He

came out with the following conclusions:

• Although it was expected the overall performance of convergent first year Biology
students, would be better than divergent students in the multiple choice questions, he
found no significant correlation appeared between the MC question scores and
convergent/divergent tests scores.

• Statistically significant correlation (at the 5% and 0.5% level) appeared betweenfirst
year Biology students' total exam scores in four different modules and
convergent/divergent tests scores, indicating students who were divergent had higher
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scores in the exams. However no significant correlation appeared between
convergent/divergent thinking style scores and study project scores as well as scores in
four different modules for the volunteer sample.

• No significant correlation between convergent/divergent test scores and Higher Grade
Biology exam scores of the secondary school pupils was found.

• Pupils/students who had a divergent style had higher scores than pupils/ student who
had a convergent thinking style on structural grid questions

• Convergence and divergence dimension cognitive styles showed a significant
relationship with the word association tests and mind maps of the students.

From the above studies, it seems that in many cases divergent students perform better

that convergent. Johnstone and Al-Naeme (1991) commented

"when divergent thinkers took science, they did better than convergers thinkers ".

However, the way that the convergent! divergent ability is defined and the kind of

tests which have been used to define it are of great importance and, of course, have an

impact on the results of the study. Marjoribanks (1978) defined convergent ability in

terms of scores on two conventional intelligence tests, a verbal reasoning test, and a

nonverbal reasoning measure; while divergent ability was assessed in terms of a

combination of scores from tests of fluency, flexibility, and originality. Marjoribanks
(1978) investigated the academic performance and school-related affective

characteristics of 12-year-old English children who were classified as convergers,

divergers, or all-rounders by using the above two methods. Tests of English, French,

biological science, mathematics, and physical science were used to test academic

achievement. He found that convergers performed better than divergers in English and

French as well as in mathematic and physical science tests. For most subjects, high

all-rounders performed as well as or better than convergers and generally much better

than divergers. In biological science, high all-rounders performed better than

convergers, who in tum had higher biology scores than divergers. However, these

results might merely reflect the nature of the tests used in the various subjects.

3.4 Cognitive Styles and Assessment Format

Some studies, as was mentioned earlier, have looked at the correlation between one

cognitive factor (e.g. FDI or CND) and student performance. While other studies have

looked at the correlation between cognitive styles and the interaction between the
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styles and performance in different subjects. For example, AI-Naeme (1991) and

Bahar (1999), studied the convergence-divergence dimension along with the field

dependence-independence dimension of cognitive styles and pupils/students

performance. Both studies emphasised that field dependent-field independent learning

styles were better predictors of success than convergent-divergent learning styles.

Riding and Caine (1993) conducted a preliminary study of cognitive style and

performance in General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) for pupils at 16

years in England. Comparison of cognitive style and GCSE performance indicated

that,

"for overall performance across the subjects the pattern was a modified dome shape
with the candidates who were intermediate on both dimensions of cognitive style
doing best. There was a significant interaction between the styles of the candidates
and the GCSE subjects in their effect onperformance" (Riding and Caine, 1993)

However, not many studies have looked at the relationship between cognitive style

and pupils' performance in different formats of assessment (Lu and Suen, 1995).

Bahar (1999), in an attempt to explain why not in all cases divergent pupils/students

performed better than convergent pupils/students, suggested that the answer might be

related with assessment techniques. He said

"when one is looking at the relationship between students' performance in any
topic and their cognitive styles, the type of assessment techniques used, such as
multiple choice type of questions, essay questions, projects and so forth should
be reported because a particular type of assessment technique may favour a
particular kind of cognitive style" (Bahar, 1999).

Conclusion

From the above, it can be concluded that cognitive styles influence the personality of

the individuals and affect the psychological behaviours that indicate how learners

perceive, interact with and respond to the learning environment (Fatt, 2000).

Nevertheless, cognitive styles have an impact on pupils' performance and

achievement. Therefore, the concern of educators should be to understand, from the

heterogeneous mix of pupils' learning styles, the group learning style so that teachers

can best adapt their teaching style and assessment materials to suit the pupils' group

learning style and help them to overcome their difficulties and exert their abilities.

This is a daunting prospect for the teacher!
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The intention of this research is to focus on the relationships between pupils'

cognitive styles and pupils' performance in different formats of assessment in the

secondary school chemistry and in classroom practice. This research is striving to

throw some light in Bahar's (1999) suggestion whether particular type of assessment

favours a particular kind of cognitive style or not.

Furthermore, if evaluation is to be part of teaching, then first it has to be seen that

way. Most areas of learning have both mental and physical aspect: a mental activity,

in the case of the academic subjects, or a physical activity in the case of practical

subjects (Gipps, 1994). Moreover, all learning has an emotional aspect and numerous

research studies emphasise the importance of learner confidence, motivation and self-

esteem, which are prerequisites for successful learning and need to be encouraged.

Therefore, the negative or positive impact of different forms of assessment on

motivation and self-esteem need to be considered seriously. Thus, there is a need to

reinforce pupils' motivation by assessing them with appropriate format questions and

therefore to reveal from them the best performance (Gipps, 1994). Assessment must

be humane (Johnstone, 2003). Humanity takes into account factors that affecting

pupils/students' performance such us cognitive and psychological traits of individual

personality. The next chapter discusses the role of assessment in education and their

importance for the educational practice as well as the implications of learning theories

for assessment.
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Educational Assessment

Assessments play an important role in the teaching and learning process and for

specific uses. For individuals, assessments, particularly public examinations,

profoundly affect life chances, not just in the first years after leaving school, but many

years later. Indeed, in some ways, teachers may hold the future of their pupils in their

hands. Therefore, some authors characterizations for assessment were: "both time

consuming and potentially dangerous" (Johnstone, undated); "a serious and often

tragic enterprise" (Ramsden, 2003); "nightmares" (Race, 1995). Indeed, how can

someone look into the mind of someone else and judge what he or she knows? To

evaluate someone and make decision for hislher career and future is not an easy task

to do. It is a very difficult one and carries with it awesome responsibility.

It is clear that the development and spread of computer technology has produced

dramatic changes in society and has changed traditional values and the way that

people live and think. Changes in society always have a profound impact in education.

Education has become part of a global shift to a new way of creating and using

knowledge. Modem teaching is not the same as it was 50 years ago and

"we work in surroundings that our colleagues of thirty years ago would not
recognise" (Ramsden, 2003).

To use Jones and Bray's (1992) words:

• classes were once treated as homogeneous units; recently there has
appeared an increasing recognition of individual differences.

• the old emphasis on content is being balanced by a new emphasis on the
learning process and on concepts and skills.

• the 'two-by-four' dimensions of learning (two covers of a textbook and four
walls of a classroom) are giving way to multi-media materials, practical and
oral work, links with the community and so on.

• there is less emphasis onfactual knowledge and academic studies and more
on social, emotional, moral and aesthetic development.

• the main role of schools was that of the transmitters of past culture;
nowadays they are also expected to participate in the transformation of
present andfuture society.

• individual competition between pupils is being supplemented by new
strategies for collaborative working.

Source: (Jones and Bray,1992).
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Because of the quick changes in our society, educators call for "sustainable

assessment". Boud (2004) defined sustainable assessment as:

"Assessment that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of students to meet their own future learning needs ...A vital role is to
prepare students for a future that is unknown to us and to them. The unknown
future creates great problems for learning and assessment now and will place
demands on students for new knowledge and skills beyond anything they learn
in their courses. What can we do to equip students for this? The challenges are
substantial. Among many things, we will need to shift our focus to consider the
ways in which current assessment practices either assist or inhibit students in
developing skills for lifelong learning. We need to align assessment not only
with short-term learning outcomes, but also with longer-term aspirations ".

The Curriculum should focus on the basics of thinking, reasoning and learning how to

learn since these basics have become important in the wake of global changes in

technology, communication and economy. There is a need in the global society for

workers who can operate and understand technical systems, and be flexible and

adaptive learners

"since we are educating a generation of pupils who, rather have a trade or career
for life as in our parents' and grandparents' day, are likely to have one or more
changes of task and conditions of work during their working lives" (Gipps, 1994).

The importance of aligning teaching methods and assessment tasks is stressed in

many publications pertaining to the curriculum (Osborne, 2004). However, over the

last decade, the amount of assessment in schools has increased. Consequently, the

assessment workload for the teachers grows dramatically and the time available to

devote to assessing each student has fallen. Therefore, more often computer

assessment techniques are used in order to assess large number of pupils very quickly

and from a distance. Yet, the prevailing assessment techniques in computer

assessment are objective tests. Objective testing assessment policy is based on

objectivistic theories and is greatly concerned with quantitative measurement (Biggs

1996). The quality of such assessment is embodied in notions of reliability and

validity (Broadfoot and Black, 2004). Unfortunately, objective assessment practices

inadvertently de-skill students in various ways. They focus attention on the immediate

tasks of passing examinations or completing tasks and distract students from the more

vital task of learning how to assess themselves (Boud, 2004). This tradition is very

much opposite to constructivism theory of learning, which regards learning rather in

qualitative than quantitative terms (Biggs, 1996). According to constructivism theory,
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assessments policy should be based on performance on open-ended tasks which can

reveal a wide variety of insights of thinking processes in students' written responses.

Moreover, teachers have immense responsibility when evaluating their pupils and

they should put effort to find out the best ways, conditions and techniques to bring

benefit to individuals. In recent years, cognitive psychology and learning theories are

seeking to offer an insight into human cognitive processes and trying to understand

the unique characteristic of individuals. These theories should help us not only to

develop new strategies for teaching but also to adjust assessment according to pupil's

individual differences, which might be either from genetic reasons or from different

socio-economic background. However this is a desirable wish, almost impossible to

achieve. If we want to be fair to our pupils we should treat them differently and

respect their weakness and help them to overcome them. However, as McInnis (2004)

articulated:

"while most academics believe that assessment should provide information
about student's strengths and weaknesses, only a minority actually claim to do
this. This is due in part to workload pressures that tend to favour cost and time
effective forms of assessment for grading purposes at the expense of practices
more likely to motivate students to engage closely in the learning process ".

This chapter gives a brief description including only the most important issues of:

why test; what to test; how to test; and how to test fairly. It uses a technical language,

and

"the problem with technical language is that old andfamiliar words take on
a special meaning without informing the reader that this has happened"
(Johnstone, 2003).

Therefore, an effort has been made to make it familiar to the reader by explaining it.

4.1 Why Test: Formative - Summative Assessment

Assessment lies at the heart of the learning process because it may be conducted to

serve several different purposes. Some main purposes are concerned with the support

of learning, the reporting the achievements of individuals and for public

accountability demands (Black, 1998). Race (2003) listed some of the reasons for

assessing students as below:
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a) To measure attainment,
b) To encourage students to work,

c) To inform students how they doing (diagnose
faults and enable students to rectify mistakes)

d) To inform teachers how they doing,
e) To diagnose and to direct advancement,
t) To provide professional certificates,
g) To add variety to student's learning experience,

and add direction to our teaching

Thus, assessment's role can be either formative or summative. In the case of support

of learning the assessment form is called formative assessment while summative

assessment is related to the product of the learning, to certifying achievement. Boud

(2004) added a third purpose to assessment role. He called for the need for sustainable

assessment, assessment that fosters lifelong learning.

Formative Assessment
Formative assessment entails intervening during the learning process to gather

feedback, which is used to guide subsequent teaching and learning (Brooks, 2002).

Ideally, according to Shipman (1983), in formative assessment children are assessed

as they work, in order that they can be guided through the feedback obtained.

However it rarely works out that way: observations of the teacher, or the test, or the

essay tend to occur when a sequence of work has been finished. By the time the

results have been given back, the children are on the next piece of work. The idea of

continuous assessment is to continuously feedback useful information, but it is usually

used to look at products when it is too late to be useful. The only genuine continuous

assessment is often the running observations by teachers as they move among the

children helping and correcting, diagnosing and remedying (Shipman, 1983). The

meaning of continuous assessment really implies periodic assessment and not

continual assessment. However, feedback enables teachers to modify their teaching

plans and adjust the curriculum to learner's need as well as motivating them to do so.

Constructivist theorists are keen to remind us that learning must be an active process -

that teachers cannot do their pupils' learning for them (ibid). This does not mean that

pupils need to engage in a never-ending circus of practical activities but it does

suggest that teachers should help pupils to make personal sense of new material, to

construct their own meaning and to integrate new information into their own mental
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map. As the same principles apply to assessment, feedback must be for both teachers

and learners.

Summative Assessment

Summative assessment, however, is concerned with the final summing up. The

judgment it makes is for the benefit of people other than the learner. Usually the

concern is to differentiate between pupils so that selection can be made. This type of

assessment often comes of the end of a course, or a school career and includes all

written, practical and oral examinations. They can be used for allocation of places in

training and education as well as for employment opportunities, all of which are

economically important to the individual applicant. There is a special type of

summative assessment, which is called ipsative. Ipsative assessment measures

individual improvement by comparing the grade or level at the start and the finish of a

learning programme (Cotton, 1995).

4.2 What to Test: Norm-Referenced, Criterion-Referenced Testing

The purpose for which a test is being used is connected with what to test. Thus, a test

designed to rank people is called norm-referenced, whereas a test that has as its

purpose is to test if someone has achieved basic competence in a topic e.g. can add

pairs of two digit numbers, is called criteria referenced test. Here are some definitions

for these tests.

Norm-referenced testing: The goal for the norm referenced tests has been to identify

those commonly valued educational outcomes in reading, mathematics, science, social

science, etc. and then build a test around those common values that allowed the

consumer to identify the range of student achievement on those educational outcomes.

Their intention is to check what is the rank order of a student in a particular test. In

such cases, a student performance is noted against the overall performance of the

population. This overall performance thus provides a norm (and that is why the name

'norm-referenced') against which individual's performance is measured.

"There now comes the problem of deciding on a number of boundaries. What
score (or mark) is to be considered a pass mark? Where is the boundary
between pass and merit or between merit and distinction?" (Johnstone, 2003).
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From the distribution table or graph a certain percentage are assigned each grade (e.g.

only 10% will be awarded grade A, 20% grade B and so on); or a cut-off point is

chosen for passing, allowing a certain percentage to pass and the rest to fail (Gipps

and Stobart, 1993). A common example of norm-referenced test is IQ result given by

an intelligence test. Similar approaches are used in national examinations in many

countries e.g. Scottish Grade Higher examinations (SQA, undated).

Criterion-referenced testing: or content-referenced testing. They show whether

children are ready to go on to the next learning because they have mastered its

prerequisites (Shipman, 1983) or testing to be a surgeon, a pilot, or a bus driver.

Criterion referenced test measures performance against criteria derived from the

objectives of the course. Multiple-choice tests taken to get a driver's licence and on-

the-road driving tests are examples of criterion-referenced tests. There is no

acceptable half-mastery: either passed or failed. Thus, a pupil's performance is

described in terms of what she/he can do (e.g. she/he can type 40 words per minute

without error) rather in terms of norms or how she/he compares with others (e.g.

she/he can type faster than Jane but is slower than Chris) (Black, 1998).

4.3 How to Test: AssessmentTechniques

In order to assess pupil's/ student's educational abilities, educators have employed

several techniques or methods. At school level, assessment involves a wide range of

methods for evaluating pupil performance and attainment constrained by issues such

as limitations of time and expense. The wide range of methods, including formal

testing and examinations, practical and oral assessment, classroom based assessment

carried out by teachers and portfolios, have been designed to test understanding.

However, there are many questions about testing and understanding such us:

"What is like to really understand something?" (Unger, 1993).

"Does the form of understanding depending on the framework of assessment? "
(Entwistle and Entwistle, 1992).

"How can we assess students' thinking processes and reasoning? How can we
infer the levels of students' understanding? What cognitive constructs are
measured in different taskformats using different scoring criteria" (Kyoko 1997).
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Unger (1993) (quoted in Biggs, 1996), in his research with high school students

asking what it was like to 'really' understand something, found a general hierarchy of

understanding, ranging from 'understanding by remembering' to 'performing in novel

situations'. The hierarchical nature of understanding has been examined first by

Bloom (1956). Bloom drew attention to the fact that educational objectives were not

all of the same character, but placed different demands upon students (Johnstone,

2003). Thus, Bloom (1956) devised a taxonomy for educational objectives. This

taxonomy covers three main domains: cognitive domain, affective domain and

psychomotor domain. He divided the cognitive domain into six cognitive skills:

knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation.

According to Bloom these are the six skills, which are important for the learner.

Bloom arranged these six educational abilities in a hierarchical order as it is shown in

figure 4.1

Evaluation

Figure 4.1: Bloom's taxonomy of cognitive goals Source
Source: (Fisher, 1995)

Garratt's (1998) definition from these skills is shown in table 4.1. Knowledge, the

lowest of these cognitive skills, demands little but recall; comprehension calls for an

understanding and usage of information; application; combines knowledge; and

comprehension to solve new situations, whereas the top three skills on Bloom's

taxonomy are called 'higher order skills'. These three skills are very important for

solving non-algorithmic problems, which are more difficult than problems requiring

only comprehension.
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I Table 4.1: Bloom's cognitive skills I
Skills Definitions

Knowledge Able to identify and defined the concept.

Comprehension Able to apply the concept when instructed.

Application Able to apply concept appropriately without instruction.

Analysis Able to dissect a problem and apply the appropriate concept.

Synthesis
Able to combine concepts in new and appropriate ways

to give new useful knowledge.

Evaluation
Able to analyse a problem in multiple ways and to identify

the relative strengths and weaknesses of each approach.

Source: (Garratt, 1998)

There has been a tendency to regard these hierarchical categories with recognition or

knowledge at the bottom of the mound. Johnstone (2003) argued that this a rather

narrow view since none of the other levels could operate without recall of information

or techniques. He proposed an 'umbrella' diagram (Figure: 4.2) which might be a

better representation of the various aspects of testing than a hierarchy implying

superiority. Knowledge and basic skills underpin and support the others, which are

modes of knowledge. For example, a student can synthesise without necessarily

applying or analysing but she/he cannot apply or do any of the other five skills

without knowledge.

Figure 4.2: Johnstone's umbrella diagram of Bloom's Taxonomy
Source: (Johnstone, 2003)
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Yang (2000) supported this modification of the Bloom's taxonomy because she

thought it helps us to describe problem solving. The open-ended, real-life problems

can be thought of as one or more of analysis, synthesis and evaluation without using

application whereas algorithmic problems can be thought of as an application.

Biggs and Collis (1982), aligned with constructivism tradition, have replaced Bloom's

taxonomy with the SOLO taxonomy. The SOLO taxonomy stands for the Structure of

the Observed Learning Outcomes and it provides a systematic way of describing how

a learner's performance grows in complexity when mastering many academic tasks.

Biggs and Collis (1982) described the growth of competence in terms of, first, a

quantitative accrual of the components of a task, which then become qualitatively

restructured (see Figure 4.3).

tdenlify
Do simple
procedure

Misses point I

Theorise
Generalise
Hypothesise
Rellect

Enumerate
Describe
List
Combine
Do ologoriHlms

Compare
/contrast

Explain causes ,---------,
Analyse
Relate
Apply

I I I I
Preslruclural Unislruclural Mul1lslruClural Relational E.'encled I'Ibslracl

_ Quanhlalivo phase -- ---- Qualilative phase ----

Figure 4.3: Bigg's SOLO Taxonomy of Observed Learning Outcomes
Source: (Hoddinot, 1997)

In SOLO taxonomy five levels may be distinguished:

1. Prestructural.

2. Unistructural.

3. Multistructural.

4. Relational.

5. Extended abstract.

The task is not attacked appropriately; the student has not
understood the point.
One or a few aspects of the task are picked up and used
(understanding as nominal)
Several aspects ofthe task are learned but are treated
separately (understanding as knowing about)
The components are integrated into a coherent whole, with
each part contributing to the overall meaning (understanding
as appreciating relationships).
The integrated whole at the relational level is reconceptualised
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at a higher level of abstraction, which enables generalisation to
a new topic or area, or is turned reflexively on oneself
(understanding as far transfer, and as involving
metacognition).

Source: (Biggs, 1996)

Below, there are descriptions of some of the assessment forms that are the most

common in educational practice. The main formats included in this research were

pencil-and-paper activities such us multiple-choice questions, close response question,

written open-ended questions requiring short answers and structural communication

grids questions. The reason for choosing the first three forms is because they are the

most common in educational practice in Greece. As for the structural communication

grids, it was thought that it is a useful technique to be introduced in the Greek

education system because of the many advantages they have as an evaluative tool.

Performance based assessment is also including because there is a movement among

educators in recent years and many researchers are referring to them. The following

sections cannot serve as a guide to the composition of good questions and other

assessment exercise. The account will have to be a rather general of the field, bereft of

examples, with the aim of providing a comprehensive overview of the field.

4.3.1 Open-Ended Test

Open-ended tests are an assessment format in which the student is asked to create a

written response, where the correct response may vary. There is not simply one

correct answer or there is more than one strategy for arriving at the answer. Some

common examples of open-ended test are essays and traditional exams in physical

sciences with questions measuring decision-making, strategic planning, problem

solving, data processing and so on. The score scale of the response depends on the

justification, rationale, or explanation that supports the response. A higher score for

the question is dependent on answering all parts of the question, rather than only

responding to part of the question correctly.

The marking of open-ended questions can be done either using a detailed marking

scheme or by impression marking (Black, 1998). Whichever is used, in order to be

uniformly fair to all students, it is helpful that the marker has a set of qualitative
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criteria by writing a 'model answer' for each question based on identification of the

mark ofa good answer (Race, 2003).

"Marking scripts can be boring, exhausting and stressful" (Race, 2003).

Therefore markers should be realistic about what they can do and avoid to mark large

numbers of scripts in short periods of time. In particular

"in problems and calculations, credit should be allowed for 'consequential' marks.
For example, when a candidate makes an early mistake, but then proceeds
correctly thereafter, the marker should allow for some marks to be given for the
ensuing correct steps even when the final answer is quite wrong" (Race, 2003).

Some of the variability of markers' scores may have been caused by the following:

• Halo effect: If the marker has just marked a brilliant answer on a script, it can be easy
to go into the same student's next answer seeing only the good points and passing
over the weaknesses. Conversely, when he looks at the next student's answer, he may
be over-critical if he has just marked a brilliant one.

• Middle-mark bunching syndrome: As the marker gets tired, and his mood changes, it
feels safe and easy to give a middle-range mark.

• Prejudices: There will be all sorts of things, which the marker likes and dislikes about
the style and layout of scripts, handwriting, and personal idiosyncrasies.

Source: (Race, 2003)

From his review of evidence, Wood (1991) concludes that with only one marker,

inter-rater reliability is unlikely to be greater than 0.6, and that multiple marking will

help reduce this. He suggested at least two markers for every pupil response, who

work independently. The conclusions of a full treatment of marker variability can be

summarised as follows (Black, 1998):

• A script should always be marked by two people. It does not have to be more than
two.

• The correlation between the marks awarded to the same script by the same examiner
on two different occasions is usually greater than that between different markers,
although not by much.

• Markers' behaviour on one kind of question is barely predictable from that on
another.

• By switching from analytical to impression marking a candidate's result is unlikely to
be any more affected than if s/he were to be marked by another examiner.

Source: (Black, 1998)

Some of the advantages and disadvantages of the open-ended assessment are as

follows:
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Some of the advantages and disadvantages of the open-ended assessment are as

follows:

Advantages

~ Students are engaged in understanding that there is not only one unique answer to a

problem and they can reach the same result by different paths. They are awarded

credit if their reasoning is correct, even though their final answer is wrong.

~ The questions call for open and extended responses and, therefore, it is required of

students to explore complex structures of knowledge and reasoning and to show their

ability to select, evaluate, explain and be creative with such material.

Disadvantages

~ Question maybe ambiguous and sometimes hide a vagueness in the examiner's own

mind. Therefore, they can be interpreted in more than one way. To avoid this, it is

very important to set exam questions by elaborating detail to explain what is intended.

Examiners should write plain English in short sentences and questions with bullet

points or separate parts can be much easier for candidates to interpret correctly than

one which is just several lines of continuous prose.

~ Pupils can hide uncertainty or ignorance by neglecting to address particular issues. In

physical sciences exams lending themselves to problems and calculations, students

may miss out on the need to develop other important skills, such as writing

effectively and expressing themselves coherently.

~ The validity and fairness of the questions. The usual problem is the difficulty of

ensuring that the marking is reliable.

4.3.2 Closed Responses or Short Answers Assessment

Closed response questions require answers that are constrained by the form of the

question. Short answers questions can be used to assess knowledge, reasoning and

skills at various levels of complexity. According to Black (1998), some common

examples of short answers questions are items which require pupils:

• to supply a short phrase answers to specific knowledge questions.

• to supply a reason in their own words for a given event or phenomenon.

• to sort a numerical problem which requires only a small numbers of steps.

• to answer a set of short questions designed to test understanding of the text, or skill in

responding to and handling new evidence on the basis of a supplied text or set of data.
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• to supply other formats where pupils use equipment, investigate, experiment or work
in groups.

• to make comparisons between pictorial representations of objects.

Some of their advantages are:

> a fair number of questions can be tackled in a short time, usually by indicating the

length of answer expected by providing a set of blank spaces or lines.

> the marking schemes can be fairly tight so that they can be reliable.

> the challenges set to the pupils can be far more authentic than for fixed response

questions.

> they allow students to create their own responses, recognising them as active learners.

Black (1998) stated that overall such questions represent the best of both worlds

between fixed response and essay questions

4.3.3 Objective Tests or Fixed-Response Questions

Objective tests are based on the psychological theory of behaviourism and they are in

alignment with the objectivist theory of knowledge. According to the objectivist

theory the learner is a vessel to be filled with knowledge and the role of the teacher is

to do the filling (Haghanikar, 2003). Objective assessment supports the notion that

knowledge exists independently of the knower and understanding is coming to know

that which already exists (Biggs, 1996). Objective testing assessment policy greatly

concern with quantitative measurement (Biggs, 1996) and objective tests are called so

because there is an objective scoring way to mark them. However, as all forms of

assessment the objectives of the course are subjectively chosen and the questions are

subjectively written to fit these objectives (Johnstone, 2003).

Objective tests are said to measure mainly the ability of the examinee to remember

facts and figures. "However they usually test recognition, which is not the same"

(Johnstone, 2003). In some cases, understanding is assessed. They test knowledge or

reasoning which can lead to a single correct answer, and some procedural skills. The

most common objective test questions are multiple-choice, true-false, fill-in-the blank

and matching items. Doing well on these questions requires that examinees not only

master the information but also interpret the test-maker's intentions.
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The commonest type of objective questions is the multiple-choice test. It is made up: a

statement or question (called the stem) followed by a number of options, usually 3 to

5 options, from which the pupil has to choose. Many variations of multiple-choice

form have been used. Wesman (1971) defined the following eight types:

"the correct answer variety. the best answer variety. the multiple response
variety. the incomplete statement variety. the negative variety. the substitution
variety, the incomplete alternative variety. and the combined response variety ".

The most commonly used forms are the 'correct' answer variety, where one of the

options is absolutely correct while the others are incorrect, and the 'best' answer

variety, where the options may be appropriate or inappropriate in varying degrees and

the examinee has to select the 'best', namely the most appropriate, option. The

'correct' answer or the 'hest' answer is called the 'key options '. The 'incorrect'

options are called 'distracters ', The stem items should normally relate to concepts or

ideas, which are considered important for the pupils to know or to understand. Once

the item is roughly formulated, the next step is to find suitable options for distracters.

One approach is to set completion items in class and examine the various responses;

another is to consider the likely answers arising from the posing of the question in an

open-ended manner to a class of pupils and then selecting those nearest to the correct

answer.

Although multiple-choice questions are most often used to test memory of details,

facts, and relationships, they can also used to test comprehension and ability to solve

algorithmic problems. Reasoning ability is a very important skill for doing well on

multiple-choice tests.

Advantages and disadvantages of fixed response questions can be summarised as

follow (Black, 1998):

Advantages:

~ pupils can attempt in a given testing time a large number of items and they can

achieve greater coverage and greater overall reliability than is possible with other

types of questions.

~ pupils' achievements are not dependent on their writing skills

~ marking is more reliable
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~ statistical analysis of the scores is relatively straightforward because the scores are on

a simple scale (all 1 or O)

~ by pre-testing a large number of items, discarding those which seem unsuitable and

modifying others, the quality can be kept high.

Disadvantages:

~ they can give no direct evidence of pupils' reasons for their choices, so their value for

formative and diagnostic purpose is limited.

~ by guessing pupils can obtain some correct answers. (There is a 20% chance that you

will guess the correct choice ifthere are 5 choices listed.)

~ some studies have shown that up to a third of pupils who choose a correct response

may do so for a wrong reason.

~ the knowledge or reasoning that is tested will be in an isolated or restricted context,

so that complex structures of knowledge and reasoning cannot be assessed.

~ heavy or exclusive reliance on such questions in high-stakes tests can lead to

emphasis, in teaching to the test, on an atomised approach to learning and to a

passivity in which one judges other people's ideas but does not propose, formulate or

create ideas of one's own.

~ a high level of experience and expertise is needed to set good questions of this type.

Friel and Johnstone (1978b), in a general review of multiple-choice testing, discussed

the following points: the effect of guessing, the effect of changing the initial response,

the effect of item order alteration, the optimum number of choices, the position

response set, and the assessment of partial knowledge. The overall pattern of research

findings in multiple-choice questions is now discussed.

4.3.3.1 Research on Multiple-Choice Questions

A. Multiple-choice tests as a diagnostic tool

Although multiple-choice tests are often used for identifying students' conceptions,

including misconceptions, there can never be certainty about the extent of guessing or

the reason for the choice of wrong answers. Hasan et al. (1999) used multiple-choice

in conjunction with the Certainty of Response Index, (CRI), which provides a

measure of the degree of certainty with which a student answers each question, to

identify pupils misconceptions. Here the student indicates, on a scale of 0-5, how

certain he/she is that his/her answer is correct, using well established knowledge,
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concepts or laws. They recommend this method to differentiate between students'

misconceptions and lack of knowledge. Tamir (1990) noted that for a given multiple-

choice question, one third of all students choosing the correct option did so for the

wrong reason. He advocates the use of 'best answer' multiple-choice items in

conjunction with a requirement that students provide a written justification as to why

they chose a particular option. This would enable the identification of

'misconceptions, missing links and inadequate reasoning among students who

correctly answered the best answer'.

Friel and Johnstone (1998b) used multiple-choice tests as a tool which can provide

important diagnostic information as well as a simple total score. They explored

methods which indicate the extent to which an individual's response pattern is

unusual. In a conventional multiple-choice test, a point is given for a correct answer

and nothing for a wrong answer. There is therefore no guarantee that two students

obtaining the same score have the same ability because there are so many ways of

obtaining the same score. Of course this is true for all tests. They used modified

caution indices, from the work of Sato (1975), and Harnish and Linn (1981), rather

than simply using facility and discrimination values to assess student and question

performance. Thus, by employing caution indices, it is possible to identify anomalous

response patterns to a particular question and of a particular student.

B. Pre-Testing and ModifY the Items

It is often answered that one of the advantage of multiple-choice testing is that, by

pre-testing, the quality can be kept high. Handy and Johnstone (1973a) provides

evidence that statistics from pre-tests sometimes vary widely from those for the actual

test and that using common questions, rather than pre-tests, yield a more accurate

indicator of performance.

c. Guessing and Scoring System (or Guessing

It is generally recognised that multiple-choice items lend themselves to guessing.

When a student is provided with a choice of four options, his chance to get the correct

answer by purely random selection is 25%. Different evaluators have taken different

positions regarding the way this problem should be dealt with. In chemistry

examinations Mathews (1967) saw guessing as less of a problem than it is sometimes

made out. He asserted that random guessing is rare, and candidates who know any
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chemistry at all will attempt to assess the merits of alternative answers. He concluded

by saying that this latter sort of speculation is not without some merit since, without

the intelligent guesser, science would never have made progress. This view was

supported by Hudson (1969) who also emphasised the place of inspired guesswork in

scientific research.

To prevent, or compensate for, guessing, correction formulae of varying degrees of

complexity were developed. Two methods for inhibiting guessing are appeared in

literature: a method which penalises for guessing and a method which offers reward

for omitting items when uncertain.

Hudson (1969) and Handy and Johnstone (1973a), presented a simple generalised

formula to penalise a student's score for guessing by subtracting a correction factor

from hislher total score for each incorrect response he/she has made. The formula is:

Where S is the corrected score, C is the number of correct responses chosen, W is the

number of incorrect responses chosen, and N is the number or possible responses in

each question. If all questions have been answered by all students there is no

difference between the ranking of corrected and uncorrected scores. The same penalty

is exacted irrespective of whether he/she is wrong on the grounds of misinformation,

partial guessing or blind guessing.

Hudson (1969) in the same paper suggested another formula, which adds marks to the

student's score for omitted items in order to discourage students for guessing and

encourage them for the best attitude to the test.

Where S is the corrected score, C is the number of correct responses chosen, 0 is the

number of items omitted, and N is the number or possible responses in each question
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Little (1966) and Edgington (1965) argued that correction formulae should not be

used because they treat mistakes produced through misinformation as though they

occurred by chance. In addition, Hudson (1969) and Handy and Johnstone (1973a),

although suggesting the above formula, stated that there is little point in adjusting

scores in examinations such as the national examinations since the rank order of the

candidates is substantially unaltered. They concluded that adjustment of final scores

by formulae to correct for guessing does not eliminate or minimise the effect of

chance when answers have been guessed. This statement is in agreement with Burton

and Millar (2000) who, in a recent study, showed also the futility of this on statistical

grounds. If the purpose of the test is to place students in order of merit, there is no

need for any deduction, because the rank order correlation between the raw scores and

'doctored' scores is usually in excess ofO.95.

In another study Handy and Johnstone (1973b) concluded that the answers to

multiple-choice questions selected validly by students, with minimal blind guessing,

along with failure to answer comprehension questions, chiefly arises through

deficiencies in knowledge. Wood's (Wood, 1987) comments on Schofield's (1973)

article concerning guessing were:

"three scoring methods thought to have differing effects on response behaviour
in a state of uncertainty were comparedfor effect on performance using groups
undertaking A-level mathematics multiple-choice pre-tests. A method, which
induces respondents to omit items when uncertain by offering reward-
Schofield's correction (b) -was found to 'under-reward/ the better students and
'over-reward' the weak ones. A method, which exacts a so-called penalty for
guessing-Schofield's correction (aj-appears to inhibit the better candidates
from making full use of their abilities. Only the rubric currently used by the
London board- 'attempt all questions '- seems to have this desirable effect while
not offering any noticeable gains to weaker candidates who might be expected
to take advantage of it".

D. The effect ofinitial response changing

Friel (1976) looked at whether it is advantageous for students to change initial answer

on multiple-choice test provided time permits a second consideration of some of the

items. He used tests given to first and second year pupils in a comprehensive school

over a period of two years. There was no time limit put on the tests. Therefore, all the

pupils completed every item and there was sufficient time for any response alterations

to be made. The results of this investigation concluded that pupils do in fact gain

marks by altering their first choice in multiple-choice science examinations and that
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the number of changes made depended on the degrees of difficulty of the test. The

author didn't make any suggestions whether or not we should make instructions at the

beginning of a multiple-choice test paper which would encourage pupils to change

responses when a second consideration suggests that their initial choice is incorrect.

Smith et al. (1979) looked at the results of multiple-choice tests in educational

psychology and discovered that eighty-six percent of the students changed one or

more answers, and six out of seven students who made changes improved their scores

by doing so. The findings of Fabrey and Case (1985) were consistent with the above

findings. They studied the effect on test scores of changing answers in multiple-choice

question in a nationally administered, speciality examination for medical residents in

obstetrics and gynaecology. Their findings are that both low and high scorers

improved their scores when they changed answers. Casteel (1991) from a study that

he did among good and poor readers in the eighth grade supports the notion that

answer-changing responses among young examinees should be encouraged if there is

a reasonable doubt about their 'first impression'. His study showed that, for good and

poor readers when a single response was changed, there was a two-to-one chance that

the new response would raise rather than lower the final score. Gains from answer

changing on test items were slightly higher for poor readers as a group than were

those for good readers but were not significantly different.

In contrast to this study, Trinkaus (1991) mentioned studies performed primarily with

students studying education and psychology, which suggest a generally held belief

that more points are to be lost than gained by changing initial answer on multiple-

choice tests. In a survey that he did of 442 undergraduate business students tended to

confirm that business administration students appear to hold similar beliefs.

E. The effect oOtem order alteration

The general accepted practice for examiners is to arrange the items in multiple-choice

tests in order of increasing difficulty. One obvious reason for this practice is that it

increases the probability that an examinee will succeed on the earlier items and

thereby gain confidence for the more difficult items later in the test. Another practice

for examiners is to arrange the items in multiple-choice tests in a sequence parallel to

the order of presentation were studied. However, tests are often not constructed in this

way. In order to reduce the likelihood of one examinee copying another's answers on
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large-scale tests examiners use multiple forms that differ in item ordering. The

question that arises is if any changes are made to the test have any impact in the

reliability of individual questions in the test.

MacNicol (1966) found that when items were ordered from difficult-to-easy, the mean

number of correct responses on the test was significantly lower than the mean

numbers of correct responses obtained when the items were ordered in one of two

other ways: from easy-to-difficult, and at random. These results were obtained for a

test without a time limit. Flaugher et al. (1968) found when easy items appeared later

in a test they were not reached by some examinees. In other words, if the test is timed,

it is clear that the difficult-to-easy item order would disadvantage slow students since

they would not have a chance to answer the easier items.

In contrast to these studies, several other researchers failed to observe an item order

effect (e.g. Friel and Johnstone, 1978b). Mollenkopf (1950) gave one plausible

explanation of the item order effect that the fatigue and pressure to finish could

account for the poor performance on easy items when they appeared later in the test.

Friel and Johnstone (l978b) think that personality characteristics of individual

students such as anxiety and the discouragement of having to omit early difficult

items might influence test performance in the difficult-to-easy items. Carstens and

McKeag (1982) retested after two weeks the same students giving to alternate rows of

students the experimental version of a test, which differed from the original only in

item sequence. It was expected that a learning effect would be present, resulting in

higher scores and smaller standard deviations on the re-test. Results of their study

only partially aligned with expected results. While mean performance was higher on

the re-test results, standard deviation did not follow expected results. They conclude

that the sequencing of items in a test is a complex factor and needs carefully study and

consideration by teachers and test makers.

F. The optimum number of choice

Examiners commonly prefer in constructing multiple-choice tests items with as many

as possible choices in the expectation that by doing so their tests will be more

discriminating and guessing will be reduced. Thus, converting four option questions

to five option questions statistically reduces guessing from 25% to 20%. However, the

effort required to produce a fifth plausible distracter is so great that it hardly warrants
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the effort to reduce blind guessing by such a small amount. So many fifth distracters

attract few, if any, students and so tend to reduce the questions to four options.

Johnstone and Ambusaidi (2000) stated that:

"research showed that students tackle fixed response questions in two ways; by
recognition of an answer or by elimination of distracters. If guessing has to take
place, it is between the options that have not yet been eliminated, (often two)
making the guessing [actor 50%! Some writers see this latter technique as a
multiple true-false situation".

Tversky (1964) presented a mathematical basis that, given a fixed number of choices

on a multiple-choice test, the use of three choices at each choice point will maximise

the discrimination and power of the test. Delgado and Prieto (1998) applied a study of

two versions of 90 items comprising three computerised examinations in successive

years with four and three options items in multiple-choice tests. Their study showed

that three options are more suitable for most ability and achievement test items and

three-options items compared with their four-option versions tend to be slightly easier

without showing any decrease in discrimination. In addition, they didn't found any

systematic changes in reliability for the tests, which adds to the evidence favouring

the use of the three-option test item. This view was supported by Haladyna and

Dowing (1993) and Bruno and Dirkzwager (1995). They revealed that, in general,

three choices in a multiple-choice item seem optimal. The former also emphasised

that test items seldom contain more than three useful options and suggests that testing

program personnel and classroom teachers may be better served by using two or three

options items instead of the typically recommended four or five options.

Arce-Ferrer et al. (2001) came out with results favourable to four options when they

applied a fifth math test of five versus four response options. Their conclusion was

that four-option items are better than five items because they save space and student

time, allowing increasing the number oftest items, thereby augmenting test reliability.

H. The position response set

Most test constructors agree that proper sequencing of multiple-choice test items, with

respect to keyed response position, is a desirable test characteristic. It is usually

recommended that the correct answer appear in each position about an equal number

oftimes and that the items be arranged randomly. It is also recommended as a rule for
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developing equated examination results that the items common to the two

examinations being equated should be identical.

Several investigators of position response sets in multiple-choice tests have yielded

contradictory results (Friel and Johnstone, 1978b). Marcus (1963) suggested that it is

the position of the most plausible distractor that more logically accounts for any

significant response bias than does a positional preference. Friel and Johnstone (1979)

offered evidence supporting Marcus suggestion. They found that by placing the most

plausible distractor immediately before the key, the degree of difficulty of the item

would be altered significantly. The degree of difficulty, in this case, was found to

decrease significantly.

Johnstone and Ambusaidi (2000) found that the Facility Value (the fraction of the

sample choosing the 'correct' answer) depends upon the chance arrangement of the

options in the question. They stated:

"If the order of the options of each questions of one test are scrambled for the
second test, but keep the questions themselves unchanged there is no guarantee
that the two tests are now comparable. The averages of the two tests may be
similar, but the performance of specific questions between the tests may well
differ significantly".

They concluded that, if any changes are made to the test, the reliability of individual

question is severely reduced, and that fixed response tests are reliable if applied

unchanged to two similar groups of students. Changes in items' Facility Value are

also reported by Cizek (1994) who when reordering items options has found

significant but unpredictable effects on item difficulty.

F. The Effect of Language on Student Performance

It is easy to assume that differences in students' mean performance are due to

differences in their ability to the subject matter be tested. Cassels and Johnstone

(1984) showed that the language in which the question is expressed may be a very

significant factor in the student performance. In this study the same questions used in

alternative tests were used to assess the influence of language on multiple-choice

outcomes. The following results were reported:

» key words: replacement of pompous expressions with simpler words brought about
improved performance.
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~ terms of quantity: terms of words such as 'most abundant' appear
easier to understand than' least abundant'.

~ negative forms: in general, the removal of negative questioning (e.g.
'Which statement is true' rather than 'Which statement is not true'.)
appears to improve performance.

~ large numbers of words and arrangement of clauses: long complex
sentences proved to be more difficult than short questions written in
short sentences.

~ minor changes in parts of speech: the choice of active or passive
voice has little effect.

G. Assessment of partial knowledge

One of the most serious drawbacks of the fixed-response questions is that they do not

give insights into the student's knowledge and reasoning for choosing the correct or

the wrong answer of a question. In multiple-choice questions when a student makes a

choice, it is not known if this choice is the correct choice being made for a right or for

a wrong reason. In scoring the open-ended questions, having an insight into the

students knowledge, credit is given for partial knowledge or for wrong conclusions

arrived at for good reasons. In the multiple-choice situation, no such credit is given.

This is a key different between multiple-choice and open-ended questions. To
overcome this problem two methods have been proposed as ways of assessing partial

knowledge:

~ Differential weighting of response alternatives

~ Confidence testing

These two methods will be discussed in term.

Differential weighting of response alternatives

The effects of assigning different weights to different options on multiple-choice

items have been investigated both theoretically and empirically by Davis and Fifer

(1959) and Aiken (1967). One result of allowing partial credit for options which are

not absolutely correct is an increase in the total score variance and, consequently, test

reliability without altering test validity. They claimed the reason for that is from

selection by examinees among distracters of unequal merit is obtained and arising in

the variance; this variance is excluded from measurement when all incorrect choices

are weighted equally.
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Willey (1960) proposed a scoring system for a special kind of five-option item, which

he labelled as a 'three-decision multiple-choice item'. In this system the examinee is

asked to indicate which one of the five options is definitely correct and which two

options are definitely incorrect. Thus, effectively the three-decision item requires the

examinee to sort five options into three categories. Three (3) marks are given to an

answer if the option designated as the correct one is in fact the correct one. Two (2)

marks are awarded if the correct answer is not put into the 'definitely correct' or

'definitely wrong' categories. No (0) marks are given if the correct answer is placed in

the 'definitely wrong' category. Willey believes that the 'Three-Decision Test' is

regarded by examinees as more fair because the influence of chance is reduced and

because they can get some credit for partial knowledge. He claimed that this method

appeared to favour the conscientious examinee over the one who was superficial and

impulsive.

Friel and Johnstone (1978a) in an investigation compared the results obtained from

scoring a multiple-choice test using the following four different scoring procedures:

1. The conventional multiple-choice scoring system: one mark for a correct choice of
option, no marks for an incorrect choice.

2. The system suggested by Willey: the questions were scored as a 'three-decision
multiple-choice test' with a marks allocation 3, 2, 0 as described in the introduction.

3. A modification of Willey's system: the questions were scored as in '2' but with a
marks allocation of 2, 1,O.

4. A second modification of Willey's system: the questions were scored as in '2' but
with a marks allocation of 2, 1,-1.

Their finding suggested that the first modification of Willey's scoring system is more

desirable as a measure of partial knowledge as any such measure should add to the

pupils' marks and not reduce them.

Arnold and Arnold (1970) also produced a scoring procedure for multiple-choice

examinations that allows for partial knowledge and also allows the examiner to

control the expected gain due to guessing. This procedure is based on elementary

games theory and in it the examinees are instructed to choose the smallest set that they

are confident contains the correct response. A penalty is given if the correct or 'best'

response is marked out as incorrect response. This procedure then allows the

examinee to receive credit for partial knowledge, the credit being greater the more
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'incorrect' responses that he can eliminate i.e. the smallest set he can chosen is the

correct response itself.

Confidence Testing

Dissatisfaction with conventional scoring stems from the feeling that it seems

inappropriate to require a student to pick a single response when all his information

and intuition tells him that he is really not that sure of himself. The conventional

practice of multiple-choice tests does not allow a student to make use of his

knowledge's uncertainty, and it might be argued that, at times, knowledge of our

uncertainty may have considerable value. Rippey (1970) has suggested a system for

responding to and scoring multiple-choice tests that asks students to express their

distribution of preference for options as well as their certainty in that distribution. He

states that one of the options available to the test constructor when confronted by

partial knowledge and uncertainty is to adapt conventional items to confidence

scoring procedures or use intrinsic items. Intrinsic items require a distribution of

belief over the options on a multiple-choice test and do not have unique correct

responses. Intrinsic items reflect, realistically, situations which require choices among

a finite number of responses, none of which is uniquely correct. Such situations are

common and characterise the boundaries of fields of knowledge, and conditions of

incomplete information.

Johnstone and Ambusaidi (2001) suggested other forms of fixed-response questions in

an attempt to eliminate problems which arise from fixed-response questions and

remedy these problems by:

1. giving credit for partial knowledge,

2. reducing the possibility of guessing,

3. and finding indications of reasoning paths

These methods are not new, but have largely been neglected. They are: Interlinked

TruelFalse questions, Venn Diagrams and Structural Communication Grids.

The following sections is devoted to examine only the Structural Communication Grid

questions because it was the only method of above-mentioned that was used in this

research.
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4.3.4 Structural Communication Grids

The Structural Communication Grid is a very powerful and flexible method of fixed-

response assessment, which can range in use from the checking of facts and simple

relationships to the construction of "objectively markable essays" (Johnstone, 2003).

The earliest ideas for this kind of assessment are found in the work of Egan (1972). It

was an attempt of the Centre for Structural Communication in Kingston-upon Thames

to develop a means to combat one of the more persistent problems, which seems

inherent in all mass educational systems. The student-teacher ratio has tended to rise

as more and more young people have sought the advantages available through the

educational system, and it has proved impossible to match this increase in students

with an equivalent increase in teachers skilled to evoke self-reliant judgment. Thus the

increase in the quantity of students, and the consequent stresses on the system,

threaten continually, and have caused often, a decrease in the quality of education

generally available.

In a Structural Communication Grid question, an array of information is presented as

a set of numbered boxes in the form of a grid and the pupil is asked in response to a

question to consider the content of each box and decide which box or combination of

boxes constitutes the most appropriate answer to the question. In some circumstances,

the order in which boxes are chosen is important. The box may contain pictures,

words, ideas, equations, formulae, structures, definitions, numbers and operators. The

same item may be selected as a part of a response to a series of questions and if the

unit (grid) is well structured, it will playa different role in each question.

Egan (1972) pointed out that:

"Implicit in its use the Structural Communication seems to be the belief that any
curriculum area has within it a vast variety of possible structures. These depend
on a whole menagerie of different interactive elements, to which we give names
like facts, concepts, organising principles, assumption, presuppositions, etc.,
which are rarely if ever made explicit in the act of communication. but are
rather the means by which the communication is made intelligible. Each
teacher must create a more or less coherent structure in this sense to
communicate any set of knowledge claims. Structural Communication demands
of its authors a much more explicit and organised structuring of the subject-
matter of any Study Unit than is normal of the practising teacher, but it does not
demand rigorous obedience to any specific dogma about what structure
necessarily must be, beyond the construction of a commonly understandable
coherence in the relationships of knowledge elements, and indeed it carries the
implication thatfurther dogmatism is necessarily misplaced"
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Guessing does not enter into this type of item because the student does not know how

many boxes are required or in which sequence they are required to provide an

adequate answer (Johnstone, 2003 and Reid, 2003). This is in sharp distinction to

multiple-choice questions where the pupil knows that one out of four (or five) must be

correct and a roulette game may be appropriate. Yet the diagnosis allowed in the

following section permits the authors to keep complete control over the unit while

allowing a great degree of freedom to the student in composing his response. A

response cannot be made by simply choosing one from a set of prepared answers. Nor

can a response be composed by applying a simple yes/no criterion of relevance to the

problem, because when items are combined they modify each other by 'semantic

interaction' and the way in which the items are combined modifies the potential

significance of the remaining items which have yet to be incorporated into, or rejected

from, the emerging structure of meaning. Much learning in schools takes the form of

simply passing on to students the products of the research of scholars. Structural

Communication was designed to engage the student, in a limited way, in a kind of

intellectual activity more similar to that of the scholar since the student has to make a

coherent picture of a random set of knowledge elements by organising them according

to a specific 'telling question' (Bahar, 1999).

However, there is one drawback, which must be countered. If students are given credit

for their correct choices and go unpenalised for wrong choices, they could give all the

boxes that the grid contains as the answer to all the questions.

In terms of selecting the boxes, there are four possibilities:

I. The student includes all the relevant information and omits all the irrelevant

information. He gives a correct and complete sequence and gets full marks.

II. The student include most but not all the relevant information and includes no

irrelevant information. This leads to a lesser score.

III. The student includes some or all relevant information along with some irrelevant

information. Then he gets an even smaller score.

IV. The student omits all relevant information and includes irrelevant information only

and so gets a negative score or no score. Source: (Bahar, 1999)

Johnstone and Ambusaidi (2001), adopted Egan's correction factor to get round these

possibilities. The scoring system is:
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Score = -'"'"":""---------
Number of correct boxes available Number of incorrect boxes available

Number of correct boxes chosen Number of incorrect boxes chosen

Suppose in a grid with nine boxes that the correct answer to a question is 3 boxes.

I 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

I. A student who responded with the 3 correct boxes would have score: (3:3)-(0:6) = 1

2. A student who responded with 2 correct boxes and omitted one would have score:
(2/3)-(0/6) = 0.7 (Partial knowledge is rewarded).

3. However, if a student's response was 2 correct boxes and one incorrect the score would
be given by score: (2/3) - (1/6) = 0.5.

4. The student who chose all the boxes would have a score of score: (3/3) - (6/6) = 0

According to this formula, student's scores range from +1 through 0 to -1. This can

then be multiplied by some factor to give the student a recognisable score. For

example, add 1 to raw score (to get rid of the negative) and multiply by 5. The score

would then range from 10 to O. Even though that this arithmetical procedure is a little

tedious to do by hand, this can be handled easily by computer or manually from a

table.

The appropriate size of the grid is related to the ages of the population using it. For

first year secondary school pupils (age 12) grids with 12 boxes (4 x 3 or 3 x 4) have

successfully been used. For fourth year pupils, (age 16) a 16 boxes grid is quite

appropriate. The largest grid that has been used contained 20 boxes and this was used

with undergraduates (Bahar, 1999).

Structural communication grids can be used for categorising facts, pattern seeking, put

responses in sequence and even as 'objecting essay' (Johnstone, 2003). Structural

communication grids have been used successfully in various schools and disciplines

as well as in research by several researchers when they used SCG tests as an
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alternative method of diagnostic and summative testing ( Bahar, 1999; Hassan, 2003;

Chen, 2004; Danili, 2001).

Some of the advantages and disadvantages in using Structural Communication Grids

are (Reid, 2003):

Advantages:

~ they are much easier to set than multiple choice questions;

~ guessing is eliminated;

~ they are very good tools either to gain clear evidence of students' knowledge gap or to

gain insights into students' conceptual understanding and misconceptions;

» there are several ways to score;

» you can ask many questions using one grid, gaining useful insights into many aspects

of some concept or area of interest.

Disadvantages:

~ Marking needs careful thought to gain the most powerful insights.

4.3.5 Performance Based Assessment or Authentic Evaluation.

In recent years there is a movement to design assessment, which moves away from the

standardised, multiple-choice type test towards approaches where the assessment task

closely matches the desired performance and takes place in an authentic, or

classroom, context (Glaser, 1990).

Performance-based assessment, more commonly called performance assessment and

also called appropriate assessment, alternative assessment, or direct assessment.

Performance assessment typically involves students, either individually or in small

teams in the act of solving a problem, or thinking critically about a problem, data or

observation. Performance assessments also involve assessing students on their ability

to use science skills such as sorting and classifying, observing and formulating

hypotheses, interpreting data, designing and conducting an experiment, and creating

portfolios (Gipps, 1994).

They can be summarised numerically or put on a scale to make it possible to combine

individual's results and to meet national requirements for comparable quantitative
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data. As they promote the thinking curriculum everyone wants for children, they will

provide genuine accountability.

The following are some of the advantages and disadvantages of performance

assessments (Hassard, 2003):

Advantages:

~ typically involve students in real-world contexts

~ involve students in sustained work, sometimes over several days.

~ focus on the 'big ideas' and major concepts, rather than isolated facts and

definitions.

~ are broad in scope, usually involving several principles of science.

~ involve the students in using science processes, the use of scientific methods,

and manipulation of science tools.

» present students with open-ended problems.

~ encourage students to collaborate and brainstorm.

~ stimulate students to make connections among important concepts and ideas.

» based on scoring criteria related to content, process, group skills, and

communication skills.

Disadvantages:
» it can take a long time to assess a set of questions.

» it is hard to mark objectively and decide on a set of assessment criteria.

4.4 Correlations between different Formats of Assessment

Several studies have looked on the effects of assessment task format on student

achievement (e.g. Bridgeman and Rock, 1993; Bridgeman and Morgan, 1994; Becker

and Johnston, 1999; Eley et al., 2001; Caygill and Eley, 2001; Greer, 2001; Goldberg

and Pedulla, 2002; Chansarkar and Raut-Roy, 1987; Wilson, 1992; Stecher et al.,

2000; Friel and Johnstone, 1978a). Many other studies have looked on the effect of

gender differences on student performance in different assessment forms (e.g. Ben-

Shakar and Sinai, 1991; Freeman, 2003; Penner, 2003; Bridgeman and Morgan, 1994;

Xionidou-Moskofoglou, 1996; Karageorgios et al., 2001.)

Friel and Johnstone (1978a) showed that, if the same area of learning is assessed by

normal open-ended, methods and also assessed by objective, fixed-response methods,
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two orders of merit are generated for a given group of students. Since the same

knowledge and understanding is being assessed, the two orders of merit should be

actually the same for the same sample of students. The best student by one method

should be the best by another method and so on down the line. In that case, if rank-

order correlation is worked out between the two orders of merit there should be about

1.0, a perfect match in order. A complete reversal of the order would give a value of

-1.0 and a completely random pair of orders would give a value of zero. The research

found that the rank-order correlation was about 0.6. This suggests that the two orders

of merit have some similarity, yet are by no means well matched (Johnstone and

Ambusaidi,2001).

In classroom assessment, the study of Yuh-Yin and l-Fen (2000) with science tests

found that the correlation between multiple-choice items and short-answer question

was 0.68 in on topic (solution) and 0.77 in another topic (momentum), whereas the

correlations between the same formats of assessment but in different content areas

were smaller. Thus, for multiple-choice solution and multiple-choice momentum, the

correlation was found to be 0.47, and for short-answer solution and short-answer

momentum it was found 0.66. Moreover, correlations between multiple-choice items

and short-answers questions with performance-based assessment were smaller even in

the same area of content (0.48 and 0.46 respectively). It was assumed that, under the

same content area, multiple-choice and short-answer tapped similar cognitive

components while performance-based assessment emphasized different cognitive

dimensions.

Badger (1990) findings were similar to the Yuh-Yin and I-Fen (2000) study. He

compared the multiple-choice and the open-ended responses given by the same

students in mathematics and science. The research showed that the correlations

ranging from 0.44 to 0.60 for mathematics and from 0.49 to 0.44 for science.

All the above studies showed clearly that it is unwise to rely on one format only,

particularly if the formats are conventional ones (such as multiple-choice, or essay).

Chansarkar and Raut-Roy (1987) found that weaker students perform best when

traditional examinations are not used. They suggest that performance is best when a

variety of evaluation methods are combined.
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4.5 How Fair Is a Test

When it comes to evaluating how tests work and how well they serve the purpose

assigned to them, there are some characteristics of the scores that have to be studied

mainly: validity and reliability (Wood, 1987) and the fitness for purpose (Sutton,

1992).

4.5.1 Validity

The traditional definition of validity is the degree to which a test measures what is

was designed to measure (Gipps, 1994). In the literature, there can be found many

categories of validity of which the most common are: face, content, construct,

concurrent, and predictive validity.

Face validity is concerned with how a measure or procedure appears. Does it seem like a

reasonable way to gain the information the researchers are attempting to obtain? Does it seem

well designed? Does it seem as though it will work reliably? Unlike content validity, face

validity does not depend on established theories for support (Fink, 1995).

Content validity is to test whether a given syllabus has been learnt (Black, 1998). The

examiners might check whether the questions matched the contents and learning aims of a

syllabus, sampling the areas fairly and not going beyond its boundaries.

Construct validity relates to whether the test is an adequate measure of the construct, that is

the underlying skill being assessed (Gipps 1994) and consequently whether someone can

draw some inferences from the responses to a set of questions. "A notorious example is the

construction and interpretations of intelligence tests: here, the sum of responses to a specific

set of questions is said to measure something which is called 'intelligence', and predictions

and actions affecting a pupil's future to clarify conceptually the meaning of 'intelligence' and

to explore, empirically or by expert judgment, whether a given set of questions do indeed

require and evoke this as a common feature in the pupil's response" (Black, 1998). Black's

view is that checking on construct validity can be a complex matter and the aspect of

reliability becomes a necessary condition to ensure validity in cases that a set of questions is

said to bear the same well-defined construct.

Concurrent validity is concerned about whether the test correlates with, or gives substantially

the same results as, another test of the same skill. For example two intelligence tests should

produce similar results with the same group of people (Wood, 1987).
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Predictive validity relates to whether the test predicts accurately or well some future

performance. For example is Higher Grade performance (Scottish school examinations) a

good predictor of performance in higher education? Sirhan and Reid (2001) illustrated this by

looking at first year Chemistry class and showed that the performance in university

examinations related very closely to entry qualification. Gipps (1994), referring to these kind

of examples, argued that it is very difficult to predict validity since "that in calculating

predictive validity only those who pass the exam go on to university and we do not know how

well students who did not pass might have done" Gipps, (1994).

It is a real problem attempting to unify the above validities in a general approach.

Messick (1989) operating with a notion of validity that relates to inferences drawn

from test scores, said that

"validity is an integrated evaluative judgment of the degree to which empirical
evidence and theoretical rationales support the adequacy and appropriateness
of inferences and attitudes based on test scores or other modes of assessment H,

The test or assessment has to focus on what you want to find out about. The basic idea

is to ensure that your assessment tells you what you planned to find out. The general

principal is:

"How You Test Is What You Get" (Sutton, 1992).

Validity is a difficult concept to measure quantitatively. Absolute validity is

impossible in reality: working teachers, in real classrooms with real children have

neither the time, the resources, nor the mind-reading abilities it would take to be

certain that our assessment tasks can tap the reality of what is inside the children's

heads. It is possible for the same assessment to be valid for one child and less valid,

even invalid, for another because children have different ways of receiving and

presenting information. Some read well, others do not. Some children can explain

orally far more successfully than they can in writing, while others would express

themselves by diagrams or drawings, using a minimum of words (Sutton, 1992).

Wood (1991) (quoted in Blank, 1998) agreed that

"the examining boards have been lucky not to have been engaged in validity
argument. Unlike reliability, validity does not lend itself to sensational
reporting. Nevertheless, the extent of the boards' neglect of validity is plain to
see once attention is focused... The boards know so little about what they are
assessing".

This raises an ethical issue about assessment.
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It seems generally accepted today that the essential form of validity is construct

validity (Messick, 1989; Pollit and Ahmed, 1999). According to Pollitt and Ahmed

(1999)

"the construct in question is in reality a psychological process, the combination
of mental activities that are required toperform at a certain level of proficiency
on the test in question. ...Unlike some views of validity, this is essential
intrinsic; given an understanding of the activity the test is meant to assess,
validity consists in managing the assessment procedures in such a way that
candidates' mental activities during the test will correspond as closely as
possible to the mental activities of a person engaged in real life use of the
knowledge or subject being assessed".

When construction of a question using physical aspects such as diagrams, pictures;

graphs, tables, and sketches, research suggests that can influence the way that students

understand it and what kind of answer they think is required (Crip and Sweiry, 2003).

Crip and Sweiry (2003) maintained that

"when reading a question, students form a mental representation of the task
they are being asked to carry out. Certain aspects such as diagrams or images
are particularly salient and hence can come to dominate the mental
representation that is formed. Therefore, subtle changes to these salient
physicalfeatures of a question may affect how the question is understood".

4.5.2 Reliability

Reliability is concerned with the accuracy with which the test measures the skill or

attainment it is designed to measure. It tests whether an assessment produces the same

or similar score on two occasions or if given by two assessors. The various ways in

which an individual's result might have come out differently may have to do with the

examiners' judgments and the variability in the pupils' responses. Reliability relates

with the consistency of examinee performance is called replicability and reliability

relates with the consistency in assessing that performance is called comparability. The

quantification of that consistency is the business of reliability analysis.

There are four general classes of reliability estimates, each of which estimates

reliability in a different way (Trochim, 2000 and American Educational Association,

1985). They are:
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The standard ways of assessing reliability of marking are mark-remark procedures

with different markers scoring the same piece of work (inter-rater reliability) or the

same marker scoring the same or similar pieces of work on different occasions (test-

retest, or parallel-form reliability). However test-retest or parallel-form reliability are

not very feasible, and therefore, not very common. In the literature, it is very common

for the researchers to use internal consistency (either split-half reliability or

Cronbach's Alpha). However, this is not desirable for many tests which have many

heterogeneous items and thus assess a mix of modes, contexts and dimensional skill

or attribute. This is likely to reduce the internal consistency while enhancing fairness

(Gipps, 1984). Internal consistency is rarely sought in educational measurement when

a range of skills and understanding are being assessed. Cronbach's Alpha is rarely

appropriate.
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4.5.3 The Fitness for Purpose

Validity and reliability are technical issues that are very important. However, there is

a more important issue to testing and assessment than validity and reliability. This

issue is the "fitness for purpose" principle. Sutton (1992) stated that assessment could

be a formal procedure with desks in rows, no books, no talking, limited time, written

questions and written responses. It could be by observation of children as they work

normally in the classroom, laboratory, workshop or gym. It could be by listening to a

child tell the answers to questions s/he has been asked, or by looking at what a pupil

has produced. There are as many styles of assessment as there are styles of teaching

and learning. Assessment, therefore, is a creative process that can be as varied and

interesting as teaching and learning, indeed it can be fun. Sutton (1992) made the

telling point that

"fitness for purpose principle requires us to be clear about why we are
assessing, and then to find the most appropriate techniques or styles to fulfil
that purpose H.

Clearly, there is a close connection between the way we plan teaching and the way we

plan assessment. Sutton asked:

"But which comesfirst? "

He quoted the Task Group on Assessment and Testing (TGAT, 1987) report which

says:

"The assessment process itself should not determine what is to be
taught and learned ",

Sutton (1992) commented that

"this is easy to say, and vital to remember. However, it is not always easy to act
upon, particularly when we are anxious about our accountability for the
'results' our children produce, and when the assessment criteria-statements of
attainment, at levels-are 'writ large' in statutory orders. The greater your
professional confidence, the more likely you are to put teaching and learning
needs first, and let assessment adopt its appropriate place, as the servant of the
curriculum. In National Curriculum terms, start you planning from the
Programmes of Study, not the attainment targets."

Therefore, what is most important first to ask is assessment for what and then design

the assessment programme to fit.
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Conclusion

The main question In education is: what should be the aims of educational

measurement? Should the aim be to devise tests, which look at the individual and find

out 'how well' or should look of 'how many'? Should the aim be to devise tests to

support learning or to devise tests to evaluate teachers according to pupils'

performance and achievement? The dangers of 'teaching to the test' are well known

and if only a limited range of facts and skills are assessed, and if 'high stakes' are

attached to the results in terms of the consequences of the publication of league tables,

then we can expect teachers to teach to the test and restrict the curriculum

accordingly.

Wood (1986) holds that educational measurement aims should be

"to devise tests which look at the individual and find out how well rather
than how many",

His definition of educational measurement was that it:

• deals with the individual's achievement relative to himself rather than to others;

• seeks to test for competence rather than for intelligence;

• takes place in relatively uncontrolled conditions and so does not produce 'well-

behaved'data;

• looks for 'best' rather than 'typical' performances;

• is not effective when rules and regulations characteristic of standardised testing are

relaxed;

• embodies a constructive outlook on assessment where the aim is to help rather than

sentence the individual.

Source: (Wood, 1986)

If the purpose of educational measurement is 'how well' rather than 'how many' then

this requires a quite different approach to test construction. Gipps (1994) pointed that

we need a more measured, analytical approach to assessment in education. We need to

resist the tendency to think in simplistic terms about one particular form of assessment

being better than other: consideration of form without consideration of purpose is

wasted effort. She called for wider understanding of the effect of assessment on

teaching and learning and fostering a system which supports multiple methods of

assessment while at the same time making sure that each one is used appropriately,
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There is also a need for distinction between competence and performance. Gipps

(1994) said that

"Competence refers to what a person can do under ideal circumstances, while
performance refers to what is actually done under existing circumstances.
Competence includes the ability to access and utilise knowledge structures, as
well as motivational, affective and cognitive factors that influence the
response" (Gipps, 1994).

Thus, according to Messick (1984)

"a student's competence might not be revealed in either classroom performance
or test performance because of personal or circumstantial factors that affect
behaviour".

It is a need for educators to think of the impact of motivation and self-esteem if they

use the wrong tools to assess their students. It is a need to find the assessment forms

that are appropriate to individuals and to elicit the best performance of them. In order

to do that educators should be aware of the learning theories which seek to understand

why the students so often face difficulties and to align assessment with these theories.

Furthermore, different types of assessment seem to encourage deep or surface

approaching to learning (Struyven et al., 2002). Fixed response questions for

example, may encourage students to think dualistically even if designed to go beyond

recall issues because, at the end of the day, students are asked to select one right

answer. Therefore, it is argued that the content and style of a test have an important

message to students about the nature of science and their intellectual development

(Boud, 1995). Perry's scheme (Perry, 1999) of intellectual development in the college

years

"has offered a useJul language to measure and understand student's
perceptions of learning" (Selepeng, 2000).

Research (Byrne, 2001; AI-Shibli, 2003) using a questionnaire based on Perry's

scheme revealed that students' perceptions of learning correlated positively with their

academic performance. The next chapter describes students' intellectual development

according to the Perry Scheme.
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Perry Scheme for Intellectual Development

Students' preferences in learning can be affected not only by cognitive factors, as has

been shown in chapter three, but also by students' perceptions and attitudes towards

learning (e.g. Struyven et al.; 2002; Richardson, 1995; Bruning et al., 1995). Struyven

et al.'s (2002) review study on students' perceptions about assessment and their

approaches to learning suggested that they are strongly related. The perceived

characteristics of assessment seem to have a considerable impact on student's

approach to learning and vice versa. Furthermore, it was found that students hold

strong views about different formats and methods of assessment.

It is asserted that many pupils/students get through all their academic life, from

primary school till university, being only familiar with rote learning and repetition of

ideas (Greer, 2001). They lack many of the skills that are required to be successful

autonomous learners; to be able to question a hypothesis; to become critical thinkers

and lifelong learners. These skills are similar to those described by Perry (1970) as

being at the higher levels in his proposed scheme of intellectual development -

reflecting a critical, self-directed student, capable of evaluating information and

evidence, and wanting scope to demonstrate understanding of the complexities of a

field of study (Mackenzie et al., 2003). In addition, Perry's development scheme has

been used to describe how students view their own role as learner; their teachers role

and their preferences towards assessment. According to Selepeng (2000), the Perry

scheme has given a language for students and teachers to understand what they all

mean, think and believe about learning.

Different approaches to learning require different assessment (Entwistle and

Entwistle, 1991; Tomas and Bain, 1984; Entwistle and Tait, 1995; Nolen and

Haladyna, 1990; Zeidner, 1987; Birenbaum and Feldman, 1998). Therefore, it will be

very interesting to investigate whether there is any correlation between a pupils'

position in the Perry scheme with their performance in different formats of

assessment. This chapter focuses on intellectual development of students as described
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by Perry. It will outline the original scheme and discuss the adaptations of it as well as

studies related to assessment and students' approaches to learning.

5.1 Perry's Original Scheme

Perry, after a longitudinal study during the 1960s and 1970s with students, developed

a scheme for intellectual and ethical development. He was very sensitive to students'

views and his scheme was developed through interviews with students at Harvard and

Radcliffe Universities. He was surprised by the variety of ways that students viewed

learning. Perry himself expressed the view that:

(lA fundamental belief in students is more important than anything else. This
fundamental belief is not a sentimental matter: it is a very demanding matter of
realistically conceiving the student where he or she is, and at the same time,
never losing sight of where he or she can be" Perry (1999).

The outcome of his study was a scheme of intellectual and ethical development. He

described a series of nine 'positions' or stages together with their associated transition

as the individual's development journey. The nine positions and related transitions are

described below by Mackenzie (1999) (after Perry, 1999):

Position 1: Authorities know, and if we work hard, read every word, and learning Right
Answers all will be.well,

Transition: But what about those Others I hear about? And different opinions? And
Uncertainties? Some of our Authorities disagree with each other or don't seem to know, and
some give us problems instead of Answers.

Position 2: True Authorities must be Right, the others are frauds. We remain Right. Others
must be different and Wrong. Good Authorities give us problems so we can learn to find the
Right Answer by ol,lrown independent thought.

-""
Dualism Transition: But even Good Authorities admit they don't know all the answers yet!

Modified: Posttion 3: Then some uncertainties and different opinions are real and legitimate
temporarily, even for Authorities. They're working on them to get to the Truth.

Transition: But there are so many things they don't know the Answers to! And they won't for

a long time.

Position 48: Where Authorities don't know the Right Answers, everyone has a right to his

own opinion; no one is wrong! 14 '/." .. ,.
Transition: But some of my friends ask me to support my opinions with facts and reasons.

(and/or) Then what right have They to grade us? About what?
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ReliJtiyi~m PosiJiQn~b: m..ceJ1ain courses Authorities are got. asking for the Right Answer;,
They want Jjs to think about things in a certain way, supporting opinion with data. That's what

they grade us on.

Discovered Transition: But this 'way' seems to work in most courses, and even outside

them.
.,. . .....•.. .... . ,....... .

Position 5: Then all thinking must be like this, even for Them. Everything is relative but not

equally valid. Your have to understand how each context works. Theories are not Truth but

metaphors fo interpret data with. You have to think about your thinking.

Transition: But if everything is relative, am I relative too? How can I know I'm making the

Right Choice?

Commitments Position 6: .Lsee I'm going to have to make my own decisions in an uncertain

world with no one to tell me I'm Right.
.';

In Relativism Transition: I'm lost if I don't. When I decide on my career (or marriage or

values) everything will straighten out.

Developed Position 7: Well, I've made my first Commitment!

Transition: Why didn't that settle everything?

Position 8: I've made several commitments. I've got to balance them-how may, how deep?

Hqw certain, how tentative?
_£

Transition: Things are getting contradictory. I can't make logical sense out of life's

dilemmas.

Position 9: This is how life will be. I must be wholehearted while tentative, fight for my

values yet respect others, believe my deepest values right yet be ready to learn. I see that I

shall be retracing this whole journey over and over- but, I hope, more wisely.
e .... --",,,

Perry used the word authority to describes sources of information such as teachers,

textbooks, lectures and others students. He regarded the transition between each stage

as being as important as the stage themselves. Mackenzie (1999) stated:

"Each Position reflects the person's way of thinking about knowledge, self and
the world, as well as how learning takes play. Perry conceptualised the
Positions as representing a hierarchical sequence in which individuals moved
from relatively simple ways of thinking to highly complex ways of perceiving
and evaluating knowledge and their world".

Perry (1981) emphasised this point about the hierarchical nature of the scheme as

follow:

"Notice that each Position both includes and transcends the earlier ones, as the
earlier ones cannot do with the later. This fact defines the movement as
development rather than mere changes or 'phase' ".
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As can be seen his first five positions focus on cognitive stages, while the last four are

concerned more with ethical development resulting from making personal

commitments.

Perry also described three alternatives to progression in the scheme: temporising,

retreat and escape (Mackenzie, 1999). This implies that the learner may regress to a

lower level or remain at a given level (Perry, 1981). Mackenzie's (1999) comments

about these position were:

"Temporising' refers to pausing for some time, possibly more than a year, in one
position, usually accompanied by an awareness of the step ahead. 'Retreat "
according to Perry, usually represents a regression to extreme Dualism and may
occur after the person has had a glimpse of multiplicity. It involves the person
actively denying that other people's opinions are legitimate. Examples may befound
in the 'dedicated reactionary, a dogmatic rebel, or in passive resistance to authority
without espousing a cause (Loevinger, 1978). 'Escape' is a more complex reaction,
with the person steadfastly in a middle position, exploiting multiplicity or relativism
to avoid Commitment, and may become alienated or cynical as a result. "

5.2 Finster Categorisation of Perry's Positions

The Perry Scheme, as originally developed by Perry and his associates, is clearly very

complex but it has to be accepted that it reflected what Perry found from his

interviews. Attempts have been made to simplify it by Finster (1989). According to

Finster (1989) Perry's nine positions were categorised into four main categories:

1. Duality (positions 1,2),

2. Multiplicity (positions 3 and 4a),

3. Relativism (4b and 5) and finally

4. Commitment to Relativism (positions 6, 7, 8 and 9).

AI-Shibli (2003) described them as follow:

Dualism

Dualism consists of the simplistic right/wrong or black/white view. Correct answers

always exist, and learning them is paramount - the more of this knowledge which is

ingested, the better the student (Gray, 1997). Knowledge is viewed as an absolute and

any uncertainty is temporary (Finster, 1989). They also believe that each question has

an answer and the authority's job is to give the answers.
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Multiplism

Multiplism represents positions three and four. In this main position, diversity and

uncertainty are recognised but the student is not sure which idea he should follow

from the conflicting ideas he has seen. He needs the authority to supply the guide.

Furthermore, diversity and uncertainty are recognized as legitimate to the point where

anyone has a right to his or her own opinion and all opinions are equal, even those of

an authority (Finster, 1989)

Relativism

At this category, the student recognises that knowledge is contextual and relative.

Even if the right\wrong view applied, it should be applied only within certain contexts

and never to make that decision outside the context. Students start to realise that

personal commitment is necessary to establish an identity and make sense of all

opinions. Unfortunately, in this positions students cannot make that commitment.

Even if students start to realise that knowledge depends on context, they have not

attempted to structure their knowledge.

Commitment in Relativism
Commitment involves the individual making a choice or decision in the full

awareness of relativism. In this category, the student orders his knowledge,

recognising that decisions can be made only on a basis of uncertainty. He is prepared

to take risks to do so.

5.3 Johnstone's Scheme of Perry Position

Perry's Positions have been used by many educators (e.g. Finster, 1991; Fitch and

Culver, 1984; Simpson, et al., 1986) to describe how students view their role as

learners and those of their teachers or lectures, and to suggest how students might be

appropriately challenged to move forwards within the scheme. Johnstone (1998)

adapted the scheme in a more simplified version, in which the original nine Positions

have been drawn into three categories, A, B, and C (table 5.1).
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Source: (Selepeng, 2000)

Johnstone put students in his A position that, according to Perry's scheme, are in

position 1 and 2 where dualism is still strong. In position B, Johnstone put the

students who start to realise the problems that arise from dualism's point of view but

they still have problems dealing with multiplicity. And finally in position C, which is

the highest position, he puts all the students from position 4b till position 9 of the

original Perry scheme. The reason for this simplification is that Perry himself found

that usually in the final college year students are between position four and five, and

very rare are between position 6 to 9.

Table 5.2 shows Johnstone's adaptation simplified Perry ideas and all four main areas

related to learning environment. These areas are: the student's role; the role of

lectures/members of staff; the nature of knowledge; and the student's task III

examination! assessment situations. Johnstone used a language which is accessible to

all.

Students in position B start to realise the uncertainties that exists in knowledge and to

accept that in some situations the truth or the right answer is out of reach. They are

beginning to realise that they have responsibilities toward their learning, but they do

not know what to do. They start to view the lecturer as the person who is responsible

for teaching them the correct ways of finding the right answer. They start to recognise

that peers might be able to help them in finding the way to find the right answer

through discussion. However, their lecturers are still having the final say and are still

the source of knowledge (Al-Shibli, 2003). Their view of assessment become

confused about what is expected from them and they hope to be able to present one

argument, which will make the lecturer like their line of thought. They will try their

best to make their answer suit the lecturer's way of thinking but this will make them
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still feel they never know when and why they are going to be either marked down or

up. They still believe in rewards for quantity of hard work and not quality of work.

'C'

Realises that some Sees student as source

responsibility rests of knowledge or is
Passively accepts confident of finding it.Student's Role with the student. But

Debater making ownwhat? And how?
decisions

Authority where there Authority among
Authority, giving facts

are controversies, authorities. ValuesRole oj lecture! and know-how wants guidance as to views of peers.Member of staff which answer lecturer Teacher as facilitator.
favours.

Admits 'black-and - Wants to exploreFactual; black and white' approach not context; seekswhite. Clear objectives, always appropriate. interconnections,non-controversial Feels insecure in the enjoys creativityexceptions unwelcome uncertainties this scholarly work.creates

Quantity is more Quality is more
Regurgitation of 'facts'. important than important than

View oj Exams Exams are objective. quality. Wants to quantity. Wants room
Hard work rewarded. demonstrate to express own idea,

maximum knowledge views.

Source: (Johnstone, 1998)

Finally students in position C are critical, independent learners and they regard the

student's task as demonstrating that they can evaluate possible solutions to a problem

on the basis of evidence (Mackenzie, 1999). 'Knowledge' is seen as uncertain -

shades of grey, not black and white, are perceived - and the individual copes with this

uncertainty by taking into account the contexts in which decisions are made. The

lecturer's responsibility is seen as one of providing knowledge within a context and of

demonstrating evidence for a decision or opinion. Students see tests and examinations

as opportunities to demonstrate their skills in relating between contexts, to seek

interconnections, to expand and modify concepts, to weigh up alternative approaches.

They enjoy being creative and playing with ideas and quality is seen more important

than quantity. They do not like short questions, as they don not give them the chance

to explain what they know and understand (Al-Shibli, 2003).
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Varying levels of confidence on the part of the student are associated with the

different types of perceptions. Students A and C have high confidence unlike student

'B' who has a low confidence (Wood and Sleet, 1993). However, the confidence of A

student in the system is for different reasons when compared to C student. Student A

confidence is because he/she relies on the system, as represented by the lecturer and

familiar methods of teaching (e.g. lecture) and assessment (e.g. exams) whereas

student's C confidence is because he/she relies on himself and hislher ability to learn.

In contrast with both student A and C, student B is faced with feeling of uncertainty,

confusion and low self-esteem (Johnstone, 1998).

5.4 Other Studies related to Perry Intellectual Development Model

The work of Magolda and Porterfield quoted in Al-Shibli (2003) produced a

structured instrument, which is called the Measure of Epistemological Reflection.

This model contains different domains such as decision-making, the role of the

learner, the role of the instructor, the role of peers, evaluation of learning and the

nature of knowledge. This model reflects similar core issues to Perry's schemes and

has similarities to the Johnstone adaptation of Perry scheme (AI-Shibli, 2003).

Other studies of changes in student thinking as they progress through higher education

are quoted in Ramsden (2003). These studies have found similar patterns to Perry.

Heath (1964) in his interviews of students at Princeton showed the existence of

demonstrable effects on intellectual development. Saljo (1979) carried out an

interview study that led to his describing five different understandings of what

learning consists of among adults. When students were asked to say what they

understood by learning, their replies could be classified into different categories:

1. Learning as a quantitative increase in knowledge. Learning is acquiring
information or 'knowing a lot'.

2. Learning as memorising. Learning is storing information that can be reproduced.
3. Learning as acquiring facts, skills and methods that can be retained and used as

necessary.
4. Learning as making sense or abstracting meaning. Learning involves relating

parts of the subject matter to each other and to the real world.
s. Learning as interpreting and understanding reality in a different way. Learning

involves comprehending the world by reinterpreting.
Source: (Ramsden, 2003).
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It can be seen that the first three conceptions imply a less complex view of learning.

They resemble the early stages of Perry's schemes. Conceptions four and five

emphasise the internal or personal aspect of learning: learning is seen as something

that you do in order to understand the real world. These conceptions imply a more

relativistic, complex and systematic view of knowledge and how it is achieved and

used (Ramsden, 2003).

The work of deep and surface learning approaches comes up with similar patterns as

Perry. Struyven et al. 's (2002) review showed that three approaches to learning occur.

• Surface approaches to learning describe an intention to complete the learning task

with little personal engagement, seeing the work as an unwelcome external

imposition. These intentions are often associated with routine and unreflective

memorisation and procedural problem solving, with restricted conceptual

understanding being an inevitable outcome.

• Deep approaches to learning, in contrast, lead from an intention to understand, to
active conceptual analysis and, if carried out thoroughly, generally result in a deep
level of understanding.

• And finally the strategic or achieving approach to learning. This category was
introduced by the authors because of the pervasive evidence of the influence of
assessment on learning and studying. In this approach the student's intention was to
achieve the highest possible grades by using well-organised and conscientious study
methods and effective time-management.

Strategic approaches to learning are sensitive to the assessment procedures used

and/or expected. It seems that students seek information and form opinions about

'what the teacher wants' because teachers have the final say on such indicators of

academic success as student grades (Struyven et al., 2002). Struyven et al. (2002)

stated

"when students' perceptions and expectations about open-ended formats are
compared to those about multiple choice formats of examination, some
remarkable results occur H.

The impact of student's perceptions and expectations about different format of

examination is discussed further in paragraph 5.6.
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5.5 Student's Performance and Perry Intellectual Scheme

Byrne's (2001) study showed that the Perry score of intellectual development is

significantly correlated with the overall degree and their examination mark.

Furthermore, Al-Shibli's (2003) research using Perry's scheme questionnaire revealed

that students' perceptions of learning correlated positively with their academic

performance. This might lead to the suggestion that, by encouraging students to think

in higher levels of the Perry scheme, the teacher may contribute positively to their

academic performance. However, as Al-Shibli (2003) stated:

"a very important point, which should be kept in mind, is the nature of the
examination. If the exams were designed to assess students at high levels of the
Perry scheme, then they will correlate positively with Perry score, but if the
exams are designed according at lower levels of the Perry scheme, then they
might not correlate so positively with Perry scores. The nature of assessment
plays a vital role here ".

Mackenzie (1999) compared medical student's perceptions of their learning

experience in the traditional course with medical students' perceptions in the problem

based learning course at the University of Glasgow. Her research showed that students

who participated in the problem based learning course were better than students who

participated in traditional course in term of their intellectual development.

Al-Shibli, (2003) made an attempt to change student's perceptions of learning and

assessment. He designed interactive teaching materials based on problem solving and

these teaching materials were taught for three weeks to an experimental group of 163

second year student science teachers. These teaching materials aimed mainly to

enhance student's perceptions of the nature of scientific knowledge and partially to

enhance student's perceptions of assessment. In these teaching units students were

encouraged to think about the nature of scientific knowledge and assessment while

they are studying science. Pre-and post-Perry questionnaire results were compared

between an experimental group and a control group of 155 students. The results

showed that a considerable improvement occurred in students' perceptions of the

nature of scientific knowledge while, in students' perceptions of assessment, there

was a slight improvement.

The results of the Mackenzie (1999) and Al-Shibli (2003) studies showed that the way

we teach has an impact of student's intellectual development. It appears possible to
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enhance intellectual development by means of small changes to the curriculum.

Assessment has a powerful influence within the education process. If students are

always rewarded for recalling knowledge then they will not be encouraged to use

other skills. However, if skills other than memorising are rewarded, students

intellectual development may be enhanced (AI-Shibli, 2003). As believed by many

educators, assessment is the most significant prompt for learning (e.g. Boud, 1995;

Kohn, 1993), the style of tests having a key influence on students' intellectual

development. The next paragraph, discusses the implementation of some studies

which have prompted to the relationship between assessment modes and students'

approaches to learning.

5.6 Assessment Modes and Students' Approaches to Learning

Several studies have looked at relationships between learning patterns and attitudes

towards assessment formats or links between students' psychological traits and their

expressed preferences for learning approaches and performance (Birenbaum and

Feldman, 1998; Richardson, 1995; Marton and Siilj5, 1997). The Struyven et al.

(2002) review showed that different types of assessment seem to encourage deep or
surface approaching to learning

Birenbaum and Feldman (1998) found that students with good learning skills, who

have high confidence in their academic ability, tend to prefer the constructed response

type of assessment over the multiple-choice type and vice versa. And students with

low test anxiety have more favourable attitude towards the open-ended format.

The study of Trigwell and Prosser (1991) suggested that

"deep approaches to learning are especially encouraged by assessment
methods and teaching practices which aim at deep learning and conceptual
understanding, rather than by trying to discourage surface approaches to
learning. As a consequence, teaching methods and educational policy play an
important role in creating this 'deep learning H.

Zeidner (1987) found that students' perceptions about different types of exams are

highly correlated with students' dimensions of the inventory (Le. perceived difficult,

anxiety, complexity, success expectancy, feeling at ease). Struyven et al. (2002)
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reviewed that overall students report that they were influenced by the expectation that

a test would be in multiple-choice or free-response format.

Conclusion

From the above studies, it can be concluded that learning must fundamentally be seen

as relational (Ramsden, 1987). That is, learning is a function of both teaching and

context in which it occurs. Assessment can encourage passive, reproductive forms of

learning while simultaneously hiding the inadequate understanding to which forms of

learning inevitably lead (Entwistle and Ramsden, 1983; Ramsden, 1987). According

to Boud (1995)

"this means that in terms of assessment, student approaches to learning are a
function of

• the intrinsic qualities of theform of assessment being used
• the ways in which the assessor translated the material to be assessed

into the given format and selects assessment tasks appropriate for the
subject and the specific learning goals and most importantly,

• how the student interprets the task at hand and the context of the
assessment. "

The latter interpretation is very connected with the perceptions and interactions of a

student to learning and are more important than

"what staff take for granted as the 'reality' of the assessment" (Boud, 1995).

As Boud (1995) stated

"good assessment is not just a matter of finding the 'appropriate' method
and using it sensibly in conjunction with given subject matter. There are
always unintended consequences in assessment. Students will learn to
adopt surface approaches to study in some circumstances and will adopt
deep or strategic approaches in others. In so doing they will be prompted
partly by the forms and nature of assessment tasks. They will learn that,
in order to maximise their marks, they should use rote learning in many
circumstances, even when we might believe that this would distract them
from the most important aspects of the course"

Struyven et al. (2002) mentioned Eizenberg (1988) who stressed that any component

within the learning environment, which contradicted the direction of influence of the

other components, might prevent the intended effect from being achieved. Thus, a

clear implication for effective teaching is that all aspects of a course must convey the
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same message to students regarding what will be rewarded through assignments and

examinations (Entwistle and Tait, 1995)

The students' perceived assessments requirements seem to have a strong relation with

the approach to learning adopted when tackling a task (Marton and Saljo, 1997).

Humans have an intrinsic need to build up competence in dealing with the

environment. Positive intrinsic motivation takes place when individuals are placed in

a slightly 'difficult' situation involving conflict between what they know already and

what they are currently learning. However, intrinsic motivation needs an appropriate

affective context in which the right task conditions are placed; students must feel

positive about the task, the context and themselves (Biggs and Moore, 1993). Thus,

pupils' intellectual development takes place when educators create a teaching-learning

environment which on one hand respects individuals difficulties and motivations and

on the other hand adopts deep and creative and critical learning approach by all

means.
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Pilot Study

Following the findings of Friel and Johnstone (l978a), the aim of this pilot study was

to examine what are the relationships between the results of various formats of

assessment. This chapter outlines the methodology and the outcomes of the pilot

project.

6.1 Design of the Pilot Project

The pilot project aimed to examine the correlation of the results of different formats

of assessment. Two project were conducted:

a) The first project was carried out in Greece during March-April 2002. In this

project two paper-and-pencil chemistry tests were used with three sections.

Each section included different forms of questions assessing the same topics

and the same knowledge.

b) The second project used data from different forms of assessment of first year

Biology undergraduate Students enrolled in 2001 University of Glasgow. The

reason Biology' student data were used, and not Chemistry data, was that the

Biology Department employs a variety of techniques to assess students.

6.2 The Pilot Study for the Greek Schools

The first method of the pilot study was carried out in Greece during March-May of the

school year 2002. Two chemistry paper-and-pencil tests were designed with three

sections:

~ Section 1:

~ Section 2:

~ Section 3:

Multiple-Choice questions

Structural Communication Grid questions and

Short-Answer questions

Weighting of marks was carefully decided to reflect the demand level of questions. In

each section, the total raw score were converted to a percentage and they were added
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to give the total mark of each pupil. This change does not alter the statistical results

but makes it easier for the reader to compare means between different tests.

Pupils of the first year of upper public secondary schools (Lykeio, Grade 10) sat the

tests. The schools were not chosen at random because of the nature of the research.

Thus, the researcher contacted several teachers of different schools and explained to

them the purpose of the project. Five teachers agreed to use the first test and only one

to use the second test. There was a limited choice of chemistry topics, which could be

tested since it was necessary to follow the timetable and the syllabus of the Greek

schools.

In the first test, 321 pupils (Grade 10) participated. Details of the number of schools

and number of pupils involved in the first test are presented in table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Pilot study: schools and number of pupils

School Number of N~mber of.
I "",Females '"' ,Males

'Pupils Classes
1 20 1 14 6

2 49 3 28 21
3 132 5 65 67
4 22 1 10 12
5 22 I 12 10
6 55 3 33 22
7 21 1 16 5

Total 321 15 178 143

Only two classes of school 3 were involved in the second test and 56 pupils sat the

test. One of the reasons for that was that the test was given to the teachers towards the

end of the school year and at that period the pupils usually are very busy with other

activities. Thus, many hours of teaching are lost and teachers are mainly concerned to

finish the teaching units and they are not willing to spend time to evaluate and assess

the results of their teaching.
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6.2.1 The Pilot Test 1

The first test was based on the content area of acids; bases; oxides and neutralisation

reactions. It had three sections:

~ Section 1:

~ Section 2:

~ Section 3:

13 Multiple-Choice (MC) questions-13 marks.

2 Structural Communication Grid (SCG) questions-12 marks.

3 Short-Answer (SA) questions-14 marks.

Each section tested the same knowledge and understanding of the same content area.

Mainly the questions asked students to recall, define, recognise and apply knowledge.

The items were selected from the Greek chemistry textbook (Liodakis et al., 1999);

the Standard Grade Chemistry book (Renfrew and Conquest, 1995) and the book of

Moore et al. (1999). An English translation of the test as well the Greek test and the

marks for each question is shown in appendix D. Furthermore the test was given in

four different versions so as to avoid pupils' interaction in neighbouring seats. The

differences between the tests related to the order that the three formats of questions

appeared in each test. This gave the opportunity to the researcher to test if there are

significant differences in pupils' performance related to the order in which the format

question appeared in the test. In addition, the effects of gender differences were

explored.

6.2.1.1 Descriptive Statistics of Pilot Test 1

Figure 7.1 shows histograms of the Multiple-Choice score distribution; Structural

Communication Grid score distribution; Short-Answer score distribution; and Total

score distribution in order to check the normality of the tests and choose appropriate

statistics (the total score consists of the sum of the three parts scores). As can be seen

from the histograms SCG and SA scores distributions are skewed. Table 6.2 shows

the descriptive statistics of each section of the test.

Table 6.2: Descriptive statistics of Pilot Test 1
Test Format 11w N, :'i' Minim. ·}'JMaximt\': Mean ' S.I.)., ~ .e

+~WMCl/"~~. 321 8 lOO 52.9 19.8
sea 321 0 100 35:2 23.3

:#",,ji:i~SA,,,,,,, 321 0 100 34.5" 31.4
Total '"fl 321 8 300 '1:22.6 ,~ 65.9
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MC scores pilot test 1
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SCG scores pilot test 1
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Std. Dev = 65.8e
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Total scores pilot test 1

The skewed to the right distributions indicate that SCG and SA tests were slightly too

difficult for the pupils. From the table it is clear that pupils' performances in MC

section were higher than SCG items and SA items.

Std. Dev = 31.43
Mean = 35
N= 321.00

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

SA scores pilot test 1

Figure 6.1: Histograms of the different format questions of Pilot Test It

6.2.1.2 Correlations in Pilot Test 1

Both Pearson coefficient and Spearman's rho correlation between the forms of

questions were calculated (See appendix F-2). Although both correlations were almost

identical it was decided to use Spearman's rho correlations because the distributions

I In figure 6. I (and subsequent tables) the use of inappropriate accuracy is caused by the way SPss operates
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of the pupils' scores in all the formats of the test were not normal. Table 6.3 shows

these correlations.

Table 6.3: Spearman's rho correlations of Pilot Test 1

MC

SATest Format

0.64**

SCG 0.66**

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (l-tailed).

Although all the correlations are highly significant, they are moderate and far from

one. A number of questions can be posed from these results such us:

~ Which format of the test is more valid?

~ Is one format of assessment better than another?

~ Does any psychological characteristic of the individual pupil favour

him/her to perform well in one format of assessment and poor in another?

These results are similar to the results that Friel and Johnstone, (1978); Yuh-Yin and

I-Fen (2000) found in their studies. Perhaps the fact that different formats questions

are placing different demands upon students can be one of the reasons. In SA

questions students have to recall some knowledge, to define it and in some cases to

apply it. In SCG questions students have to recognise some knowledge and in many

cases to understand and rearrange it and reveal their ideas and their reasoning. In MC

questions, students only have to recognise some knowledge. In both SA and SCG

questions the quality of the answer depends upon mental processes, while in MC the

quality of the answer mainly depends upon recognition. SA and SCG question are

expected to correlate better than SA and MC questions because SCG questions allow

credit for partial knowledge.

6.2.1.3 Differences between teams due to effect of cueing

The test was given in four different versions and the four groups of pupils are

described here as teams. This also gave the researcher the opportunity to test if there

was a follow up effect (or cueing effect) arising from the order of the questions

appearing in the test. Each team arrangement of the questions appeared in the test was

as follow:
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Team A: Section 1(Me) Section 2 (SeG) Section 3 (SA)

Team B: Section 1(SA) Section 2 (MC) Section 3 (SeG)

Team C: Section 1(SeG) Section 2 (SA) Section 3 (MC)

Team D: Section 1(SA) Section 2 (SeG) Section 3 (MC)

A comparison of the mean scores between each team using One-Way ANOVA

procedure with SPSS statistic package was used to test the hypothesis that several

means are equal. This technique is an extension of the two-sample t test. The statistic

analysis is printed in appendix F-3. No significant differences between teams were

found. Thus, there was not any effect because of the different order that the questions

appeared in the test. Perhaps any effect with one sequence was being balanced by a

cueing effect in other sequence.

6.2.1.4 Gender Differences in different Format Questions

Even though the predominant belief is that boys are better than girls in mathematics

and science, many studies have displayed contradictory results. For example, in

Britain the academic achievements of gifted girls in school surpass those of gifted

boys in almost all areas of study and at all ages, whereas this does not appear to be the

case in the U.S. (Freeman, 2003). Penner, (2003) used data from the Third

International Mathematics and Science Survey to examine whether gender item

difficulty interactions like those in American mathematics exist in mathematics and

science in 10 countries. For both mathematics and science, the study detected male

advantages that were minimal on easy questions and increased as questions grew

more difficult. In Greece studies at secondary school level mathematics showed

inconsistent results. Xionidou-Moskofoglou (1996) study showed that males'

performances in mathematics are better than females' performances, whilst

Karageorgos et al. (2001) study demonstrated the opposite.

The outcomes of studies which investigate the gender effect on different test format

are very interesting. The purpose of the Beller and Gafni (2000) study was to probe

into differential performance of boys and girls on Open-Ended (Short-Answer) and

Multiple-Choice (IMC) items on the 1988 and 1991 International Assessment of

Educational Progress (IAEP) mathematics test. Beller and Gafni (2000) stated:
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"These inconsistent results challenge the assertion that girls perform relatively
better on OE test items, and suggest that item format alone cannot account for
gender differences in mathematics performance. Further investigation of the data
revealed that the inconsistent patterns of gender effects with regard to item
format were related to the difficulty level of the items, regardless of item format.
Correlations between item difficulty and item gender effect size were computed
for age 13 in the 1988 assessment and for ages 9 and 13 in the 1991 assessment.
The correlations obtained were 0.26, 0.47, and 0.53, respectively, suggesting that
the more difficult the items, the better boys perform relative to girls H.

The Bridgeman and Morgan (1994) study revealed that males achieved relatively high

scores on the Multiple-Choice portion of the Advance Placement United States

History Examination while females received higher scores on the essays than the MC

questions.

The above studies did not show clear results about gender effect on different test

format. In this study, an attempt was made to find if there are differences between

genders in different formats of assessment. Table 6.4 shows the mean and standard

deviation for each gender group in each section of the test, while table 6.5 shows the

mean and standard deviation for each gender group in differences between sections.

Table 6.4: Gender performance in each format assessment
N MC SCG SA Total

Gender Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
.t+i'iF 178 +53.5 20.5 "' 35.2, 23.9 ',32.9 29.6 121.7 65.5
.•. M 143 52.1 18.9 35.1 22.7 36.4 33.7 123.7 66.5

MC: Pupils' scores on Multiple-Choice section,
SA: Pupils' scores on Short-Answer section,
SCG: pupils' scores on Structural Communication Grid section
Total: Sum of pupils' MC, SCG, and SA scores.

Table 6.5: Gender in difference between format assessment
I" N MC-SCG MC-SA SCG-SA

Gender Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
"0/ .F 178 18.3 . it' 18.6 20.6." 22.7 2.3 21.5

M 143 17 18.3 15.7 25.9 -1.3 23.9

MC-SCG:
MC-OE:
SCG-OE:

Differences between Multiple-Choice scores and Structural Grid scores
Differences between Multiple-Choice scores and Open-Ended scores
Differences between Structural Grid scores and Short-Answer scores

Although table 6.4 suggests that there are some differences between gender the
Independent-Samples t Test show no significant differences between different format
questions between genders. SPSS statistic results are displayed in appendix F-4.
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6.2.2 The Pilot Test 2

The second test was based on the content area of solutions. It tested the understanding

of concepts of concentration in solutions. It was a short test (I5 minutes test) testing a
narrow content area. It had three sections:

~ Section 1:

~ Section 2:

) Section 3:

5 Multiple-Choice questions-5 marks

1 Structural Communication Grid question-5 marks

3 Short-Answer questions-5 marks

The test was given in two versions. Version two was different than version one only
in section 2 (Structural Communication Grid question), where for team A, the

question used figures while, for team B, the same question used numerical

expressions. This was done in order to test if the way that the grid was constructed

had any effect on pupils' performance. This issue will be discussed in the main study.

The same test was used in the main study (test 5) therefore an English translation of

the test and the marks for each question is shown in section 9.3. The Greek test is
shown in appendix E.

6.2.2.1 Descriptive Statistics of Pilot Test 2

Descriptive statistics of each section of the test were computed. Table 6.6 shows the
result of the descriptive statistics.

Table 6.6: Descriptive statistics of Pilot Test 2
rest Format "N Ih M;intm. Maxim. Mean S.D.

MC 56 0 100 66.1 29.0
'~m!IS€Gilr 56 0 100 68.6 30.8
x,;:: SA 56 0 100 58.4 36.9

Ii>@!~Total ..m 56 20 300 193:0"1, 71.7

Figure 6.2 shows histograms of the Multiple-Choice score distribution; Structural

Communication Grid score distribution; Short-Answer score distribution; and Total

score distribution of test 2.
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MC scores pilot test Z

30r-------------------~

20

N = 56.00

to

SId. Dev - 36,97

Mean- 58

N - 56.00

[0

Std. Dev '" 30.83
Me.n·69

40 80

40 80

From the table 6.6 it is clear that pupils' performances in SeG section were higher

than MC items and SA items.

SA scores pilot test 2

SCQ scores pilot test 2

14 .,------------------,

Both Pearson coefficient and Spearman's rho correlation between the forms of

questions were calculated (See appendix F-5). Table 6.7 shows Spearman's rho

correlations.

12

10

25 75 125 175 215 275

Total scores pilot test 2

SA
0.33"''''

0.24'"

Figure 6. 2: Histograms ofthe different format questions of Pilot Test 2

Test Format

Table 6.7: Spearman's rho correlations of Pilot Test 2

MC

"''''Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1level (I-tailed).
*Correlation is significant at the 0.051evel (I-tailed).
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It was expected that very high correlations between different formats of assessment in

this test would be found because the test was testing the same narrow area of

understanding (concentration of a solution, and how the concentration change by

mixing two solutions or diluting a solution). Thus, it is surprising that the correlations

are fairly low. Scatter diagrams for SCG versus MC scores; SA versus MC scores;

and SA versus SCG scores were plotted and these graphs are shown in appendix F-S.

6.3 Correlations between different Formats of Assessment in Biology

Data from a sample of 631 first year Glasgow University biology students was used

and a statistical analysis was carried out. Pearson and Spearman rho correlations

between the forms of questions were calculated (See appendix F-6) Spearman rho

correlation is shown in table 6.8.

Table 6.8: Spearman's rho correlations in Biology data

Triads

0.49**

0,48** 0.58**

0,40** 0.28**

0,44 **

0.26** 0.25** 0,42**

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (I-tailed).

SA: Short-Answer questions
MC: Multiple-Choice questions
Triads: Computer based objective testing
SCG : Structured Communication Grid questions

All the above correlations are highly significant, as might be expected. However the

correlations are fairly low. Triads and Multiple-Choice give the best correlations in

that they are both forms of Multiple-Choice. The MC correlates reasonably with

essays and Short-Answer. Multiple-Choice items test by recognition and gives no

credit for partial knowledge while essays and Short-Answer do not use recognition in

this way and partial knowledge often receives credit. It is difficult to comment too

precisely on the grid correlations, in that there are several ways in which the grids

might be used and marked. The fairly low correlation values may reflect different
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content being tested or the use of different formats. However, the lowest values (e.g.

0.25, 0.26) are somewhat surprising.

Conclusion

The findings of the first pilot paper-and-pencil chemistry test are similar to the Friel

and Johnstone (1978a); and Yuh-Yin and l-Fen (2000) studies. The findings of the

second pilot paper-and-pencil chemistry test are similar to Badger (1990). From the

results of the above pilot studies, it can be concluded that the correlations for the first

pilot test were larger than the correlations between the different formats of assessment

in the second pilot test and between the five formats of the biology programme.

However, all the correlations between the different formats of assessment tended to be

between 0.25 and 0.65. This is a large range, and even the maximum of the

correlations is less than 1 by a significant margin. If the two formats of assessment

were simply testing the same content, then very high correlation would be expected.

Of course it can be argued that different formats of assessment test different abilities

of the examinees and, therefore, it is fairer to use several formats to assess student

skills and knowledge. However, the fundamental issues arising from the pilot study

are:

I. Are the different formats of questions testing different abilities or

just different themes in a discipline? Probably both?

2. Which format of assessment is more valid?

3. Are the different formats related to differences between students in

one or more psychological traits?

4. It might be reasonable to suppose that the use of multiple formats

of assessment tests students more fairly than the use of a single

format but in what basis can it be justified?

Some of the above questions are examined in the major study which will be discussed

in the next chapters.
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Methodology of the Main Study and Cognitive Tests Results

The purpose of the main study was to engage a number of pupils of different schools

with the intention to measure: (a) pupils' cognitive characteristics; (b) pupils' Perry

position and (c) at the same time to assess them in five chemistry 15-45 minutes tests

during the whole school year, in everyday classroom conditions. Each test consisted

of various formats of paper-and-pencil assessment in different topics. From the above

measurements the following questions were investigated:

• What were the relationships among the results from various formats

of classroom assessment?

• Were the patterns of correlations constant across content areas?

• How did cognitive characteristics correlate with the test results of

different classroom assessment formats?

• How did pupils' responses in Perry position questionnaire questions

correlate with the test results of different classroom assessment
formats, and pupils' cognitive characteristics?

This chapter reviews the measuring instruments that have been used in the study, and

the sampling process as well as the statistical methods. Finally, the findings of two

cognitive tests are presented: Field DependentlField Independent, and Convergent-

Divergent. The Perry position questionnaire will be discussed in chapter 10.

7.1 Measuring Instruments of the Main Study

The following measuring instruments were employed to gather information from the

pupils:

~ Two cognitive tests:

1. Field Dependent/ Field Independent test

2. Convergent/ Divergent test

~ Perry position questionnaire

~ Five chemistry paper-and-pencil tests
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7.2 Sampling Method and Administration Procedures

The main part of the study was conducted in Greece during the school year September

2002-May 2003. In this, 12 public upper secondary schools (Lykeio) participated.

There was more than one class in some schools and, therefore, the total number of

classes was 23 and the total number of teachers was 12 (one teacher in each school).

The classes were of different size: the smallest had 11 pupils and the largest had 29

pupils. Table 7.1 outlines the whole plan of the study.

Table 7.1: Schools and classes involved in the main study

Total

mber
of classes Number of pupils in

each class

It was decided to work with the pupils of the first year of Lykeio (Grade 10) because,

at that stage, pupils do not participate in national exams and teachers are more willing

to be involved in research. Another very important reason to work with first Lykeio

(Grade 10) pupils is that all pupils have to attend chemistry lessons at that stage and

pupils are not yet split in directions subjects (e.g. arts, sciences). Thus, classes are

heterogeneous with pupils of different abilities and subject orientation.

F M

The schools were not chosen at random because of the nature of the research. The

researcher contacted teachers of different schools in advance, before the beginning of

the school year, and explained to them the plan of the study. The schools were

selected in different geographic areas and of a different socio-economic background

as much as possible. After receiving the teachers agreement on the project, the
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researcher applied to the Greek Pedagogic Institute and Greek Ministry of Education

for permission to have access to schools in order to administer the cognitive tests and

Perry' position questionnaire.

Initially, eight teachers agreed to use the tests that the researcher had designed as a

replacement for the tests which they usually use to assess their pupils at the end of a

chemistry topic during the school year. Unfortunately, it was not possible for the eight

teachers to use all tests. The researcher engaged more schools in the study and the

schools and the number of pupils participated in each test is summarised in table 7.2.

As can be seen from this table, in the first test 8 schools participated and the total

number of pupils was 288. In the second test, 4 schools participated and the number of

pupils was 185. In the third test, three schools participated and the number of pupils

was 146. And finally, in the fourth and fifth test only two schools participated and the

number of pupils was 75 and 64 respectively.

Table 7.2: Number of schools participated in each test
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5

1 *
2 * ....

S 3 *
C

4 *
5 *H 6 * *

0 7 *
0 8 * * *

9 ", * * *L
,

10 ; * *
" S 11 *

12 * *
Number 146 ' 'II288 185 75 t'i~~!Of pupils 'Tilt v

,

It was unfortunate that so many schools opted out but there is no tradition of regular

assessment in many schools. The reasons for that were thought to be that the lack of

provision of organised training and educational studies for teachers as well as the very

small amount of teaching time (just two forty-five minutes period per week through

the year) make teachers concerned to finish the teaching units and they are not willing

to spend time to evaluate and assess the results of their teaching.
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The cognitive tests and the Perry position questionnaire were administered by the

researcher after the Greek Pedagogic Institute and the Greek Ministry of Education

gave permission for access to schools. Chemistry tests were administered by the class

teachers in the various schools.

7.3 Statistics Methods used in the Research

Validation and Reliability of the Instruments

The cognitive tests were based on well-established techniques. Work on Perry

questionnaires was explored by Mackenzie et al. (2003) while Bahar (1999) had

studied test materials for convergent/divergent test. The field dependency test was

almost identical to the work of Witkin et al. (1971) test.

Mackenzie (1999), Selepeng (2000), and Al-Shibli (2003) used the Perry

questionnaires without testing internal consistency. Internal consistency is not

relevant to this type of questionnaire in that each of the 18 questions tested a different

aspect.

Most statistical tests about reliability (other than test and re-test) merely indicate

internal consistency. Thus, internal consistency reliability was not used in any of the

chemistry tests. The reason for that was that tests consisted of sections having

heterogeneous items assessing mix of modes, degree of difficulty and different

understanding. The chemistry tests were discussed with experienced class teachers in

Greece to check validity and minor adjustment were made.

Compare Means Statistics

When someone wants to test for differences between two groups, the independent-

samples t test comes naturally to mind. However, despite its simplicity, power, and

robustness, the independent-samples t test is invalid when certain critical assumptions

are not met. These assumptions centre around the parameters of the test variable (in

this case, the mean and variance) and the distribution of the variable itself. t test

assumes normality of the distribution of the test variable. When the distribution of the

test variable may be considerably non-normal, it is better to use nonparametric Mann-

Whitney and Wilcoxon tests ( Miller, 2002). These tests do not assume normality and

can be used to test ordinal variables. For the above reasons, both t test and Mann-

Whitney test were computed here.
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The One-Way ANOVA procedure was used to test the hypothesis that several means

are equal. ANOV A produces a one-way analysis of variance for a quantitative

dependent variable by a single factor (independent) variable. This technique is an

extension of the two-sample t test.

Correlations

There are three different types of correlation in statistics. The Pearson's correlation

coefficient (labelled by the letter r) is the most common one and it is used when the

data comes from measurements and from a scale. The Pearson correlation coefficient

measures the linear association between two scale variables. However, the Pearson

correlation coefficient works best when the variables are approximately normally

distributed and have no outliers. The Spearman's rho (p) and Kendall's tau-b (labelled

by the Greek letter r) correlations measure the rank order association between two

scale or ordinal variables. They work regardless of the distributions of the variables.

Kendall's tau-b is required when there is a high possibility of 'ties'.

Both Pearson coefficient and Spearman's rho correlation between the formats of

questions were calculated and were found to give similar values. However, because

the distribution were frequently observed to deviate from normal distribution, it was

decided that the Spearman's rho coefficient was more appropriate and this is used in

all subsequent discussion. In categorical data, such as the Perry questionnaire, which

are records of qualitative category and many 'ties', the Kendall's tau-b correlation

formula is more appropriate. Each question in the Perry questionnaire tested different

perspective. For this reason each question was analysed on its own. (Reid, 2003)

A Two-tailed test does not assume that the correlation will be positive or negative (2

possibilities, hence 'two-tailed'). With a one-tailed test it is assumed beforehand that

the correlation is going to be a positive or· negative. When correlations were

calculated between different formats of assessment in each chemistry test, one-tailed

correlation was used. When correlations were calculated between different formats of

assessment and cognitive characteristics of individuals, two-tailed correlation was

used.
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7.4 Chemistry Tests

The upper secondary school year has two terms which are four months in length. At

the end of each term the students is assessed in formal exams in the school and the

grades are provided to the parents. At the end of the first year of Lykeio, pupils sit

leaving exams in their schools and the test materials are designed by their teachers

and have different degrees of difficulty, depending on the level of the pupils of each

school. Teachers also use informal classroom tests results for assessing and assigning

their pupils after finishing a unit. Since the teachers had to replace their classroom

tests with the researcher's tests, the tests were designed with the teachers' advice in

mind and an attempt was made to keep them short and appropriately demanding. The

tests were constructed after going through the study questions with Greek Chemistry

textbook (Liodakis et al., 1999) the Standard Grade Chemistry book (Renfrew and

Conquest, 1995) and Moore et al. (1998) chemical world concepts and applications

book.

There was a limited choice of chemistry topics which could be tested since it was

necessary to follow the timetable and the syllabus of the Greek schools. Thus, the

tests were based on:

» Test 1:

» Test 2:

» Test 3:

» Test 4:

» Test 5:

Atomic structure, classification of matter, solubility.

The periodic table and chemical bonds

Mole concept.

Acids, alkalis, pH, neutralisation

Solutions.

Each chemistry test was designed to assess pupils by a range of question formats

asking about the same knowledge and understanding in the same topics. The range of

question formats that have been used in the project is shown in table 7.3.

There were difficulties and restrictions in relations to the format of questions that the

researcher wanted to apply. For example, the researcher wanted to try not only

Structural Communication Grid questions which allow for patterns seeking but also

Grids questions which look for sequencing and even for 'objective essay' (Johnstone,

2003). However, the teachers objected to these questions because they thought pupils

are not familiar with them and this might have cause problems.
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Table 7.3: Combination of different format questions

I>: Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5
Q
u

MC SA SA MCPK MCE
s
T

SA SeQ seQ sco sco
F
0 SAR
M

MC:
MCPK:
SA:
SCG:

Multiple-Choice,
Multiple-Choice Partial Knowledge,
Short-Answer (Open-Ended)
Structural Communication Grid

Pupils were unaware that their chemistry results would be used in an investigation and

would be correlated with their two cognitive tests and the Perry questionnaire. There

is a potential ethical issue here, but it was important for the purpose of the study that

these tests should be seen by the pupils as in no way different from the normal tests.

Indeed, the construction of the tests was in no way different from the normal tests and

the main use of the tests was unaltered. The only difference was that these tests were

designed in such a way that meaningful statistical conclusions could be extracted.

Details for each chemistry test will be discussed in chapter 8 and 9.

7.5 Field Dependent/ Field Independent Test

A version of Witkin et al. (1977) group embedded figures test was used to determine

an individual's degree of field dependency. It is called the Hidden Figure Test

(H.F.T.) and comprises twenty complex figures plus 2 additional introductory figures

that were used as examples. Simple geometric target shapes are presented on the back

of a booklet. Pupils are required to recognise and identify one of the target shapes,

which is embedded within each of the complex figures by tracing its outline with a

pen or a pencil. The main scoring scheme for the tests is to give one point for a correct

simple shape embedded in a complex figure. The overall sum of the scores is the total

mark which a student can gain. Thus the possible maximum score that can be obtained

is 20. An example of the H.F.T. booklet, along with the correct answers can be seen in

appendix A.
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The conditions for carrying out the Hidden Figure Test were as follows:

• A total time of 20 minutes was given to complete the test.

• Tasks should be addressed in the order in which they appeared in the H.F.T. booklet.

• The target shapes must be traced in the same size; same proportions; and facing in the

same direction as they appeared alone in the last page of the booklet.

• Only the required target shape should be traced, ignoring any of the other shapes in

each complex figure.

• Students can refer to the page of simple target shapes as often as necessary.

7.5.1 The Division of the sample into FD/FID Categories

Field dependence/independence is generally considered to describe learners along a

bipolar continuum such that individuals at one end are measured as field independent

while individuals at the opposite end are considered field dependent, and subjects in

the middle of the range are characterized as field mixed or field neutral or field

intermediate (Liu and Reed, 1994).

Different studies have used different cut-offs to classify someone as field-dependent

or field-independent. In Luk's (1998) study, students obtaining a Group Embedded

Figure Test score which was above the median of the overall scores were labelled as

field-independent; those was who obtained below the median were labelled as field-

dependent. Kepner and Neimark (1984), using GEFT (Group Embedded Figure Test)

scores which consist of numerical ranking from 0-18, ranked as field dependent

persons as those with scores of 0-9 and the students with scores 10-18 were ranked as

field independent.

0.4
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Another method divides the whole cohort into three equal groups (Bahar, 1999). Thus,

pupils who scored less than a half standard deviation below the mean (see figure 7.1)

were considered to be Field-Dependent (FD). Those scoring more than a half standard

deviation above the mean were considered to be Field-Independent (FIND). And

finally pupils whose scores were between were labelled as Field-Intermediate (FINT)

(EI- Banna, 1987; Al-Naeme, 1988; Gray, ]997; Bahar, ] 999; Danili 2000; Christou,

2000).

However, many researchers (e.g. Luk, 1998), have omitted the Field-Intermediate

category from their studies because they considered that comparisons between

contrasting groups (Field-Dependent versus Field-Independent) were a more

convenient way of describing complex results.

7.5.2 The H.F.T. result of the Greek sample

The Hidden Figure Test was given to the sample of 487 pupils from the 12 Greek

schools. The distribution of the pupils' Hidden Figure Test total scores was plotted.

Figure 7.2 shows the histogram of this distribution.

8.0 12.0 16.0 20.00.0 4.0

Descriptive statistics showed that the mean of the score was 7.8 (Minimum = 0,

Maximum = 20) and the standard deviation was 4.2 (see appendix F-6). This result

14.0 18.0
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6.0 10.02.0

Field dependent! field independent test scores

Figure 7.2: The distribution of FD/FIND scores
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divided the sample into three distinct categories: Field-Dependent (FD), Field-

Intermediate (FINT), and Field-Independent (FIND).

• FD:

• FINT:

• FIND:

those who scored less than 5.7 [5.7 = 7.8 - (0.5 x 4.2)]

those who scored between 5.7 and 9.9

those who scored more than 9.9 [9.9 =7.8 + (0.5 x 4.2)]

This cut-off divides the whole cohort into three almost equal groups. Table 7.4

presents the number of pupils in each category.

Table 7.4:Number of pupils in FD/FIND category

FD~lND .Category Nqmber of Pupils
"
. Percent

Field Dependent 172 35.3 '

Field Intermediate 160 32.9

Field Independent 155 31.8

Total 487 100

7.6 ConvergentlDivergent Test

The Convergent !Divergent test consisted of 6 mini tests, described below.

Test 1 was designed to find out the subjects' ability to generate words of the same or

similar meaning to those given. At the beginning of the test an example was provided

to clarify what the pupil was required to do. For example, if the word was 'short' was

given, a set of words such as 'abbreviated, limited, brief, concise, momentary, little,

abrupt, petite, crisp, and compact' might be expected. This test included three

questions and the time given for this test was 4 minutes.

Test 2 asked the pupils to construct as many sentences as possible using four given

specific words in each sentence, and the words must be used in the form as given.

Any sentences which did not make sense, received no credit. An example was

provided at the beginning of the test and the time given for the test was 4 minutes.

Test 3 is the only test which is not verbal (i.e. non-word-based). This is because there

are some pupils who are pictorial learners and thinkers and, therefore, they perceive
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ideas more easily by pictures and diagrams. Thus, a pictorial test was included to give

an opportunity to this type of student. In this test the student was required to draw up

to five different pictures to relate to the idea of the given word. An example was given

at the beginning of the test and 5 minutes was allowed.

The purpose of test 4 was to see how many things the students could think of that are

alike in some way. They were asked to write all the things that are round, or that are

round more often than any other shape. An example was given at the beginning and 2

minutes was allowed for it.

The objective of test 5 was to measure the student's ability to think of as many words

as they could that begin with one letter and end with another. For example, students

were asked about the words, which begin with the letter G, and end with the letter N.

Names of people or places were not allowed and the time limit was 2 minutes.

Test 6 aimed to find how many ideas the students could think of about a given topic.

They had to list all the ideas they could about a topic whether or not it seemed

important to them. An example was given at the beginning of the test and 3 minutes

were allowed to complete this test.

The total time allocated for these six mini tests was 20 minutes. The time limit for

each test was controlled by the researcher during the session. The test was translated

(free translation) into Greek and the clarity of the Greek was checked carefully by two

Language teachers. The aim was to detect possible ambiguities and sources of

confusion.

In order to measure pupils' performance, one mark was given for every single correct

response (Hudson, 1966). Both tests are given in full in appendix B.

7.6.1 The Division of the sample into ConvergentlDivergent Thinkers

In his original study, Hudson (1966) divided his sample of school pupils according to

their performance in open-ended and IQ tests into 'divergers' (30%), who were

predominantly better in the open-ended tests, and the 'convergers' (30%), who were

substantially superior at the IQ tests. There were also what can be classified as 'all-
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rounders' (40%), who were more or less equally good at both kinds of test.

Additionally, Hudson (1966) divided his sample again into 'extreme convergers'

(10%) and 'moderate convergers' (20%), 'all rounder' (40%), extreme divergers

(10%) and moderate divergers (20%). However, Hudson omitted the all-rounder

groups from his study because he thought that comparisons between contrasting

groups (convergers versus divergers) were a more convenient way of describing

complex results.

AI-Naeme (1991) divided his sample according to the mean score of the pupils. He

regarded the mean score as a crucial point between moving from convergent thinking

into divergent thinking styles or vice versa. Thus, students who had scores below the

mean were classified as convergent thinkers and the students who had scores above

the mean were classified as divergent thinkers. Bahar, (1999) used the Mean score ±

O.25SD as a cut-off to divide his sample in one case and Mean score ± O.5SD in

another case.

In this project the sample will be divided in to three groups according to the pupils'

mean score and half the standard deviation (see figure 7.3). Thus:

• Convergers (CV): will be those who scored less than a half standard

deviation (SO) below the mean (m) [m - 0.5S0].

will be pupils whose scores were between

[m - 0.5S0] and [m + 0.5S0).

will be those scoring more than a half standard

deviation above the mean [m + 0.5S0].

• All-rounders (AR):

• Divergers (OV):

7.6.2 The CVIDVTest Applied to the Greek Pupils

The Convergent/divergent test was applied to a sample of 497 pupils from the 12

Greek schools. The distribution of the pupils' CVIDV test total scores was plotted.

Figure 7.3 displays the distribution.
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100
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20 Std. Dev ~ 10.72

Mean = 47

N ~ 497.00
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ConvergentJ Divergent test scores

Figure 7.3: The distribution of the CV/DV scores

From the descriptive statistics analysis (see appendix F-6), it was found that the mean

of the score was 47 (Minimum = 0, Maximum = 75) and the standard deviation was

10.7. From this result, the sample divided into three distinct categories: Convergers

(CV), All-rounders (AR), and Divergers (DV).

• CV:

• AR:

• DV:

those who scored less than 41.6 [41.5 = 47- (0.5 x 10.7)]

those who scored between 41.6 and 52.4

those who scored more than 52.4 [52.4= 47 + (0.5 x 10.7)]

Table 7.5 shows the number of the pupils in each category.

Table 7.5: The division of the pupils in DV/ CV categories

CVIDV Category Number of Pupils Percent

CV 144 29.0

AR 206 41.4
DV 147 29.6
Total 497 100

7.7 Gender difference in the cognitive test performance

It is interesting to note that, in the field dependent/independent test, no significant

difference was found between females and males while, in the convergent/divergent
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test a significant difference was found with females outperforming males. Table 7.6

shows the mean of each group and the appendix F-7 shows the statistics.

The above finding for the field dependent/independent test is consistent with the

findings of other studies in the literature e.g. Pithers (2002); Morell (1976 ). As for the

convergent/divergent test there is not any evidence in the literature about gender

differences. Maybe the differences between the two tests found here can be explained

by the nature of the tests. The convergent/divergent test focuses on verbal skills while

the field dependent/independent test focuses on non-ward-based (visual) ones. One

possible reason for this difference is the superiority that girls have exhibited in verbal

ability as mentioned by Beller and Gafni (2000).

Conclusion

Having measured pupils' cognitive characteristics and assessed them in five different

content areas in Chemistry, in chapters 8 and 9 an attempt will be made to find out:

a) The correlations between the different formats of assessment in

each content area.

b) The correlations between pupils' field dependent/field

independent test scores and pupils' performance in each format

of assessment in each content area.

c) The correlations between pupils' convergent/divergent test

scores and pupils' performance in each format of assessment in

each content area.

d) The patterns of correlations across content areas.

Chapter 8 discusses test 1, 2 and 3, which are of greater importance for this study,

because of the large sample, which makes the data more reliable. Chapter 9 discusses

test 4 and 5, which the number of the pupils involved in them was relatively small.
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The results of Test 1, 2 and 3

This chapter describes the first three paper-and-pencil classroom tests which were

used in this study. Furthermore, it explores the correlations between different formats

of assessment in each chemistry test as well as the correlations between different

formats of assessment and cognitive characteristics of individuals. An English

translation of each test with the score for each question is shown reduced in size. The

original Greek tests are shown in appendix E. For every section of each test, raw

scores were converted to a percentage and these were added to give the total mark of

each pupil. Converting the raw scores to a common scale makes easier for the reader

to compare means between different tests and see patterns that might emerge from the

study, though it does not alter the statistical results.

8.1 Test 1: Multiple-Choice vs. Short-Answer Format

Test one was based on the introductory chapter of the Greek chemistry textbook. The

content areas that it tested were atomic structure, classification of matter, and

solubility. It consisted of two sections:

~ Section I:

» Section 2:

12 Multiple-Choice questions-12 marks,

5 Short-Answered questions-14 marks.

Section 1 had multiple-choice questions, which mainly require students to recognize

or identify knowledge. In section 2 there were short answer questions covering the

same thematic area. However, the demands on students were more than simply

recognition and memorisation. The short-answer questions vary considerably. For

example some require students to recall and define knowledge, other require to solve

a numerical problem, which requires only a small numbers of steps but deep

understanding of the concept involved, or to interpret a graph. An English translation

of the test is shown below.
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Test I: Atomic Structure-Classiflcation of Matter

Sectionl;J;:a:ch question has olllyONE correctanswer-Tick the answer that you think is correct.
?,<": ' ,:",.:,::: , '"v .,.., '

LcWhat would b~;,the yolume inlitres of240g of oil if the density of the oil were 0.8 g/mL?' (1)
~ )::<~:::!}/~<:.('~)':::)J::+i-'i\:" :;":",:;~,,:~,,,:>:<,: :,:,'::} ,~" ',: '" Y'</ c

In A. 300L .
, (!J " B. O.3L"
"'1:]'" '"C. 192IT "
n D. 0.19J_,

<\FOA.
(j B.
·GJ C.
d:I'. D.

3: An atom of element, X contains
repr~sents this?

2.Which,,~:me oH~e folI~~in~ represe~ts correctly the electricaLchru:ges ofthe}hree b~sic part!c1es,
which make up atoms? ' . . ' (1)

proton neutron electron
':19+1 +1
+l -1

+1
·1

14
A. 13X

B:'
27
14X
27
I3X ,

D.
13
27X

14 neutrons. Which of the following correctly
(1)

"" . U 144;iifhe two isotopes of carbon, .c and'6 et differ from each other in:
I:] A. mass number
OB" atomic number
I:] C. chemical properties
Cl D. number of electrons

S.The atomicuumber of potassium is19 and its relative atomic mass is 39. Which' one of the following
represents correctly the atomic particles found in the K+ ion: (1)

Cl A.)9 protons 20 neutrons 19.eleptrons
I:] B.' 19 protons 20 neutrons . 18 electrons
I:] C, 20 protons 19 neutrons 20 electrons '
Cl D. 20 prbtons 19neutrons 18 electron

6. When a magnet is passed over a sample of powdered metal, some of the sample is attracted to the
magnet and some is. not, The powdered metal sample is: (1)

LJA: a single element
I:] B. pure substance
C!J C, homogeneous mixture
o b.hetetogeneo'us mixture ,

7. Which one of the following is usually described as a 'physical change'? (1)
LJ 'N the tliJtning ofmagnesium in air
cl B. the rusting of iron
Cl C. the evaporation of the alcohol
o D. the'rotting of an apple

8. Which of the following involves at least one 'chemical change'? (1)
LJ, .. Al j~urn~pgofthe wood . 4, . '.o B. converting water to steam 10 an electric kettle
I:] C. producing salt from sea water by evaporation
CJ.'D; sublimation of iodine

9. Which of the following is a pure substance? (1)
I:] A air
Cl B.milk
Cl C. carbon dioxide
I:] D. rain

(1)
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10. Th~~oh.lbilitYof AgCUnwater is: (1)

CIA. the minimum mass of water which can dissolve In a given mass of AgCI at fixed
..tetpl?(;)ratu~e , .

Cl B. the maximum .mass of AgCI which can be dissolved in water at a fixed
: t(;)l}1p~raNr~ ...c. .'C'. the'mass,ofAgCl can be dissolved in a given mass of water at a fixed
t~p1perature.,J'

D. the ma,dmQmmass of Ag Cl can be dissolved in given mass of water at a fixed
temp~rature· .

11. The solupilityof~ gasin ajiquid (1)

bA. ·i~creases·a~ the temperature of the solu'tion is increased.
Cl B:, increases as pressure of the gas atthe surface is increased,
Cl, G.,i'1F~.e~~es~~.the volumeof the solution is increased.
"LI' D. decieases 'as pressure of the gas at the surface is increased.

12:Wh'at is the percent-by-mass ofi solution made by adding56g ofKOH to 944g of water? (1)

Cl A.
Cl, a.
CJ C.
CID.

(1)
(1)
(1)

13; Give the definition of the:
i. atomic number of an element: , , , ..
it mass number of an element: , , , ;.. , ,., ,.

Whi,chofthel'lbo,::e numbers can be changed without be changed the identity of the element:

14.':j\ coin was dropped into a'graduate~cYlinder containing 20.20mL of water. The volume of the
< .water it)cre ..sed.to 20.80mL, The coin has a mass of 1.2g. What is the density of the coin?

/ ,,;:,~"'}"', \·"::~t· "'J$- '" ",,0'- •

(3)
.................................................................................................................................................
15.'Wh,at is the most important difference.between a compound made from iron and sulphur and a

'c mixture of iron and sulphur: ,..,..................................................................... (1),
~;:)S,~):' s:::,: y:,~:, rtj/ti ,)~' I

16 ...,Give the.J1u(ll~er ofprp~<?ns, ne,Mtronsand electrons in the.followings atom or ion: (2)
, , 23 'neutrons" protons electrons

li'Na+> . .
56

26Fe . .
17.):A I!t'legt;~ph.sho~ing ~he solubility ofpotassium nitrate changes with temperatureis shown below.

(, " V'" _'

eo
50

/
/

>t

'"/
w

<:::::

110
100
90
80

-l> ,;;:

Usethe.curv~ toesti!11ate: . ('. ... .,.
's i. The~aximom mass' o{potassium nitrate that would dissolve in 50 g of water-at 30 OC: ' (2)

c"'i cl

•••• : ~,;'•••• "~" e'. '~" •• ~>.;.' • "~ ':~.'~'."~ • t, ... >~':'~.:"'••. '":,:,~•.• >.-? ',' •• ,~:" ••• <",/ ••••• ,0 •••• ~,' ••••• ,.' ••••• : •••••• , •••••••• ' ••••• ,. " ••••• ' ••• , ~:'••••••••••••••• "

ii. Tbt;l!~mperature the ,solubility o(potassium nitrate is70%: . (1)
<!: •••••• :::': ••• :":~~:":' •• '~ ~.:::" ,". '••••••••••••••• '.':' •• !~': ":~~:~~: <I : ••••••••••

iii..The mass of crystals th,at would form if a solution containing 60g of potassium nitrate
in lOOg of water were cooled from 60 OC t020 OC :... (2)

~'b, '/'~~,/( ,v~i'/,:~,' ~\~:", ',.'~ ....'
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8.1.2 Descriptive Statistics of Test 1

Eight schools participated in test 1 and the total number of pupils was 288 (see table

7.2, page 127). Figure 8.1 shows histograms of the distribution of the two formats

scores, the sum of the two formats scores and the differences of the two formats

scores for test 1. Table 8.1 shows the descriptive statistics of test 1.

, Maxim. Mean S.D.
100 64.3 20.4

0 100 53.5 25.6
32 200 117.8 42.5

-34.5 66.7 10.8 18.6

50 40

40

30

30

20

20

10
10

Std. Dev • 20.39

Mean·64

N • 288,00

15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95

MC scores test 1 SA scores test 1

16 40

14

12 30

10

20

10

MC-SA scores test 1

Figure 8.1: The distributions of different format scores of Test 1

142

Std. Dell. 42.45

Mean·118

N' 288,00

MC + SA scores test 1

The SA test was more difficult than MC test.
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8.1.3 Differences between Schools

Initially eight teachers agreed to use the tests designed here in place of the tests that

they would have set. However, only three schools continued to take part in the second

test and two in the fourth test (table 7.2). In order to check whether only the schools

that had achieved high scores in the first test continued to participate in the study a

table (8.2) was constructed showing pupils mean performance in test 1 for each

school.

Table 8.2: Pupils' mean scores for each school in Test t

Iif' SchOOls NuJ'ijber·ofphpils;'I'<1 " Mean

1 19 153
3 21 109
4 14 132
5 36 105
7 74 104
8 56 105
9 25 129
10 43 95

Total 288 118

Table 8.2 shows that there are some differences in the means score between the

schools in some cases. A comparison of the mean scores between each school using

One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) procedure were used to test the hypothesis

that several means are equal. As can be seen in appendix F-8 the p-value is 0.000,

which is clearly less than 0.05. Thus, from the above analysis it can be concluded that

there is significant difference in pupils' performance in test 1 between each school.

Schools 8, 9, and 10 participated in the second test and schools 8 and 9 participated in

the fourth test. Table 8.2 shows that the mean score of the school 8 was 105, the mean

score of the school 9 was 129 and finally the mean score of the school 10 was 95.

From the statistical analysis and from the above mean scores, it can be concluded that

it was not only the schools that had achieved high scores in the first test which

continued to participate in the study. It was desirable that a variety of schools with

differences in pupils' performance continued to take place in the research in order to
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make generalisation possible. Since the schools have not been chosen at random, the

above result was satisfactory for the purpose of this research.

8.1.4 Correlations in Test 1

The Spearman's rho correlation between the MC and SA scores was found to be 0.71

(see table 8.3), which is significant at the 0.01 level (l-tailed), This correlation is the

largest found in the whole study. The original statistical results are printed in

appendix F-9. A scatter diagram was plotted for the two variables. Figure 8.2

illustrates this diagram.

120.,------------------,

COD lID C100

c~ o~-~~------------~~·20 0 20 eo eo 100 120

Figure 8.1: Scatter plot for the correlation between MC scores vs. SA scores in Test 1

40

SA scores Test 1

This result is similar to the result that it was found in the first test of the pilot study.

However the correlation is not 1.0. This means that the format of the question with

concomitant language differences might have an effect on the rank order of the pupils.

In order to examine if the differences in the pupils performance in each format of the

assessment are related to pupils cognitive components, Spearman rho correlations

were found between different formats of assessment and cognitive tests. Table 8.3

shows these correlations.
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Table 8.3: Test 1 Spearman's rho correlations

.FDSC 0.29** 0.35**0.34** -0.03

** Correlation is significant at the 0.0 I level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

MC:
SA:
CVSC:
FDSC:
MC+SA:
MC-SA:

Pupils' scores on Multiple-Choice question test.
Pupils' scores on Short-Answer question test.
Pupils' scores on convergentJdivergent test.
Pupils' scores on field dependentJfield independent test.
Sum of pupils' MC and SA scores.
Differences between pupils' MC and SA scores.

The following sections discuss in detail the above results.

8.1.5 ConvergentlDivergent Characteristic and Test 1

Table 8.3 shows the correlations for convergent/divergent characteristic. In addition to

correlations descriptive statistics were found for each convergent/divergent group (see

appendix F-10). Table 8.4 shows the means and the standard deviations for each

convergent/divergent group.

Table 8.4: Means and standard deviations of CNV/DV groups in Test 1
CNVIDV l>fut,N

MC " SA MC+SA MC-SA
groups mean s.d mean s.d mean s.d mean s.d

I~@:.,,~M:'~82 I' 59.4 13.58 ,44.8 13.19 104.1 38.31 14.6 19.44
"

I~'~F~~AR:"110 I, 64.0 13.42 54.3 13.93 118.3 40.87 9.7 16.79. ,.~
I'

AI" @',
93 168.9 15.21 60.1 15.33 129.1 45.04 8.8 19.72DV ,

~~,~I~~t~l,~ ";;64;3 14.27 53.5 14.56 117.7 10.8 18.65285 42.57

Table 8.3 shows that the correlations for both the formats of assessment are

significant at 0.01 level. This signifies that divergent pupils performed better than

convergent pupils in both formats. As seen in table 8.4 divergent pupils' mean scores

are better than convergent pupils' mean score in both formats of questions. However,

the negative significant correlation (table 8.3) between divergent/convergent scores

and the differences between MC and SA scores shows that the more divergent a pupil
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is the more the differences between the scores of the two formats decrease. As table

8.4 demonstrates the differences between the scores of the two formats are decreasing

as a pupil becomes more divergent (14.6, 9.7, 8.8). This implies that divergent style

pupils surpass convergent style pupils at Short-Answer test more than they surpass at

Multiple-Choice test. Short-Answer format of assessment favours more divergent

style pupils than Multiple-Choice format does.

To examine if there are statistically significant differences in performance between

convergent and divergent groups, the Two-Independent-Samples Tests procedure

compares two groups of cases on one variable was computed. Both t test and Mann-

Whitney test were computed. The analyses show that there are significant difference

between convergent and divergent pupils' Multiple-Choice mean scores; Short-

Answer mean scores; Total mean scores; and MC-SA scores. This is always in favour

divergent pupils. Appendix F-ll shows the result of the above analyses.

8.1.6 FDI FIND Characteristic and Test 1

Table 8.3 shows the Spearman rho correlations for the field dependent/field

independent characteristic. Table 8.5 shows the means and the standard deviations for

each group. Descriptive statistics for each Field dependentlField Independent group

are shown in appendix F-12.

Table 8.5: Means and standard deviations of FD/FIND groups in Test 1
FD/FIND i"" _'~ i!f~fl·'~MC¥!'j. " ,', SA ti{'!'; Ill' MC+SA ~ MC-SAN 'mean': s.d s.dgroups .: ':J(i!f{ mean s.d mean s.d mean

IT'" 'tb~~r 106 57;4' 20.99 46.5 22.49 103:9 39.56 10.9 18.13
<Ck¥:0' ,

Iti~~F~Tj1\i91 65.9 19.63 55.7 28.75 121.6 44.76 10.3 20.48

I~~~&~)~' 86 ' 71.4 18.01 59.9 23.95 13t3 38.67 11.5 17.33
'I 'iii; .1_'1. 'D',

,~Tb!al,;0 283 64.4 20.47 53.5 25.64 t 17.9 42.50 10.9 18.63

With both formats, the field dependent/independent significant correlations indicate

that the field independent pupil performed better. Table 8.5 demonstrates these
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results. The insignificant correlation between FDIFIND scores and differences

between MC and SA scores denotes that the format of the two assessment does not

have preferential effect on field dependent lfield independent characteristic. The

differences in the average MC-SA scores are almost constant among the groups (10.9,

10.3 and 11.5).

To confirm if there are statistical significant differences in performance between field

dependent and field independent groups both t test and Mann-Whitney test were

computed. The analyses show that there is significant difference between field

dependent and field independent pupils in the mean scores of both formats of

assessment. The difference is in favour field independent group. No significant

difference between field dependent and field independent MC-SA pupils' scores was

found. Appendix F-13 shows the results of the above analyses.

8.2 Test 2 Short-Answer vs. Structure Communication Grid

Test two was based on the periodic table and bonding theory chapters of the Greek

chemistry textbook. It included two sections.

» Section! :

~ Section 2:

3 Short-Answer questions-I 0 marks

l Structural Communication Grid question-I 0 marks.

An English translation of the test with the score for each question is shown below. In

order to answer the test, pupils were allowed to have the periodic table in front of

them. Thus, in both sections the questions require no recalling and memorising of the

scientific facts. All questions require an understanding of taught concepts (the

periodic table, the properties of the element and the concept of bonding theory); an

ability to interpret the presenting information and to apply it. However, Short-Answer

questions require pupils to use more their language skills since the questions ask

pupils to give explanations e.g. for properties of compounds or for similarities of

elements.
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Test 2: Periodic Table - Chemical bonds

Sectionl

1. You are given the following elements with atomic numbers: 7, 12, 18, 38, 54.

Which of them have similar properties?............................................................... (1)

Explain your answer: (1)

2. two .el~.:nerii,s,X tmd:Y, each forms a compound with chlorine. The chloride of X is a solid whose

solution-in water has a high conductivity. The chloride of Y is a liquid, which does not conduct

electricity.

a) To which main group of the periodic table is X likely to belong?
•••••••••••••••••• i ••••••••• , . (1)

(2)

(1)
(2)

b) Explain.your. answer:
............... ',~ , ...; ",~ ',' ." ..~ '" ~ .
c)To which main group of the periodic table is Y likely to belong?

'd) Explain your answer: : : .

3. \y~at d?the following hare in common? lONe, 9F', 12Mg+2

, •• to ••••••••••••• ~., •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• t,. 0•••• 0" 0,' 0 0 0 0" t. t •••••• o. 0.' 0 •••••••• 0 ••••• 0 ••••••• t 0 •• (2)

SectionZ

4. Each box in the grid below refers to an ele~ent.

1:001< at the boxes and answer the questions that follow.

(Boxes may be used as many times as you wish)

. .<

A. The element B. C.
with electron Sodium Ar

arrangement 2,8,3

D. E. The element F. The element
Magnesium which is a brown which has

liquid at room 1 electron in
temperature each atom

'. G. The element H. I.
of atomic Chlorine Nitrogen
number 19

"
",,' C" .'"

Select the box (es) which,c~ntain:

1. Elements in the same group of the periodic table: +:': (2)

II. Elements that are gases in room temperature: , , , :... (2)

Ill. Atoms.9hyhich element (or elements) form ions with the same electron arrangement as argon

atoms: ,.. (2)

IV. Two elements that will combine to form an ionic compound with the formula X3Y2 :... •••• ••• (2)

V. Elements which form a covalent compound with the element which is in the box F:............ (2)
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Chapter Eight: The Results of the Test 1, 2 and 3

8.2.2 Descriptive Statistics of Test 2

Table 7.2 (page 127) shows that four schools involved in test 2 and the total number

of pupils was 185. Descriptive statistics of the score of each part of the test, the sum

of the two formats scores (total) and the differences of the two formats scores for test

2 were found (appendix F-14). Table 8.6 shows the outcomes.

Table 8.6: Descriptive statistics of Test 2
Test 2 N Minim. Maxim. Mean S.D.
SA 185 0 100 52.2 30.7

I·,,; SeG 185 0 100 36.7 25.4
SCO+SA 185 0 200 88,9 46.9
SCC-SA 185 -100 62.5 -15.5 31

Figure 8.3 shows histograms of the distribution of the scores of Test 2.

40r---------,

)0

20

)11 ,-----------,

20

N' )8l.oo

)0

SA scores test 2

)0

Std. [)cv- 25.15
Mean-17

sca scores test 2

)0,----------,

20

Sid. Dev· 46.93
Mcltn- 89

N-185.o0

30 .-----------,

20

o 20 40 60 80 )00 120 t40 t60 180 200

SA + SCQ scores test 2

10

Std. Dev' 31.04
Mean· -18

SeG·SA scores test 2

Figure 8.3: The distributions of scores in different format questions of Test 2

The descriptive statistics for each section of the test in table 8.6 as well as the figure
8.5 shows that the SeQ test was slightly too difficult for the pupils.
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Chapter Eight: The Results of the Test 1, 2 and 3

8.2.3 Correlations in Test 2

The Spearman's rho correlation between the SA and SCG scores was found to be

0.38, which is significant at the O.Ollevel. This result is close to the result that was

found in the second test of the pilot study. However, the correlation is small, far from

1.0, and much smaller than the correlation between the two formats of assessment in

test 1. A larger correlation was expected since Grids questions allow giving credit for

partial knowledge. The original statistical results are printed in appendix F-14.

In order to examine if the differences in the pupils performance in each format of the

assessment are related to pupils cognitive characteristics Spearman's rho correlations

were found between the different formats of assessment and cognitive tests. Table 8.7

shows these correlations and the following sections discuss in detail these

correlations.

Scores

Table 8.7: Test 2 Spearman's rho correlations

SCG

cvsc 0.32**

0.12

-0.16*0.16* 0.30**

FDSC 0.31 *'" 0.27**

*'" Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

SA:
SCG:
CVSC:
FDSC:
SA+SCG:
SCG-SA:

Pupils' scores on Short-Answer (Open-Ended) questions test.
Pupils' scores on Structural Grid questions test
Pupils' scores on convergent/divergent test.
Pupils' scores on field dependent/field independent test.
Sum of pupils' SA and SCG scores.
Differences between pupils' SCG and SA scores

8.2.4 ConvergentlDivergent Characteristic and Test 2

Table 8.7 shows the correlations between CNV/DV and SCG scores, and between

CNV /DV and SA scores. Descriptive statistics were found of each convergent

Idivergent group (see appendix F-16). Table 8.8 shows the means and the standard

deviations for each group in test 2.
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Chapter Eight: The Results of the Test 1.2 and 3

Table 8.8: Means and standard deviations of CNVIDV groups in Test 2

CNV/DV 1"Ni' SA SCG SC~+SA SCG-SA
groups mean s.d mean s.d mean s.d mean s.d

l'h:':liil;~V&"~~l;56 39:() 30.3 30.1 21.5 69.1 43.6 -9.0 29.4
"

":'j~'M:i~j72 56.0 28.3 38.7 25.5 94.7 41.7 -17.3 34.2
"

'DV 57 60.5 30.1 40.7 27.7 101.2 50.7 -19.8 27.8
',~AW 'il' ,''x: I", .,
,'J,

88.9.Tota,1 184 52.2 30.6 36.7 25.4 46.9 -15.5 31.0

The correlations between CNV/DV and SCG scores, and between CNV/DV and SA

scores are statistically significant. As seen in table 8.8, the divergent pupils performed

better than convergent pupils in both formats of assessment. However, the significant

negative correlation (-0.16) between CNV /DV and the differences between SCG and

SA scores implies that the SA format of assessment favours divergent pupils more

than the Grid format of assessment does. As table 8.8 demonstrates the differences

between the scores of the two formats are decreasing as a pupil becomes more

divergent (-9.0, -17.3, -19.8).

In order to check that there are statistical significant differences in performance

between convergent and divergent groups, t test and Mann-Whitney test were

computed. From the analyses, it was found that there is significant difference between

convergent and divergent pupils mean scores in both the formats of assessment and

pupils SCG-SA scores in favour divergent pupils. Appendix F-16 shows all the results

from the above statistics.

8.2.5 FDI FIND Characteristic and Test 2

Table 8.7 shows that the correlation between field dependent/independent scores and

Grid scores is not statistically significant while all other correlations are significant.

Perhaps one of the reasons for this was the fact that Grid questions was slightly too

difficult for the pupils. Descriptive statistics were found for each field dependent I

field independent group (see appendix F-17). Table 8.9 shows the means and the

standard deviations for each group.
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Chapter Eight: The Results of the Test 1, 2 and 3

Table 8.9: Means and standard deviations of FD/FIND groups in Test 2
FDIFIND )N, ,'; SA SCG SCG+SA SCG-SA
groups ~; mean s.d mean s.d mean s.d mean s.d
;'FB1;;tliw 71 45.3 31.5 32.8 24.6 '78.1 47.2 -12.5 31.3

'M

FINT 62 52.2 30.7 38.3 26.2 91.4 47.1 -15.0 32.3
, ,:'&;

,"!
",,"FIND, , 49 61.6 28.1 40.1 25.3 101.6 44.9 -21.5 28.9,

'Tot'al 182 52.4 30.9 36.6 25.4 89.0 47.3 -15.8 31.1

"

As seen in the above table field independent pupils perform better than field

dependent pupils in both the tests. However, the differences in the average SCG-SA

scores are not constant among the groups (-12.5, -15.0, -21.5). The difference is

decreasing, as pupils become more field independent. This means that the Short-

Answer format of assessment favours more field independent pupils than Grids format

of assessment does. To confirm if there are statistical significant differences in

performance between field dependent and field independent groups, both t test and

Mann- Whitney test were computed (see appendix F-18). These analyses show that

there is significant difference between field dependent and field independent pupils'

Short-Answer mean scores and pupils' Total mean scores. The difference is in favour

of field independent pupils. There is no significant difference between field dependent

and field independent pupils' Grid mean scores and MC-SA pupils' scores.

8.3 Test 3: Short-Answer vs. Structure Communication Grid in Mole

Test 3, was based on the mole concept and Avogadro's Law. It was only a 15 minutes

test and included two sections.

> Section l :

> Section 2:

2 Short-Answer questions-I 0 marks

1 Structural Communication Grid question-I 0 marks

An English translation of the test is shown below. The questions require retrieval of

declarative knowledge, and procedural knowledge as well as numerical problem

ability (of algorithmic type) in both formats of assessment.
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Chapter Eight: The Results of the Test I, 2 and 3

Test 3: Mole

Section']

1. We have tWo balloons-which when they are empty are identical in weight. The first is filled with 1

mol of oxygen (02), The second is filled with 2 mol of methane (CH4).

(Relative atomic mass: 0= 16, C = 12,H=1)

A. Work out the fohriula mass of each substance and find out which balloon now weighs more: (5)
'fu

...................... ~ .
B. .Which b~li6on'has the bigger volume under S'I'P condition? (2)

j

Explain your answer: :.................................................................................. (3)
.,:_,)< i" ,;';." j'." ' .< ,

Section 2

2. Look at the boxes and answer the following questions. Each question may have more than one

,janswer. (Boxes maybe used as many times as you wish). (Ar: N = 14, C = 12,0 = 16)

A. B. C.
2NA 56g 22.41

molecules (STP conditions)

D. E. F.
44g 2mol NA

molecules

G. H. I.
44.81 28g 22g

(STP conditions)
,

A. ,Pickth~ box (e;) which contain mass of 1mole ofC02:: '" (5)

B. P~c.kthe box(es) which contain the same amount of'N, as the one that is in the box B (5)

8.3.2 Descriptive Statistics of Test 3

Three schools were involved in test 3 and the total number of pupils was 146 (table

7.2, page 127). Table 8.10 shows the descriptive statistics of the test 3 and figure 8.4
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Chapter Eight: The Results of the Test 1, 2 and 3

shows histograms of the distributions of test 3. The mean score of SCG test was

higher than the mean score of SA test.

Table 8.10: Descriptive statistics of Test 3
Test 2 N Minim. Maxim. Mean S.D.
SA 146 0 100 60.9 37.3
SCG· ,: 146 0 100 67.7 36.7

SCG+SA 146 0 200 128.6 64.6

SCG-SA 146 -100 100 6.8 36.2

to to

60 ••
so ,.
40 ••
30 lO

20 2.

10 Sid Dey -)7.31 10
Sld,~-36'1

Mun-lil MOIn-6.

N -146.00 N "146.00

.0 .0 20 .0 .. ID lOO

SA stores test 3 SeG scores test 3

so 60

40
so

40

)0

30

20

20

10
Sid. Dev « 64.'8 10

Mean· 129
N·I.6.0()

40 KO 120 160 200 ·100 -GO ·20 20 60 100

SCQ + SA scores test 3 SCQ • SA scores te .. 3

Figure 8.4: The distributions of different format questions of Test 3

8.3.3 Correlations in Test 3

The Spearman's rho correlation between the SA and SCG scores was found to be

0.55, which is significant at the 0.01 level (l-tailed). The original statistical results are

printed in appendix F-I9. Table 8.11 shows Spearman's rho correlations between

different format of assessment and cognitive tests. These will be discussed in the

following sections.
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Chapter Eight: The Results of the Test f. 2 and 3

Table 8.11: Test 3 Spearman's rho correlations

Scores

SCG
'1::~::~~

CVSC 0.12 0.04 0.09 -0.04

FDSC 0.32>1<* 0.19* 0.27** -0.18*

** Correlation is significant at the 0.0 I level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

SA:
SCG:
CVSC:
FDSC:
SA+SCG:
SCG-SA:

Pupils' scores on Short-Answer questions test.
Pupils' scores on Structural Grid questions test
Pupils' scores on convergent/divergent test.
Pupils' scores on field dependent/field independent test.
Sum of pupils' SA and SCG scores.
Differences between pupils' SCG and SA scores

8.3.4 ConvergentlDivergent Characteristic and Test 3

The correlations between convergent!divergent scores and different formats of

assessment scores in test 3 were not significant (see table 8.11). This means that the

convergent! divergent characteristic does not relate to pupils' performance for both

formats of assessment in this test.

Table 8.12: Means and standard deviations of CNV/DV groups in Test 3
CNVIDV

y, ,W SA SCG SCG+SA SCG-SA
groups &(~, ,< 'mean s.d mean s.d mean, s.d mean s.d

I,,, CV ; 46 57;7 , 37.2 67.9 38.7 12~.6 68.3 ]0.2 33.0
LN'

AR/'~W 62 61.1'1." 39.1 64.4 39.1 125.5 68.4 3.2 37.9

I iIf";"i~~!
36 65.1' 33.8 71.8 67.9 136.9 53.1 6.6 36.2DV1",,<'.,,,

;; , ]44 61.0 37.1 67.4 36.8 128.4 64.6 6.3 35.8.\\\1,~J9tal,/" c '"

Table 8.12 shows the means and the standard deviations for each group in test 3. As

can be seen from this table, divergent students performed better than convergent

students. In the grid test, convergent pupils performed better than their all round

counterparts. However, there are no significant differences in the performances

between the groups (see statistics in appendix F-20).
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Chapter Eight: The Results of the Test /, 2 and 3

8.3.5 FDI FIND Characteristic and Test 3

Significant correlations between field dependent lfield independent scores and Short-

Answer scores and Grid scores are observed (table 8.11). Table 8.13 shows a

summary of the descriptive statistics which were found for each field dependent/

independent group (appendix F-21 shows the original data).

Table 8.13: Means and standard deviations of FDIFIND groups in Test 3
FDIFIND

~,

SA SCG SCG+SA SCG-SA
groups mean s.d mean s.d mean s.d mean s.d

~
'\{

40 45.5 39.6 56.2 39.7 101;7 73.5 10.7 29.8,

"'FINT 50 61.5 36.1 70.2 34.3 131.7 60.3 8.7 36.4

I'~'!:."":"
145.5 54.2 1.1 38.1'FIND 47 1;72~2 31.6 73.3 34.6i' '

Total 137 60.5 37.0 67.2 36.5 127.7 64.6 6.7 35.2

From table 8,13, it can concluded that field independent pupils' mean scores are better

than field dependent mean scores in both formats of questions. However, the negative

significant correlation shows that the more field independent a pupil is the more the

differences between the scores of the two formats decrease. As table 8.13

demonstrates, the differences between the scores of the two formats are decreasing, as

a pupil becomes more field independent. This means that Short-Answer format of

assessment favours field independent pupils more than Grid format of assessment

does.

It was found that there is significant difference between field dependent and field

independent pupils Short-Answer mean scores, Grid scores and pupils' Total mean

scores in favour field independent pupils (see appendix F-21). No significant

difference between field dependent and field independent pupils' Grid mean scores

and SCG-SA pupils' mean scores was found.

8.4 Interaction of the Cognitive Styles

A significant correlation (0.19 significant at 0.01 level) between convergent/divergent

and field dependent/independent cognitive styles was found. Moreover, overall tests 1

and 2 showed that the two cognitive characteristics influenced pupils' performance.
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Chapter Eight: The Results of the Test 1, 2 and 3

Most of the chemistry tests, which were used in this study, were informal classroom

tests. It is reasonable to expect that in formal examinations or in national

examinations when pupils are under pressure and usually the tests are more difficult

or covering many topics, these cognitive characteristics may become more dominant

and pervasive.

Because chemistry test 1 was used by the schools teachers involved in the study as the

formal examination for the first term, an attempt was made to see how the two

cognitive characteristics interact with the pupils' performance in this test. Thus, the

sample of the pupils who participated in test 1was subdivided according to the pupil's

convergent/divergent style and field-dependency cognitive style. Each group with the

same convergent style was sub-divided into three groups by field-dependency. It was

thought that the field-independent and divergent pupils might achieve better marks in

the chemistry test than those who were field-dependent and convergent. A table was

constructed for comparison of the three variables: field dependency,

convergent/divergent style and scores in the chemistry test 1. Table 8.14 shows the

differences between groups in chemistry test 1 and figure 8.5 illustrates this visually.

Table 8.14: Summary of different groups' performance in chemistry Test 1

Groups FD PINT FIND
N Mean s. d. N Mean s, d. N Mean s, d.

CV 42 47.5 18.5 25 55 19 14 61.5 19
AA 33 51.5 19.5 35 61 21 38 64.5 19.5
DV 30 59 21 31 65 25.5 32 69.0 20

Chemistry scores

CNIDV category

FDfFIND category

Figure 8.5: Summary performance of the different groups in Test 1
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From the above table it is interesting to see that the mean score in the chemistry test 1

of a person who is field dependent and convergent is 21.5% less than a person who is

field independent and divergent. It is a matter of concern that performance in a

chemistry test is so strongly related to these particular psychological parameters,

control over which is largely outside the individual pupil. This raises an ethical issue

about assessment. Are we testing chemical knowledge and understanding or

cognition?

Conclusion

From test 1, 2 and 3 the following conclusions can be made:

In terms of the correlations between different formats of assessment the correlation

between:

~ The Me and SA scores in test I was found to be 0.71
~ The SA and SeG scores in test 2 was found to be 0.38
~ The SA and SeG scores in test 3 was found to be 0.55

In terms of the convergent/divergent characteristic (see table 8.14):

~ Divergent pupils surpass convergent pupils in all formats of assessment in test I and 2.
~ Short-Answer format of assessment favours more divergent pupils than objective

format of assessment does in test I and 2.
~ None of the correlations between convergent/divergent scores and test 3 scores was

significant. It seems that in algorithmic type questions or in questions that there is more
use of symbols and less use of words the convergent/divergent characteristic does not
relate to pupils' performance. Thus, the chemistry content is a factor effecting the type
of questions being asked and may allow the question to be more easily tackled by, say
a divergent pupil.

In terms of field independent/dependent characteristic:

~ Field independent pupils surpass field dependent pupils in almost all formats of
assessment (in SeG test 2 no significant) and in all tests.

~ There is no clear pattern whether the Short-Answer format of assessment favours more
field independent pupils than the objective format of assessment does. In test I no
differences were found, while in test 2 and test 3 the Short-Answer format of
assessment favours more field independent pupils than the Grid format of assessment.

Table 8.15 summarises all the above outcomes by showing the correlations between

cognitive tests scores and chemistry scores in test 1, test 2 and test 3.
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Table 8.15: Spearman's rho correlations between cognitive tests and Test 1,2, and 3
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3

(N= 288) (N=185 (N=146)
"MC SA MC-SA SA SCG SCG-SA SA SCG SCG-SA

Ai
0.34** 0.29** -0.13* 0.32** 0.16* -0.16* NS NS NSCVSC

,FDSf">'" 0.25** 0.29** NS 0.31 ** NS -0.19** 0.32** 0.19* -0.18*

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

It seems that the field dependent/independent characteristic is a very dominant and a

very important factor for pupils in order to perform well in almost all types of

assessments. The convergent/ divergent characteristic seems to be very important

when language is an important feature. For example if the question gives students a

lot of information, requires good linguistic skills either for reading it or answering it,

which makes reasoning more complicated (e.g. test 2), then the convergent/divergent

cognitive style of the pupils seems to influence their performance. However if the

question requires cognitive processes a straightforward algorithmic type (e.g. test 3 or

MC questions 1, 2, 3, 12 oftest 1) and good ability to interpret symbols and numbers

then the convergent/divergent characteristics is of less importance for pupils in order

to perform well in assessment. When the two characteristics interacts then the field

dependent and convergent person is in disadvantage in relation to a person who is

field independent and divergent. This raises an important ethical issue about

assessment. What are we testing? Are we testing chemistry or cognition?

Based on the above outcomes some potential factors which affect pupils performance

are:

./ The content and presentation of the test

./ The format of the test

./ The psychological characteristics of the individual

The following chapter discusses the findings of chemistry test 4 and 5.
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Chapter Nine

The Results of Test 4 and 5

This chapter describes the findings of the last two paper-and-pencil classroom tests

that they have used in this study. For each test an English translation with the score

for each question reduced in size is shown. The Greek tests are shown in appendix E.

9.1 Test 4: Multiple-Choice Partial Knowledge vs. Structural Grid

Test four was based on acids and bases and it was part of the first test that it was used

in the pilot study. It was only 15 minutes test and it included two sections:

~ Section 1:

~ Section 2:
7 Multiple-Choice partial knowledge questions -21marks.

1 Structural Communication Grid questions -21marks

The MC items were designed to give credit for partial knowledge by giving the

following instructions to the pupils: 'answer each of the Multiple-Choice items

marking the box that has the correct answer and put cross in the two boxes that you

think have the most wrong answers' (see test below). For marking, the scheme

proposed initially by Willey (1960) and later by Friel and Johnstone (1978a) was

used.

• 3 marks are given to an answer if the option designated as the correct
one is in fact the correct one.

• 2 marks are awarded if the correct answer is not put into the 'definitely
correct' or 'definitely wrong' categories.

• 0 marks are given if the correct answer is placed in the 'definitely
wrong' category.

Section 1 of the test, which involves multiple-choice questions, were marked in two

ways:

~ the conventional way, without giving credit for partial knowledge, and

in this case the score is denoted as MC and,

~ the marking scheme which was described above and in this case the

score is denoted as MCPK.
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Chapter Nine: The Results of the Test4 and 5

Pupils' MCPK mean score, as expected, was higher than Pupils' MC mean score.

However, this difference did not alter the statistical results in relation to correlations

between the cognitive tests and multiple-choice format question. Perhaps the limited

number of multiple-choice questions in the test (only 7) would not allow for statistical

comparison. Thus, for the sake of simplicity and making comparisons between the

other tests intelligible only the statistics of the conventional way (MC) will be used in

the following analyses. When it is necessary the result of the MCPK will be shown in

parentheses. Appendix F-22 shows in detail the whole statistics for the MCPK

question .

. Ans~er.each of th$ .foll~wing questions ,ro.arking the box that. has the correct answer and put cross in

the tw..o.boxes that you thi~k ha.i...ve the most wrong answers.
" ., ... ,.c~

1: Arsofution ofNa0H compoundilJ.wateris al~aline because:

01\. ItbashYclro'Sid~ ions OH-(aq) and;po hydrogen ions B\aq) (3)
oa Ithas sodium ions Na+(aq) ~nd hydroxide ions Olf'(aq)

" ·~··[jg:.Tt changes thtl colour of the indicators
no. It~~s m,?re .~ydroxide igns OH"(~~) th~n hydrogen ions WCaq)

2. ~/~olu~i?n o(p~ta~siun1chloride (KCI?has a neutral pH because: (3)

"; Ll~. It ~as ~h~sante amount ofp~tassium ions (K+) and chloride ions (Cr)
Ll,a. It llastRe same amotint of the hydrogen ions H+(aq) and hydroxide ions OH-(aq)
09)t h~s Ilo hyd!og~n ion~H\a9) and hydroxide ions 08"(aq)
llD. Potassium chloride is a salt very soluble in water

Ai~ol~ti(;k f~und ina lab h~s a pH of 10. In order to neutralise the solution what should we add? (3),
CIA. ''Ammonia solution .'
llB. Sodium hydroxide solution
me. SUlphuriC acid solutlon-"
LlP. Distille,c1w~!er

'\B tt ..,.. "', . . ... ..,

4. When an acidreacts with a calcium carbonate, the products formed are a:

(!]A.Calcium salt and hydrogen
cm ..Calcium, wa~er and carbon 9ioxid~
LlC. Calciumsait, wa&r and car6ondioxide'
CID. C~lciu1J1salt,hyd(ogen,car~on dioxide and water

5. When,sodium reacts with water, the products made are:
<,>: >~l{""" " ;,~,: ' ,x<\~ 'X;".{p '~'%;-" :;.'/> 'A'~:; 'to >

LlA. A,salt and hydrogen ,
llB. An alkaline solution and hydl'oge,n
qc. An alkaline oxid~and hydro~en .
LID. Ail acid and hydrogen ;:

(3)

(3)
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>:..,;:_\ ,

6. WhiChO(ih~:J9I1q~ ...substa~.c~~ ha~:e~ ~?re than 7?
CIA. Sodium hydroxide solution
ClB. Potassium chloride solutiofl
ClC. Hydrochloric acid .
on Distilled water

7. Which of the foIIowfng solutions will turn phenolphthalein solution indicator pink?, ',', ," ..,..>." """. ''''', :"',' ' ,::,~" .

CIA. HBr (aq) ,
OB. co, (aq)
t:JC.Ui0H(aq)
OD. KC] (aq)

(3)

(3)

Section2

8. cook at the boxes and answer the following questions.

Each'ques~ion may have more than one answer.

(You may use each box as many times as you wish)
~, 'r

.••.>.,' " '·;·v.", "
~ Contains same number of ~ It reacts with calcium @]

It is lDrmed when

3
hydrogen ions H'(aq) and carbonate and gives sodium reacts with I'
hydroxide ions OH{aq) carbon dioxide gas water:

lID It turns pink solution of [ID It reacts with III It fbrms compounds, phenolphthalein hydrochloric acid and called chloride I!
) indicator into colorless gives a salt [,

'"
@] nn It contains many OJ

It conducts electricity hydroxide ions It has a pH less than 7

., ' ,;

] .Hydrochloric acid solution: , .. , .. , ' ,.. , , , , , .

2. Sodium hydroxide soiution: , ..
,.> \i!' •

3.Sodiu.m chloride.solution: ,., , , ..

(7)

(7)

(7)

9.1.1 Descriptive Statistics of Test 4

Only two schools were involved in test 4 and the total number of pupils was 75 (see

table 7.2, page 127). Table 9.1 shows descriptive statistics of the score of each part of

the test and total score of test 4, while figure 9.1 shows the histograms of these tests

(see appendix F-22 for the SPSS statistics).
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Table 9.1: Descriptive statistics of Test 4
Test 4 I' .N Minim. Maxim. Mean S.D.

:,Ij~tfMC·",. 53
p'" 75 14 100 (62.6) 22.7

/~:;>'SCG!;:';W!(, 75 0 100 68.0 24.1
,.,MC+SCG 75 14 200' 121 39.8
"..,MC~SCGi;tij 75 -62.4 57.1 -15.1 24.8

Std. Dc, - 22.41

zo

IN -79.00

10

Mean - 33

1S 2S H 4S SS 6S 7S MS 9S

MC scores test 4 SCG scores test 4

12r-----------------~

10

Sld.Dev• 39.26
Mean·131

N' 75.00

10 30 50 70 90 110130150 170190

MC+SCG scores test 4 MC-SCG scores test 4

The SCQ test was easier for the pupils than the Multiple-Choice test.

Figure 9.1: The distributions of Test 4

9.1.2 Correlations in Test 4

The Spearman rho correlation between the MC and SCQ scores was found to be 0.48

(0.49), which is significant at the 0.01 level. The original statistical results are printed

in appendix F-22 Spearman rho correlations were found between different format of

assessment and cognitive tests and table 9.2 shows these correlations.
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Table 9.2: Test 4 Spearman's rho correlations

0.12 0.31 ** 0.23* -0.18

* * Correlation is significant at the 0.0 I level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

MC:
SCG:
CVSC:
FDSC:
MC+SCG:
SCG-MC:

Pupils' scores on Multiple-Choice questions test.
Pupils' scores on Structural Grid questions test
Pupils' scores on Convergent/Divergent test.
Pupils' scores on Field dependent / Field Independent test.
Sum of pupils' MC and SCG scores.
Differences between pupils' SCG and MC scores

These correlations will be discussed in detail below.

9.1.3 ConvergentlDivergent Characteristic and Test 4

As seen in the table 9.2 the correlation between convergent/divergent scores and MC

scores is not significant while the correlation between convergent/divergent scores

and SCQ scores is significant at 0.01 level. Table 9.3 shows the means and the

standard deviations for each convergent/divergent group in test 4. The table shows

that divergent students performed better than their convergent counterparts in both

formats questions. However, in the MC test, all round pupils performed better than

their divergent counterparts.

Table 9.3: Means and standard deviations ofCNV/DV groups in Test 4
CNVIDV N

K' MC ee SGG SCG+MC MC-SCG
groups ';, 'Y' mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d.

"CV'
,

15 41.9 23.2 . S}2 24.S 95.1 41.2 -11.3 24.1

:AR 30 59.0 19.8 68.6 26.6 127.6 40.1 ~9.5 24.3
,tt' '" ....

I;; """,D¥ 30 52.3 23.8 74.9 18.1 127.3 34.4 -22.5 24.6

:rota I 75 53 22.7 68.0 24.1 121 39.8 -15.1 24.8

Parametric and non-parametric tests were used to check whether are significant

differences between convergent/divergent groups (see appendix F-23).
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The following results were found:

• There is significant difference in performance between all round and

convergent groups in the MC test (in favour of all round group).

• There are significant differences in performance between all the groups in

the SCG and MC+SCG tests.

• There is significant difference between divergent and all round MC-SCG

pupils' mean scores (in favour divergent).

In general, it can be concluded that SCG format questions favours more divergent

pupils than MC format questions does in this test.

9.1.4 FDI FIND Characteristic and Test 4

The correlation between field dependent lfield independent scores and MC scores is

not significant while the correlation between field dependent! field independent scores

and Grid scores is significant at 0.01 level (table 9.2). Table 9.4 shows a summary of

the descriptive statistics for each field dependent! field independent group. Appendix

F-24 shows the original descriptive statistics.

Table 9.4: Means and standard deviations of FD/FIND groups in Test 4
FD/FIND

,
MC SCG MC+SCG SCG-MC,N

groups mean s.d, mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d.
;Ii .2"'\,,"

29 49.8 22.5 61.5 24.3 111.2 40.7 -11.7 23.0,FD
i(

I'i' ,''<:i!.. 24 54.8 22.9 69.3 25.8 ]24.1 39.9 -14.6 28.114iflt!I,
I!il~',',FIND~ii 22 55.2 23.5 75.2 '" 20.7 130.4 37.3 -20.0 23.7

,'" -x. ,~, 1:1>' ,

'. c<'

li,t", Total,'\ \' 75 53 22.7 68.0 24.1 121 39.8 -15.1 24.8
"

In conclusion, table 9.4 shows that that field independent pupils' mean scores are

better than field dependent mean scores in both formats of assessment. The

differences between the scores of the two formats are decreasing, as a pupil becomes

more field independent. However it was found that there is a statistically significant

difference between field dependent and field independent group only for SCG (in

favour field independent) (see appendix F-24).
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9.1.5 Comparison between Test 4 and Pilot Test 1

Test 4 included some of the questions which were included in the pilot test 1. Thus,

MC questions 1,2,3,4, and 5 of test 4 were the same as the MC questions 1,2,4,5,

and 11 of the pilot test 1; and the SCG question of the test 4 was the same as the SCG

question 14 of the pilot test 1. This gave the chance to investigate if the same test

under different condition and with different sample size gives the same result.

Itwas found that the correlation between MC question and SCG question in test 4 was

0.48, while the correlation between MC question and SCG question in pilot test 1 was

0.39 (both significant at 0.01 level - 1 tailed). The two correlations are very similar.

Considering that the number of the pupils for the pilot test 1 was 321 (see table 6.1)

this result confirms that test 4 is giving reliable results. The SPSS statistics are

presented in appendix F-25.

9.2 Test 5: Multiple-Choice vs. Grid vs. Short-Answer

Test 5 was, based on the content area of solution and it was the same test as the pilot

test 2. It had three sections:

~ Section 1:

~ Section 2:

~ Section 3:

5 Multiple-Choice questions-S marks;

1 Structural Communication Grid question-5 marks

3 Short-Answer questions-5 marks

The questions were selected mainly from the chemistry book of Moore et al. (1999),

in which the assessment questions test understanding and applying chemical concepts.

Thus, the answers to the test do not require a lot memorisation and recall of chemical

concepts but ability to interpret the given information and understanding of the

concept of concentration in solutions and how it changes when water is added to the

solution or water is evaporated from the solution. It requires arithmetic skills for

answering the open-ended questions.

In addition, the test was given in two versions. Version two was different from

version one only in section 2 (Structural Communication Grid question), where, for

team A, the question used numerical expressions, while for team B, the same question

used figures. This was done in order to test if the way that the grid was constructed
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had an effect on pupils' performance. The Greek test is shown in appendix E. An

English translation of the test for team A and only the different section 2 for team B is

shown below.

. Test5: Solutions

TcamA

Section I

1. Abei:tker contai!1~lOgo~;sodium hydrox,ide(NaOH) and the volume of the solution is 250m1.We.
" .' ,

add-water.to the beaker until the new volume of the solution is 500ml. The new concentration of the
s~luti~n is':" '/' (1)

~; <.j ,~~,':'" , , 't<
o A; Doubled

't:1 .B.N6f'ichange
t:J CYQuadrupled'
LJ D: Halved .

2.1n a bel'\k~r,A,}:Vehave di~solved O..2mole ofNaCI in 200m! of water. In another beaker, B, we have
dissolved O.4mol'~fNaCI i~400ml water. Wh'ich of the following statements is correct: (1)

t:J A. The solution in the beaker A has smaller concentration than the solution in beaker B
t:J B. The solutio~in the beaker A has the same concentration as the solution in the beaker B
Cl C. The solud~n in the beaker B has smaller concentration than the beaker A
Cl D,Th~ solution in the beaker.B has double concentration of the solution in the beaker A.

,3. ¥ou want .~opr~pareAI of a~olution of potassium hydroxide with concentration O.lmol/l. For this
purpo~e you will use: (1)
../l. y~ "c'
Cl A. O.lmoles KOH
o B. 1rrjoles KOH
Cl C~OAmoles KOH

Cl. D. 4 moles KOH
l:j,,' J.

4.9re pupil has mixed to~ether two solutions of Na2C03 with concentrations of 0.1 molll and
, J '. ",. ':~":%. :;~

, O.5mol/l respectively. The possible concentration of the new solution is: (1)
",.,:, ,--::p.) . "

Cl pt' 0.01 mol/l

t:r B:O.6mol/l

Cl C: O.lmolll
,Cl, D.0.3mol/l

5. You prepared a Nael solution by adding l mole (58.44g) of NaCI to a I-litre volumetric flask and
> ' . . :<~') t:>:?>~ ""."

then added water to dissolve it. When you finished, the final volume in your flask looked like figure
~<i}' . !<

1.
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Thesolut!on y:?uprepared i~.
Cl AGreaterth~p 1mol/L~ecalJ~eyoll added more.solyent than necessary
Cl BeLessthan lmol/I because you-added rtloresolvent.than necessary
Cl c..Less.than lmoVI.b~ca~se you)idqed less.so,lven~than neces~ary
Cl D.'lmol/l because the:arn'ou~t of solute, pot sol'ventdetermlnes,theconcentratjon

(1)

~
""_-. . ),: ,\; '''',.,- -,' _"

6.Each box inthe grid belowrepresentsbeakers with aqueous solution of NaOH.. Look at the boxes

and answer the following' questions! Each' question .may have more than one answer.

(Boxes ~y be'tsedas many time~ as'yoll wish)
j "!;<,,;' <

".c0~, .

,.:;.."" C" if' ,> -r ..
A B C

.' 12g NaOH 3g NaOH 4g NaOH
in 500ml in 250ml in 250ml

'"0 E F

3g NaOH 5g NaOH 89 NaOH
in 500ml in 250ml in 500ml

·;st.\;

I. Wh,ich splution is IllOS,t concentrated?

Whi~h solution js least concentrated?

(1)

(I)

When solutionsB and E arecombined, the resulting solution has the same

,::·:'concentration as solution: ..~ ~ , ,. (1)

Which solutions have the same concentration?................................ (I)

lfyot eyapotate'halfofthe water from solution D, the resulting solution will

'havetthe'same concentration as solution: (1)

7.•The concentration of the acidlin a bottle is shown on the label as O.SM

Ej.plain 'o/hat does this mean? : ';; ~................................ (1)

How many moles of sulphuric acid would you need to use to make 2litre of a solution with the
, ." " ,.,.. ~.

same-concentratlon as in the bottle above: "; '" (2)

::'If you ada water to the 2litre .solutionuntil the final volume is 4litre, what is the new

concentration ofthe solution': :................................................................ (2)
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Test 5: Solutions

Team,B

Section2
K

6. The grid belo~ represents beakers' of aqueous solutions. Each - represents a dissolved solute

particle. Look, at the-boxes and answer, the following questions. Each question may have more than

one answer. (Boxes my be used as many times as you wish)

A B g C gc ~ 0·0

• • •• e e

500ml 250ml 250ml

0 EJ E g F

[50•
500ml 250mI 500ml

cC +.r,,:.oil ·····h ".

Which solution is most concentrated?

Which solution is least concentrated?:1'.. "

, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "0'

••••••••••••••••••••••• ,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• f'

III. Whrn solutionsB and E are combined, the resulting solution has the same

concentration as solution: : ..

IV. Which solutions have the same concentration? ..

y. Ify;ou evaporgte half of the water from solution D, the resulting solution will have

the same concentration as solution:

9.2.1 Descriptive Statistics of Test 5

Two schools involved in test 5 and the total number of pupils was 64 (table 7.2, page

127). Table 9.5 shows the descriptive statistics of test 5 (appendix. F-25 shows the

original results).

Table 9.5: Descriptive statistics of Test 5
Test 5 'N'" , Minim.':o;·. Maxim. Mean " S.D .. 1

MC 64 0 100 67.5 28.6
SCG' 64 0 100 68.6 26.4

,'.sA 64 0 100 50.8 35.6
TOTAL 64 30 300 186.9 70.9
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Figure 9.2 shows histograms of the different formats assessment of test 5.

lO ,-------------,

20

40 so

10

Std.IA-"V·28.62

Mean-6M

N·64,()O

SCG scores test 5

T otal scores test 5

MC scores test 5

30 ,_----- -----,

20

SId. Dev e 35,65

Mcan· SI
N·64.00

to

SA scores test 5

Figure 9.2: The distributions of Test 5

9.2.2 Correlations in Test 5

Table 9.6 presents the Spearman rho correlation between the different formats of

assessment for test 5. All the correlations are significant at the 0.01 level and are

similar to these ones which found in pilot study (see table 6.7). Also table 9.6 shows

Spearman's rho correlations between different format of assessment and cognitive

tests. The original statistical results are printed in appendix F-25.
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Scores Me
sec 0.46**

0.49**

0.04 0.05 -0.13 0.01

-0.110.26* 0.39** 0.40** 0.47**

Table 9.6: Test 5 Spearman's rho correlations

0.15 -0.05 0.17

-0.2 -0.12

MC:
SCG:
SA:
CVSC:
FDSC:
Total:
MC-SA:
MC-SCG:
SCG-SA:

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

Pupils' scores on Multiple-Choice questions test.
Pupils' scores on Structural Grid questions test
Pupils' scores on Short-Answer questions test
Pupils' scores on Convergent/Divergent test.
Pupils' scores on Field dependent / Field Independent test.
Sum of pupils' MC, SCG and SA scores.
Differences between pupils' MC and SA scores
Differences between pupils' MC and SCG scores
Differences between ouoils' SCG and SA scores

Convergent divergent and field dependent correlations will be discussed III tum

below.

9.2.3 ConvergentlDivergent Characteristic and Test 5

As seen in the table 9.6, the correlations between convergent/divergent scores and

each format scores are not significant. Convergent/divergent characteristic does not

relate to pupils' performance for all the formats of assessment in this test. Table 9.7

confirms this, since the convergent group and the divergent group performed equally

well in MC test. Moreover, the divergent group performed better than all round group.

Table 9.7: Means and standard deviations ofCNVIDV groups in Test 5
eNVIDV N Me sec SA Total
groups mean s.d. mean s.d, mean s.d. mean s.d.

ev 19 70.5 27 .73.2 32 60.5 34.1 204.2 67.4

f;' ./' .d'~,
29 64.1 31.3 61.0 24.4 47.9 37.2 173.1 73.5AR.,'

DV ' 16 70.0 26.3 76.9 19.6 44.4 34.4 19
1
1.3 69.3

'li'.' """ 1'0;

Total 64 . 67.5 28.6 68.6 26.4 50.8 35.7 186.9 70.9
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As in test 3 the test requires less use of words and more use of calculations and

symbols. Thus, in both tests (3 and 5) the convergent/divergent characteristic does not

relate to pupils' performance.

9.2.4 FD/ FIND Characteristic and Test 5

Table 9.6 shows that the Spearman rho correlation between field dependent/

independent scores and MC scores is significant at 0.05 level while the correlations

between field dependent/ independent scores and the scores of the two other formats

of questions are significant at 0.01 level. Table 9.8 the mean and standard deviations

for each field dependent /independent groups.

Table 9.8: Means and standard deviations of FD/FIND groups in Test 5
FDIFIND N MC . "" SCG" SA Total
groups '.mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d, mean s.d.

,ED\" 16 56.3 25.5 ' 59.4 24.1 32.5 28.9 148.1 57.4

:¥!
I:;; EINT 22 67.3 29.9 58.6 24 45.9 36.5 171.8 71.9
;·(c·.,·

·'f,FIND 26 74.6 28.0 82.7 24.1 66.2 33.2 223.5 61.6

Total 64 67.5 28.6 68.6 26.4 50.8 35.7 186.9 70.9

Table 9.8 shows that there are differences between field independent pupils' mean

scores and field dependent mean scores in all formats of questions. These differences

are significant in favour field independent groups (see appendix F-27). There are no

significant correlations between FDIFIND scores and differences between MC-SA,

MC-SCG, SCG-SA. However, all the correlations are negative.

9.3 Comparison between Test 5 and Pilot Test 2

Test 5 was towards the end of the school year and, in both pilot study and main study,

a small number of pupils sat the test. Comparing table 9.5 to table 6.6 the means score

of each format of assessment are very similar to each other, and very surprisingly, the

mean score for the SCG in both tables are the same. Team B performed better than

team A in both tests however, there were no significant differences for the SCG

question for team A and B in both the tests (see appendix F-28). The correlations
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between formats of questions were found to be similar in both tests (compare table 6.7

to table 9.6). This result supports the reliability of the test.

9.4 Comparison between Test 1, 2 and 4 for the same group of pupils

Table 7.2 shows that pupils of the schools 8 and 9 sat three tests (1,2,4). This was

given the chance to explore what are the correlations across content areas for the same

and different formats of questions for this group of pupils. Table 9.9 shows a

correlation matrix between the different formats of questions in each test and for the

three tests (appendix F-29 SPSS statistics).

SCG

Table 9.9: Correlations across content areas in Test 1, 2, 4

Test4

0.28**0.20*

0.34**0.30*

0.26* 0.39"'*

0.42** 0.47**

030**

0.28** 0.34** 0.47**

* Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
Ii< Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

Table 9.9 shows that the correlations between the different formats of assessment in

the same content area are almost constant (around 0.5).(Test 1: MC vs. SA = 0.54;

Test 2: SA vs. SCG = 0.54; Test 4: MC vs. SCG = 0.48). The correlations between the

same formats of assessment in different content areas vary. The lowest correlation

was found between MC test 1 and MC test 4. All the correlations are considerably less

than 1.

Conclusion

Based on the results oftest 4 and 5 the following conclusions can be made:

In terms of the correlations between different formats of assessment the correlation

between:
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~ The MC and SCG scores in test 4 was found to be 0.48
~ The SA and SCG scores in test 5 was found to be 0.30
~ The SA and MC scores in test 5 was found to be 0.49
~ The MC and SCG scores in test 5 was found to be 0.46

In terms of the convergent/divergent characteristic (see table 8.14):

~ Divergent pupils surpass convergent pupils in all formats of
assessment in test 4.

~ None of the correlations between convergent/divergent
scores and test 5 scores was significant.

Thus, like the previous study, if a question needs reading skill in order to elaborate

and interpret a text given, then again the convergent/divergent style is of very

important factor for success. However, in algorithmic types of questions or in

questions where there is more use of symbols and less use of words, such as test 5 the

convergent/divergent characteristic does not relate to pupils' performance. And in this

study it seems that in relation to the convergent/divergent characteristic, the chemistry

content is a factor affecting the type of questions being asked

In terms of field independent/dependent characteristic:

~ Field independent pupils surpass field dependent pupils in almost all formats of
assessment in both tests.

~ Short-Answer formats of assessment favour more field independent pupils than
objective formats of assessment do and Grid questions favour more field
independent pupils than Multiple-Choice questions do.

From the above it can be concluded that some of the factors which affect pupils'

performance might be:

1. The content and presentation of the test: e.g. problem solving, algorithmic type
questions, explanations given, the use of text which requires linguistic skills for
comprehension and interpretation of the context, the use of graphs figures and tables,

the layout of the question, the use of language.
2. The format of the test: e.g. open-ended, objective test, essay, report, performance-

based assessment.
3. The psychology of the individual: e.g. cognitive styles, working memory space

intellectual development of the pupil, attitude towards learning.

The next chapter discusses the findings of the Perry position questionnaire.
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Perry Scheme and Pupils' Performance

A Perry position questionnaire was devised to investigate pupils' perceptions of

learning and the learning environment. In this research, the main aim of the Perry

questionnaire was to give an indication of how pupils' responses to the Perry scheme

and pupils' performance in different formats of chemistry assessment are related.

This chapter discusses the questionnaire, summaries the data of the questionnaire

from the Greek pupils and analyses the correlation of each question with pupils'

performance of each format of the five chemistry tests.

10.1 Construction of the Questionnaire-Method of Analysis

In his original research Perry gained his data using interviews. Various questionnaire

approaches followed but the method used here follows the works of Al-Shibli (2003);

Selepeng (2000) and Mackenzie (1999). Mackenzie used an approach derived from

(Likert, 1932) to measure attitudes measurement without the use of scaling. Selepeng

(2000) used the approach developed by (Osgood, 1952), again without using scaling.

Al-Shibli used both approaches. In this study, the Al-Shibli method was used.

In this method the questionnaire had two parts: the first part consisted often questions

(QI to QIO) followed the Osgood approach, and the second part consisted of eight

questions (El to Eg) followed the Likert approach. The following section describes, by

means of examples, the method which was adopted to locate pupils' positions from

their responses to the questionnaires.

The semantic differential technique developed by Osgood (1952) includes opposing

statements (bipolar statements). The following example is the question QI.

B 2C
In order to pass my courses,
I need to study just what
the teacher tells me.

lA 2A IC
J do not have to totally
on the teacher. Part of my
learning is to work things out
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The bipolar nature of the scale provided students with the opportunity to consider the

two extremes carefully before choosing a position along the scale. Opposing

statements were placed on a scale (5 points used here), with the given statements. In

the questions QI, Q3, Q4, Q6, Q9 the A statements are at the left side of the

questionnaires and the C statements at the right side of the questionnaires. In this case

the first two boxes from the left represent A position whereas the first two boxes from

the right represent C position. The box in the middle represents B position.

In the questions Q2, Qs, Q7, Qg, QIO the A statements are at the right side of the

questionnaires and the C statements at the left side of the questionnaires. In this case

the first two boxes from the right represent A position whereas the first two boxes

from the left represent C position. The following example shows an A type statement

(question Q7).

I do not believe that all
Q, scientific knowledge repre-

sents the 'absolute truth'.
IC 2C B 2A !A

We cannot call anything
scientific knowledge
if it is not absolute! true.

The second part of the questionnaire (El to Es) followed the Likert approach. In the

Likert type questionnaires only one statement is given to the pupils and the pupils are

asked to show their preferences by choosing a response from strongly agree-to

strongly disagree. The statements might be A type or C type. If a statement is A type

and the pupil strongly agree or agree with it then the pupils is in the A position. If

he/she does not agree with the statement then she/he is in the C position. The other

way round happens when C type statements are given. The following example shows

a C type statement (question El)

Questions El, E2, E4, and E6 are C type statements, while questions E3, Es, E6, and E7

are A type statements.
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The questionnaire was translated into Greek and the clarity of it was tested with 16

pupils and three teachers. The aim was to detect possible ambiguities and sources of

confusion. Appendix C shows the English and the Greek translation of the

questionnaire.

10.2 Data of Perry Questionnaire for Greek Pupils

The questionnaire was given to 523 Greek first year upper secondary pupils (Grade

10). Kendall's tau-b correlations were used to correlate responses in each of the 18

Perry questions with performance in the different formats chemistry tests. The

original statistical results are printed in appendix F-30.

The questionnaire tries to identify pupils' perceptions about four broad areas:

~

~

~

~

perceptions of pupil's role

perceptions of teacher's role

perceptions of the nature of scientific knowledge.

perceptions of assessment

Each of the above areas will be considered in turn. Correlations between pupils'

responses in Perry questionnaire and pupils' performance in test 1 and 2 are of greater

importance for this study, because the larger sample and the larger tests made the data

more reliable.

It is expected that Perry C pupils will give better answers if and only if the test gives

opportunity to show Perry C type behaviour. Thus, the following outcomes are

proposed:

~ C Perry position pupils will prefer open questions, but they will be able to
perform well in both types of question.

~ A Perry position pupils will prefer closed response questions and find
difficulty with open ones.

~ Overall performance of Perry C position pupils will be better than Perry A
position in a test with both types of question.

10.3 Pupils' Perceptions of their Role

Questions Q., Q2, Qs, E2, E6 are related to pupils' perceptions about their role in the

learning and teaching process. Table 10.1 shows the percentages of pupils who are in
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each of positions A to C under the adapted Perry scheme for the questions QI, Q2, Qs,

E2, E6 (see appendix F-35 for the SPSS original statistical results).

Table 10.1: Pupils Perry positions on questions about their role
,n!mf'~diii '~~~'!l! '" .' Peirjiitf,osWons0;' ""h~'!i' ;

l2ihl~Pupils ~esponset%)' lA 2A 3B 4C SC
QuestionQ, 5.0 13.8 18.7 29.6 32.9
Question Q2 4.8 13.6 34.7 27.4 19.5

. Question Qs¥ 2.1 3.3 12.4 32.3 49.9
'.~\" Cluestion E2:, 2.7 9.9 15.3 37.5 34.6

.,' 'It i'e lu~sHo.nEJN ,Iffi , 11.2 20.8 21.6 25.4 21.0

Table 10.2 shows the correlations (Kendall's tau-b correlation) between pupils'

responses to each question and pupils' scores in each of the format in each of the

chemistry tests. How the pupils' perceptions of each question related to their role

correlated with their performance in different formats of assessment is discussed in

turn. Most of the correlations are no significant.

~able 10.2: Kendall'. tau-b correlation. o(pupil. perception. oflheir role
Te~ 1:. I:" Test 2 "Test 3 Test 4 Test5

(Nb 28g)~P k~,(N=185)w" ;IN=14~) '(N;:7S) (N~64' '"

NS

MC SA SA SCG SA SCG MC SCG MC SCG SA

NS NS NS NS NS NS NSNS NS NS NS

0.18•• 0.09
•

0.26
•NS NSNS NS NS NS NS NS

NS NS NS NSNS NSNS NS NS NS NS

-0.09
• NS NSNS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS

0.13
•

0.09
• NSNS NS NS NS NSNS NS

** Correlation is significant at the 0.0 I level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

NS = no significant

!

Q/:ln order to pass my courses, I need to study just what the teacher tells me. II I do not

have to rely totally on the teacher. Part of my learning is to work things out myself.

From table 10.2 can be seen that there is no significant correlation between pupils'

responses in question QJ and pupils performance in any of the tests. Table 10.1 shows

that the majority of pupils are in position C (62.5%). Does it mean that the majority of
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pupils are autonomous and independent learners or just that they do not count on their

school teacher in order to pass their courses? The fact that the majority of the pupils

take afternoon support classes in private institutes (frontistirio), which prepare them to

pass the national examinations, might explain their response.

In general, Greek pupils pay too much heed to private teachers and they trust them

more than their schools teachers (public teachers) even though private teachers are not

better than their public teachers. Private teachers do not teach them differently, They

just spend more time to prepare the pupils for the exams. This fact might explain that

the majority of them are in position C. However it does not necessary mean that they

have developed the C characteristics described by Perry.

~:\;"_jt+:I. , , -;,/\A:. ~f, ~ _,~;~~,~;:,'~' . K,':' i._" ¥ ""~

Q2: I cannot be Wrong if 1 accept what the teacher says. 1/1 question anything, I might end
up lailing. III do not beiie"f! in just accepting what the teacher says without question.
" , ,",~z', .. ,,'" ~',Yr? 'tep:" ,...

Success involves thinking for myself. .

Table 10.2 shows that pupils' responses in question Q2 correlate significantly with

pupils' performance in both formats question in Test 1 and Structural Grid question in

Test 5. This question is different from the previous one. It asks pupils to think for

themselves and question teachers' statements. In that case pupils who believe that

success involves thinking for themselves (pupils in position C) have better

performance in both formats in Test 1 and in Structural Grid question in Test 5 than

their counterparts who do not believe that success involves themselves (pupils in

position A). This result is consistent with the hypothesis that overall performance of

Perry C position pupils will be better than Perry A position in a test with both types of

question .

.#I ~-

"Q} it ~sgJod to work with other stude~ts because, by listening to their points of view, I can
corr~ct my ideas. II I prefer not to work with other students because then I stand less

, _,"", .,'>;:: ,.~;. " ~ " I . .

chance 0/picking up wrong ideas.

Table 10.2 shows that there is no significant correlation between pupils' responses in

question Qs and pupils performance in any of the tests. The fact that there is no

tradition for collaborating and group work in the Greek educational practice might
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explain this result. Pupils do not have experience of working with their peers and

arguing about different ideas and opinions especially in science.

{lb,o~t:asqbject b~discu~singilwith other students than
<.1,,;;... ..,...:,.$:.· ,:.:,., ...... '0 .. ":,' ·1

o by sitting ani/revising athome. ' , <'. '

, "):":",:,,;, ~', '::'::'>?, ';,,:::~ {!~ ," ,

Pupils' response in question E2 is negatively significant correlated with pupils'

performances in Multiple-Choice Test I (see table 10.2). This means that the pupils

who are in A position performed better than those who are in C, in the Multiple-

Choice question in Test 1. This result is not consistent with the hypothesis that pupils

in C position perform better than pupils in A position in all types of assessment.

However this result may show that pupils in C position are constrained by MC

questions, which they do not give them the opportunity to show their intellectual

ability. It is also shows the lack of cooperating group works in Greek tradition.

teacher feels.

Table 10.2 shows pupils' responses in question E6 is significant correlated (but low)

with pupils' performance in Short-Answer (Open-Ended) question in Test 1 and Test

2. Thus, pupils who feel more confident about themselves and they are not afraid to

express their opinion irrespective of their teachers' opinion performed better in Open-

Ended questions in Test 1 and 2. Pupils in C position in these tests are better in open-

ended questions than pupils in A position.

10.4 Pupils' Perceptions about the Teacher Role

Questions Q3, Q4, E3 are related to pupils' perceptions about their teachers' role.

Table 10.3 shows the percentages of pupils who are in each of positions A to C (see

appendix F-36 for the SPSS original statistical results) and table 9.4 shows Kendall's

tau-b correlations.
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Table 10.4: Kendall's tau-b correlations of_jl_u_jl_i1s_jl_erceptions of their teacher role
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5

(N= 288) (N=185) (N=146) (N=75) (N= 64
MCt), SA SA' SCGi SA SCG MC SCG MC SCG SA_(PK)

" 0.16 0.18Q3 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS.... ..
Q4 NS 0.12 0.11 0.11 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS.... .. ..
E3 NS -0.1 0.17 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS.. ....

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

NS = no significant

Q3: I believe it is the job of the teacher to supply me with all the knowledge I need. II The

duty of the teacher is not to teach me everything, but to help me to think for myself.
~ ::"""""L

Table 10.4 shows that pupils who have developed Perry C attitude in this question

performed better in Short-Answer in Test 2 and in Multiple-Choice Partial knowledge

in Test 4 than pupils who have Perry A attitude.

Q,,: l think tJacher§ should 'avoid teaching materials that they know students will find

difficult. II Teachers should aim to provide challenges to their students by introducing

difficult topifiS.

Table 10.4 shows that the correlation between pupils' responses in the question Q4

and pupils' performance in Short-Answer questions in Test 1 and Test 2 and in

Structural Grid question in Test 2 are significant correlated but low. As table 8.1

(page 142) and 8.2 (page 149) shows the mean score of SA Test 1, and the mean score

of SA and SCG test 2 were very low (especially SCG Test 2). These tests were
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difficult for the majority of the pupils therefore it is not surprising the above results.

Theses correlations show that pupils who have developed Perry C attitude and who

think that the teacher should challenge them by introducing difficult topics performed

very well in difficult questions.

E3: There is' not anyrpoint in class teaching which includes things which will not be in the
I .

exam.

As can be seen from table 10.4 there are different patterns from pupils' responses

towards Short-Answer format in Test 1 and Test 2. The correlation between pupils'

responses in the question E3 and pupils' performance in SA in Test 1 is significantly

negative whereas in Test 2 the correlation is significantly positive but low. Although

it was expected overall performance of Perry C position pupils would be better than A

in all the types of questions and in all tests this does not happen in this case.

The answer to this contradictory result may lie in the nature of the tests. Short-Answer

Test 2 included open-ended questions of the type that Greek pupils are not very

familiar with and some of the questions were not included in the Greek textbook. It

was not the type of the questions that pupils usually experience. The majority of the

Short-Answer questions in Test 1 were from the Greek textbook and of the sort that

the pupils expect. Thus, these contradictory results may show that the test 2 gave the

opportunity to C position pupils to perform well when the exams include questions

that have not been taught in the class, while test 1 did not give this opportunity to

them.

10.5 Pupils' Perceptions about the Nature of the Scientific Knowledge

Questions Q6, Q7, El, Es, E7 are related to pupils' perceptions about the nature of

scientific knowledge. Table 10.5 shows the percentages of pupils who are in each of

positions A to C under the adapted Perry scheme for the questions Q6, Q7, El, Es, E7

(see appendix F-37 for the original statistics).
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Table 10.6 shows the Kendall's tau-b correlation between pupils' responses to each of

the above questions and pupils' scores in each format of the chemistry tests,

Table 10.6: Kendall's tau-b correlations of pupils perceptions about the knowledze
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test S

(N= 288) (N=185) (N=146) (N=75) (N= 64'
lii:\J\tC SA SA SCG SA SCG MC SCG MC SCG SA

'h 0.23 0.22 0.19 0.18 0.26
I' Q6

0.13 NS** ** ** ** * NS NS NS NS *
I: 0.12
l·g"Q7 ** NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS

El NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS -0.22
*

", Es NS 0.11 0.19 NS NS* ** NS NS NS NS NS NS

!&:.E7 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
.·ii" •.•.•

** Correlation is significant at the 0.0 I level.
...Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

NS = no significant

How the pupils' perceptions of each of the above questions correlated with their

performance in different formats of assessment is discussed now.

Q6: All one has to do in science is to memorise things. II Understanding science is the key
part.o/science study.

to'~ """~., \ >'

Table 10.5 shows that the majority of the pupils are in C position. They believe that

understanding is the key point for science. Table 10.6 shows that Q6 correlate

significantly with both format questions in Test 1; both format questions in Test 2; SA

question Test 3; and SCG question Test 5. Question Q6 is the question which
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correlated with the pupils' performance in most of the tests. This result shows that

pupils who have the attitude to understand things in science (Perry C position)

perform better than pupils who have the attitude to memorise things (Perry A

position) in all type of questions and in many tests. This outcome confirms the

hypothesis that pupils overall performance of Perry C position would be better than

pupils overall performance of Perry A position in all the type of questions and in all

tests provided that test reward C type behavior.

Questions Q7 and Er.and E7 are asking similar ideas and will be discussed together.
;_ , .

l?7:, ~~~o.not.(Jjelievethil,tall scientijlc)mowledge represents the 'absolute truth'. II We
A ..

.cannot call anything scientific knowledge if it is not absolutely true.

EJ: Soihetimesthere;~em to'be so many ways of looking at science that I feel confused

about what is right and wrong.

·E.,: A .good thing ab~u, learni~g science. is the fact that. everything is so clear-cut: either
right or wrong.

Table 10.6 shows that there is significant positive correlation between pupils Perry

position in question Q7 and pupils' score in MC question in Test 1.

There is negative significant correlation between pupils Perry position in question El

and pupils' score in SA question in Test 5. However, the size of the sample is small

for the Test 5 and may not reflect well the reality. All the correlations for the question

E7 are insignificant.

It seems for their responses (see table 10.5) that the Greek pupils are confused about

the above questions and many of them are in position B.

Es: It Is a waste ~fti",e,to work on problems which have no possibility of producing a clear

cut, unambiguous answer.

Table 10.6 shows that the correlations between pupils' responses in the question E,

and pupils' performance in Short-Answer questions in Test 1 and Test 2 are

significant. Correlation for SA Test 2 is higher than the correlation for SA Test 1. The

SA questions of Test 2 are more open than the SA questions of Test 1. This

correlation shows that pupils who have developed Perry C attitude for this question
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performed better than those who have not developed yet this attitude to open-ended

questions. This result was consistent with what was expected.

10.6 Pupils' Perceptions about Assessment

Questions Qg, Q9, QIO, E4, Es are related to pupils' perceptions about assessment.

Table 10.7 shows the percentages of pupils who are in each of positions A to C under

the adapted Perry scheme for the questions related to assessment (original statistics

appendix F-38).

Table 10.7:Pupils' Perry positions on questions of the assessment
1:/ "PIS! '_2i@_ .U "Perry poslticns

II;w~"itpupnsRespo'nse'(%), 'oj. .lA 2A , 3B 4C SC
Iii" F , Ouesnen 011 ..;.;i!!'; 19.1 20.3 28.3 19.1 13.2
IT Question Q9 16.5 11.5 21.4 27.4 23.2
I.~!i ,wi.. Question Qio '"'' " 7.0 5.8 16.2 19.1 51.9

Question EA 12.5 24.8 36.5 18.5 7.7
,4i, QuestionEs ';" 2.3 5.6 17.5 35.4 39.2

Table 10.8 shows the Kendall's tau-b correlation between pupils' responses to each of

the above questions and pupils' scores in each format questions of the chemistry tests.

Table 10.8: Kendall's tau-b correlations for of pupilsperceJltions about assessment
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5

(N= 288) (N=185) (N=146) (N=7~ N=641
MC SA SA SCG SA SCG MC SCG MC SCG SA

Qs NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS

I)' ' ':,' NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NSQ9

QIO NS 0.11 NS NS 0.15 NS NS NS NS NS NS*. *
Oi',l

'" -0.13E4 NS •• NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
h·::;(,""

IJ~lEs NS -0.11 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS*

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

NS = no significant
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How the pupils' perceptions of each of the above questions correlated with their

performance in different formats of assessment is discussed now.
":'~",;: ,_ ,.~:':)A1t ,~' , ,.,,'- t

Q8i 1 do not lik'short questions 4S. they do not give me the chance to explain what I know

" .dund~nd,j2 IPr¢jer t'o i~a;,!!/Ie fapts lind then be tested on then; in short
~. ," ~' .

ability

There are no significant correlations between pupils' responses in questions Qs, Q9

and pupils' performance in any of the tests (see table 10.8). This result can be

explained by the fact that the questions were short and none of them gave the scope

for pupils to go beyond what they have taught. Thus, those pupils who have

developed C position attitude they did have the chance to show their ability and their

way of thinking.

QJO: I.believe that what should matter in exams is the quality of my answers, 1I0thow much

.:.i write. //Clnexams, I expect to: be rewarded for giving as much information as
, ' . .'.

possible.

Table 10.8 shows that there are significant correlations between pupils' responses in

question QIO and pupils' performance in Short-Answer questions in Test 1 and Test 3.

This means that pupils who have developed a Perry C attitude to this question

performed better than those who are in Perry A position in some short-answer

questions. Perhaps in some content areas, short answer questions, give an opportunity

to develop ideas more deeply.

Questions E4 and Es are asking similar ideas and the responses to them from the

pupils was similar, that is why will be discussed them together.

,E4: If I have the choice to write comments and to offer my opinion in a question or to

. J~swer withMultiple-Choice questions I would choose to write comments.

E8:llike exams which give me an opportunity to show I have ideas of my own
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The above questions were correlated only significantly with pupils' performance in

SA question in Test 1. The correlations were negative. This result can be explained

from the fact that none of the test gave the opportunity to pupils to write comments

and to express theirs ideas.

Conclusion

From the Perry position questionnaire the following findings are interesting for
discussion:

IJ There were many pupils in C position in many questions. What does this fact
mean when the Greek educational environment does not allow for such
intellectual development and especially in a very early stage? Does this result
expressing aspiration rather than reality? Is this what the teaching and learning
they would like to be rather than it actually is? In other studies (Mackenzie,
1999; Selepeng, 2000; Al-Shibli, 2003) the population was drawn from
University students. The percentage indicating C type attitude in all three
cases tented to be low. It is possible that, with lack of experience, school
pupils have higher aspirations which not reflect reality so well.

IJ The correlations between Perry questions and pupils' performance were low.
There were significant correlations, mainly in tests 1 and 2. Does it mean that
the construction of the chemistry tests did not allow C positions pupils to show
their intellectual development or pupils have not yet developed intellectually
according to Perry theory?

However, some useful outcomes can be made from the study of the correlations

between pupils' attitudes and their performance in various formats of assessment

which are listed below:

Pupils' role

• Pupils who believe that success involving thinking for themselves have shown
evidence that the performed better in some of the chemistry tests.

• Pupils who feel confident about themselves and they are not afraid to express
their opinion performed better in open-ended chemistry questions.

• The fact that there is no tradition for peer learning can explain that, although
many pupils responded positively to the questions Qs and E2, no significant
correlations between this statement and pupils' performance in the chemistry
tests was found.
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Scientific knowledge

• Pupils who believe that deep learning and not rote learning are the key point
for success in science performed better in the majority of the chemistry tests.
(Q6 correlated significantly with the majority of the tests more than any other
question).

• Pupils who have developed the attitude to work with open problems, which
not necessarily demand a clear-cut answer, performed better in open ended
chemistry questions and in more difficult questions.

Teacher'role

• Pupils who have developed Perry C attitude and who think that the teacher
should challenge them by introducing difficult topics performed very well in
difficult chemistry questions.

Assessment

• It seems that pupils who prefer to answer chemistry questions that give them
the opportunity to comment on an issue and show their ideas, their responses
to the Perry questionnaire did not correlate significantly or correlated negative
with some of their chemistry tests scores. This result shows that the pupils
who developed Perry C attitude are constrained with short answer questions or
objective questions. This outcome might be explained for the fact that none of
the chemistry test was a fully open ended or essay type question. Therefore
pupils had little opportunity to show C type responses.
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Final Conclusions and Implications for Assessment Practice

This study initially explored secondary pupils' performance in different paper-and-

pencil classroom assessment formats in chemistry. At the same time it sought an

understanding about which factors might influence pupil's performance. The issues

that have been addressed were:

• What are the correlations between pupils' performance in different
formats of assessment in the same content area?

• Are the correlations constant across different content areas?
• Do pupils' performances in different formats of assessment correlate

with their cognitive characteristics and their attitudes towards

learning and assessment?

This chapter discusses the findings of the study and their implications for assessment

practice.

11.1 Correlations between Different Formats of Assessment

As seen in the pilot study the correlations between the different formats of assessment

in the same content range between 0.25 to 0.65. In the main study the correlations

between the different formats of assessment in the same content area range between

0.30 to 0.71.

Therefore from the whole study it can be concluded that between the correlations of

different formats of assessment there is a significant range, and even the maximum of

correlation value is considerably less than 1. This suggests that the best student found

by one method is not necessarily the best student by another method. This also raises

questions about the validity of the formats of the assessment. The main question is

what different formats are testing. Are different formats testing different abilities and

skills which involve different cognitive factors? Are different formats testing, in this

study, chemistry or cognition? Are the way that the questions are presented having an

impact of the pupils performance (e.g. the use of pictures, or diagrams)? In
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considering all the above issues the study was trying to throw some light onto some of

the factors which might affect pupils' performance, and to explore how these factors

correlate with pupils' performance in different formats of assessment.

11.2 Cognitive Styles, Pupils Intellectual Development and Assessment

Previous research has shown evidence that pupils' performance relates to cognitive

factors such as working memory space, field dependent/field independent and

convergent/divergent characteristics. Thus, it was thought that particular formats of

assessment might favour different cognitive styles of individuals. It also was thought

that the intellectual development of the pupils might have an impact on hislher

performance in different formats of questions. Hence, in this study two of the

cognitive styles, field dependent/field independent and convergent/divergent, were

explored as well as the pupils' intellectual development according to the Perry scheme

in relation to three formats of assessment (multiple choice, short answer and structural

communication grid) in five classroom chemistry tests. The following section

summarises the significant findings of the whole project.

Convergent/divergent cognitive style

Table 11.1 summarises the correlations between the convergent/divergent

characteristic scores and chemistry scores for different formats of assessment in the

five chemistry tests. In general, the convergent/divergent characteristic correlated with

pupils' performance in assessment, where language was an important factor to

perform well (e.g. test 1, 2).

Table 11.1: Spearman's rho correlations ofCNV/DV erouns for all the tests
Test I ~!stl Test3 Test4 TestS

, (N=288) i -185) (N=146) (N"7S) (N"64

MC SA SA SCG SA SCG MC SCG MC SCG SA

0.34 0.29 0.32 0.16 0.12 0.04 0.Q7 0.37 0.04 0.05 -0.13

CVSC •• •• •• • NS NS NS •• NS NS NS

..Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

NS = no significant

Thus, in assessments that require pupils to have linguistic skills in order to elaborate

and interpret a text given or to explain phenomena ideas and concepts or to describe

differences, the convergent/divergent style is an important factor for pupils to perform
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well. It is reasonable to suggest that the short answer or open ended questions favour

more divergent style pupils than objective questions do, because in short answer

questions pupils need to articulate their thoughts and divergent pupils were more able

to do this. In objective testing, if a question needs reading skill in order to elaborate

and interpret a text given, then again the convergent/divergent style is a very

important factor for success.

However, in algorithmic types of questions or in questions where there is more use of

symbols and less use of words, such as test 3 and 5, or MC questions 1,2,3, 12 oftest

I (see section 8.1), the convergent/divergent characteristic does not relate to pupils'

performance. In this case the format of the questions does not have an effect on pupils

performance.

Thus, from the above outcomes it seems that in relation to the convergent/divergent

characteristic, the chemistry content is a factor affecting the type of questions being

asked and may allow the question to be more easily tackled by, say a divergent pupil.

However, in almost all the tests the divergent pupils outperformed convergent pupils

and, when there are short answer questions or open-ended questions, the differences

in the performance between the convergent and divergent groups become larger.

These outcomes are consistent with Runco (1986) who indicated that there were

particular domains of performance, for example art and writing, that were more

strongly related to divergent thinking than other areas such as music and science.

These results also might explain what Hudson (1966) pointed out: "the convergence/

divergence dimension is a measure of bias, not a level of ability". If pupils from a

very early stage are good in arithmetic skills and poor in linguistic skills then they

perform well in symbolic representation tasks and arithmetic problems and therefore

they gain confidence and have motivation to work with these types of tasks that

favour them. Indeed, they excel in these types of tasks. These pupils might neglect

linguistic tasks, which require for them to use more effort in order to perform well,

and therefore they are deskilled by these types of tasks. Furthermore, as these pupils

perform well in science tasks, it is very reasonable to select physical sciences to study.

On the contrary, pupils who from an early stage have acquired good verbal skills

might go into arts subjects because arts subjects give them the opportunity to excel

and to expand these skills. However, if pupils who are good in linguistic skills choose
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science, it seems that they perform better than those who do not have such skills

because of their superiority in language. Linguistic skills such as comprehension and

interpreting a scientific text are of paramount importance for reasoning in science

(Byrne, et al., 1994). The results of Johnstone and Al-Naeme's (1991) and Field and

Poole's (1970) research support the above explanation.

It seems that there is a relationship between the convergent/divergent characteristic

and language. Although there is a debate which dominates cognitive development,

language or thinking, it seems that the quality of a child's preschool language

environment emerges as vital and, as Wittgenstein (1961) argued, the limits of one's

language are the limits of one's world (Sutherland, 1992). And here is the importance

of the teacher's role. The teacher should extend and challenge the child to go beyond

where he would otherwise have been (Vygotksy, 1986). There is a need for teachers

to encourage children to make their meaning explicit, and the use of the open-ended,

reports or essay assessment are useful tools for this.

Field dependent/independent cognitive style

Table 11.2 summarises the correlations for the field dependent/independent

characteristic.

Table 11.2: Spearman's rho correlations ofFD/FIND arou I)S for all the tests
Test 1 Testl Te t3 Te.t4 Teat5
iN= 288) iN=18S) (N"'146) (Na'S) m-64)

MC SA SA SCG SA SCG MC SCG MC SCG SA

0.25 0.29· 0.31 0.12 0.32 0.19 0.12 0.31 0.26 0.39 0.4

FDSC ** • .. NS •• • NS •• • •• ••
.. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.

NS = no significant

Field independent pupils surpassed field dependent pupils in all the tests and in all the

formats of assessment (although not always significantly). It seems that the field

dependent/independent characteristic is a. very important factor which influences

whether pupils perform well in almost all type of assessments, and irrespective of the

content of the question. This result is consistent with the majority of the research in

this field (see section 3.2.4). The short answer format of assessment favours field

independent pupils more than grid format of assessment does, as seen in test 2,3.
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Although the field dependent/ independent characteristic may develop naturally with

experience, it may be difficult to teach someone to be field independent. However,

attention should be given in the construction of the assessment to avoid confusion for

those who are not able to separate the important information from the unimportant

although in some cases, the ability to see the message separate from 'noise' may be an

important skill to test. Thus, shredding is a necessary process for quality assessment.

Superficial clues, negative and double negative expressions, or subtle aspects which

can come to dominate the mental representations should be avoided (Johnstone, 2003;

Crisp and Sweiry, 2003).

Interaction of the Cognitive Styles

In this study a significant correlation between convergent/divergent and field

dependent/independent cognitive styles was found (0.19 significant at 0.01 level).

Moreover, overall the study showed that the two cognitive characteristics influenced

pupils' performance. It is reasonable to expect that these cognitive characteristics may

become more dominant and pervasive in formal examinations because pupils are

under pressure.

Chemistry test 1 was used by the school teachers involved in the study as a formal

exam. It was found that the mean score in the chemistry test 1 of a person who is field

dependent and convergent is 21.5% less than a person who is field independent and

divergent. It is a matter of concern that performance in a chemistry test is so strongly

related to certain psychological parameters, control over which is largely outside the

individual pupil. This again adds to the ethical issue about assessment. Are we testing

chemical knowledge and understanding or cognition?

Perry scheme for intellectual development and pupils' performance

There were many pupils in C position (which indicates intellectual development) in

many of the questions of the Perry questionnaire. However, it is not very clear from

previous research in this field whether pupils' responses express aspirations rather

than the Greek reality. The correlations between Perry questions and pupils'

performance were low, though moderately significant in tests 1 and 2. This raises the

issue of whether the construction of the chemistry tests did not allow C position pupils

to show their intellectual development, or whether pupils have not yet developed
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intellectually according to Perry theory. On the whole it can be summed up as
follows:

• Pupils who feel confident about themselves and are not afraid to express their

opinion performed better in open-ended chemistry questions.

• Pupils who believe that deep learning and not rote learning are the key point

for success in science performed better in the majority of the chemistry tests.

• Pupils who have developed the attitude to work with open problems. which

do not necessarily demand a clear-cut answer. performed better in open ended

chemistry questions and in more difficult questions.

• Pupils who think that the teacher should challenge them by introducing

difficult topics performed very well in difficult chemistry questions.

Based on all the above outcomes some potential factors affecting pupils' performance
are seen in figure 11.1 which depicts them visually.

Format
(e.g. multiple-clJoK1e. open-eoded.-.y)

Some facton
affecting

assessment
performance

Figure 11.1: Some factors affecting assessment performance

The next section discusses some implications for a good assessment practice drawn
from the study and some recommendations for further studies.
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11.3 Implications for good Assessment Practice

The study has raised many issues:

1. How do we decide about the validity of one format?

2. Is this format valid for one pupil or this format valid for another pupil?

3. Is there any format of assessment which is capable of being a more

valid measure for most pupils?

4. What are we testing? Are we testing cognition or understanding of a

particular discipline?

5. Do particular formats of assessment deskill the pupils?

6. Do particular formats of assessment frustrate pupils and therefore

make them drop out of school?

Assessment is a complex process. As Broadfoot and Black suggested (2004)

"Educational assessment must be understood as a social practice, an art as much as
a science, a humanistic project with all the challenges this implies and with all the
potential scope for both good and ill in the business of education".

In this situation Race (2003) suggests that

"Probably the best way to do our students justice is to use as wide as possible a
mixture of the assessment method, ". allowing students a range of processes through
which to demonstrate their respective strengths and weaknesses ".

Not only that but, as Thyne (1974), (cited in Sanderson, 1998) points out

"". it is axiomatic in the word of assessment that assessment tasks can not measure
'cognition '".and the examiner must specify, at the outset, the performances to be
accepted as evidence of Comprehending, or of Analysing, or whatever 'process' he
wishes to assess, because examinations can measure only performance, not mental
process".

Therefore, there are ethical issues about what formats of assessment need to be used

to properly reflect pupils learning and, at the same time, to ensure a beneficial impact

on teaching and learning practice (Gipps, 1994).

This means that it is difficult to answer all the above questions fully, but it is possible

to present the following guidelines for a good assessment practice:

1. Different formats may test different skills therefore we have to decide what we

want to test. Do we want to test cognitive characteristics or to test knowledge and

understanding?
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2. Since it is impossible to use assessment to suit individuals it is not wise to

conduct all assessment by one method (e.g. objective testing, or open-ended).

Using a battery of different formats of assessment can achieve the following

objectives:

Q The use of objective tests help those pupils who from nature or nurture have

not developed the cognitive process needed and therefore do not succeed

well in some of the assessment formats. Also in a multicultural world very

often pupils are assessed in a language which is not their mother tongue, and

this means that may not perform well in some types of assessment where

language is an important aspect being able to answer them.

c The use of open ended or problem solving tasks helps more intellectually

developed pupils to expand their knowledge, their learning strategies, and to

show their independence of thoughts. It seems that objective tests constrain

the more intellectually developed pupils and deprive them to foster for

intellectual work.

Cl The use of oral examinations, open-ended assessments, essays, performance-

based assessments, reports, portfolios and general alternative assessments

encourages children to make their meaning explicit, to expand and enrich

their vocabulary and their linguistic skills. Objective testing may desk ill them

linguistically.

Cl Assessment should not be punitive and judgemental but empowering and

humane, especially at the school level when the pupils are forming their

personality, building their self-esteem, and testing themselves in a different

environment from their home. Assessment practice should support human

needs rather than frustrate them. This means that assessment should

encourage less successful pupils in their self-esteem and help them to be less

anxious about their performance, and therefore make them feel more

comfortable in the school environment and stay longer in the school. After all

we are human beings and we are entitled to make mistakes and to learn from

them.

3. The aims of the course may tie very closely to all aspects of assessment. If one

aim is knowledge and recognition then the test must reflect that. In this case

objective assessment can be used. If the aim of the course is to transfer and apply

knowledge, then problem solving, open-ended questions should be used. If the
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aim of the course is to equip pupils with skills, then hands-on, or performance

based assessment should apply.

4. Teachers should understand that education practice is a very demanding and

difficult task and assessment should not be the by-product of the teaching and

learning, especially in the classroom environment. Assessments need a very

professional training. The process of shredding questions demands peer work,

collaboration, and good faith in another person's criticism. There is a need to

scrutinise the questions for ambiguities, inaccuracies, technical points and faults

that might cause confusion and misunderstanding on the side of the pupils.

11.4 Recommendations Corfurther Studies

This study identified a substantial number of questions regarding assessment practice.

There is a potential for research looking at assessment, cognition and attitude across

disciplines and across different levels in education. Thus, some suggestions for further

studies are listed below:

(1) It could be very interesting to apply

[J Similar studies within other disciplines (science or arts).

Cl Similar studies within primary level and university level of education

Cl Cross cultural studies between different curriculum and different social

environments.

(2) Longitudinal studies which can use national examination results and at the same

time ask pupils voluntarily to participate in attitude questionnaires or cognitive

tests.

(3) Studies which could contribute to the new assessment methods which can be

more fair for assessing pupils/students.

(4) Studies which could test other cognitive characteristics such as spatial visual

ability.

Hopefully, these future explorations, together with this study of situation in Greece

can put a small drop of knowledge into the large ocean of human knowledge to assist

in design of assessment of Chemistry of school pupils.
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Appendix A

The Hidden Figure Test

I. The FDIFIND tests were presented to pupils as a booklet.
II. The answers to the Shapes are included, beginning on page appendix. A-17.
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Name: .

School: .

Class: .

SHAPES

Shape recognition within complex patterns

This is a test of your ability to recognize simple SHAPES, and to pick out and trace HIDDEN SHAPES
within complex patterns. The results will not affect your course assessment in any way.

YOU ARE ALLOWED ONLY 20 MINUTES TO ANSWER ALL THE ITEMS.
TRY TO ANSWER EVERY ITEM, BUT DON'T WORRY IF YOU CAN'T.

DO AS MUCH AS YOU CAN IN THE TIME ALLOWED.
DON'T SPEND TOO MUCH TIME ON ANY ONE ITEM

DO NOT START UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

LOOKING FOR HIDDEN SHAPES

A simple geometric figure can be 'hidden' by embedding it in a complex pattern of lines. For example,
the simple L-shaped figure on the left has been hidden in the pattern of lines on the right. Can you pick
it out?

I
J

t-- t--

Using a pen, trace round the outline of the L- shaped figure to mark the position.

The same L-shaped figure is also hidden within the more complex pattern below. It is the same size,
the same shape and faces in the same direction as when it appears alone. Mark its position by tracing
round its outline using a pen.

/ r-,

V- / <, "'-.L .........L L r-,
V/ >0.. /2<:: 1'.."--.

K- / ~
<, "-~

lX " /~" /'" /X
~ ~ /~ K ~ ~ ~ V

..... / <;» .....

" V

(To check your answers, see page 17)
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

More problems of this type appear on the following pages. In each case, you are required to find a
simple shape 'hidden' within a complex pattern of lines, and then, using a pen, to record the shape's
position by tracing its outline.

There are TWO patterns on each page. Below each pattern there is a code letter (A, or B, or C etc.) to
identify which shape is hidden in that pattern.

In the last page of this booklet, you will see all the shapes you have to find, along with their
corresponding code letters. Keep this page opened out until you have finished all the problems.

Note these points:

1. You can refer to the page ofsimple shapes as often as necessary.

2. When it appears within a complex pattern, the required shape is always:
• the same size,
• has the same proportion,
• and faces in the same direction as when it appears alone

3. Within each pattern, the shape you have to find appears only once.

4. Trace the required shape and only that shape for each problem.

5. Do the problems in order - don't skip one unless you are absolutely stuck.
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

START NOW

Find shape B

Find shape 0
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Find shape H

Find shape E
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Find shape F

Find shape A
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Find shape E

Find shape H
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Find shape D

Find shape G
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Find shape C

Find shape B
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Find shape G

Find shape H
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Find shape C

Find shape B
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Find shape 0

Find shape A
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Find shape E

Find shape F
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

The shapes you have to find

A

~

D

G

B

E

H

c

F
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ANSWERS TO SHAPES
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

I
J

- I--

/ -,

.: / <, r-, .r=: / / <,
v/ ~/X <"-.

[)(, V X>< I" <,
~

IX "r-... I/~'" / X

''''~ ~ ~ ~ ~r- v~ V
r-, ~ /

" V
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Find SHAPE B

Find SHAPE D
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Find SHAPE H

Find SHAPE E
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Appendix A,' The Hidden Figure Test

Find SHAPE F

Find SHAPE A
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Find SHAPE E

Find SHAPE H
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Find SHAPE D

Find SHAPE G
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Find SHAPE C

Find SHAPE B
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Find SHAPE G

Find SHAPE H
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Find SHAPE C

Find SHAPE B
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Find SHAPE D

Find SHAPE A
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Appendix A: The Hidden Figure Test

Find SHAPE E

Find SHAPE F
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Appendix B

The Convergence Tests

I. The Greek Convergent and Divergent Test (Pages: B-2 - B-7)
II. The English Version of the Convergent and Divergent Test (Pages: B-8 - B-IS)
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

l:XOAElO: .

T~~~a: .

KOl01K~ ~aeT]t~: .

TE~T

I:vrKAINOYI:AI:-AllOKAINOYI:~

~KE'I'H~

Tu 1tapaKUtOl tset atOXeUouv va ~Etpi)oouvtOUC; tp61toue; OIC£'I''le; aae;.
Ta a1totEMo~ata OEVea E1tT]PEUOOUV tOUe; pa9~oue; oae; ue lCavtva tp61to.
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

Orov YPUqJOUIlE, stvci cruxvu a1tapaitT]to vu aKEqJtollacrtE IlE 1tOAAE<;OlaqJopEtlKE<; M~EI<; 1tOU 0IlW<;
EXOUVto iOlO vonuc, Etm WatE OExpEHli;Etat va E1taVaAaIl~uvOUIlE Ilia M~T] ~avu Kal ~avu. l:' mrro to
rsor ea aa<; i;T]tT]e£i va aKEqJt£itE M~EI<; 1tOUEXOUVto iOlo i] 1tapa1tA.i]mo vonpn J.lE tT]<;M~T] 1tOUEXEI
oolM. 01 OEOOJ.lf:vE<;M~El<; ea sivrn tEt01E<; 1tOUaa<; eivat 1toM YVWcrtE<;.

BpuxU<;: J.lIKpO<;

7tEplOplaJ.lf:vo<;

cruJ.l1tayi]<;

cr6vtoJ.lo<;

EAAI1ti]<;

ouvtoueuusvo;

1tEPtA.T]1tt1KO<;

aVE1tapKi]<;

crtmlluio<;

A.aKWvIKo<;

Tropu 7tpOa1tUeT]aE va YPUIJIEI<;6aE<; 7tEplaa6tEpE<; M~EI<; 1tOU EXOUVto iOlO vonun IlE n<; UKOA.ou6E<;
M~El<;

2. npoxrop<i>:
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

I;' auto to rsor cra~ ST]tEltU1 va ypn'l'EtE Oo"E~roo 7tolli~ 7tpotncrEl~ I-l7tOpEItE. KnSE 7tpotaUT] 7tPE7tEI vu
7tEP1EXEltl~ tEo"o"EP1~ At~El~ 7tOUO"a~ oivovtU1 Kat Oo"E~nlli~ A.t~El~ EO"£i~SEA.EtE. 01 A.t~El<; 7tPE7tEI va
XPT]crl!107tOlT]SOUV07t(J)~ sivrn Kat Ol 7tpOtnO"E1C;!l7top£i vu EXOUV07tOlOcrOT]7tOtE flT]KO~.

napclOElYua: Xropc !lumT] piou slvrn 7tutpioa

l.H xwpu tOU NEiA.oU eivm T]7tutpiou tOU uuomplou,

2.H EUciou Eivat xwpu uuornpiou Kat 7tutpiou tOU mlYXPOVOU EUPW7tU1KOU

7tOA.ltlO"!lou.

3. natp{oa tOU EA.EUSEPOUuvSPW7tOU eivot KciSE xwpa !luO"tT]piou KUl EUKatpiac; ym

aVEUpEUT] KUA.UtEPT]~tUXT]C;.

Trope 7tpocr7tciST]o"E va ~PE1~ 7tpOtclo"E1C;!lE tiC; 7tUpuKntW A.E~EtC;.ApiS!lT]O"E tiC; 7tpOtnO"E1C;07tffi<; O"tO

7tapa7tclVW 7tapaoE1Yl-la.

1. oi..cu ypti<pOllV Jlu911J1UT1KWV

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

2. nol.t> crq"uc"U

................................................................................................................................

4l.£1rrti
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

AUtO etvor f:va rser nou uerpnst rnv IKUVOtl1tu crue;vu crKf:<jlt£crt£ev« uplello /)IU<pOP£tIKcl)v01)1l~6A.wv
zou IlnopEi va XPllcrtllOnotT]eOUv ylU vu aVtlnpocrwn£ucrouv 1/)f:Ee;i] A.f:~£le;,,

nUpa/)EIYUU: Av 11 A.€~11ElVUt 'lJAEKtP1KU', auti] T] M~l1 Ilnop£i va avtmpocrwnEUSEl IlE nona
crUll~OA.ai] EIK6vEe;6nwe;cntvetut napuKatW, Unwe; ~f:PEtE unapxouv uKolla nona crUll~OA.Ui] EIK6v£e;
nOD Ilnop£i va uvnnpoccoxsuouv rn M~IlIlA.EKtpIKa

ItA:! I~~ Ir
Trope O'XP)Ulcrte oou crUll~oAa Ilnopelte va O'Ke<ptelt£ (to noA.u Il€XPI n€vtf:) yta KUee A.€~Tlnou O'ue;

Siverm napU1(UtW,

1. E7tlKolvrovia

3. <l>roTlU
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

Auto sivm Evu tE(H Ylu vu IlEIC;xoon xpaYJluta JlxopEi~ vo crKEq>tEiC;ux' uum nou JlOl(l~OUV KUta
KaxOlov rpozo,

OuoaoE\yuu:TI 1tpuYJlUtU eivci 1tuvta KOKKIVU~ ElVa! KOKKIVU1t1O CJUXvu U7lO Ka!k 6.Uo xpOlJlU;
Mzopet; VUXPT)CJlJlO1tOl~crEIC;Iliu A.t~T)~ 1toUtc; Ylu VU1tEplyp6.IjIEIC;K6.SE 7lp6.YJlu.

NtOJlatEC; tOU~A.U u{Jlu

Tropn ypaljlE OM tu 1tp6.YJlUtU nou sivrn (J'TpoyytlM ~ nou sivm crtpoyyuA.6. cruxvOtEpu ux'

01tOIOO~1tOtE 6.Uo crx~Jlu.
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

A uro £iVUI tva rsot tT]~ IKuv6tT]tu~ UOU vu UKf:!ptEUuI yp~yopu 60'E~ 7tEplO'u6tEPE~ A£~EI~ ~l1top£i~ 7tOU
upXi~ouv J.1Etvu ypaJ.1J.1u Kat tEA.eIWVOUVJ.1EaUo.

1)lOpyUV(t)tlK6~

Trope 7tpOU7ta6TjuE vu UKE!ptEi~ A£~El~ 7tOU upX[~ouv J.1EX Kat tEA.eIWvouV O'EA.

(OVOJlUtU av9pcJ)1[(t)v ~ t07t09EO'iE~ 1)ev Emtpf:7tOvtal.)
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

AUto eivct Eva m:rt yta vo Ol:t~ 1tO(l"l:~t1ltl:~ 1l1tOpl:i~ vn ClKl:<ptd~ yta tva SElla. l:tyOUPEIjIOU on
Kateypaljll:~ OA£~ tt~ tOEl:~ 1tOU1l1tOpl:i~vo ClKl:q>t£i~ytCl tva SElla sirs ClOUq>aivovtCll ClTlllavrlKE<;eite
OXl. Mnv 7tl:plOpi~l:Clat ce Ilta A.t~Tl·AvtiSl:ta 1l1topd<; va xpTlmIlO1t0l~Cll:I<; Ilia U~Tl ~ Ilia q>puClTlyta va
EKq>paClEt<;KaSl: tOEa.

napaOEtylla: EMlla: "Eva tCl~iOt Ill: 1tA.oio'. DapaKutW ClOUoivovtat tOEl:<;yta tva SElla ouv Kat uuro.

KataCltpWlla

0aA.aClClCleouprouvrcousvn Clq>uptYlla 1tA.otOU

Trope ypUIjIl: tME<; 1tOUClOUEpXOVtCltoro lluaA.6 IlE SElla 'ylOpT£~'

TEAm~
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

Name: .

School: .

Class: .

THE CONVERGENT AND DIVERGENT TEST

These tests aim to measure your ways of thinking.
The results will NOT affect your academic work or exams in any way.

Centre for Science Education, University of Glasgow
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

TEST 1

When you are writing, it is often necessary to think of several different words having the same
meaning, so that you do not have to repeat one word again and again. In this test you will be asked to
think of words having meanings which are the same as or similar to a given word. The given words will
be ones that are well known to you.

For example:
If the word was SHORT you would write at least some of the words written below:

Short: brief abbreviated
deficient abrupt petite

concise momentary
crisp

lillie limited
compact

Now try the following words. You probably will not be able to fill in all the spaces, but write as many
words as you can think of.

I. Strong:

2. Clear:

3. Dark:

4 Minutes
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

TEST2

In this test you will be asked to write as many sentences as you can. Each sentence should contain the
four words mentioned and any other words you choose:

For example:
TAKE FEW LAND LITTLE

1. Few crops take little land.
2. A few little boats supplies to land.
3. Could you take a few little people with you to see my green land?

All the four words are used in each sentence. The words must be used in the form that is given; for
example, you cannot use 'taking' instead of 'take'. Notice that the sentences may be of any length. All
sentences must differ from one another by more than merely one or two changed words, such as
different pronouns or adjectives.

Now try the following words. Remember to number each new sentence as was done in the example
above.

l. WRITE WORDS LONG OFTEN

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

2. FRIEND MAN YEAR CATCH

................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................

4 Minutes
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Appendix 8: The Convergence Tests

TEST 3

This is a test of your ability to think up a number of different symbols that could be used to stand for
certain words or ideas.

For example:
The word is 'electronics'. This word could be represented by many symbols or drawings as shown
below. As you know there are many other symbols that could represent the word 'electronics'?

I~~
Now draw as many symbols as you can think of (up to five) for each word or subject below.
Each drawing can be a complicated or as simple as you choose. (No artistry required)

1. Energy

2. Happiness

3. Technology

4. Silence

5 Minutes
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

TEST4

This is a test to see how many things you can think of that alike in some way.

For example:

What things are always red or that are red more than any other colour? You may use one word or
several words to describe each thing.

tomatoes bricks blood

Go ahead and write all the things that are 'round' or that are round more often than any other shape.

2 Minutes
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

TESTS

This is a test of your ability to think rapidly of as many words as you can that begin with one letter and
end with another.

For example:

The words in the following list all begin with'S' and end with 'N'.
sun spin stain solution

Now try thinking of words beginning with 'G' and ending with 'T'. Write them on the lines below.
Names of people or places are not allowed.

2 Minutes
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Appendix B: The Convergence Tests

TEST6

This is a test to see how many ideas you can think of about a topic. Be sure to list all the ideas you can
think about a topic whether or not they seem important to you. You are not Iimited to one word. Instead
you may use a word or a phrase to express each idea.

For example:

'A train journey '. Examples are given below of ideas about a topic like this.

Number of miles suitcases the railway stations people in the train

Now list all the ideas you can think about 'working in laboratories'.

3 Minutes

END OF TESTS
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Appendix C

The Perry Questionnaires

I. The Greek Perry Questionnaire (Pages: C-2 - C-3)
II. The English Translation of The Perry Questionnaire (Pages: C-4 - C-5)
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Appendix C: The Perry Questionnaires

OVOllaTE1tcOVUIlO: ..
~XOAEio:............................................ TIlTJlla: .

To epCOTllllaToA.6yto aUT6 elvat Ilepo~ Ilia spsuvuq 1tOU o'K01t6 EXet va UVUKaA.U\jIel1tOIU stvm '1 yvcO!l'1
(m~ yta rnv eKIlUellerll Kat rnv OloaerKUAia TCOVqlUcrlKWV e1tlerTll!lcOv. Ot a1tUvTTJerel~ erae; ea uslvouv
ell1tlerT€UTlKee; Kat oev ea e1tllpeuerOUV TOUe; ~aelloue; era~.

Ear;; <5ivOVTaI(evy'1 ono aviitiei»; npotaaeu; ue nivte rerpaywva jJera~v rovr;;. Mapxapovtac tva arr:o ra
rerpaywva &ixve1r;; ue nota rr:porau'1 uvjJ({Jwvefr;;KW noao c5vvar~ elva! '1 atnupcavla uov.

nUpaO£l'Yl1a:

np6TUOll

0tA.co Ct1t6A.UTllllCfUx{a
oruv ota n CO

Av ucpxcps«; TO 1tPcOTO cptctspo tetpaycovo erll!laiVEt on CfUI1CP(i)VE{~a1t6A.uta I1E rnv aptertEpTj
nporccn. Av l1upK6.pet~ TO oeUTEpo cpiorepo Te'tpuycovo erllllaivel 6n CfU!lq>COVe(~ue t'1v aptcrTepi)
1tp6wer'1 !lAM 6Xt rooo a1t6A.UTa. Av llapK<ipe~ TO tptto TeTpuycovO erlll1uivet 6Tl stout ouOE'tepoc;. Tu
UAA.a cuo TETp6.ycova ctu oe~ta oeixvouv on CfUI1CPCOVe(C;JlE rnv oe~tu 1tp6ta(Tll.

np6tCl0'l np6tClO1l
...

!:I'>.

Fur va 7tepaO'ro ta llaSijllata xpeta- !lev 7tpS7t€t vc pacrft;o!lat uovo O'tOV
QI t;etat va 8tapal;ro 1l6vo 6ft Uet ° KaST]YT)tij/tpla J.lou. MBPO~ tT]t;

Ka8T]YT)ti]r;/tPlU !JOU. !laeT)O'T]t;!Jou pao{!;etat OEOlld) !JOt
1tprot'oBouA{a

!lev 7tllTIeuro 6ft !Jou Mel 0 !lEV U7tapX£t nEpl7ttrocrll va KavroKaST)YT)tijr;/tPlU !JOUxrop{e;va
Q2 to E~eta!;ro. H emtUxla !lOU Meoe; av !lKOA.oUOW6ft MSI 0

e~aptatat Kat a7t6 to va Ka811YlltijqtPUl p.ou. Av €~etat;co

crKBq>tO!lat 1i6voe; 1i0U tanavta otO tBAOe;Oa anorUxro.

ntcmn>ro 6tt OouAeta tOU KaeijKOV tOU KaS11YlltTJ ~lOUe(vat
Q3 Kae11Y11ti]/tplae; J.l0u eivat va 6Xl va J.lou OtM~El tanavr!l aUa!JOUnapBxel 6A11fT]v YVWO'T]

7tOUlloU Xj)etaCetal va Ils llaSSt va O'KBq>tOp.al

NOIl(/;ro 6ft °KaS11YlltTJqtpla o KaST)YT)tTJr;/TPI!lnpSnel va
Q4 7tPB1tl:tva a1tocpeuyel va 7tpOKaA.e(tOUC; llaSlltte;tOU

OtMcrKet npaYJ.lata 7tOU olMoKOVtae; Km IiUcrKOAa
OUcrKoAeuOuVtOue;liaST)tBe; 7tpaYJlata
Elval KaM va 80uAeuro liE !lEV JlOUapBOEt va OOuAEUroJ.lE

Qs tOue; <JU1iJ.la8T)tBe;J.l0u Ylan aA.A.oUe;lia!;! ytat! T) mSav6fT]ta
aKOUyovrae; Kat fT]v a7tO\jlT) va KataMprotte; M80e; lotEe;
trov aMwv oLOp8wvro ftr; IMer; J.l0U elval JllKpi]
To 1i6vo nou xpela!;etal Yla To KAEtO!yta va KataVo~O'sl

Q6 va llaSEt Kavs{e; ne; q>UO'tKte; K<l7tOLOe;ne; q)uOtKee; e7ttO'tTJJ.leC;
E7ttO'tTJlleC;Elvat va anoO'fT]8i1;EI e!vat va tIe; KataAapa!vel Kal6Xl
7tpaY!lata va n~ a7tOcrfT]SKEt
M.v vO!llt;ro 6ft u7tapXEt !lev Il7tOpOUJ.lEva ovo~la!;ouJ.le

Q7 'a7t6A.utT) aA.ijSeta' aK61la Kat Kaft E7tI<JfTJIiOVlKTtYVWO'T]av
O"tllVEmO'fT]J.lOVIKi]yvoocrn aut6 oev e{vat anOAUtror; UAT)8er;
!lev !lOU apBO'Ouv Ot crUVtOJ.ler; Mou apSOEl va Jla8a{vro Ta

Qs a7tavtTtO'ete; ytat! oev 1i0U o{vouv yEyov6ta Kat J.lEta va E~Eta!;OJ.lat
fT]v EUKatpia va B~T)YTJO'ron ~EPro !lE crUvfOJ.lSe;U7tavtijO'Etc;
Kat ft KataA.apa{vw
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Appendix C: The Perry Questionnaires

MOD cpecsi va t:s€tliI;Oj.lat at:

Q9 MOD apeat:l vc t:st:'tal;oj.lat at: €pooTItaw; nOD uou O(VOUV rnv
t:pOOTIta€lC; nOD exoo OlOCLX8Ei ODvCL't6'tT)'ta vu aK€<p'tw Kat nepCL

cxo on exoo ol8CLX8€£
nlatt:uoo 6n etc Otayoov(aj.lCLta k'tCL olCLyoov(aj.lCLtCL n€p1lltvoo va

QIO onuaotc EXEl 11zoiornm tOOV avtaJl€l<p8w Yla 'to y€yov6C; en
uncvrnosorv xm 6Xl roco 11 a1tav'tw o(VOVtac; 600 mo noUtc;
1toa6tT]ta uutdrv nOD ypa<poo 1tA.11PO<popit:C; unopdi,

L11l.u:iwO'E 'to tEtPUyWVO 7tOV cvnzpootoneuet 7tt0 7tOAU tTjv U7tO'VT)O'OV.

LHMElnLH: LA = LVJ.l<PCOV6.JA7t6AVta

~ = ~l<l<pcov6.J

L = LVJ.l<PCOV6.J

~P = ~la<pcov6.J PtstKli

o = Elurn OVOEtEPll/oC;

I"
F... IIp6t<X0ll I.A 1:: 0 A AP'.tl~i; f,t~ •:t~t5111 i~fa';1.h1J~IJ1\\ .,~Ii'" ':I'", ..: il

Mspucs; <popte; V7tUPX01>Vt60'0t Ota<popEttKOl
El rponot vc KOttUSE\(; tte; <pvcrtKee; E7ttO''tT)J.1Ee;7tOV

atO'SuvoJ.lat J.17tEpOEJ.ltvoc;lVll ym to tt sivct
orooro Kat tt Maoe;
MEptKEe; co pte; ~piO'KW 6tt J.1aSalvw 7tEptO'cr6'tEpa

E2 ym Eva cvrucstuevo av 'to cruslltT)O'w J.1Eroi»;
cruJ.lJ.laaTj'tee; J.l0V 7tapu vu dS0J.lat 0"t0 Q'1tltt
Kat va KUvc.o E7taVUAll'VTj uovoc 1l0V

E3 ~EV EXEt v6TjJ.la vu OtoaO'K6J.1aO''tE 7tpuYJ.1a'ta
O''tTjVtul;" 7tOV OEY Sa 7tEO'OUVoro Otaywvlcr!lata
A v £fxa 'tllv ouva't6'tll'ta va otaM~co 0''t0 'tEAoe;
LllC; OtOaOKaAiac; J.liac; OtOaKttKT)C; Ev6'tTjtac;

E4 !lEta~U EPWt~O'€WV 7tOU !lou sl1ta'tE va Kavw
O'x6Ata Kat va 7tW tllV a7to'Vl1!lOV Kat !lEta~U
EPWt~O'!:wv LOU 'tU7tOU 7tOAAa7tAT)e;E7ttAOYT)C;Sa
7tpOttJ.l0uoa ttC:; EPCOtr,OEte; J.lE'ta ox6Ata

Es
E(vat XUcrtJ.l0 Xp6VOll va OOVAEUEtC;7tpO~AT)llata
yta ta o7toia O€V EXEte; 'tTjv 7ttSav6'tll'ta va ~pEte;
llia~EKaSapl1KatO'coO'tr,a7tavtllO'l1

E6
NOt6.Jac.o U~OAa 6'tuv !lOU OlVE'tat l1 EUKatplu
va 7tCO'tTjv a7to'Vl1 1l0ll xwpiC; va ~EPCO'tT)v U7tO'VTj
autOU 7tOll IlE pw'taEt

E7 To KaAO !lE tte; qmO'tKEe; E7ttO''tT)IlEe;Elvat
6tt 6Aa EivUt ~EKuSapa, EitE OWOtO El'tE MSoe;

Es
M ou apeO'ow 'ta otaywvlO'J.la't(l 7tOV
J.lOU oivo1>V 'tTjv EUKatpia va o€l~w Ott
EXCOOtKEe; J.lov t8tEC:; yta ta 7tpaYllatu

EuxaplOTW TTOAUVia TIlV ~o~e£la oat;

KtVTpO 81~aKTIK~C;TWV <t>UOIKWVETTIOTIlJJWVnavmlOT~JJIO TIl<; rAaOK6~1lt;
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Appendix C: The Perry Questionnaires

The Way I like to Learn Science

This questionnaire is part of a study which aims to find what your views are about teaching
and learning science. Your response will be treated confidentially and will not affect your
College results

You are providing with pairs of opposing statements with six boxes between. By ticking ONE
of the boxes you can show which statement you agree with and how strongly your agreement
is. Here is an example:

';': 'State~,~ntj~+ 'lii', ,Xi
Statement

I like to hear radio while I am I can not stand any background
studying noise when I am studying

If you tick the first left box, it means you agree strongly with left-hand statement. If you tick
the second box, it means you favour the left-hand statement but less strongly. If you tick the
third box, it means you slightly favour the left-hand statement. The other two boxes on the
right would show agreement with the right-hand statement. Tick (V) the box which most
closely reflects your views.

!:

.I;~;°4 Statement " " Statement •.
".

~o 0/1

QI
In order to pass my courses, J I do not have to rely totally on
need to study just what the the teacher. Part of my learning
teacher tell me is to work things out myself

Qz I do not believe in just accepting I cannot be wrong if I accept
what the teacher says without what the teacher says. If I
question. Success involves question anything, r might
thinking for myself end up failing

Q3 I believe it is the job of the teacher The duty of the teacher is not
to supply me with all the to teach me everything, but to
knowledge I need. help me to think for myself.
I think teachers should avoid Teachers should aim to provide

Q4 materials that they know pupils challenges to their pupils by
difficult. introducing difficult topics.
It is good to work with other pupils J prefer not to work with other

Qs because, by listening to their pupils because then I stand lesspoints of view, I can correct my chance of picking up wrong ideas
ideas.

Q6 All one has to do in science is to Understanding science is the
memorise things. key part of science study.
I do not believe that all scientific We cannot call anything scientific

Q7 knowledge represents the' knowledge if it is not absolutely
absolute truth'. true.
I do not like short questions as th I prefer to learn the facts

Qs give me the chance to explain wh and then be tested on
and understand. them in short questions
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Appendix C: The Perry Questionnaires

Q9 In exams I prefer questions which
are based on what the teacher
taught.

QIO I believe that what should matter
in exams is the quality of my

not how much I write.

Tick (V) the box which most closely reflects your views.

SA= Strongly agree A = Agree

0= Disagree SO = Strongly disagree

Statement

In exams, I like questions that
give me the scope to go beyond
what is taught and show my

to think
In exams, I expect to be rewarded
for giving as much information
as ible.

U = Uncertain

ccA 'I~; i1!i''it,,,, tStaiement SA A U D SDl~L:,;,,,y 1";C~t" l' .';""!"L ',i!;(!~ ,1$" '1J ii

El Sometimes there seem to be so many ways of looking
at science that I feel confused about what is right and
wrong.

El
Sometimes I find I learn more about a subject by
discussing it with other pupils than I do by sitting and
revising at home.

E3 There is not any point in class teaching, which
include things which will not be in the exam.

E4 If I have the choice to write comments and to offer my
opinion in a question or to answer with multiple-choice
questions, I would choose to write comments.

Es It is a waste oftime to work on problems which
have no possibility of producing a clear-cut,
unambiguous answer.

E6 I feel uncomfortable when 1 am left to express an
opinion, not knowing the view the lecturer feels.

E7 A good thing about learning science is the fact that
everything is so clear-cut: either right or wrong.

Es I like exams which give me an opportunity to show J
have ideas of my own.

Thank you for your help.

Centre for Science Education, University of Glasgow.
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Appendix D

Pilot Chemistry Test 1

I. The Greek Pilot Chemistry Test I (Pages: D-2 - D-5)
II. The English Translation of the Pilot Chemistry Test I(Pages: D-6 - D-8)
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Appendix D: Pilot Chemistry Tests I

!lptaio KptnlptO a~tol.6y'lmJ~

AVTtKElPEVOE~tTa(J'I~: O;ta-paO'Et~-aJ..a1'a-O;EU,.a

OMAAAA

~XON;{O .
Ovoun .

T6:~T).......................................................... Huspounvtc .

Mepoc:; 1

K6:9E spO>t1]OT)txsillia f1ovo (Jcocm']an6:vrT)ol1. BaN; ce KUKAOTT)V(Jco(Jn']a1t6:vTT)(JT).

I. 'Eva ol6:Aulla XAcoPIOUXOUKaAiou (KCl) eXEtOUOtTEPOpH. AUT6 CJUJ.l~aiVSIYlaTt:

A. 'EXSI TT)VteSlaauyKMPCOCJT)iovnov H+(aq) Kat iovnov Olf'(aq)
B. ~EV U1tapXOUVt6vra H+ (aq) Kat 16vra Oll'(aq) (JTOOt6:AUJ.la

C. To XACOptOuxoKaAtO stvct tva aMtt

D. 'Exst TT)ViOla auyKMPCOCJT)iovnov K+ (aq) Kat iovnov Cl'(aq)
2. MSTa~u OUO6~IVCOVOlaAUJ.laTCOVnsptoo6n:po 6~IVO stvot EKEivo zou:

A. 'EXEI TO IlEyaAl>tEPO pH
B. 'EXEt pH> 7
C. 'EXEt pH < 7

D. 'EXEI TO IltKp6TEPO pH
3. ~laAUJ.la nou j3pt9T)KE oro Epyaan)ptO tXSt pH = 10. fla va S~OUOEn:prooOUf1ETOOWAUJ.la1tPEnStva

1tpoogeOOUIlS OSam6:

A. ~taAUJ.la allJ.lcovia~
B. ~taAUJ.la 9SllKOU o~eo~
C. ~taAUJ.la XACOptOUXOUvcrptou
D. A1toatayJ.ltvo vspo

4. Otnv tva o~u avrt5pa J.lEav9paKtK6 aoj3tatlo Ta 1tpo'C6vra TT)~avriOpaaT)~ sfvm:
A. AMTI TOUaaj3soTiou Kat \)opoy6vo

B. AM'I TOUaOpEat(OU Kat VEp6

C. AMTt TOUaaj3soTiou, vepo Kat OlO~EiOtOTOU6:v9paKa
D. AMTt TOUaoj3EoTiou, ueSpoy6vo, vepo Kat Oto~siOtO TO\) av9paKa

5. Ilour a1t6 T~ 1tapaKaTCOO\)oie~ 6Tav OtaAUSTat ero vspc oivst6~tvo OWAUJ.la;
A. ~to~sieSto TOU9siou
B. O~EiOtO TO\) KaAio\)

C. O~EiOtO TO\)vorptou

D. BpCOJ.ltoUxoVaTptO
6. ITOla an6 Ta 1tapaKO:TCO~eUyT) avrt5paCJt1]p{cov ea XP110tJ.101tOtfJ(JS~yta va q>Tla~E~ 9EUK6

J.l6AUPeSO;(XPT)OtJ.lo1toi110STOV1tiVaKa J.lsT~ OtaAUT6'tl'JTE~TCOVaAatCOVoro TtAO~ rou TEat)
A. NttptK6 J.l6AUj300Kat9sllK6 j3aptO
B. cI>cooq>optK6J.l6AUj3eSOKat9WK6 VaTPlO

C. cI>cooq>optK6J.l6AUPOOKat 9WK6 PaPIO
D. NtTptK6 J.l6AUj300Kat9sUK6 VaTptO
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7. ~l(iAUJ.Lauopo~etoiou tOU varptou sivm ~aatK6 ymti:
A. nepttxet 7teptc:m6tepa iovm UOpO~UA{OUOl-l'(aq) a7t6 iovrn uopoy6vou H+ (aq)
B. neptEXet rnv iOta cruyKMpc.oaT) iovnov vorpiou Na'(aq) Kat iovnov UOpO~UA{OUOHO(aq)
C. nepttxet tovm UOpO~UA{OUOlf'(aq) Kat 6xt iovru uopoy6vou H+(aq)
D. Allel~et to xp<i>J.Lanov OetKt<i>v

8. Ilotn cno tu; 7tapaKeltc.o oua{e~ orev OtaMEtat oto vspo O{VEtaAKaAtK6 ot<lAuJ.La;
A. O~e{oto tOU aapeatiou
B. ~to~e{oto tOU a~<i>tou
C. ~to~eioto tOU elv6pmca
D. XAc.optoUXOKclAto

9. ~{vetat T)avtiopaO"T) J.Leta~ o~etOiou tOU Xa)..KOUKat vrrpucou OSEO~:
CuO + HN03 ~ Cu(N03)2 + H20

Ilota a7t6 tt~ 7tapaKcitc.oXllJ.LtKE~e~ta<i>ae~ oelxvet tOU~KatallT)Aou~ auvteAeatE~ t'1~ avt{opaO"T)~;
A. CuO + H2N03 ~ Cu(N03)2 + H20
B. CuO + HN03 ~ Cu(N03)2 + H20
C. 2CuO + 2HN03 ~ Cu(N03)2 + H20
D. CuO + 2HN03 ~ Cu(N03)2 + H20

10. Ilota a7t6 t~ 7tapaKeltc.o X1ll.ltKt~E~ta<i>ae~ oeiXVEtmv ac.oatTt avt{OpaaT) J.LetaSuxAc.optOUxou
~ap{ou Kat 6euKOU 'I'f:UoapyiJpou:

A. 2BaCI + ZnS04 ~ Ba2S04 + 2ZnCI
B. BaCI2 + Zn2S04 ~ BaS04 + 2ZnCI
C. 2BaCI2 + Zn2S04 ~ Ba2S04 + 2ZnCI2
D. BaCI2 + ZnS04 ~ BaS04 + ZnCI2

II. Orov to verpto avttopo: J.Leto vspo ta 7tpot6vta t'1~ avtiopaO"T)~ elvat:
A. BaatK6 o~eiOto Kat uopoy6vo
B. AMtt Kat uopoy6vo
C. O~u Kat uopoy6vo
D. BelO"T)Kat uopor6vo

12. nOlO a7t6 ta 7tapaKeltID I.lEtalla 6a avttOpelaetl.le tva a7t6 ta OUIAUl.lata;
A. Cu Kat OulAUJ.LaFe(N03)2
B. Zn Kat OtclAUl.laMgCI2
C. Fe Kat OtelAUl.laCu(N03)2
D. Ag Kat OtclAUJ.LaHC

13. Otav to CaCI2 otaMetat atO vep6 7tota a7t6 t~ 7tapaKO:tc.o7tpoto:ae~ eivat ac.oatti;
A. To oulAuJ.La7tepttxet omMata cruyKMpc.oO"T)UVt6vtIDVa7t6 Kutt6vta
B. To OtclAUJ.La7tepttXEt omAaam o"uyKMpc.oO"T)Katt6vtc.ov an6 avt6vta
C. To otclAuJ.LaOEVnep\txet avt6vta Kat Katt6vta rtati EXEtpH = 7

D. To OtclAUl.la7tEpttXEtlOta auyKMpc.oO"T)avt6vtc.ov Kat Katt6vtc.ov

MEposl

14. Ko{ta~E KaAa tOY 7tapaKeltc.o7tlVaKa Kat anavtT)CJEat~ 7tapaKatc.o Epc.ottiCJEt~.
Ktl6E Ep<i>tT)alll.l7tOpE{va EXEt7tEptCJCJ6tEPE~ax6 J.Liaa7tavttiCJE~.
(XPT)CJtI.107totrICJEto d6E tEtpayc.ovo 6CJE~cpopt~ 6tAe~
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A 8 r
ilf:PttxEt1tOUa tovrc A vtt5pa JlE TOavSpaKtK6

1)5po~uAiou aoptCJT10 Kat OiVEt METaTpt1tEt TOV1taYK6oJltO
atptO oto~Ef5tO TOUavSpaKa oEiKTll OE K6KKtVO

Ii E Z
METaTpt1tEt TOV1taYK6oJltO 'EXEt pH JltKp6TEPO a7t6 7 l:XllJlati~el XAWptOUXE<;

OdKTT] OE Jl1tAB EVO)(JEt<;

H 8 I
Etvm KaA.6<;aywy6<; 'EXf:t rnv iota cruyKEvTprooll
TOU llAEKTptOJlOU t6VTwV H+ (aq) AVTt5pa JlE TOUOPOXAroptK6

Kat 1.6V't(OV OH"(aq) O~U Kat oivet aMn

BPEC;rn TETpaywva 1tOUm:ptEXOUV EK<ppaOEt<;7tOUaVTlatOtxOUv OE otaAUJla:

I. YOpOXA.<OPlKOUo~to<; .

2. YOpO~ElcSiou TOUvcrptou ..
3. XA.<OPlOUXOUvarptou

15. Koita~E KaM TOVnapaKaTro n(vaKa Kat a7taVT1']OEon<; 7tapaKtlTW EPWTtlOEt<;.

K6:eE EPWTll0ll Jl7t0pE( va tXEl 7tEPlOo6TEPE<;a7t6 Jl(a anaVTtlOEt<;.

(XPll0tJl01t0(110E TOKtlSE TETPtlyWVO 60E<; <popt<; StABt<;)

A 8 r
0EUK6 Jla'}'Vl)olo Tplo~eicSlo TOU<p<Oo<p6pou NlTP1K6<;Jl6AupcSo<;

A E Z
lrootouxo KO:A\O Ato~d5to TOUal;wTou N tTpuc6 VtlTptO

H e I
Ato~e{olo TOUBstou O~e{cSto TOUvcrptou O~eicSto TOUaajJeaTiou

Bpeq ru TETpayrova nou 1teptEXOUVoua{e<;:

1. Ilou re OlaAUJlaTtl TOUC;e{vat aAKaAtKa
2.
3.

nOU Ta OtaA.UJlaTtl TOU<;£ival 6~lva

nOU 7tPOKaAoUVmv 6~lV1'] PPOXtl
4. Ilou avnopouv Jle T1']vouota oro TetPtlyrovo A Kat
5. Sfvouv aVTtOptlOEt<; KaTapuSlallC;. .. .

(XPl101JlO1toill0E TOV7t{vaKa JlE Tt<;otaAUT6TllTEC;TWV aAtlTWV oro TtAO<;TOUreor.)

Mtpos3.

16. Ornv TO KaA.tO aVTtOptl JlE TO VEp6 oro oxoto tXOUJlE 1tpOo9toel OeiKTT] <patVoA.o<pSaAB{V1']<;

nUal;Et TO xpWJla TOU OtaAuJlaTO~ ae K6KKtVO. AWOE Jlia e~TJYll0ll ytaT{ CJUJlPa{vet aUT6 Kat

ypa'l'e T1']VXllJltKtl e~{aroO'1']Tll~ aVTicSpaO'1']<;.

E~tlY11O'1']: ..

XllJltKTJ e~(oroO'1']: .
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17. AO'SEVf:~ IlE O'tOllllXlKU 1tPOPA.TJlllltll U1tOPUA.A.OVtlll O'E E~ttllO'l1 IlKtlVWV X xm npw rnv E~tfllO''l

1tivouv tvll pllpmuxo l51uA.UIlIl. To OlaAU1l1l etvci SWK6 pupm Kill VEp6. Auro qmuxvl:fIll O'fO

I:PYIlO'tTJplO Ill: IlvtiopllO'TJ KlltIlPuelcr'l~ (Ol1tA.TJ~ IlVtU((ltUO'tIlO'l1~)· XP11O'lIlO1tO{l1O'E ru;
1tA.11PO<popi£~ 111l t11V OlllA.Ut6fTJtll tWV IlAatWV oro VI:p6 1tOU O'OU OiVOVtlll 1[IlPIlKUtU) Kill

OV61l1l0'1: QUO UA.lltll1tOU SIl XP11O'lIlO1tOlTJOE~ rlll VIl <pnU~El~ to SWK6 pupm. fpU'V1: t11V X11IlIKTJ

e~{O'wO'TJ t11~ IlVf{OPIlO''l1tllpIlO'KeUTJ~ tOU SeuKou pllpiou.

I\A.lltll: .

X11lllKTJ E~{(JWO'l1: .

18. MlIlllllSTJtPlll puS«;el tVIl O'lOEPtvlO Kllp<pi oe OlUA.Ull1lSWKOU XIlA.KOU.Ilapcmpet on 11

e1tl<puvElll tOU KIlP<P\OU r{VEtll\ KIl<pt. LlwO'I: Ilill E~TJ'Y11cr11'Ylllt{ CfUIlPaivEl llut6 Kill 'YPU'VEt11V

X11lllKTJE~iO'wO'TJ t11~ IlVtiOPIlO''l~.

E~TJrTJO'TJ: .

XTJIl\Ki) E~iO'wO'TJ: .

mVOI(O~ 611u..l)TOTf)1'O~ OU(7l(OV MO VtpO

Eu6ui).l)TO Aucr3ui).l)TO

NltP1K6~ 1l6A.u~oo~ Av8paKuc6 pap\o
N nplK6 PUplO 0£U1c6 J3ciP1O
N\tp\K6 vatp\o (J)wcr<pop\K6~ 1l6A.Upoo<;

0EUK6<; XIlA.K6<; 0£U1c6~ 1l6A.uf3oo<;
®£Ulc6 VatplO IW010UX0<; 1l6A.uf3oo~

®euK6 lla'YV'iOlO
0euK6 lla'YV'imo

IW010UXO KaA10

IW010UXO papm
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Name: .

School: .

Class: ..

Aclds- Bases - Salts - Oxides
Section 1.

Each question has only ONE correct answer. Tick the answer that you think is correct.

1. The solution of NaOH compound in water is alkaline because:
(j A. It has hydroxide ions OH-(aq) and no hydrogen ions H+(aq)
(j B. It has sodium ions Na+ (aq) and hydroxide ions OH-(aq)
(j C. It changes the colour of the indicators
(j D. It has more hydroxide ions OH-(aq) than hydrogen ions H+(aq)

2. A solution of potassium chloride (KCI) has a neutral pH. This is because the solution
contains:

Cl
Cl

A. The same concentration of potassium ions (K+) and choride ions (CI-)
B. The same concentration of the hydrogen ions H+(aq) and hydroxide ions OH-
(aq)
C. No hydrogen ions H+(aq) and hydroxide ions OH-(aq)
D. Potassium chloride which is a salt

Cl
o

3. Between two acids solutions the more acid is:
Cl A. The one that has the larger pH
(j B. The one that has the smaller pH
Cl C. The one that has pH > 7
o D. The one that has pH<7

4. A solution found in a lab has a pH of 10. In order to neutralise the solution what should we
add?

Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl

A. Ammonia solution
B. Sodium chloride solution
C. Sulphuric acid solution
D. Distilled water

5. When an acid reacts with a calcium carbonate, the products formed are a:
(j A. Calcium salt, hydrogen and water
o B. Calcium salt and water
Cl C. Calcium salt, water and carbon dioxide
Cl D. Calcium salt, hydrogen, carbon dioxide and water

6. Which compound would produce an alkaline solution when dissolved in water?
o A. Nitrogen dioxide
o B. Calcium oxide
Cl C. Carbon dioxide
o D. Potasium chloride

7. Which compound would produce an acidic solution when dissolved in water?
(j A. Potassium oxide
c:J B. Sodium oxide
Cl C. Sulphur dioxide
Cl D. Sodium bromide

8. Which pair of chemical could you use to make lead sulphate?
(Use information given at the end of the test for the solubility of some compounds)
Cl A. Lead nitrate and barium sulphate
Cl B. Lead nitrate and sodium sulphate
Cl C. Lead phosphate and sodium sulphate
Cl D. Lead phosphate and barium sulphate
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9. The reaction between copper oxide and nitric acid is given below
CuO + HN03 Cu(N03)2 + H20

The correct balanced equation is:
o A. CuO + H2N03
n B. CuO + 2HN03
o C. CuO + HN03
o D. 2CuO + 2HN03

Cu(N03)2 + H20
Cu(N03)2 + H20
Cu(N03)2 + H20
Cu(N03)2 + H20

10. Which is the balanced equation for the reaction of barium chloride solution with zinc
sulphate solution?
o A. BaCI2 + ZnS04
o B. 2BaCI + ZnS04
o C. BaCI2 + Zn2S04
o D. 2BaCI2 + Zn2S04

BaS04 +
Ba2S04 +
BaS04 +
Ba2S04 +

ZnCI2
2ZnCI
2ZnCI
2ZnCI2

11. When sodium reacts with water the products made are:
Ll A. a salt and hydrogen
Ll B. an alkaline solution and hydrogen
Ll C. an alkaline oxide and hydrogen
o D. an acid and hydrogen

12. Which of the following metal will react with the given solutions?
o A. Cu and Fe(N03)2
o B. Fe and Cu(N03)2
n C. Zn and MgCI2
o D. Ag and HCI

13. CaCI2 dissolves in water. Which of the following statements is correct:
Ll A. The amount of cations and anions are the same
Ll B. The amount of cations are double of the amount of anions
Ll C. The amount of anions are double of the amount of cations
Ll D. There are no anions and cations because it has a pH= 7

Section 2

14. Look at the boxes and answer the following questions.
Each question may have more than one answer.
(You may use the box as many times as you wish)

[!]Contains sam: nuni>er of [!J It reacts with calcium I£l It tum. universal
hydrogen ions H'(aq) and carbonate and give. indicalor blue
hydroxide ions OH"(aq) carbon dioxide g81

I]] It turns univenal m It reacl. with [!] It i>rtl1I cOl11'ound.
indicator red hydrochloric acid and called chloride

give ... all

00 lEI It conlains many ITJ
It conducts electricity hydroxide ions It h81 a pH leu than 7

Select the box(es) which contain statements which are true about:

1. Hydrochloric acid solution

2. Sodium hydroxide solution

3. Sodium chloride solution

15. Look at the boxes and answer the following questions.
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Appendix D: Pilot Chemistry Tests I

Each question may have more than one answer.
(You may use the box as many times as you wish)

00 m @]
Sodium oxide (Na,O) Lead nitrate Pb(NO,), Phosphorus trioxide

(PlOJ

[EJ 00 II]
Barium iodide (Bal,) Calciumoxide (CaD) Sodium nitrate NaND,

[!I
Sulphur dioxide (SO,) 1!1 Magnesiumsulphate MgSO, m Nitrogen dioxide

NO

Select the box(es) which contain compounds which:

1. Produce alkaline solutions

2. Produce acidic solutions

3. Cause the acid rain

4. Can react with the salt in box 0 and give a precipitation reaction ".

(Use information given at the end of the test for the solubility of some compounds)

Section 3

16. When potassium reacts with water which contains phenolphthalein indicator the color
of the solution changes into red. Give an explanation why this happens and write the
balanced equation for the reaction.

Explanation: .....................................................................................................................

Equation: .

17. Patients with stomach problems are given a 'barium meal' before being X-rayed. It
consists of a suspension of barium sulphate in water. This salt can be prepared in
the laboratory by a recipitation reaction. Using information given below for the solubility
of some compounds, name two salts solution which could be mixed to prepare barium
sulphate and write the balanced equation for the reaction.

Two salts: .

Balanced Equation: .

18. A pupils hangs an iron nail in copper (II) sulphate solution. She notices the surface of
the nail turns brown. Give an explanation why this happens and write the balanced
equation for the reaction.

Explanation: .

Balanced Equation: .

Solubility of some compounds in water
(v.s = very soluble in water, i= insoluble in water)

Barium iodide (v.s)
Barium carbonate (i)
Barium nitrate (v.s)
Lead phosphate (i)
Sodium nitrate (v.s)
Magnesium sulphate (v)

Sodium sulphate (v.s)
Copper (II) sulphate (v.s)
Lead (II) sulphate (i)
Lead nitrate (v.s)
Barium sulphate (i)
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Appendix D: Pilot Chemistry Tests I

Marking scheme

Section 1: 13 marks. Thirteen Multiple-Choice questions (MC), each MC question 1 mark.

Section 2: 14 marks.

Question 14 SCG has 3 sub questions (2 marks each)
Question 14 correct answers:
1: A, D, F, G, I (0.4 mark each correct answer)
2.: C, E, G, H (0.5 mark for each correct answer)
3: A, F, G (0.66 mark for each correct answer)

Question ISSCG has 4 sub questions (2 marks each)
Question 15 correct answers:
1:A, E (l mark each)
2: C, G, I (0.66 mark each)
3: G, I ( 1 mark each)
4: B ( 2marks)

In general if one correct and one incorrect answer are given, zero marks are awarded.

If two incorrect answers are given, zero marks are awarded. It is considered that 2 incorrect

answers indicate guessing and limited understanding.

Section 3: 12 marks: Each question 4 marks (each sub question 2 marks).
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Appendix E

The Greek Chemistry Tests (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

I. The Chemistry Test 1 (Pages: E-2 - E-4)
II. The Chemistry Test 2 (Pages: E-5 - E-6)
III. The Chemistry Test 3 (Pages: E-7)
IV. The Chemistry Test 4 (Pages: E-8 - E-9)
V. The Chemistry Test 5 (Pages: E-l0 - E-12)
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Appendix E: The Greek Chemistry Tests (1,2,3,4,5)

TEaT 1: A1'ouurn 8Ecopia

~XOAEio .

Ovouc ..

Ta~TJ······.................................................... HIlEPOIlT)vtu .

1. Iloio; stvat 0 6YKO~ OE Aftpa 240g AUOlO\>nv TJ1tUKV6tTJta tOU AUOIO\>elvm 0,8 g/ml.; ( I)
A. 300L
B. 0,3L

C. 192L

D. O,19L

2. Iloio a1t6 tU1tUpaKatro avtl1tpooro1tEUEI OroOTa tu TJAEKTPlKa q>optia ono rn rplu ~a(JlKa oroJ.1UtiOIU
1tOUa1tOTEAO\>VTU aTOlla: (1 )

1tprot6VlO
A. +1
B.
C.
D.

+1

o
+1

V€Tp6VlO T)AEKTp6vlO

0 +1

0 -1
0 +1

+1 -1
3. To aTOIlO TOU OTOlX€tOU X 1t€pttX€1 13 1tproT6vta KUl 14 verpovic. Iloio a1t6 re 1tUpaKatro

avtl1tpooro1tEU€1 OroOTa TO aTOIlO allt6; (1 )
14

A. J3X
27

B. 14X
27

C. J3X
13

D. 27X
12 14

4. ~uo lo6T01ta tou aVapaKa 6C Kal 6C ola<ptpouv IlET~U tou~: (I)

A. orou; Jla~IKO\>e; aplaJlo\>~

B. moue; aTOJ.1IKO\>e;aplallOu~

C. OT~ XTJIlIKte;WI6tTJtEe;
D. crov aplaJl6 ttov TJAEKtpOVtroV

5. 0 aTolllK6~ aplaJl6~ tOU KaAtoU E{val 19 Kal 0 Jl~lK6e; aplall6e; dval 39. Flour a1t6 T~ 1tapUl(aTro
1tPOTclOEle; avtutpooro7teUEI oroma tn aTOlllKa orollaTiOta sou Pp{OKOvtat OTO 16v TOll K+: (1 )

A. 19 1tproT6Vla 20 verpovie 19 TJAElCTp6vta

B. 191tprot6vta 20 vsrpovic 18 T)AElCtp6vta

C. 201tproT6vw 19 verpovia 18 TJAElCTp6vta

D. 20 7tprot6Vla 19 vsrpcvm 18 'lAElCTp6vta

6. Orcv tva~ Jlayvt'Jt'l~ 7tEPVcl 7tclVro a7t6 tva OE{Ylla 7tOU7tEp\txEI IlETalltKl'J (JI(6VTt Iltpo~TOU o£lYllaTo~

€A.1CUEtal a7t6 tOY llayvt'Jt'l. To odYJla E(val: (1)

A. tva mOlXEto

B. Kaaap~ ouefn

C. OIlOYEVt~ JldYJla
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Appendix E: The Greek Chemistry Tests (1,2,3,4,5)

D. STSPOYEVt~~siy~a
7. Ilour cero n~ 1tapaKCmn1tpOTacrEl~1tEplypaq>ElcruviJ9(O~tva q>uou(6 q>atV6~EVO;

A. TOOKoupwo~a TOUcrtO~pOU
B. T)KaucrT)TOU~ayvT)cr{ouorov atpa

C. TOOa1tlO~aTOU~tlAOU
D. T)EsaT~\<lT)TOUOtV01tVBU~aTo~

8. flow a1t6 T~ 1tapaKaT(o 1tpOTaOEt~1tsptypaq>Ettva XT)~lK6q>alv6~EVo;
A. T)KauoT) TOUSUA-OU

B. T)f,lSTaTp01ttlTOUvspou OEaT~6 os tva T)ABKTPlK6~paottlpa
C. T)ssaxv(OoT)TOUl(O(){OU

D. T)1tapay(OYtl aAanou a1t6 TO9aA.aOOlV6vspo ~s EsaT~lOT)TOUVEPOU
9. Flour a1t6 T~ 1tapaKaT(o OUOlB~dvat Ka9aptl ouota;

A. 0 atpa~

B. TOYUAa

C. TOOlOSS{()lOTOUav9palCa

D. T)~pOXtl
10. H ()laAUT6TT)TaTOUAgCI oro vepo stvrn ~tyE90~ zou slCq>pa~El: (I)

A. TT)~a~a TOUAgClnou ~nops{ va oWAu9Ei OEOPlO~tvT) n006TT)TaVEPOUOEOPlO~tvTt
9sp~OKpao{a

B. TT)V~tylcrtTt ~~a tOU AgClnou ~1topd vc c5WAU9dee OPlO~tvT) 1t006TT)Tavepoe a£
OPlO~tvT) 9sp~OKpao{a

C. TT)V~tylmT) ~a~a tOU AgCI1tOU ~11tOps{va c5taAu9d as vspo os opla~tvT) 9£p~OlCpaO{a
D. TT)VSAaXlcrtTtf,la~a tOU AgCI1tOU ~1topd va c5taAu9s{es OPlo~tvTJ noo6TT)ta vspou O£

(I)

(I)

(I)

opieuevn 9Ep~oKpao{a
II. H ()taA.Ut6TT)taBV6~esptou ee uyp6:

A. ausavsTal ~s TT)vaUSTt<l'lTT)~eSp~01(pao{a~ TOUc5laA.U~atO~
B. ~Et6>vEtat 6tav T)nlB<l'l TOUnsptou mTtv S1ttq>uv£wtOU uypou au~av£Tal
C. aUSaV&Talus TT)vaUST)<l'lTOU6yKOUTOUc5taAU~ato~.
D. ausaVETat !lE TT)VaUST)<l'lTT)~1tlB<l'l~TOUaep{ou crtTtVS1tUpaVElaTOUuypou

12. nOta £ival T11tE:Pl&lCTlK6tTttama £Kat6 Kata papo~ (%w/w) ()laAU~atOc; nou q>tlaXTT)K£~£
1tPOOO"KT)56g KOH OE944g vepou;

A. 59%

B. 56%
C. 5.6%

D. 5.9%

(I)

(I)

Mepoc; 1

13. .lroms tOU~OPlO~OU~t(OVnapaKClT(oEVVOt6>V:
i. atO~lK6~ apl9~6c; mOlXs{oU:........................................................................................ (I)

ii. ~a~lK6~ apl9~6~ mOlXs{ou: ( I )

iii. 1tOtO~an6 tOU~napan6:v(O apl9~o~ J11t0Ps{va aUa~l X(OP~va aUa~sl TtTUUT6T'1tUtOU
crtOlXS{OU: " . . . ( 1 )
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Appendix E: The Greek Chemistry Tests (1,2,3,4,5)

14. MetaMtK6 KO!lI.Ultlp{XVetat es paOlloAoYTWEvOKUAtVOPOzou nepttxel 30,40mL vepou. 0 6YKO~
tOU vspou aU~llvetat os 30,80mL. To !letaUo eXel Illl~a 1,2g. Ilotn stvm n mncvornru tOU
lletllA.A.OU;(~e{~te avaA.\)tlKIl nro~ Oa ppdte rnv anllvt'lCJ'1.) (3)

15. Ilom stvm n mo CJ'1l1aVttKilolaq>opll Ileta~u Ilta X'l!lIKil~ Evroa'l~ nou nEpttXEl a{o'lpo xm OE{Oxrn
ev6~ !l€iY!lato~ nou a7to'teA.ei'tat a7t6 atO'lPO Kat edo: ( I)

16. ilmat€ tOY aplel16 nov verpovkov, 7tPro'tov(rov KalllA.eK'tpOV{rovotn 7tapaKlltro ntopn il
iovrc: (2)

verpovic 7tpro't6vta llA.eK'tp6vta

17. 1:'t1lV7tapaKll'tw ypaq>tKilnaplla'taa'l oE{XV£Tat1tW~ l1etaPaAAeTal '1 OlaAUT6T'1TaTOUVITPIKOU
KuAlOU11£T'1VOEPI10Kpaa{a. KaVtE xrilCJ'1 't1l~ypaq>tKi1~1taplla'taa'1~ 'Vtava a1tavn;aETE OT~
7tapaKIl'tCl)&pwTfJa&~:

20 40 60

AUU.llT6
T1)Ta
g/iOOg
vepov

110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20 o

/
/
/
/

X
/

/
~

I.,....---""

EhppoKpacria I'C

i. Iloia ElVat '1I1Eyta'tT) I1Il~a TOUVttptKOUKuAWUxou 117t0PE{va 5taA.uOd 0& 50g vepoo a'to~ 300C:
... ........• (2)

ii. 1:ETt OEpl10Kpao{a '1 5tuAUT6't1lTaTOUVITPUCOUKuAWUe{vat 70%: ( I)
.....................................................................................................................
iii. Iloou g VtTptKOUKuAio\) ea a7topA.'l90uv av lhaA\)!la xou 7tepttxet 60g VITPIKOUKuA(OUOf: (2)

lOOg vspo 'I'\)XOEla1t6 600 C OE200 C
.....................................................................................................................
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Appendix E: The Greek Chemistry Tests (1,2,3,4,5)

TEM 2: IIEPlO~hKOC; 1tiVUKUC;- XgUlKOi AEO'uoi

l:xoAeio , .

'OvOIlU .................................•............................................................................

T~'1.......................................................... Huspounvlc .

l:' aUT6 1"0 TEaT J.l1tOpeiTEva KaV'tE XPTtOl1TOU1tEptOOtKOU1t(vaKa it Kat TOUcrxOA.tKOUoae; 13113A.(o\).

Mepoc 1

I. l:ae; o(voV'tat ru 1tapaKaTffi OTOtxEia J.lEaTOJ.ltKOUe;apt9flOUe;: 7, 12, 18,38,54.
a) Iloio a1t6 ama txouv 1tap6flOl£C; Xl1J.ltKte;tOt6'tTJTEe;;

b) E~l1YitOTE Tl1V a1taV'tl1o'l oae;: •......•....•........................••..•...............................

(I)

(I)

2. M)o OTOtxEia, X Kat Y, crxl1fla't{~ouv 'to Kage tva flia Xl1fltKTt tvffiOl1 flE 'to OTOtxeiO XAillplO. H
XA.ffiptOuxOe;tvffiOl1 rou X elVal tOV'ttKTt OTEpea tvroOl11tOU 'to 5laA.Ufla 'Tlle;OTOvepo tXEl flE)'aA.'l
aYffiYlJ.l6'Tll'ta. H XA.roptOUxoe;tvroOl1 rou Y e(vat flOptalCTt uypli tvroOl1 Kal 5ev txel ayroYlfl6't'1'ta.

a) l:e 1tota lCUpta oflaoa rou 1t£ptOOtKOU1t{vaKa eivat1tt9av6 va avliKEI 'to OTOlXe{OX; (I)
..................................................................
b) E~l1yTtOTE rnv a1taV'Tl1Ol1aae;: (2)

c) l:E 1tota lCUpta oflacSa TOU1teptOStlCOu1t{valCa eival1tt9av6 vu avliKel 'to O"'tOlX£{OY; (I)
...................................................................................................

d) E~l1YitOT£ 'tfIV a1taV'tflo'1 oae;: ..•......•...•........•............. '" .

3. Ti xowo txouv rn 1tapalCa'tro; lONe, 9F', 12Mg2+: (2)

MEpos 2

4. Kage 'te'tpaYffivo OTOV1tUpuKa'tffi 1tivaKa ava<ptpE'tat ee tva OTOtX£W.
KOl'ta~'t£ lCaA.a'tOY 1t{vaKa Kat a1taVTtiO"'te o'ttc; 1tUpalCaTffi epffin')a£tc;.
Kclge epOO'tflOll J.l1tope{va tx£t1t£ptaa6't£p&e; a1t6 Il{a a1tuV'tT)a&tc;.
( XPll0tflO1tOtTto'te 'to Ka9& 't&'tpaYffivo 6CJ&e;<popte;9tAe't&)

:0 o'tOtxe{o J.l&oo~1'!
H l.:

Ar'to O"'to~eiO ru
llAeKtpov{rov 2,8,3 atOflllC apt fl6 19

~ . E F
i\~ffi'tOaYVll°to 'to O"'tOtxe{o1tOU&(vat

!Ca<ptuyp6 CJe
gePJ.l0!Cpaata 5rof.latiol)

G H I
NaTptO XAillpto 'to OTOtxeiO 1t01)txtt

I :LA.elC'tP6VlO 0"&
!Ca & at0f.10
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Appendix E: The Greek Chemistry Tests (1,2,3,4,5)

Bpsits to TETpayrovo ~ re TETpayrova nou n£pttxouv:

I. ~tOlxda nou ~ICOUV omv iota 0Jluoa tOU n£ptOotICOUnivaICa: (2)

(2)II. ~totxda nou stvrn atpw os gepl1oICpaeria oroJlatio\):

III. ~tOlXEia troy onouov re atoJla CJXllJlati~ouv iovtu 11£rnv iOta 50Jl~ TJAEKtp6v\rovue TOnrouo
rou ertOlXEio\)apy6: (2)

IV. ~uo ertOlXEia zou orov evovovrm CJXTJJlati!;ouvevocsu; rou MO\) X3Y2 :................ (2)

V. LtOtx£(a nou CJXllJlatil;ouv O!lOlOnOAtKOU~nOAucou~ OEerJlOU~I1Eto
ertOlX£{Ooro tEtpayrovo I. (2)

Comments on marking the Grid questions: Each sub question of the grid was marked

out of 2 marks.

Question I.Correct answers: B,G,F and E,H (0.33 marks for each correct answer

for the first three and 0.5 for each correct answer for the second two). If only the

first set of the answer is given, result 1 mark.

Question II: correct answers: C, F, I, H (0.25 marks for each correct answer). If

more than two incorrect answers are given, zero marks are awarded

Question III: correct answer: A, H, G (0.33 for each correct answer)

Question IV: correct answer: A, D (2 marks for the two. If only one correct
answer is given, zero marks are awarded)

Question V: correct answer: E, H, I (0.33 for each correct answer).

In general if two incorrect answers are given, zero marks are awarded. It is considered that 2

incorrect answers indicate guessing and limited understanding.
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Appendix E: The Greek Chemistry Tests CI,2,3,4,5)

TE<rt' 3: Mole

LXOA.e(O ········································································· .
·OVOIlCL .
Tn~T].......................................................... Huspounvtc .

Mepos I

I. 'EXete OUO~1tUMVtCL1tOUorov stvci n8eta txouv 'to loto pnpoc;. To Eva ll1taA.6Vlto Y£f11t;W:
lie 1 moles 0~uy6vo, 02, Kat 'to nAAo lie 2 moles ~eenVLO,CH4. CAr: 0 = 16, C = 12, H = I)

a. Bpstre 1tlO ll1taA.6Vlrdipn, t;uylt;Et 1tepu:m6tepo; ( 5)
......................................................................................................................................................
p. Ecv rn QUo ~1taA.6vla Bptoxovnn Kn'tro CL1t6STP cruV9itKeC;,1tOlOl!1tuA.6VIropu tXel l!E"(o.).,un:po
6YKO;CE~T]yi]crtemv a1tnvtT]crT]cruC;): (5)

Mepos2

2. KoLt(lstE KaA.ntOY 1to.paKntro 1ttVCLKaKat CL1tCLvti]crtecru; 1tUpo.Kntro eproti]cretC;.
Knee ePW'tT]crT]unopet va tXEt 1teptcrcr6'tEPEC;a1t6 IllCLa1tavti]cretc;.

(Xpqouioaorqcrs TOdeE TEtpayrovo 6crES<popes geJ...ete)
(Ar: N= 14, C=12, 0= 16)

A B r
2 NA 1!6pta 56 g 22.4 L os STP

A E Z

44 g 2mole NA Moptc

H e I
44.8 L 28 g 22g
oe STP

I. BpdTE tu t€tp6.yroVU1tOU 1tept€Xouv nooorrrm Imole C02: (5)

II. BPEi't€ tu t€tp6.yroVU1tOU 1tePlEXOUV(otu1tocr6tT]to. N2
us t11v 1tocr6t11tu O"tO 'tetpnyrovo B: 5)

Marking scheme for the Grid question
Question A. Correct answers: C, D, F

Question B: correct answers: E, G, A
In general if one incorrect answer is given, zero marks are awarded ..
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Appendix E: The Greek Chemistry Tests (1,2,3,4,5)

T£m 4: OE.ta - 8aO'£,,· alaTa

lXoAElo .

Ovouo ..

Ta~l1 ""''''''·''···'''·''· Huepounvto .

Mepoc; 1

KaeE EPWtTl011EXEt Ilia uovo O«)cm1a7ttlVT11011.BaATE tva TUC( v ) O'tTIv a7tavt11O'l17to\) vOIl!l;W: on
etvm OIDOTtiKat ~aATE oTaup6 (X) <n~ Suo a7tavniOE~ 7t0\) VOIl!l;ETEon stvcr 7tl0 MeoC;.
TIapuoEtyua: 'Eva OTotXElo EXEt92 7tp«)T6vta Kat 151 verpovm. 0 aTolltK6c; aptell6C; TO\)O'TOIXdou
etvai:

A. 59

B. 92

C. 151

D. 243

Edv VOIl~ETE on 11O«)otti a7taVTItO'11stvrn 11B Kat OI7tlO 1..tl90c;a7tavttioE~ Elval 01 A Kal 0 T6TEPaAT£
tva TlK ("') OTOB Kat a7t6 tva <naup6 (X) OTOA Kal D.
X A. 59

II B. 92

C. 151
X D. 243

A7tavtftOTE OTt<;7tapaKaT«) EP«)ttiOEt<;XP11011l07tOtWVTac;TTJv7tapanaVID I1te060.

I. L\lal..Ulla U6pO~ElS{OUTOUvorptou Elvat paolK6 Ylad: (3)

A. TIEpttXEl T11vUita n006T1lTa iovnov verptou Na+(aq) Kat tovnov u6po~uA.(o\) OH-(aq)

B. TIEpttXEI7tEPlOo6TEpa 16vta uSpo~uAfou OH-(aq) an6 16vta uopoy6vou H+ (aq)
C. TIEpttXEt iovrn uSpO~UI..{ouOH-(aq) Kal6Xl16VTa ucSpoy6vou H+(aq)

D. AUa~El TOxpwlla T«)V6ElKTWV
2. 'Eva OtaAUlla Xl..<.OptOUxouKal..fou (KCI) tXEl OUSEtEPOpH. AUT6 O'UJ.l(3a(vEtyUltf: (3)

A. L\ev u7tapxouv wVTa H+ (aq) Kat WVTa OH-(aq) <no 6t6.A.ul1a

B. To XI..<.OPlOUxOKtlAlO elvat tva aUtTI
C. 'EXEt TTJvfOUl 7t006TllTa iovnov H+ (aq) Kat t6VTIDVOH-(aq)
D. 'EXEl TllV Uita noo6T11Ta Wvt«)V K + (aq) Kat wvt«)V CI-(aq)

3. L\ttlAUlla 7tOU~pEe11KEOTOEPYacm1pto ExEt pH = 10. fla va El;oOOETEpO>OOUJ.lETOcSuH..ul'anpt1tcl va

7tpOoetOOUI1EOEaUT6: (3)

A. L\taAul1a eEtlKOU O~EOC;

B. L\laAUl1a al1l1roviac;
C. L\taAul1a uopo~EtOfou TOUverptou

D. A7tOOTaYl1tvo vEp6
4. DTav tva 09) avttOpa J1E avepaICtK6 aoptOTtO Ta 7tpol6vta TT)C;avt{SpaO'11C;elval:

A. AMTI TOUaopEOTfou Kat ucSpoy6vo
B. Ao~tOTtO, SIO~EUito TOUtIvepaKa Kat vEp6
C. AMn TOUaopEOTfou, oopoy6vo, vEp6 Kat6tol;eUito TOUavepaKa

D. AMTI TOUaO~EOTfou, vep6 Kal610l;dOto TOUtIvepaKa

(3)
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Appendix E: The Greek Chemistry Tests (1,2,3,4,5)

5. DTUV TOvnrpio Uvnopa IlE TOVEp6 TU 1tpo'i6vT<l "1<; UVT{OPU<HI<;stvct:
A. Bcouco oSEiOto KUt uopoy6vo

B. Baal) Kat uopoy6vo

C. AMn KUt uopoy6vo

D. OS" KUt uopoy6vo
6. nOLO U1t6 TU 1tUPUKUTWOtUA"J.lUTUEXElpH IltKp6TEPO u1t6 7;

A. ~laAUJ.lU UOPOSEtO{OUTaU VUTp{OU

B. ~l6.AUJ.lU XAWPlO"XOU KUAlOU
C. ~laAUJ.lU UOPOXACOptlCOUOSEO<;
D. A1tOaTUYJ.lEvOvepo

7. Flour U1t6 TU 1tUPUKaTWOtUA"IlUTU XPWJ.lUTa:EtTOOt6.AUJ.lUTl)<;<pU1VOAO<p9aAEtVT)<;K6KK1VO: (3)

A. HBr(aq)

B. C02 (aq)

C. KCI (aq)
D. LiOH(aq)

(3)

(3)

Mtpos2

8. KOtTaSn: KUAa TOV1tUPUKaTW1tlVUKU KUt U1tUvnlat£ OTt<;1tUpUKnTW Epwn;aEt<;.

KneE eproTT)OTJJ.l1tOpEiva tXEl1tEplaa6TEpE<; a1t6 J.I{aa1tavn1aEt<;.
(XPl)<JlJ.101tOtT)aTETOKnee TETpnywvo 6aE~ <popt~ eeM:n:)

A B r
'EXEl pH IllKp6t£po E{val1CaA6~ aywy6~

'EX£t TT)v iOta 1too6TT)ta
iovnov H+Jaq)

u1t67 TOUTJM:lCtptOJ.lOU ICUll6vtWV 0 '(aq)

A E
z IX'lllat~el XAwP'OUX£~Avttogn IlE to av9paKtK6 I~l)llat~£tat 6tav to

ue eatto Kat O{VEt v rpto uvttopn IlE £vci>a£~
ueplO olOS£iolO TOU6.v9palca to VEp6

H M I
Avttopn J.lEto U0!MXAwptK6 A1toxpWJ.la~l to nEp~£t1tOAAal6vtu

OSu Kut O{VEta n K6KKtVO 0 U~ UopOsuA{ou
<patVoAo<p9aM: <;

Bpeits Ta TETpa:yrova1tOU 1t£pttxouv eK<ppaae~ 1tOUavnatOlXOUV ee 5uUuJ.I!l:

I. YOpOXAroplKOU O~EO~: ................................. (7)

II. Y5poseto{ou tOU vatptou: ................................. (7)

................................. (7)III. XAWptOUXou vatplou:
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Appendix E: The Greek Chemistry Tests (1,2,3,4,5)

TE<M' 5: AtQi.;uI!Q-rQ

OMA~A A

LXoAeio: T<l~I1: .
Ovouc: .
Huepounvta: .

MEpos 1

I. Ilornpi 1teptEXet 1Og UOpO~etOiOurou vcrptou (NaOH) Kat 0 6YKO~LOUiitaAUfla'toc; stvci 250mL.
Ilpocserouue vspo cro 1toLi]pt ~EXPt0 6YKO~rou VEOUOtaAUfla'to~ Y(VEt500mL.
H cruYKEv'tproall rou VEOUotaA\>~a'to~ etvm: (I )

A. ~t7tMata
B. 'Iota
C. Te'tpa1tMata
D. Mtai]

2. Le 1to'ti]Pt A EXOUfle<haMaEI O.2mole HCI ce 20DmL vspo. Le 1toLi]pt B EXOWE OIUA.U(J£lD.4mol
HCI os 400mL vsoo. Ilotn U1t6 'tt~ 1tUpaK<l'tronpomosu; stvm aromi]; (I)

A. To ot<lA.u~a cro 1tO'ti]PI A EXet'tllV iotu cruyKEV'tproall us 'to ot<lA.ul!a oro nOrlJpl B
B. To ot<lA.ul!a oro nO'ti]pl A EXet I!tKp6LePll cruyKEV"CProallun6 'to OI<lA.\)I!Cloro 7tOLi]PI
C. To OI<lA.Ul!aoro no"Ci]pl B EXEIJ.l.IKp6"CePllcruyKEv"CProollan6 to OUIA.UflUoro non)pl A
D. To OUIA.UI!Cloro no'ti]pt B EXEtOI7tACtaIClcruyKtV'tpcoall un6 "CO chaA.ul!a oro lI:o"ClJPIA

3. <Dn<lXVE'tetva Ot<lA.UI!ClNaCI npoa8E"Cov"Ca<;1mole (58.44g) Cln6 NaCI es oYKOl!e"CpIKi]<p1<lA""C U

svo; Ai"CpOU(l-L) Kal (J\)fl7tAllProvEtE ue vepo Yla vu otaMaete to aMtt.' ruv txete teAeUbcrcI11
<P1<lA.llOeiXVel6nO)<; rnv eucovc I.To OI<lAUI!Clnou EtOtflaaa'tE tXEt cruYKtvtPc.oall : (I)

A. MeyaAU"CEPlla7t6 1M Ylat{ 7tpoaStaatE nepiocorspo OUlAU'tlla1t6 60'0 XPEU1~6tav.
B. MIKp6'tEPT] cno 1M Ylat( 1tpoa8taa'te 1tEpl0'0'6tepo OUlA.Utl1an6 60'0 xpeta~6"Cav.
C. MIKp6"CEPlla1t6 1M ytati 1tpOaSEaa"CeA.ly6tEPOotaMtl1 un6 600 xp£la~6'rav.
D. 1M Yla't! 11aUYKEvtpCOallOeV1tpOaolopl1;etal an6 tl1v noa6tllTa tOU OtaAUtl')

01>tEa1t6 tl1v no0'6tT]'ta tOU OtaAUflato<;.

ElK6va 1

4. etAEtE vu <pna~EtE 4L otaMl!atoc; KaUa"ClKo'UKaA.{ou(KOH) cruYKEVtpCOO'l1<;0.1 M. Ul T a 07[6

aut6 Sa XPllcrtI!01tOti]aE'te: I)

A. O.lmoles KOH
B. I moles KOH
C. O.4moles KOH
D. 4moles KOH

-/0



Appendix E: The Greek Chemistry Tests (1,2,3,4,5)

5. 'Evce; l1aer],nle; aVE!letse (J'tO epyacrt~pto 8uIAu!la Na2C03 cruYKEVtpCOcrTle;Cl = D.I M us 8uIAuI1a
Na2C03 cruYKEVtpCOcrTle;C2 = D.5M. H cruYKEvtpCOcrTltOU 8taAU!latOe; 1tOUnpOEKuljIE cero rnv
aval1etST] etvm: ( I)
A. D.DIM
B. D.6M
C. D.IM
D. D.3M

MEpoc: 2

6. 0 1tapaKatCO 1t{vaKae; 1teptExet uoanKa OtUAUllatU tOU NaOH. Kotta';te KaAa tOY 1tlv<lKa Kal
u1tavtllcrTE one; 1tUpaKatCO EpCOTi]OEte;.KneE Epro'tT](Hl !l1tOpe{ va EXEl neptcrcr6tepee; an6 ~lla
u1tavti]oete;. (Xpnouionouicre to Kaee tEtpaycovo 6cree; <pOpEe;eEAEn:)

A B C

49 NaOH 39 NaOH 59 NaOH
at 260mL at 260mL at 260mL

D E F

39 NaOH 89 NaOH 129 NaOH
at 500mL ee 600mL a£ 600mL

A.
B.
C.

lIOlO OtnAU!la tXEt tTl l1eyaMTepT] cruYKMPCOcrTl;
Iloio StaAU!la tXEl'tT] I1Ucp6tEPT]cruYKMPCOcrTl; ..
Orcv 1tpocretcrOUJlE re 8taAUJlata B Kat C to SUIAulla
nou ea npOKU\jIet tXEt rnv (Ota cruYKEVtPCOcrTJus ru StaAUllata: ..
Ilotn 8taAUIlaTU EXOWTllv iota cruyKEV'tpCOOT]; ..
Eav e';a'tll{oouIlE TO I1t06 an6 to vspo oro 1to'ti]Pt D 'to ouH.ul1u 1tOU
ea 1tpOKU\jIEtea tXEt 'tT]v iota cruyKEV'tpCOcrTJIle to Ot6.AUI1U: ..

(I)
(I)

(I)
(I)

(I)

D.
F.

Mepoc; 3

7. H OUYKEVTpCOOT]TO\) OtaAUl1atOe; tOU ostoe; oro Il1tOUKnAtstvrn D.SM.

a) ESllYE{crtE tt crT]l1atVEtClUt6; .
.................................................................................................................................................(I)

b) Bpstrs noou moles VtTPU<OUostoe; ea XPTJcrtllonOti]OEtE YlU va <ptta~ete 2 an6 (1u't6 to
8taAUl1a:
.................................................................................................................................................. 2)

c) Ecv 1tpocretoOUI1E vspo OtO OlnA.wa tCOVSUo A{tpCOVJltxPt 0 6YKOC;tOU veou IhClA.Ullllt C; y[VEl
4L note ea etvat T]cruYKtVtpCOcrT]tOU veou 5tClAUIlUTOe;; .

............................................................................................................................................... 2)
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Appendix E: The Greek Chemistry Tests (1,2,3,4,5)

OMAAAB

MEPO~ 2

6. 0 l£apaK(l1;W l£{vaKa~ 1tf:ptEx£t stxovsq us nornpm nou l££pttxot>v t>oatucu otaA.U~ata.
KuEl£ • ovnzpocomeuet tva OtaAt>~tvo (Jw~at{olO.
Kolt(l~t£ KaAu tOY n{VUKa Kat anavtiJ(Jt£ cru; napaKUtW £pwtiJ(J£t~.
Kue£ £protl](Jl] unopet vn EX£t 1££pt(J(J6tEPE~ u1£6 Ilia anUVtiJ(JEt~.

(XPTJcrtIlOnOtiJ(J'tE to KUSE tE'tpUywvo 6(JE~ q>opt~ etAEtE)

A B B c gI) •

e • 0 0• • •• 0 .,

500ml 250ml 250ml

0 EJ E Q F

EJ0•
500ml 250m I 500ml

A. Iloto OtuAt>~a tXEt rnv J.l£yaAUt£pl] ~KtVtPW(Jl]; (1)
B. Iloio OtuAt>~a tx£t tnv uucporepn cruYKtV'tPW(Jl]; (1)
C. Orav npo(JSt(Jot>J.l£ tu OlUAUJ.lata C Kat E to OtuA.t>J.la

not> ea npOKU\jIEt tx£t tl]V iOta cruYKtV'tPWOl] ue re OtaAUJ.lata: (I)
D. Ilota OtaAUJ.lata txot>v tl]v iota cruYKMPW(JT]; (I)
F. Euv ESa'tJ.li(Joull£ 'to J.ll(J6 a1£6 'to vepo O'tO 1£0'tTJPlA to OlUA.t>J.la1[0t>

Sa npo1CU\jIEt Sa tXEl'tl]V iota ~KtV'tPW(Jll 11£'to ouUuJ.la: .......... ......... (I)

£-/2
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Pilot Chemistry Test 1 Statistics

Correlations
Correlations

MC 5CG OE
MC Pearson Correlation 1 .647" .636"

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000
N 321 321 321

SCG Pearson Correlation .647" 1 .696"
5ig. (2-talled) .000 .000
N 321 321 321

OE Pearson Correlation .636" .696" 1
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000
N 321 321 321

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Correlations

MC SCG OE
Spearman's rho MC Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .644' .636'

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000
N 321 321 321

SCG Correlation Coefficient .644' 1.000 .664'
Sig. (2-talled) .000 .000
N 321 321 321

OE Correlation Coefficient .636' .664' 1.000
Sig. (2-talled) .000 .000
N 321 321 321

**. Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-talled).

Correlations

MC SCQ OE
Spearman's rho MC CorrelationCoefflclenl 1.000 .6....• .636"

Sig. (1-talled) .000 .000
N 321 321 321

SCG CorrelationCoefficient .64.... 1.000 .68'"
Sig. (1-talled) .000 .000
N 321 321 321

OE CorrelationCoefficient .636~ .66.... 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) .000 .000
N 321 321 321

". Correlationis significantat the .01 level (1·talled).

Scatter Plots ,_
120 120

100 100

0 •,. 80 M
ao

0 ·• ·0 ..·$
a ~.w~atUlI,U (I" 0

i n n ... _., nan D •• um I. n 0 • n . • ..
60 t1JISlI'lll'l~"''' .n 0 80 • •on l1l'i _ .... un;-.:ncrm I ··• .• . •~ "

~_". ..... rwxnm • .... ·o 40 ar.c .. __ .-cq_o s 40 ·•::;
ocraunnaa Q'JIJ Ill'! D a • • ·n ·

20
D ~IJlPJlDDO 20
no_ na

0

·20 20 40 80 eo 100 120 ·20 20 40 eo eo 100 I1Q

SCG scores pilot teat 1 SA .cor .. plIo"8I' 1
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Oneway Analysis of Variance (ANOVA):Deference between teams

'20

100 "a
008

~ B
80

" a "~ i! f.l "1".1 " " 9 ~ "g 8 B ".0
B " B "'0. i El

u

" ~ ~ " [oj !e R
,.,

I w ~ " B tl "8 40 ~ El 8
on n I9 II ~ "o i tn

&l II20 II i a " " "
n ~" 8
" 8

·20
·20 20 '0 80 80 100 '20

SA scores pilot tost 1

95% Confidence Interval for
Mean

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Uooer Bound Minimum Maxtmum
MC A 81 54.80 19.826 2.181 50.46 59.14 e 100

B 113 52.62 19.654 1.849 48.96 56.28 15 92

C 80 51.92 20.717 2.316 47.31 5653 e 92
0 47 52.05 19.461 2.839 46.33 57.76 15 85
Totat 321 52.91 19.829 1.107 SO.73 55.09 e 100

SCG A 81 39.99 21.883 2.409 35.20 44.79 0 91

B 113 34.39 25.685 2.416 29.60 39.17 0 100

C 80 32.18 21.194 2.370 27.46 36.89 0 se
0 47 33.95 23.043 3.361 27.19 40.72 0 100

Total 321 35.19 23.328 1.302 32.63 37.75 0 100
OE A 81 37.55 31.267 3.474 30.64 44.47 0 100

B 113 38.91 32.327 3.041 30.88 42.94 0 100

C 80 29.95 31.532 3.525 22.93 36.96 0 100

0 47 31.21 29.048 4.237 22.68 39.73 0 02
Total 321 34.50 31.434 1.754 31.05 37.95 0 100

TOT A 61 132.34 63.277 7.031 118.35 148.33 18 270

B 113 123.92 70.423 6.625 110.79 137.04 15 277

C 60 114.05 63.900 7.144 99.83 128.27 24 289

0 47 117.20 61.611 6.987 99.11 135.29 20 253

Total 321 122.60 65.861 3.676 115.37 129.83 15 28P

D•• criptlvea

ANOVA

Sum of
Sauares df Mean Sauare F SID.

MC Between Groups 410.531 3 136.644 .346 .792

Within Groups 125403.8 317 395.595

Total 125814.3 320

SCG Between Groups 2737.650 3 912.550 1.688 .170

Within Groups 171411.3 317 540.730

Total 174149.0 320

OE Between Groups 3578.333 3 1192.776 1.210 .3Oe
Within Groups 312615.5 317 986.169

Total 316193.9 320

TOT Between Groups 15095.889 3 5031.963 1.162 .324

Within Groups 1372955 317 4331.089

Total 1388051 320
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of/he Study

Gender Difference in pilot test 1

T-test
GroupStatistic.

Sid. Error
SEXC N Mean Sid Deviation Mean

MC F 178 53.54 20.530 1.539

M 143 52.12 18.962 1.586

SCG F 178 35.22 23.923 1.793

M 143 35.14 22.650 1.894

OE F 178 32.96 29.616 2.220

M 143 36.42 33.566 2.807

TOT F 178 121.72 65.507 4.910

M 143 123.69 66.514 5.562

Ind.pend.nt Sempl •• T•• t

Levene's Test for
Eaualitv at Variances t-telt for Eaualitv of Me.nl

95%ConI~
Interv.1 of the

Mean Std. Error Difference

F Sia. t dI Sia. (2-t.,ledl DIff.... nce Difference Lower UDDer
MC Equal variances 5.8004

allumed 1.362 .244 .637 319 .525 1.42 2229 -2966

Equal variances
.642 312.818 .521 1.42 2210 -2929 5788not assumed

SCG Equal variance.
allumed 1.021 .313 .029 319 .977 .08 2624 -5086 5238

Equal variances
5208not assumed .029 310.499 977 .08 2.608 -5.056

DE Equal variance.
a.sumed 4.573 .033 -.981 319 327 -346 3530 -10.409 3462

Equal variances
-.968 285.558 3581notassum8d .334 -3.46 3.579 -10.S07

TOT Equal variance.
allumad .000 .991 -.2815 319 .791 -1.97 7.407 -18541 128004

Equal variances
-.265 302.275 .791 -18.588 12831not as.umed -1.97 7."'9

Group Statl.tle.

Std. Error
SEXC N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

MC- F 178 18.323 18.5667 1.3916
SCG M 143 18.980 18.2715 1.5279

MC- F 178 20.585 22.7120 1.7023
DE M

143 15.703 25.8792 2.1841

SCG- F 178 2.282 21.4719 1.8094
DE M 143 -1.277 23.8780 1.9968

Independent Sample. T.. t

LeVin.'. T•• t for
Eau-UIYof V.ri-ncel t-t•• t fa .Eau.1I1Yat ~... n.

95% Canndencoo
In~rval at the

Me.n Std Error ~nce

F Sia. t df Sia (2-teUedl Oillerence 01"'_ Lower U-
MC- Equal variance. .097 .756 .649 319 .517 1.343 20703 -27302 5."'62
SCG allumed

Equal variancea .6SO 306.241 .518 1343 20687 -27237 54097
nota .. umed

MC- Equal variances 2708 .101 1.798 319 .073 4882 2.7146 - 4588 ID 2228
DE a.sumed

Equal v.riances 1.773 264.860 .077 ".882 27534 - 5377 ID 3018
notalsumed

SCG- Equal variance. 1.909 .188 1.398 319 .164 3539 2.5351 -14487 65288
DE .ssumed

Equal variance. 1.380 28l1li82 .188 3.539 2_ -15088 8 5887
not assumed
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Pilot Chemistry Test 2 Statistics
Correlations

Correl.tlona

SCG pilot
MC pilot test 2 telt 2 SA pilot telt 2

MC pilot test 2 Pearson Correlation t .408-- .352-
Sig. (I-tailed) .001 .004
N 56 56 56

SCG pilot test 2 Pearson Correlation .408-- 1 220
51g. (I-tailed) .001 .052
N 56 56 56

SA pilot test 2 Pearson Correlation .352-- .220 1
Sig. (I-tailed) .004 .052
N 56 56 56

Correlation II significant at the 0.01 level (I-tailed).

Correl.tlon.

SCG pilot
MC pilot test 2 test2 SA pilot test 2

Spearman's rho Mc.; pilot test 2 Correlation coemaent 1.000 .396" .328-

Sig. (1-tailed) .001 .007

N 56 56 56
SCG pilot test 2 Correlation Coefficient .396" 1.000 .242"

Sig. (1-tailed) .001 .036

N 56 56 56
SA pilot test 2 Correlation Coefficient .328" .242- 1.000

Sig. (1-tailed) .007 .036

N 56 56 56
"". Correlation is significant at the .01 level (1-tailed).

". Correlation is significant at the .OSlevel (1-tailed).

Scatter Plots

120 120

100 . . ·· ··· 100 . . · · ··· • ·80 . ·• • ··· 10 • ·. ·· •
eo ·· ·· · 80 · . ·· D ·· ·40 . · · · 40 . ·

" 20 . e a ·· ·· "
20 ·· ·j J

! 0 . · I 0 . . . · . D ·
!i ·20 ~ ·20

·20 0 20 40 80 80 lOO 120 -20 0 20 40 80 10 lOO 120

SCG pilot t•• t 2 SCG pilot t•• t 2

120

lOO · · · ·• ·
10 · • ·• ·
80 · • ··40 · ·

N 20 · ·J
I 0 e · · · ·
s ·20

·20 0 20 40 80 80 100 120

MC pilot 11112
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Pilot study Biology correlations

Correlation.

Essay Triads MC SCG SA Plant SA
Spearman's rho Essay Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .443 .490- .264- 404- 334-

Sig. (totalled) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
N 631 801 602 802 831 801

Triads Correlation Coefficient .443 1.000 .584- .342;;' .399- 465-
Sig. (lotalled) .000 .000 .000 .000 000
N 601 805 594 594 805 805

MC Correlation Coefficient .490- .584- 1.000 .421- .487- .503-
Sig. (Hailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 000
N 802 594 605 805 805 594

SCG Corretatlon Coefficient .264- .342- .421- 1.000 .27r- .247-
Sig. (Hailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 000
N 802 594 805 805 805 594

SA Corretatlon Coefficient .404~ .399- .487- .277~ 1.000 .282-
Sig. (lotalled) .000 .000 .000 .000 000
N 831 605 805 605 850 805

Plant SA Correlation Coefficient .334~ .46S~ .503 .247 .282~ 1.000
Sig. (lotalled) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
N 801 605 594 594 805 805

--. Correlation is significant at the .01 level (lotalled).

Cognitive Tests statistics

Descriptive Statl.tlcs

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
CNVTEST 497 0 75 47.03 10.719
FDITEST 487 0 20 7.79 4.238
Valid N (listwise) 483

FDCAT

Cumulative
FreQuenev Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid FD 172 34.3 35.3 35.3
FINT 180 31.9 32.9 68.2

FIND 155 30.9 31.8 1000
Total 487 97.2 100.0

Missing System 14 2.8

Total 501 100.0

CVCAT

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid CV 144 28.7 290 211.0

AR 206 41.1 41.4 70.4
DV 147 211.3 211.8 100.0
Total 497 99.2 100.0

Mi•• lng sy.tam 4 .8
Total 501 100.0
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Gender difference in Cognitive tests.

Group Statistics

Std. Error
SEX N Mean [std. Deviation Mean

CVSC F 298 47.93 10.717 .621
M 199 45.67 10.606 .752

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
~aualitv of Variances t-test for Eaualitv of Means

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Difference
F Sig. t df Sig. {2-telled Difference Difference Lower Upper

CVSC Equal variance
.073 .788 2.309 495 .021 2.28 .977 .336 4.176assumed

Equal variance
2.314 427.529 .021 2.26 .975 .340 4.173not assumed

Group Statistics

Std. Error
SEX N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

FDSC F 290 7.67 4.126 .242
M 194 7.97 4.394 .315

Ind. pendent Sample. Te.t

Levene's Test for
:aualilY of Variance Heat for Eaualitv of Mean.

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Mean Std. Error Dlffel'lnce
F Sig. t df 'iQ. (2-tailed Dlffer'lnce Difference Lower Upper

FDSC Equal variane
.296 .587 -.773 482 .440 -.30 .393 -1.075 .4158

assumed
Equal vanane -.763 395.893 .446 -.30 .398 -1.0815 .478
not assumed
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Chemistry Test 1 Statistics

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
MC scores Test 1 288 17 100 64.29 20.393
SA scores Test 1 288 0 100 53.45 25.642
Total scores Test 1 288 32 200 117.75 42.449
MC scores - SA

288 -34.52 66.67 10.8424 18.57101
scores Test 1
Valid N (listwise) 288

Oneway Analysis of Variance (ANOVAl:Deference between schools' performance

Descriptive.

Total scores Test 1

95% Confidence Interval for
Mean

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum MaxImum
1 19 153.07 35.850 8.179 135.89 170.25 83 200
3 21 109.35 40.447 8.828 90.94 127.78 38 188
4 14 131.55 38.871 10.389 109.10 153.99 07 192
5 36 105.42 37.735 8.289 92.68 118.19 48 183

7 74 103.57 38.508 4.244 95.11 112.03 32 188

8 58 144.92 37.405 4.998 134.90 154.94 42 200

9 25 128.88 38.230 7.248 113.90 143.81 40 182

10 43 94.80 41.017 8.255 81.98 107.22 35 183

Total 288 117.75 42.449 2.501 112.82 122.87 32 200

ANOYA

Ttal T t10 scores es
Sumot
Souares df MeanSQu.re F Sig

Between Groups 115858.5 7 18522.&43 11.523 .000

Within Groups 401487.1 280 1433.883

Total 517145.6 287
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Correlations

MC ICO<eI·
MC scores SA .core. Tolal .core. SA 'CO<e.

cvsc FDSC Tell I relll re.ll Tell I SEX
cvsc Pearson Correlalion 1 .186' .275' 306' 317' ·120" ·009

Sig. (2·lalled) .002 .000 000 000 043 871!
N 285 280 285 285 285 285 285

FDSC Pearson Correlation .188' 1 .350" .295" 3047" ·020 ·012
Sig. (2.lallad) .002 .000 .000 000 732 839
N 280 283 283 283 283 283 283

MC score. T.sll Pearson Correlalion .275' .350' 1 897' 901' 138" 030
Sig. (2·lallad) .000 .000 .000 000 .021 1114
N 285 283 286 286 286 286 288

SA scoras Tesl 1 Pearson Correlalion .306' .295' .697' 1 .939" ·.8115' 018
Sig. (2-tallad) .000 .000 .000 .000 000 757
N 285 283 288 286 286 286 286

Total scores Test 1 Pearson Correlation .317' .3047' .901' 930" 1 ·307' 025
Sig. (2-talled) .000 .000 .000 .000 000 15157
N 285 283 286 286 268 268 288

MC scoras - SA PearaonCorrelation -.120' -.020 .138" -.81S' ·.307" 1 006
scores Test 1 Sig. (2-tallad) .043 .732 .021 .000 000 8119

N 285 283 288 288 288 286 288
SEX Pearson Carrel.Uon -.009 -.012 .030 .018 .025 006 1

Sig. (2-tallad) .878 .839 .614 .757 15157 8119
N 285 283 288 288 268 288 286

" . Correlation Is significant at the 0.01 level (2-talled).
'. Correlalion Is significant at the 0.05 level (2-111lad).

Correl.tlon.

MC_"
MC.conn SA KOrea TOIII_ SAacoratI

ev.c FOSC Te.t 1 Tnt 1 T•• t 1 T.. I'
I Spearman's rho cvsc correlation I,;_t 1.000 .217 .283 .2ee· .m ·130'

Sig. (2-18I1ed) .000 .000 .000 .000 028
N 285 280 285 285 285 288

FOSC Correlation CoeIIIcIent .217 1.000 .342 .282' .3045 ·028
Sig. (2-tlllled) .000 .000 .000 .000 eell
N 280 283 283 283 2&3 283

MC scores Test 1 Correlation CoeIIIcIent .283· .342 1.000 .710"' .1104 .0112
Sig. (2-18I1ed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .1111
N 285 283 288 288 288 288

SA scores Test 1 Correlation CoeIIIcIenI .288 .2112 .710"' 1.000 .1138· ·8'5'
Sig. (2-l8Iled) .000 .000 .000 000 .000
N 285 2&3 288 288 288 288

Tobsl scores Test 1 Correlation CoeIIIclent .m .345· .1104 .1138 '000 ·3'11·
Sig. (2-bslled) .000 .000 .000 .000 000
N 285 2&3 288 288 288 288

MC scores - SA Correlation CoeIIIclent -.130· -.028 .0112 ·.815 .J,II"' 1000
scores Test 1 Sig. (2-1IIled) .0211 .eeII .1111 .000 000

N 285 2&3 288 288 288 288

••. Correlation Is Ilgnlftclnt at the .01 level (2-18I1ed).

•. Correlallon Isslgnlftclnt at the .05 level (2-1IIIed).
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Convergent/Divergent Groups statistics

Scatter plots for_ConvergentlDivergent scores in test 1
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95% Confidence Inlerval for
Mean

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound UDPer Bound Minimum Maximum
MC scores Test 1 CV 82 59.35 19.484 2.152 55.07 83.63 17 100

AR 110 64.02 19.254 1.836 60.38 07.65 17 100
DV 93 68.91 21.812 2.262 64.41 73."0 17 100
Total 265 64.27 20.463 1.212 61.88 66.65 17 100

SA scores Test 1 CV 82 44.78 23.305 2.574 39.66 049.90 0 100
AR 110 54.32 24.602 2.3"6 49.67 58.97 0 100
DV 93 60.14 27.075 2.808 54.57 65.72 0 100
Total 285 53.48 25.717 1.523 50.48 50.47 0 100

Total scores Test 1 CV 82 104.13 38.309 4.231 95.71 112.li5 32 183
AR 110 118.33 40.865 3.896 110.61 126.00 33 200
DV 93 129.05 45.041 4.671 119.78 138.33 38 200
Total 265 117.74 42.570 2.522 112.78 122.71 32 200

MC scores - SA CV 82 14.5688 19.43932 2.14671 10.2975 18.8401 -29.78 0&.87
scores Test 1 AR 110 9.8970 16.79206 1.80106 8.5237 12.8702 -34.52 52.38

DV 93 8.7622 19.72237 2.04511 4.7004 12.8239 -34.52 5833
Total 265 10.7937 18.65307 1.10491 6.6188 12.9685 -3<4.52 68.07
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Independent Sample Tests:

T-Test

Independent Sarnpln T.at

Levene'l Tell for
EaualilYof Varlancel 1-1.. llor Eaualrtv of Mean.

95"'C~
InllltV.loIlhe

Moan Std EITOI' 0IfIe<enca
F Sig. I df Sia 12-IaIl.dl DiII.renee OifIorenee lower Uooer

Me scores 1ell 1 Equal variances 1.456 .229 -3.040 173 .003 -9.56 3144 ·157113 ·3352
assumed
Equal varlancel -3062 172.967 .003 -9.56 3122 ·15718 ·3396
not .. sumed

SA scor.s Tesl 1 Equal varilnces
assumed 6.429 .012 -3.996 173 000 -1536 311<45 -22952 ·7775

Equal vari.ncel
".034 172.907 000 -1536 3._ ·22l1li1 ·7&4e

nota •• umed
Tolal leorel Tell I Equ.1 variancel

allumed 3.297 .071 -3.915 173 .000 -24.92 83l1li -37.4IMI ·12356

Equal variancel -3.955 172.787 .000 -2492 8302 ·37358 ·12483
nolallUmed

MC scores - SA Equal vanancel
scorel Tesll allUmed .347 .557 1.957 173 .052 5.1IOI!7 2.96785 - 050I!1 11l1li412

Equal variancel
1.956 170.847 .052 5.1IOI!7 298494 ·045811 1185828

not a.. umed

Mann-Whitney Test

Rlnkl

58711.50
8423.50

Total
CV 7110550
DV 7484.50

T•• t Statl.tlC. a

MC lcorel·
MC scores SA lcores Totallcorel SA lcorel

Test 1 Test 1 Telt 1 Telt 1
Mann·Whltney U 2804.500 2561.500 2573.500 3123.500

WllcoxonW 6207.500 5964.500 5976.500 7494.500

Z -3.035 -3.746 -3.707 -2.062

Asymp. Sig. (2-talled) .002 .000 .000 .039

a. Grouping Variable: CVCAT
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Field dependent/independent Groups statistics

Scatter plots for field dependent / independent scores in test 1
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N Mean Std. Devlallon Sid. Error Lower Bound Uooer Bound --Minimum M.wlmum

MC scores Test 1 FD 106 57.39 20.998 2.039 53.35 Cl1.~3 17 lOO
FINT 91 65.93 19.628 2.058 61.85 70.02 17 tOO

FIND 86 71.41 18.011 1.942 67.55 75.28 33 tOO

Total 283 64.40 20.473 1.217 62.00 66 79 17 tOO

SA scores Test 1 FD 106 46.49 22.494 2.165 42.18 SO.82 0 93

FINT 91 55.65 28.747 3.014 49.66 81.84 0 100

FIND 86 59.92 23.947 2.582 54.78 85.05 7 100

Tolal 283 53.52 25.642 1.524 50,52 66 52 0 100

Total scores Test 1 FD 106 103.88 39.562 3.843 96.26 111 SO 32 t93

FINT 91 121.59 44.763 4.692 112.26 13091 33 200
FIND 86 131.33 38.670 4.170 123.04 13982 51 200

Total 283 117.92 42.501 2.526 112.94 12289 32 200

MC scores - SA FD 106 10.8996 18.12616 1.76057 7.4087 14.3905 -3333 5238
scores Test 1 FINT 91 10.2826 20.46289 2.14719 6.D168 145483 -34 52 8U7

FIND 86 11.4964 17.33101 1.66865 7.7806 152122 ·2738 5357

Total 263 10.8826 18.62794 1.10732 6.7029 13.0622 -3452 Mer

.1.

O.. orfptlv ..

FDSC
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Independent Sample Test:

Independent Simpl .. Te.t

Levene'. Tast lor
EaualllY 01Variancea t-test lor EQuatl1Y01 Me.nl

S5% Conftdence
Int.,..81 01 tile

Me.n Std Error OoIIerence
F Sig. t dI Sig (2-tailed) Dillerence DIIItrenee lawet

u_
MC scores Test 1 Equal variances

1.501 222 -4.901 190 .000 -1402 2862 ·ISeeS ·8380assumed
Equal variance.

-4.980 189.390 .000 -1402 2816 ·19580 -84119not as.umed
SA scoras Test 1 Equal variances

assumed 1.412 .238 -3._ 190 .000 -1343 3380 ·20 057 -8799

Equal variance.
-3.970 176.876 .000 -1343 3383 -20 103 -8753nota.sumed

Total scores T•• t 1 Equal varlancet
assumed .002 .987 -4.830 190 000 ·27.45 5ee4 ·38ee5 ·16241

Equal varlancea
-4.841 183.523 000 -2745 5.670 -38840 ·18265nolaaaumed

MC scoras - SA Equal variances
44S155scoras Tast 1 assumed 1.540 .216 -.231 190 .817 -5988 2.571181 -586518

Equal variance.
-.232 184.917 .818 -.5988 258753 -5ee222 44l18li1nolas.umed

Mann-Whitney Test

Rlnka

fdeat N Meln Rink Sum of Rink I
MC scones Test 1 FD 106 80.34 8518.00

FIND 88 118."2 10012.00
Total 192

SA sconesTest 1 FD 106 83."8 88<t8.00
FIND 88 112.55 8878.00
Total 192

Total scores Test 1 FD 106 80."9 8531.50
FIND 88 118.24 8888.50
Total 192

MC scores - SA FD 106 88.03 10178.50
scores Test 1 FIND 88 97.08 8348.50

Total 192

Tnt StlltJatlc:. •

MCacorn-
MC scores SA scores Total acorn SA acorn

Teat 1 Telt 1 Teat1 Teat 1
Mann-Whitney U 2845.000 3178.000 2880500 4508500
WilcoxonW 8516.000 8849.000 8531500 10179500

Z -4.50<1 -3.608 -4."34 -.129
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 897

a. Grouping Variable: fdcat
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Chemistry Test 2 Statistics

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
SA scores test 2 185 0 100 52.24 30.661
SCG scores test 2 185 0 100 36.70 25.349
Total scores test 2 185 0 200 88.94 46.925
SCG-SA scores test 2 185 -100.0 62.5 -15.532 310373
Valid N (Iistwise) 185

Correlation.

SA scores SCG scores Total scores SCG-SA
FDSC cvsc test 2 test 2 test2 scores test 2

FOSC Pearson Oorrelatio 1 .238' .299' .124 .262' -.196'
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .000 .095 .000 .008
N 182 182 182 182 182 182

cvsc Pearson Correlatio .238' 1 .320' .197' .315' -.156'
5ig. (2-tailed) .001 .000 .007 .000 034
N 182 185 185 185 185 185

5A scores test 2 Pearson Correlatio .299' .320' 1 .398' .869' -.662'
5ig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
N 182 185 185 185 185 185

5CG scores test 2 Pearson Correlatio .124 .197' .398' 1 .801' .423'
5ig. (2-tailed) .095 .007 .000 .000 000
N 182 185 185 185 185 185

Total scores test 2 Pearson Correlatio .262' .315' .869' .801' 1 -.204'
5ig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .005
N 182 185 185 185 185 185

5CG-5A scores test Pearson Correlatio -.196' -.156' -.662' .423' -.204' 1
51g. (2-tailed) .008 .034 .000 .000 .005
N 182 185 185 185 18S 18S

". Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-teiled).

'. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-teiled).

Co .....l.tIona

SAaccnl SCO IICONI TolaillCON. SCO·SA
FDSC CY8C t.lt2 t.II 2 tell 2 tQOtt_l 11112

I Spaarman's rho FD:>C correlaUon coemd.nt 1.000 .247' .308' .117 :HI.' ·1113'
Sig. (2-11111<1) .001 000 115 000 008
N 182 1112 182 1112 182 182

evsc CorrelaUon CoeIIIdent .247 1.000 .322' .157' .301' ·183'
Sig. (2-t.lled) .001 000 033 000 027
N 182 185 185 185 18a 18&

SA ICOre. tesl 2 Correl.tion CoeIIIdent .308' .322' 1.000 383' 8811' ·88."
Sig. (2-t.lled) .000 .000 000 000 000
N 182 185 185 185 185 185

SCG ICOraa teat 2 Correlation CoeIIIdent .117 .157' 383' 1000 7&8' 378'
Sig. (2-lIlIed) .115 .033 .000 000 000
N 182 185 185 185 185 185

Talai aeore. t•• t 2 CorrelaUon Coelndent .2811 .301 .8811 7&8' 1000 ·24S'
Sig. (2-1alled) .000 .000 .000 000 001
N 182 185 185 185 185 1S&

SCG-SA leoreate.t 2 Correlation COIlndent -.193' -.183' -.&811' 3711' ·24S' 1000
Sig. (2-11111<1) .008 .027 .000 000 001
N 182 185 185 185 185 lS5

". Corralation Is Ilgnlficant at the .01 level (2-tllled).
-. Corralation la significant 8t the .05 laval (2-111111<1).
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables a/the Results a/the Study

D.lcrtptlvil

95% Confidence Intervellor
Maen

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound UonerBound Minimum Milumum
SA scores test 2 CV 56 39.04 30.315 4.051 30.92 4716 0 tOO

AR 72 55.97 28.345 3.340 49.31 6263 0 100
DV 57 60.46 30.105 3.987 5249 6847 0 100
Total 185 52.24 30.861 2.254 47.79 56.68 0 100

SeG scores t•• t 2 CV 56 30.05 21.472 2.869 24.30 3580 0 90
AR 72 38.68 25.495 3005 32.69 4467 0 100
DV 57 40.74 27.724 3.672 3338 4809 0 98
Total 185 38.70 25.349 1.864 3303 4038 0 100

Total scores le8t 2 CV 56 69.09 43.576 5.823 57.42 8078 5 190
AR 72 94.86 41.717 4.916 84.85 10448 5 200
DV 57 101.22 50.738 6.720 87.76 11488 0 198
Total 185 88.94 46.925 3.450 82.13 95.75 0 200

SCG-SA scores test 2 CV 56 -8.987 29.3452 3.9214 -16.845 -1128 -750 825
AR 72 -17.288 34.1549 4.0252 -25.314 -9.262 -1000 500
DV 57 -19.746 27.8479 3.6885 -27.135 -12.357 -825 450
Total 165 -15.532 31.0373 2.2819 -20.035 -11030 -1000 825

Independent Sample Test:

Ind.pendent Slmpl .. T•• t

E~'~:" Te.t lor t-t•• t le • ~ft ... 1iIv ft' .......olVlrtlneel
116'MoConfidenCe

Mlan Std ErTOr
In:-!..IN

F Sia. I <II SIa. 12-talledl 0tIIerence ~ ~ u_
SA score. te.' 2 EquII vlriance. -101711••• umed .045 .832 -3.772 111 .000 -2U4 5884 -32705

Equal varianeel
-3.772 -32 708 ·101711not Illumed 110932 .000 -21.44 6.884

SCG Icorel telt 2 EquII vlrllncel -1421•• aumed 4.940 .028 -2.287 111 .024 -1088 H71 -IU38

Equ.1 variance.
-2.292 106.293 .024 -10.88 4180 -11923 ·1443nol'"lumed

Total seore. te.' 2 Equ,1 v.ri.nee. -14481
IllUmed 2.442 .121 -3.808 111 .000 -32.13 1.904 ... 1770

Equ,I.,rt,noe.
-3.813 1011.081 .000 -32.13 1112 "'1.750 -14501notl,"umed

SCG-SA Icora. lell 2 Equal .arlance. .030 .882 1._ 111 0lIl1 2142,.
.lIumed .048 10.768 63811

Equal vlri,neel 1.898 110.41511 .048 10.758 53838 0II0tI 21427&
nol.slumed

Mann-Whitney Test
Rank,

cvcat N M...,Rri Sum 01RII1ka
SA lcore. 'e.' 2 cV 511 45.54 2550.50

DV 57 88.25 3IIlO.5O
Totll 113

SCG scones 18al2 CV 511 51.20 2118700
DV 57 82.70 357400
Total 113

Tolal scoras le.12 CV 511 4004 257850
DV 57 8778 3118250
Total 113

SCG-SA scorN le.,2 CV 511 83.23 354100
DV 57 50.88 2eOO00
Total 113

Tnt ItMIItIcI •

SAICOt'eI SCG aco,.. Tot.IlCOI'M SCG-SA
teal2 teal2 teal2 ICOI'H ... t 2

Mann-Whitney U 954.500 1271.000 882.500 1247.000
Wilcoxon W 2550.500 2867.000 2578.500 2800000
Z -3.895 -1.869 -3.524 -2005
Asymp. Slg_ (2-1II11ed) _000 .082 .000 045

B. Grouping Variable: evcal
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Field dependent/independent Groups statistics

Scatter plots for field dependent / independent scores in test 2
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95% Confidence Interval for
Mean

N Mean Sid. Deviation Sid. Error Lowor Bound UQQerBound Minimum MaxImum
SA scores test 2 FD 71 45.28 31.520 3.741 37.82 52.74 0 100

FINT 62 53.23 30.683 3.897 45.43 &1.02 0 100
FIND 49 61.58 28.112 4.016 53.51 69.6& 10 100
Total 182 52.38 30.887 2.289 47.86 58.89 0 100

SCG scores test 2 FD 71 32.60 24.643 2.925 26.96 3M3 0 96
FINT 62 38.25 26.226 3.331 31.59 44.01 0 ,00
FIND 49 40.06 25.248 3.607 32.80 47.31 7 100
Total 182 36.61 25.406 1.883 32.89 40.32 0 100

Total scores test 2 FD 71 78.08 47.147 5.595 86.92 89.24 0 183
FINT 62 91.48 47.092 5.981 79.52 103.44 6 1ge
FIND 49 101.64 44.918 6.417 88.74 114.5-4 37 200
Total 182 88.98 47.268 3.504 82.07 OS.QC 0 200

SCG-SA scores test 2 FD 71 -12.488 31.2839 3.7127 -19.891 -5.081 -100.0 825
FINT 62 -14.976 32.2609 4.0971 -23.169 ..e 763 -aU 600
FIND 49 -21.526 28.9448 4.1350 -29.839 -13.212 -300 340
Total 182 -15.768 31.0820 2.3025 -20.311 .11.225 .1000 625

FDSC
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Independent Sample Test:

T-Test

Independent Slmpl •• T•• t

Levene's Test for
Enualltv of Variances Hest for EQualltv of Meana

95'110Confidence
Intervll 01the

Mean Std. Error Dlflerence
F Sio. t df Sio. 12-tailedl Difference Difference Lower ueoer

I SA scores test 2 Equal variances
.379 .539 -2.908 118 .004 -16.30 5605 -27400 .~ 200

assumed
Equal variances -2.970 110.424 .004 -16.30 ~.488 -27176 -5~2~
not assumed

SCG scores test 2 Equal variances
.708assumed .141 -1.571 118 .119 -7.28 4623 -16.415 1894

Equal variances
-1.564 101.717 .121 -7.28 4.644 -16471 1950not assumed

Total scores test 2 Equal variances
assumed .039 .644 -2.743 118 .007 -2356 8.590 -<40.571 -6.SoI9

Equal variances
-2.767 106.518 .007 -23.56 8.514 -<40.439 -6682

not assumed
SCG-SA scores test: Equal variances

.073 .768 1.603 118 .111 9.040 5.6374 -21241 202033
assumed
Equal variances

1.627 108.317 .107 9.040 5.5572 -1.9753 20 0S45
not assumed

Mann-Whitney Test

FDCAT N Mean Rink Sum of Rink I
SA scores test 2 FD 71 52.99 3762.50

FIND 49 71.38 3497.50
Totll 120

SCG scores test 2 FD 71 56.65 4022.00
FIND 49 66.08 3238.00
Total 120

Total scores test 2 FD 71 53.83 3808.00
FIND 49 70.45 3452.00
Total 120

SCG-SA scores test 2 FD 71 64.51 4580.50
FIND 49 54.88 28711.50
Total 120

T.. t Statistic'

SA scores SCG scores Total scores SCG-SA
test 2 test 2 test 2 scores telt 2

Mann-Whitney U 1206.500 1466.000 1252.000 1454.500
WilcoxonW 3762.500 4022.000 3808.000 2679.500
Z -2.855 -1.462 -2.603 -1.522
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed .004 .144 .009 .128

a. Grouping Variable: FOCAT
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Chemistry Test 3 Statistics

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

SA scores test 3 146 0 100 60.89 37.309

SCG scores test 3 146 0 100 67.68 36.709

Total scores test 3 146 0 200 128.58 64.584

SCG scores test3-
146 -100.00 100.00 6.7945 36.16627

SA scores test 3

Valid N (Iistwise) 146

Coml8tlon.

SCG ICOI ••

SA lcorel SCG acore. Totat .core. t•• 13- SA

CVSC FDSC telt 3 teat 3 te.t 3 .cote. telt 3

I CVSC Pearson correlation 1 .177" .163 096 148 -070

Sig. (2-18iI8<l) .000 .051 .251 .076 .407

N 497 483 144 144 144 144

FDSC Pearson Correlation .177" 1 .303" .185' .278" -127

Sig. (2-talled) .000 .000 030 001 140

N 483 487 137 137 137 137

SA scores tast 3 Paarson Correlation .183 .303·· 1 .523" .87S" -501'

Sig. (2-18118<1) .051 .000 .000 .000 000

N 144 137 146 146 146 146

SCG scoras tast 3 Pearson Correlation .096 .185' .S23" 1 .870" 4711'

Sig. (2-talled) .251 .030 .000 .000 .000

N 144 137 146 146 146 146

Total scoras tall3 PaarsonCorrelation .148 .278" .875" .870" 1 -.0111

Sig. (2-talled) .076 .001 .000 000 820

N 144 137 146 146 146 146

SCG scoras tBSt3- Paarson Correlation -.070 -.127 -.501·· .476" -.019 1
SA scores tast 3 Sig. (2-taIl8<l) .407 .140 .000 .000 820

N 144 137 148 148 146 146.. CorrelationII slgnlftcantat the 0.01 level (2-talled).
Correlation Is s1gnlftcantat the 0.05 levet (2-taI18<l).

Corr.latJona

SCG lcorel

SA sconel SCGlconel TOlllllconel telt3- SA
CVSC FOSC IIIlt 3 telt 3 talt 3 leone. teat 3

Spearman's rho CVSC Connelation Caetriclen 1.000 .188' .123 .040 .089 -.035

Sig. (2-lIIl1ad) .000 .142 .838 .288 .1173

N 497 483 144 144 144 144

FOSC Connelstion Caetllaan .188' 1.000 .315' .191' .274' -184'

Sig_ (2-lIIl1ad) .000 .000 .025 .001 032

N 483 487 137 137 137 137

SA lcones test 3 Connel.tion Coetllelan .123 .315' 1.000 .548' .883' -472'

Sig. (2-lIIl1ad) _142 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 144 137 148 148 148 148

SCG scones tast 3 Connel.tlon Coetlleian .040 .191' .548' 1.000 .883' .408'

Sig. (2-lIIl1ad) .838 .025 .000 .000 .000

N 144 137 148 148 148 148

Total scones talt 3 Correl.tlon Coatrieian .089 .274' .883' .883' 1.000 -.045

Sig. (2-lIIllad) .288 .001 .000 .000 .594

N 144 137 148 148 148 148

SCG scoras tast3- Connel.tlon Caetllclan -.035 -.184' -.472' .408' -.045 1.000

SA scones test 3 Sig. (2-lIIl1ad) .873 .032 .000 .000 .594

N 144 137 148 148 148 148

". Connelatlon is significant at the .01 laval (2-lIIl1ad).

'. Connel.tlon is significant at the .05 leval (2-tallad).
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ConvergentlDivergent Groups statistics

De.crlptlve.

95% Confidence Intervel for
Meen

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum
SA scores test 3 CV 46 57.72 37.174 5.481 46.68 68.76 0 100

AR 62 61.13 39.134 4.970 51.19 71.07 0 100
DV 36 65.14 33.753 5.626 53.72 76.56 0 100
Total 144 61.04 37.076 3.090 54.93 67.15 0 100

SCG scores test 3 CV 46 67.91 38.697 5.706 56.42 79.40 0 100
AR 62 64.37 39.054 4.960 54.45 74.29 0 100
DV 36 71.78 67.91 5.072 61.48 82.07 0 100
Total 144 67.35 36.842 3.070 61.29 73.42 0 100

Total scores test 3 CV 46 125.63 68.330 10.075 105.34 145.92 0 200
AR 62 125.50 68.390 8.686 108.13 142.87 0 200
DV 36 136.92 53.110 8.852 118.95 154.89 0 200
Total 144 128.40 64.846 5.387 117.75 139.04 0 200

SCG scores test3- CV 46 10.1957 33.01153 4.86728 .3924 19.9989 -70.00 80.00
SA scores test 3 AR 62 3.2419 37.89792 4.81304 -6.3823 12.8862 -90.00 100.00

DV 36 6.8389 36.19010 8.03168 -5.6081 18.8839 -100.00 9000

Total
2.98739 .4074 12.2178 -100.00 10000144 8.3125 35.84885

ANOVA

Sum of
Squares cif Meln Square F SIg.

SA scores test 3 Between Groups 1113.151 2 558.575 .401 .870
Within Groups 195480.8 141 1388.387
Total 198593.7 143

SCG scores test 3 Between Groups 1270.595 2 835.298 .485 .828
Within Groups 192832.3 141 1387.805
Total 194102.9 143

Total scores test 3 Between Groups 3485.470 2 1742.735 .414 .882
Within Groups 594135.0 141 4213.723
Total 597620.4 143

SCG scores testJ- Between Groups 1282.022 2 841.011 .4115 .1110
SA scores test 3 Within Group. 182"80.8 ,.., 1284.282

Total 183772.11 , ..3

Mann-Whitney Test

eveAT N M• ."RIInk Sum 01RIInka
SA .cores t.st 3 cV 46 311.38 1811.50

DV 38 .....21 15111.60
Total 82

SCG lcorea t•• t 3 CV 46 41.52 1910.00
DV 38 41.47 14113.00
Totel 82

Total acorea t.at 3 CV 46 40.42 1859.60
DV 38 42.88 15013.50
Totll 82

se G acore. te.t3- CV 46 41.511 11113.00
SA .cor.a teat 3 DV 38 41.311 1480.00

Total 82

Tlat StMIltICI •

SCG acorea

SA scores 8CG scores TotIIl acores leal3-SA

lesl3 tesl3 test 3 score. test 3
Mann-Whitney U 730.500 827.000 778.500 824.000

WlicoxonW 1811.500 1493.000 1859.500 1490.000

Z -.924 -.010 -.485 -.038

Asymp. 8ig. (2-talled) .355 .992 .842 .1170

a. Grouping Variable: CVCAT
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Field dependent/independent Groups statistics

Descrlptlves

95% Confidence Interval for
Mean

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum
SA scores test 3 FD 40 45.50 39.545 6.253 32.85 58.15 0 100

FINT 50 61.50 36.144 5.112 51.23 71.77 0 100
FIND 47 72.23 31.619 4.612 62.95 81.52 0 100
Total 137 60.51 37.033 3.164 54.25 66.77 0 100

SCG scores test 3 FD 40 56.20 39.743 6.284 43.49 68.91 0 100
FINT 50 70.24 34.284 4.848 60.50 79.98 0 100
FIND 47 73.30 34.561 5.041 63.15 83.45 0 100
Total 137 67.19 36.500 3.118 61.02 73.36 0 100

Total scores test 3 FD 40 101.70 73.496 11.621 78.19 125.21 0 200
FINT 50 131.74 60.344 8.534 114.59 148.89 17 200
FIND 47 145.53 54.204 7.907 129.62 161.45 37 200
Total 137 127.70 64.571 5.517 116.79 138.61 0 200

SCG scores test3- FD 40 10.7000 29.75041 4.70395 1.1854 20.2146 -70.00 83.00
SA scores test 3 FINT 50 8.7400 36.36033 5.14213 -1.5935 19.0735 -90.00 90.00

FIND 47 1.0638 38.08423 5.55516 -10.1181 12.2458 -100.00 100.00
Total

3.00600 .7343 12.6234 -100.00 100.00137 6.6788 35.18437

Independent Sample. Test

Levene', Teat for
~u.litY of Variance. M8It for EaualitY of Me.n.

85'4 Conftd.nci
Intorvll of "',

Mean Sid. Error Dlffero •••
F SI•. I df SIq.(2·'lMed) Difference Dlfferenc, L_, U....

SA Icorel test 3 Equal variance,
assumed •. 115 .0.6 ·3.503 85 .001 ·28.73 7.832 •• 1.801 .11680

Equal varIance.
·3.441 7'.328 7.770 -42.21' .11 2~'not allumed .001 ·28.73

SCG score. test 3 Equal variance.
assumed 1.• 35 .23. ·2.1.8 85 .035 ·17.10 7.t88 ~~t31 .1.280

Equal varlancea
·2.122 77.973 ·33.131 .105tnot.llumed .037 ·17.10 1.008

Total score. test 3 Equal variance.
5.667 .18.550assumed .020 .3.19. 65 .002 .43.13 13.121 .11.113

Equal variances
·3.119 70.833 .003 14.055 .71.150 .ISIO'not .lIumed "3.13

SCG score. testa- Equal variance. .715 .•00 24."71'SA eeeree te.t 3 assumed 1.298 6S .181 U3U 7.'2'oe .5.12.1'

Equal variance.
1.32' 8•.• 22 .188 U38~ 7.27821 -4.U121 2411oe)

not aSlumed

Mann-Whitney Test

Ranks

FDCAT N Mean Rank Sum of Rank.
SA scores test 3 FD 40 34.49 1379.50

FIND 47 52.10 2446.50
Total 87

SCG scores test 3 FD 40 37.88 1515.00
FIND 47 49.21 231300
Total 87

Total scores test 3 FD 40 35.61 1432.50
FIND 47 50.97 2395.50
Total 87

SCG scores tests- FD 40 48.71 1948 ~O
SA scores test 3 FINO 47 39.99 1879.50

Total 87

Test Statistics •

SCG scores
SA scores SCG scores Total scores test3- SA

test 3 test 3 test3 scores test 3
Mann-Whitney U 559.500 695.000 612.500 751.500

WilcoxonW 1379.500 1515.000 1432.500 1879.500

Z -3.298 -2.170 -2.807 -1.635

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .030 .005 .102

a. Grouping Variable: FDCAT
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Chemistry Test 4 Statistics

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
MC scores test 4 75 14.3 100.0 52.952 22.7426
SCG scores test 4 75 .0 100.0 68.038 24.1441
Total scores test 4 75 14.3 200.0 120.990 39.7944
MCPK socres test 4 75 14.3 100.0 62.603 21.2627
MC-SCG scores test 4 75 -62.4 57.1 -15.086 24.8342
Valid N (Iistwise) 75

Correlations

MC scores 5CG scores MCPK Total scores MC-SCG
CVSC FOSC test 4 test4 socras test 4 lost4 scores teat 4

CVSC Pearson Correlation 1 .177' .112 .373' .092 .290' -260'

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .339 .001 .432 .011 024

N 497 463 75 75 75 75 76
FOSC Pearson Correlation .177 1 .124 .270' .119 .235' -149

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .289 .019 .308 .042 .201
N 483 487 75 75 75 75 75

MC scores test 4 Pearson Correlation .112 .124 1 .440 .864' .839' 486'
Sig. (2-tailed) .339 .269 .000 .000 .000 .000
N 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

SCG scores test 4 Pearson Correlation .373 .270' .440 1 .493' .858 -589'
5ig. (2-talled) .001 .019 .000 .000 .000 000
N 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

MCPK soeres test 4 Pearson Correlation .092 .119 .884' .493 1 .805' 331'
5ig. (2-tailed) .432 .306 .000 .000 .000 004
N 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

Total scores test 4 Pearson Correlation .290' .235' .639 .658 .805' 1 -066
5ig. (2-tailed) .011 .042 .000 .000 .000 671
N 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

MC-5CG scores test 4 Pearson Correlation -.260' -.149 .488' -.569' .331' -.066 1

5ig. (2-tailed) .024 .201 .000 .000 .004 .571
N 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

-. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

'. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Comlltlon.

MC .corea 5CGacoru MCPK To",l...".. MCoSCG
CVSC FOSC l .. t4 1.. 14 1000.. IOlt 4 tUl4 1COfW1.!!_.t4

Spearman's rho CV5C Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .188' .070 .3M' 078 .243' '.287'
Sig. (2·talled) .000 ,548 ,001 .50S 030 010
N 497 483 7S 75 75 75 75

FOSC Correlation Coefficient .188' 1,000 ,117 ,310' ,113 227 ,.178

Slg. (Nailed) .000 .317 .007 .335 050 127

N 483 487 75 75 75 75 75

MC scores lest 4 Correlation Coefficient .070 ,117 1.000 .477' 878' 11&5' 465'
Sig. (2-talled) .548 .317 .000 000 000 000
N 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

sea scores test 4 Correlation Coefficient .366' .310' .477' 1.000 ,498' s,.' - 473'
51g. (2-tailed) .001 .007 ,000 000 000 000
N 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

MCPK socres test 4 Correlation Coefficient .078 .113 .878' ,498' 1,000 509' )31'
Sig. (Hailed) .505 .335 .000 ,000 000 004
N 75 75 75 75 7& 75 75

Total scores test 4 Correlallon Coefficient .243· .227 .885' .834' tI09' 1000 017
51g. (2-tailed) .038 .050 .000 .000 000 887
N 75 75 75 75 75 78 75

MC-SCG scores t•• t 4 Correlation Coefficient -.297' -.178 .485' -.473' 331' 017 1000
51g. (2-talled) ,010 .127 .000 .000 004 887
N 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

". Correlallon is significant at the .01 level (2-t.,led).

'. Correlallon is significant at the .05 level (2-talled).
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Convergent/ Divergent Groups Statistics

Descriptive.

95% Confidence Interval for
Meln

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum
MC scores test 4 eN 15 41.905 23.2032 5.9910 29.055 54.754 14.3 714

AR 30 59.048 19.7569 3.6071 51.670 68.425 143 100 0
OV 30 52.381 23.8259 4.3500 43.484 61.278 14.3 1000
Total 75 52.952 22.7426 2.6261 47.720 58.185 14.3 1000

SeG scores test 4 CV 15 53.238 24.4818 6.3212 39.681 68.796 .0 85.2
AA 30 68.587 26.6149 4.8592 58.649 78.525 .0 1000
OV 30 74.869 18.1008 3.3047 88.130 61.848 257 1000
Total 75 68.036 24.1441 2.7879 62.483 73.593 0 100 0

Total scores test 4 CV 15 95.143 41.1831 10.8283 72.347 117.938 28& 15117
AR 30 127.635 40.0839 7.3183 112.687 142.802 14.3 2000
OV 30 127.270 34.4116 6.2827 114.420 140.119 88.8 185 7
Total 75 120.990 39.7944 4.5951 111.835 130.148 t4.3 2000

MC-SeG scores test 4 CV 15 ·11.333 24.1058 8.2241 ·24.663 2.01B ·51.4 295
AA 30 ·9.540 24.3034 4.4372 ·18.8t5 -.485 ·58.1 571
OV 30 ·22.506 24.6267 4.4962 ·31.704 .13.312 -82.4 357
Total 75 ·15.086 24.6342 2.6676 ·20.600 ·9.372 ·82.4 571

ANOVA

Sumo!
SIQ.Squares df Mean Square F

MC scores test 4 Between Groups 2955.102 2 1477.551 3.012 055
Within Groups 35319.728 72 490.552
Totel 38274.830 74

SCG scores test 4 Between Groups 4702.850 2 2351.325 4.405 .01&
Within Groups 38434.747 72 533.81B
Total 43137.397 74

Total scores test 4 Between Groups 12528.883 2 6264.432 4.310 017
Within Groups 104857.0 72 1453.689
Totat 117185.8 74

MC·SCG scores test 4 Between Groups 2788.841 2 1393.320 2.341 104
Within Groups 42851.980 72 595.188
Total 46838.621 74

Test Statistics·

MC scores SCG scores Total scores MC-SCG
test 4 test 4 test4 scores test 4

Mann-Whitney U 138.000 128.000 124.000 222.000
WilcoxonW 258.000 248.000 244.000 342.000
Z -2.156 -2.339 -2.432 -.072
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .031 .019 .015 .942

a. Grouping Variable: CVCAT

Mann-Whitney Test
Ranks

CVCAT N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
MC-SCG scores test 4 2 30 35.25 1057.50

3 30 25.75 772.50
Total 60

Teat Statistics

MC-SCG
scores test 4

Mann-Whitney U 307.500

Wilcoxon W 772.500

Z -2.107
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .035

a. Grouping Variable: CVCAT
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Field dependent/independent Groups Statistics

D.ecrtptlVH

95'140Confidence Inlervallar
Mean

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error lower Bound UooerBound Minimum Ma.lmum
MC scores test 4 FD 29 49.754 22.4650 4.1716 41.208 58.299 14.3 85.7

FINT 24 54.762 22.9450 4.683& 45.073 &4.451 14.3 1000
FIND 22 55.195 23.4512 4.9998 44.797 65.592 14.3 1000
Total 75 52.952 22.7<426 26261 47.720 58.185 143 1000

SCG scores test <4 FD 29 61.494 2<4.2599 4.5050 62.268 70.722 .0 83.3
FINT 24 69.3<45 25.7648 5.2592 58.468 80.225 .0 100.0
FIND 22 75.238 20.6639 4.4055 66.078 84.400 20.0 100.0
Total 75 68.038 24.1441 2.7879 62.483 73.593 .0 1000

Total scores test 4 FD 29 111.248 40.7111 7.5599 95.762 126.73<4 14.3 174e
FINT 24 124.107 39.9030 8.1452 107.258 140.957 37.1 185.7
FIND 22 130.433 37.2954 7.9514 113.897 148.989 82.11 2000
Total 75 120.990 39.7944 4.5951 111.835 130.148 '43 2000

MC-SCG score. test 4 FD 29 -11.741 23.0010 4.2712 -20.490 -2.991 -624 2U
FINT 24 -1<4.583 28.0n4 5.7313 -26.439 -2.727 -67.1 87.1
FIND 22 -20.0<43 23.7268 5.0566 -30.S63 -8.523 -60.0 228
Total 75 -15.066 24.83<42 2.8676 -20800 -9372 ~24 571

Ranka

FDCAT N Mean Rank Sum of Rankl
MC scores test 4 4 29 24.52 711.00

8 22 27.95 815.00
Total 51

SCG .corel teat 4 4 29 21.67 826.50
8 22 31.70 897.50
Total 51

Total Icores test 4 4 29 22.93 666.00
8 22 30.05 881.00
Total 51

MC-SCG Icore. test 4 4 29 28.48 828.00
6 22 22.73 500.00
Total 51

Teet Statistics a

MC scores SCG scoree Totalscorel MCaSCG
test4 test 4 test .. score. test 4

Mann-Whitney U 276.000 193.500 230.000 247.000

WilcoxonW 711.000 628.500 665.000 1500.000

Z -.832 -2.391 -1.693 -1.370
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .405 .017 .090 .171

a. Grouping Variable: FOCAl
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Correlations for Comparison Test 4 and Pilot Test 1

Correlations

MC124511 SCG14
Spearman's rho MC124511 Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .387-

Sig. (2-tailed) 000
N 321 318

SCG14 Correlation Coefficient .387" 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 318 318

-. Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).

Chemistry Test 5 Statistics

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std, Deviation
MC scores test 5 64 0 100 67.50 28.619
SCG scores test 5 64 0 100 68.59 26.420
SA scores test 5 64 0 100 50.78 35,648
Total scores test 5 64 30 300 186.88 70.887
Valid N (Iistwise) 64

Correl.tlona

MC.eor .. SCQ ICOr•• SAl()or" TOI::"",,:r" Meo8A - I'::~cvsc FoSC t •• t 5 tl'15 lell5 _"1,,,5 --iIapeerman's rho CVSC corre eucn ceerncen 1.000 .188' .038 .O5~ -.132 .000 ,IDI ,,,.1 I

Sig. (2-lalled) .000 .780 .e11 .2t7 .8n .2n ef! lU
N '97 '83 8. a. a. a. 84 84 84

FoSC Correlation Coslncf.,n .188' 1.000 .2&0' .380' .3ea' ."1' ,.117 ,.1" ,110
Sig. (2-talled) .000 .035 .001 .001 000 II' 1 '!!N '83 .87 a. a. a. e. 84 84

MC scores test 5 Correlation Coefticfen .038 .2&0' 1.000 .'57' "81' .1". .210' ur ,I"
Sig. (2-Ialled) .780 .035 .000 .000 .000 031 000 121
N 8. e. a. S. a. 84 .. .. ..

SCG scores test 5 Correlation Coefflclen .05. .380' ••57' 1.000 ,304- 713' 028 ... 11- ~H'
Sig. (2-I.lled) .871 .001 .000 .015 000 "7 001 001
N e. e. a. .. .. .. .. 84 ..

SA scores test 5 Correlation Coefflcien -.132 .398' 0491' .304' 1.000 soo- ,HI' .211 701'
Sig. (2-talled) .297 .001 .000 .015 .000 000 01$ 000
N a. a. 84 .. .. .. 84 .. ..

Total scores test 5 Correlation COefflclen .000 .• 71' .813' .713' .100' 1000 ,.21' 111 327'
Sig. (2-talled) .983 .000 .000 .000 000 on 1ft 001
N a. 84 a. a. 84 .. 54 .. ..

MC-SA scores test 5 CorralaUon Coerncl'en .151 -.187 .270' .025 -H7' ,.211 1000 110- H1'
Sig. (2-1.110<1) .233 .118 .031 .•• 7 000 .on 0)1 000
N a. 84 S' .. .. 84 .. .. 54

MC-SeG scoras lest 5 Correlation CoeMcien -.051 ~.11ft .5S7' •.• 17' .2'7 .171 270' , 000 '10"
Sig. (2-Iall.d) .a91 .381 .000 .001 015 177 0)1 000
N 8. a. .. .. .. .. 84 .. ..

SCG-SA scor •• 1•• 15 Correlation Coefnaen .171 -.110 -.185 .331' ·.158' -317' H7' - .W' 1000
Sig. (2-IaIl.d) .17. .38. .123 .000 000 001 000 000
N a • e. .. 84 a. .. a. 54 ..

.- . Correlation Is sigmficant at the .01 level (2·1.1100) .

• , Correlation Is significant at the .05 level (2-tafled).
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Convergent/ Divergent Groups Statistics

Descrlptlves

95% Confidence Inlerval for
Mean

N Mean Sid. Devialion Sid. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum
MC scores lest 5 CV 19 70.53 26.972 6.188 57.53 83.S3 20 lOa

AR 29 64.14 31.341 5.820 52.22 76.06 0 ioo
DV 16 70.00 26.331 6.583 55.97 84 03 20 lOO
Total 64 67.50 28.619 3.577 60.35 74.65 0 lOa

SCG scores test 5 CV 19 73.16 31.981 7.337 57.74 88.57 0 lOO
AR 29 61.03 24.399 4.531 51.75 70.32 20 lOa
DV 16 76.88 19.568 4.892 66.45 87.30 40 lOO
Total 64 68.59 26.420 3.302 61.99 75.19 0 lOa

SA scores test 5 CV 19 60.53 34.071 7.816 44.10 76.95 0 lOa
AR 29 47.93 37.166 6.901 33.79 62.07 0 100
DV 16 44.38 34.442 8.610 26.02 62.73 0 100
Total 64 50.78 35.648 4.456 41.88 59.69 0 lOO

Total scores test 5 CV 19 204.21 67.439 15.471 171.71 236.71 60 300

AR 29 173.10 73.490 13.647 145.15 201.06 30 300
DV 16 191.25 69.270 17.318 154.34 228.16 70 300
Total 64 186.88 70.887 8.861 169.17 204.58 30 300

Field dependent/independent Groups Statistics

Descriptive.

95% Conlld nce Intentel lor
M Ian

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lowar Bound UDDllrBound Minimum MaJdmum
MC scores test 5 FD 16 56.25 25.526 6.362 42.65 69.85 0 tOO

FINT 22 67.27 29.949 6.385 53.99 80,65 20 ,00
FIND 26 74,62 26,033 5,496 63,29 85,94 0 100
Total 64 67,50 26.619 3,577 80,35 74,65 0 100

SCG scores test 5 FD 16 59.38 24.075 6,019 48,55 72,20 30 100
FtNT 22 56.64 23.963 5,109 48,01 6928 0 100
FIND 26 62.69 24,093 4,725 72.96 92,42 20 100
Totat 64 66.59 26.420 3,302 61,99 715,10 0 100

SA scores test 5 FD 16 32.50 26.866 7,217 17,12 47.88 0 eo
FINT 22 45.91 36.470 7.776 29.74 6208 0 100
FtND 26 66.15 33.236 6,516 52,73 79,58 0 100
Total 64 50.76 35.646 4,456 41,88 5960 0 100

Totat scores test 5 FD 16 146.13 57.413 14.353 117,53 178,72 60 260
FINT 22 171.62 71.889 15,327 139,94 203.69 80 300

FIND 26 223.46 61,575 12.076 198.59 248,33 30 300

Totat 64 166.66 70.887 8.861 169.17 204,58 30 300
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Independent Sample Test:

ANOVA

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F SID.

MC scores test 5 Between Groups 3342.483 2 1671.241 2.113 .130
Within Groups 48257.517 81 791.107
Total 51600.000 63

SCG scores test 5 Between Groups 8709.058 2 4354.529 7.532 .001
Within Groups 35264.379 61 578.105
Total 43973.438 83

SA scores test 5 Between Groups 12013.735 2 6006.867 5.385 .007
Within Groups 68047.203 61 1115.528
Total 80060.938 63

Total scores test 5 Between Groups 63815.516 2 31907.758 7.700 .001
Within Groups 252759.5 61 4143.598
Total 316575.0 63

Rink,

FDCAT N MeanRank Sum oIR,nk,
MCscores test s FD 16 18.00 2515.00

FIND 26 24.88 647.00
Tolal 42

SCG scores test 5 FD 16 14.53 23250
FIND 26 25.79 07050
Total 42

SA scores test 5 FD 16 14.22 227.50
FIND 26 25.98 117550
Total 42

TOlalscores test 5 FD 16 12.63 202.00
FIND 26 26.96 70100
Total 42

Mann-Whitney

Test StatisticS'

MC scores SCQ scores SA scores Total scores
test 5 test 5 test 5 test 5

Mann-Whitney U 120.000 96.500 91.500 66.000
Wilcoxon W 256.000 232.500 227.500 202.000

Z -2.345 -2.953 -3.089 -3.685

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .019 .003 .002 .000

a. Grouping Variable: FOCAT
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Differences between Teams for Chemistry Test 5 and Pilot Te t 2

Chemistry Test 5

Group Statistics

Std. Error
TEAMT5 N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

SA scores test 5 A 32 49.38 34.355 6.073
B 32 52.19 37.394 6.610

Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
I;ct_ualityof Variances Hest for Equality of Means

95"" Confld nee
Int Nal of !he

Mean Std. Error Olfferenee
F Slg. t df Slg. (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower U~

SA scores test 5 Equal variances
1.009 .319 ·.313 62 .755 -2.81 8.977 -20.766 1013'assumed

Equal variances
·.313 61.560 .755 -2.81 8.977 -20.759 10134not assumed

Pilot Chemistry Test 2

Group Statistics

Std. Error
TEAM N Mean Std. Deviation Mean

SCG A 27 65.19 32.030 6.164
B 29 71.72 29.889 5.550

'ndop,nd.nt Simpl •• T•• t

Levene's Test for
Eouallty of Variances t·lesl for I;miality of Meln.

85""Conftcl_
In,.",.. oj iii

M•• n Sid Error ...Di!It!tlHIt..
F Sig. t df Slg,j_2.tsllecll_ Dlffarence Dlllerence Lower ~

SCG Equal variances
.274 .602 ·.790 54 .433 ~.54 8274 ·23127 10048

assumed
Equal variances ·.188 52.938 A34 06.54 8205 -23 In 1000Il
not assumed
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Correlations for the same group for Test 1, 2 and 4

Correlations

MC scores SA scores SA scores SCG scores MC sCO"" SCO .core.
Test 1 Test 1 tesI2 test 2 tast 4 te.t 4

Spearman's rho MC scores Test 1 Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .537' .380' .256' 204' 281'

Sig. (Hailed) .000 .000 011 048 010

N 81 81 79 79 89 89

SA scores Test 1 Correlation Coefficient .537' 1.000 .582' .422' 298' 335'
Sig. (Hailed) .000 .000 .000 006 002

N 81 81 79 79 89 89

SA scores test 2 Correlation Coefficient .380' .582' 1,000 .537' 259' 394'

Sig. (1-tailed) .000 .000 ,000 .013 000

N 79 79 85 85 74 74

SCG scores test 2 Correlation Coefficient .256' .422' .537" 1.000 308' 471'

Sig. (1-talled) .011 .000 .000 .004 000

N 79 79 85 85 74 74

MC scores test 4 Correlation Coefficient .204' .298' .259' 308' 1.000 477'

Sig. (1-tailed) .046 .006 .013 .004 000

N 69 69 74 74 75 75

SCG scores test 4 Correletion CoeffICient .281' .335' .394 ,471' .477' 1000

Sig. (Hailed) .010 .002 .000 .000 .000

N 69 69 74 74 75 75
,
'. Correlation is significant at the .01 level (1-talled).

'. Correlation Is significant at the .05 level (1-tailed).
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Perry Scheme Statistics

Test 1 Correlations

Corr.latlon.

01 02 03 o. as as 07 08 09 010 El E2 E3 E' E& eft £7 e. I a..
Kendall's IQ 1 Ccrrelat on C '.000 .206 .088 .090 ·.066 .022 .04' .020 .103 .027 048 031 ,58 08, DIG ... 03, ,,, IW Oil

Slg. (2·talled) .000 .075 .068 .098 .671 .380 .687 .038 589 383 464 002 0I5e 899 '" iSJ • 0" - ".

N 279 277 279 278 279 278 277 278 215 214 276 278 271 277 218 217 271 271 m 2H

cz Correlation C 206 '.000 .092 ·.005 ·.085 .092 .046 .050 .113 ·.042 0'5 -137 080 070 0'5 oee 011 011 ", ::Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .066 .9" .,00 .077 .353 .310 .023 .•06 .714 .007 117 ,57 182 ,., 721 '82 GOD
N 277 276 276 278 278 277 276 277 27' 273 276 277 277 278 277 278 211 211 27. 271

oa Correlation C .088 .092 '.000 .03' .00' .105 .000 .049 .049 .020 .,83 ·.003 '02 0I5e 041 ·112' 0114 0'2 053 051

Sig. (2-talled) .075 .066 .53' .985 .044 .999 .3'9 .327 .895 .001 953 04e '115 :132 811 118 I" - 20'

N 279 278 280 279 280 279 278 279 276 275 277 278 27G 271 218 21. 21, 271 ,.., -a4 Correlation C 090 ·.005 .031 1.000 .060 .093 .012 .028 .166 .066 ·.099 ·.057 2,2 ,,0- 202' ,31 ·040 011 014 '2'
Sig. (2·tailod) .068 .914 .534 .2'5 .072 .805 .569 .00' .• 94 052 .260 000 028 000 008 m 011 ." 001

N 278 278 279 279 279 278 277 218 215 214 277 218 211 277 271 217 271 271 21W 211

as Correlation C ·.086 ·.085 .001 .060 1.000 .025 .052 .023 .040 .019 ·.030 205 062 oae 151 ·022 051 ·001 Q1 0.5

Sig. (2,'allod) .096 .100 .985 .245 .843 .312 .657 .'38 .726 .671 000 2'0 on 002 ISIiO 21!0 101 811' 145
N 279 278 280 279 280 279 278 278 276 215 217 279 278 271 278 27. 27. "t tID ,.,

cs Correlation C .022 .092 .105 .093 .025 1.000 •.001 ·.056 -,009 .2.2 .000 ·031 114 004 136 '03 ·04~ ·001 2)' ".
Sig. (2·',lIod) .671 .077 .044 .072 .6'3 .966 .276 .857 .000 .897 .'66 002 839 009 045 HI - GIll =N 278 277 279 218 279 279 277 278 275 27. 278 216 218 217 2" 211 "1 211 218

a7 Correlation C .044 .046 .000 .012 .052 ·.001 1.000 ·.009 ·.066 ·015 .015 .037 .021 ()43 .036 010 197 112' 116 :Sig. (2.tallod) .380 .353 .999 .805 .312 .966 .850 .,14 .773 .766 '66 665 .3811 481 ,De GOD lW, 01'
N 277 276 276 277 278 277 278 277 274 273 275 217 277 218 277 218 m m ,,, 211

ce Correlation C .020 .050 .049 .028 .023 ·.056 ·.009 1.000 .076 .OO~ 018 .042 011 221 .085 .0'2 .011 .~ ::: ~Sig. (2.talledj .687 .310 .319 .569 .657 .278 .850 .,2, .919 .71' .• 03 .156 000 062 1105 0114 m
N 278 277 279 278 279 278 217 279 275 274 276 278 21. 217 218 277 211 271 211 m

os Correlation C .103 .113 .049 .166 .040 ·.009 •.066 .078 1.000 .042 -,102 ,12" .2'9 108 166 D28 ·1126 '34' .001 :!Sig. (2,'allod) .036 .023 .327 .001 .• 38 .857 .184 .121 .• 03 .04. 013 000 .020 000 6-4f 804 (IDI ,'5
N 275 274 276 275 278 275 27. 27S 216 275 274 278 276 275 270 m 210 ". 71. ,It

Q10 Correlation C .027 ·.042 .020 .068 .019 .2.2 ·,015 .005 .042 '.000 .eeo .041 '22 .0« 071 062 ·012 :: ~ ",.
Sig. (2·tallod) .569 .406 .895 .194 .726 .000 .173 .918 .• 08 .261 .2. .020 315 ,,, 101 223 ,... 0"
N 27. 273 275 274 275 27' 273 274 275 275 213 215 218 274 218 274 21' 71. 216 11!

El Correlation C .048 .015 .163 ·.099 ·.030 .000 .0'5 .018 », '02 .080 1.000 ,008 • 036 .012 .11f 000 ,.. 0,0 .014 ·011
Sig. (2·taUed) .383 .7601 .001 .052 .571 ,997 .786 .7, .. .... .251 .811 .1)0 8" 020 "' OlIO .., "7 :N 276 276 217 277 277 278 275 276 27. 273 277 271 211 276 2" '"~ '11 '11 m

E2 Correlation C .037 ·.137 ·.003 ·.O~7 .205 ·,037 .037 ·042 ,12 • .04' ·008 • 000 ·031 ·062 ·112' .040 041 :.~ -WI

Sig. (2·',lIod) .464 .007 .953 .260 .000 .• 88 .'66 .'03 .013 .'2' 171 .78 2'8 tw5 -" 7~ 01'
.~N 278 277 279 278 279 278 277 278 276 215 277 218 218 278 271 77. 211 Ut

E3 Correlation C .159 .080 .102 .212 .062 .,64 .021 .07' 219 .122 ·036 ·OJ7 , 000 '52 " .. ,07 ·m :: -: :Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .117 .046 .000 .2.0 .002 .885 .158 .000 .020 • 1)0 41• 003 000 ~ .~
N 276 277 279 278 279 278 217 278 218 278 211 278 218 27' m 21t '1W ,'It 718 _,~

E4 Correlation C .091 .070 .068 .110 .088 .004 .043 .227 .109 ·.04' ·.012 ·062 152 , 000 ,00 01' nl 1JI -0.11 .",
SIg. (2·tai1edj .066 .'57 .185 .026 .093 .939 .389 .000 .028 .se5 .,- 2" 003 04J ;~ :: 0" • I ::
N 277 276 27B 277 27B 277 278 277 275 27. 278 27. 21. 211 21, ". "I

E5 Correlation C .019 .015 .046 .202 .157 .138 ·.038 .0115 '86 078 ..11' ·023 2" lOO" • OGO 0114 "~' :;: 01' ili
Sig. (2·talled) .699 .762 .332 .000 .002 .009 .467 .082 000 .'25 020 1145 OGO ()4' 066 ()41 III

~~N 27. 277 279 27. 279 278 277 278 276 275 217 218 218 271 218 271 2" ,It ,It
E6 Correlation C .006 .066 ·.021 .138 ·.022 .103 .079 •.0'2 02G .082 000 .()40 '07 070 014 '000 .- ...., O,~ 01'

Slg. (2·tallod) .695 .181 .673 .005 .- .045 .,og .- .548 1011 08t _1$ 03' .11 OOS ., ;: :- 011

N 277 278 278 277 278 277 278 277 275 27. 218 27' 211 277 21. 211 ,It 71.

E7 Correlation C .031 .017 .064 ·.040 .058 •.045 .197 ·081 ·.025 ·062 ,114 ()45 ·OJ. .,., • '0' .001 ,OCO 01• ;QJI :
Sig. (2·tallod) .531 .728 .196 .423 .260 .388 .000 .06' .t504 .223 000 .373 -" cm ()4' .., ... :
N 276 277 279 278 279 278 277 271 276 275 277 218 2,t 271 211 27' 218 ,,, ,"

E6 Correlation C .127 .071 .012 .066 ·.006 ·.009 02' ·.050 .34 .- 010 118 ON '21 .040 ()4' 070 ,OCO ,01' ...
Slg. (2,'allod) .013 .162 .811 .089 .909 .886 .141 .323 .008 .266 642 025 ,'3 017 .,. :. ,lI III :
N 278 277 279 276 27& 278 271 278 278 278 217 270 211 21. 21t m 718 ,,.

MC 1Correlation C .033 .175 .053 .07' .02, .23, .115 .()4_ •.005 .068 ·016 ·013 040 • .,,7 076 0'2 ·02. ·0" ,. :
Sig. (2·tallod) .464 .000 .280 .112 .661 .000 .01. .348 815 164 142 011 <06 43' 112 102 :: III

N 279 276 280 279 260 279 278 279 278 275 271 211 211 211 211 21t 718 ,.. ).0

SA 1 Correlation C .043 .090 .058 .12.4 .015 .218 .033 .023 .042 113 ·011 .1123 10' .. 27 ,10- CIf • ()41 .IQI' ::'6UO
Sig. (2·tallod) .339 .046 .204 .006 .745 .000 .•69 .8'2 350 015 108 8'2 0'2t ooe 0" IAI :: : li.
N 279 276 260 279 260 279 276 218 278 278 277 27t 218 21t 218 ", •

"'Correlation is significant at the .01level (2·tailed) .

•.correlation Is significant at the .05 level (2~laUed).
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Test 2 Correlations

Correlatlona

SA2 SCG 2 01 02 03 04 as ae 07 al at 010
Kendall's tau, SA 2 Correlation Coeffi 1.000 .273' .025 .009 .le2' .108 .071 .183' 012 031 003 0.-

Sig. (2·talled) .000 .684 .878 .005 .080 .230 .001 638 48<1 .1 151

N 181 181 179 178 179 179 179 17B In 111 ". In
SCG i Correlation eoeffi .273' 1.000 .068 .101 .042 .113' ·.059 .180' ·022 001 011 001

Sig. (2-taIlOO) .000 .227 .077 .481 .044 .308 .003 8n ,170 III m
N 181 181 179 178 179 179 179 178 177 171 171 176

01 ccrrereuon Coeffl .025 ,088 1.000 .241' .133' .1-41" ·.008 ,12i1' .015 ·021 110 03t

Sig. (2·talled) .66' .227 ,000 .032 .022 ,m .050 118 .8SC Ol, 01

N 179 179 179 17B 179 179 179 17B 177 171 He In

02 Correlation eoeffl ,009 ,101 .241' 1.000 .19B' ,084 ·.004 ·.074 057 on HI' ..
Sig. (2·1.lled) .876 ,077 ,000 ,001 .175 .951 .:te2 MS .244 001 Itt
N 178 178 178 17B 178 17B 17B 177 178 177 "$ 174

03 Correlation Coeffi .162' .042 .133' ,198' 1,000 ,181' ,010 .0111 ·.on 000 120 .041
Sig. (2·talled) .005 .4S1 .032 .001 .007 .877 ,13B .5110 IMH 053 ..,.
N 179 179 179 17B 179 179 179 178 177 III 11. In

a. Correlation Coeffl ,108 .113' .141' .084 .187' 1,000 ·,t05 ,041 .212' 0111 .2It' m
Sig. (2·talled) .080 .04' .022 ,175 ,007 ,OD8 .•ea 001 2tt 000 ~
N 179 179 179 178 179 179 tlU 178 177 III 178 In

as Correlation Coeftl .071 ·,059 -,006 ·,004 .010 ·,105 1,000 .100 0114 ·CM 0114 113

Slg, (2·talied) .230 .308 ,922 ,951 ,877 .098 .137 .311 ,.. ,,, 0&4

N 179 119 179 178 179 17U 17U 178 171 171 t18 115

06 Correlation eoaffl .193' .180' .129' ·.074 ,091 .041 .100 1.000 .01l ·016 .1Il' 11M

Sig. (2·talied) .001 .003 ,050 .262 .138 ,488 .131 849 184 701 lIS

N 178 178 178 177 178 178 178 176 178 177 115 114

07 Correlation Coettl .012 -.022 ,015 .051 ·.033 .212' ,0114 .013 1.000 ,020 ~ .010

Sig. (2·talied) ,838 ,893 .81e ,385 .580 ,001 .319 .849 145 ).41 ..
N 177 171 177 178 177 177 177 178 177 17e 114 tn

08 Correlation Coettl ,039 ,009 ·.028 ,072 .000 .081 ·,038 ,.016 .,020 1000 oat ::oiij

Sig. (Halied) .• 9. .810 ,850 .244 ,U94 .28D ,se8 ,114 ,745 2M JP
N 178 178 178 177 178 118 178 177 178 171 In 114

09 Correlation Coeffl .003 ,088 ,110 ,171' .120 .218' .0114 -, 024 .Olt oaa 1000 :Sig. (2·talied) .963 ,118 ,078 .008 .053 .000 .)to .1OU 34) ,281
N 176 176 176 175 t7e 110 170 175 174 116 I" '"010 Correlation Coeffl .084 .eoe .039 ·,ODO •.042 .120 .113 .oH ,010 .002 0f4 1000

Sig. (2·talied) .151 .D23 ,536 ,159 ,SOD .058 ,084 .1$5 ,Mt MI I»
N 175 175 175 114 178 178 176 174 t73 17' IfS I"

...cerrereuce Is significant at the .01 level (2-taIIOO) .

• .Correlatlon Is significant at the .05 level (2-talled),

CorrelaUon.

SA2 SCQ 2 El E2 E3 E4 E5 fft Er? ,..
Kendali's tau.- SA 2 Correlation Coeffi 1.000 ,273' -.010 ·.051 .173' .025 185' lU' ,Ql' -OliO

Sig. (2·talied) ,000 ,859 ,383 .003 .859 001 ~ 7 1 ,..
N 181 181 179 180 178 179 178 17e 171 171

SCG ,Correlation Coeffi .273' 1.000 ·.012 ·,059 .059 ·012 oee 0S4 .012 001

Sig. (2·talied) ,000 .838 .305 .3011 .829 .111 Soc? Id W
N 181 181 179 180 1711 1111 110 17t 179 lit

El Correlation Coeffi ·.010 ·.012 1.000 .039 ·.osa ·.0&7 .~ .Ole f.. • ;o,c,

Sig. (2·tailed) ,859 .838 .541 .~ 283 .&CI 01. 001 ::
N 179 179 179 179 178 118 178 111 17.

E2 Correlation Coeffi ·.051 ·.059 ,039 1,000 -.I.S' ,.13<1' ·092 GOO 011 112

Slg. (2·talled) ,383 .305 .541 .021 .033 142 IGOO m 011

N 180 180 179 180 1111 1711 17. 17. 171 171

103 Correlation Coeffi .173' .059 ·.058 -, 148' 1.000 .1g.!' 200' 102 ·017 :
Slg. (2'lalled) .003 .309 .384 .021 002 002 102

,.
N 179 179 178 179 1711 178 178 17' 111 'ft

E4 Correlation Coeffi ,025 ·.012 ·.De7 ·.13<1' .1g.!' 1 GOO 170' In 041 III
51g, (2·tai1ed) ,659 .829 ,283 .033 .002 ()()j CIQ6 II 010

N 179 179 178 179 118 1711 ITt 171 171 179

E5 Correlation Coeffi .185' .088 ·.048 ·.0112 .200' .1711' t GOO 001 04S cm
Slg, (2·talied) ,001 .118 .440 .142 .002 .()()j 4 41'2 flO
N 179 179 178 179 1711 1711 1'111 179 ,.,. 171

E6 Correlation Coeffi ,122' .03<1 ·,028 .000 .102 ,173' 00& IGOO 021 011

Slg. (Hailed) ,032 ,547 .874 1.000 •102 005 el• m ,
N 179 179 178 179 178 1711 H' ," fit 111

E7 Correlation Coeffi ·.018 ·.082 .184' .018 ·.087 ·.047 04$ 021 , OlIO -:
Sig. (2·tailed) .751 ,145 .003 .nl .169 451 472 721
N 179 179 178 1711 178 1'111 1'111

,.,. In '71

Ea Correlation Coeffi ·,050 .003 ·.043 .112 .068 181' 023 011 IXIO 10lI0

Sig. (Hailed) .394 .952 .503 .081 .292 010 110 1 6lt

N 179 179 178 179 178 1711 170 1711 In '"
... Correlatlon Is significant at the .01 level (2·tailed).

'.Correlatlon Is significant at the .05 level (2·tailed),
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Test 3 Correlations

Correl.Uonl

SA 3 sec 3 01 02 03 04 as oe 01 o. 011 0"'0

Kendall's tau_I:: SA 3 Correlation Coefficle 1.000 .434" .032 ·.090 .00' e ,015 .029 .132 00' all ·04~ "0'

Slg. (2-tailed) .000 .631 .'64 .3ea .82' .no .013 ... - - .11

N '46 146 140 140 139 140 139 140 III 140 III u,
SeG 3 Correlation Coefficle .434' 1.000 ·.052 ·.081 ·.081 .01) ·.049 .050 .0" ·010 Of} iii

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .452 .200 .239 .a4a .484 .411 112 400 104 IU

N ,46 148 ,40 140 13. 140 139 140 131 '.0 .,1 u,
A' Correlation Coefflcl .032 ..052 1.000 .192' .01S' .091' ·.055 015' 011 - D14 .... .oU

Sig. (Han.d) .637 .• 52 .000 .039 .012 .145 013 00. In 001 1"
N 140 140 523 521 522 522 S22 52' 51t 422 1" I'J

02 Correlation C(leffici '.090 •.087 .192' 1.000 .077' .041 ·"02' .OU' M> "041 .1" ...
Sig. (2·'an.d) .'84 .206 .000 .034 "n .578 .030 .142 I.. ., ID

N 140 ,.0 52' 522 521 522 521 520 511 U. '" '"
03 Correlation Coefflcie .061 ·.08' .075' .077' 1.000 .097' .047 .os4' ,011 - 01f' .Il.

Sig. (2·'an.d) .368 .239 .039 .034 .ooa 214 all 755 ..uo on 41i1

N 139 139 522 521 523 522 522 52' all 512 us 1.1

04 Correlation Coefflcle -,0'5 .013 .091' .047 .097' '.000 .011 .061 Olf 041 .U' ...
51g. (2·.an_d) .82' .846 .012 .\83 .ooa .ase oao .327 'U 000 I •

N 140 140 522 522 522 523 522 521 51. 122 tU I"

05 Correlation Coefflcie .029 ·.049 -,055 •.02' .047 .011 1.000 .016 .004 .- Of) ••
Sig. (2-tlilled) .680 .484 .145 .579 .214 .858 .703 .74 :: • ll4

N 139 139 522 52' 522 522 523 521 511 "' III

06 Correlation Coeffici .132 .050 .095' .Oa2' .094' .000 .015 1.000 004 ·014' Wi 'ft-
Sig. (Haned) .063 .488 .013 .030 .013 .060 .103 U• 1 NI -
N 140 140 521 520 521 821 821 n2 5'! U. tit til

07 Correlation Coefficle .001 .019 .018 .053 .011 .038 .008 00' I~ 03' .Ill .6&'
Sig. (2·lan.d) .984 .782 .669 .142 .785 .327 .174 .nl )71 ..I ::
N 138 138 518 517 518 511 511 511 51' ll' Mtt

08 Correlation Coefflcle .017 •.050 ·.014 .048 .038 .047 '.OOl ,074' .011 I DOt 'oW .-
Sig. (2·I.ii_d) .804 .460 .893 .114 .320 .115 .sa2 .04' 31' OO! Hi

N 140 140 522 521 522 522 822 52' II. tn JI1 ll!.

09 Correlation Coefficie ·.045 .087 .OS" .112' .070' .188' .003 .002 ·012 OM' 1000 .,,
Sig. (2·1an.d) .503 .204 .009 .002 .028 ,000 ,941 .10, • 007 .n
N 137 137 513 812 813 au 513 612 aoe 611 tU III

010 Correlation Coefficle .148' .035 .032 ·.011 ,03' .041 •038 .... ,.041 ,001 0"
i_

5ig. (2·tallcd) .032 .613 .3aO .U5 .• 05 .lIa .35 • .000 .:If :~ n
N 137 137 512 611 512 612 812 611 aoe 1I) ttl.

... Correlation la 8ignincant at the ,01 level (2-talled) .

• ,Correlation Is significant at the ,0518v81 (2-taned),

Correlallon.

SA 3 SeG 3 El E2 1!3 E. FI
,. ( -'f

Kendall'. tau_b SA 3 Correlation Coefflcle 1,000 ,43'" »,067 .Olt ,047 001 03. 0" on -:.
Sig. (2·1an_d) .000 .331 .713 503 nz ~: .., 1U

N 146 148 ,.0 •• 0 "0 III In III .n
SeG 3 Correlation Coefficler .434' 1.000 ·.045 -,ott .04) III 0)4 -011 bl ••It

Sig. (2_taned) .000 .817 .717 .$45 at, ut 00' 4" If

N 146 148 '40 140 .. 0 131 .31 ,)7 .lI III

E, Correlation Coeffleler -.087 .,045 1.000 .021 ' ala ,01' ,'lI' 001 '"~ C.'

Sig. (2·'al_d) .331 .517 ,670 OU 8H 000 MO ... t

N 140 140 520 520 SII .17 '.1 I.t '"~ III

E2 Correlation Coefflcle .019 ·.018 .021 '.000 -,021 ,OH' ,047 ,014 :; M'

Sig. (2·taU_d) .783 .787 .570 .SI .010 lOf OQ: _:
N ,40 '40 520 423 52' no UI '" '"

E3 Correlation Coefflcle .047 .043 •.070 ,,021 1000 127' Ilt' : ..,' -::
Sig. (H.~_d) .503 .545 .0115 ,.50 110' 000 I

N 140 140 618 621 42' 6•• 6•• m .'!.. --t!,
E. Correlation Coefficle .oee .• 15 ,.014 ,.005' .177' '000 IIll' ... UI

Sig. (2·'aU.d) .322 .Ot7 .880 .010 .001 001 .21 '" .n
N 13a .38 517 420 .t. 120 "0 ,.. tU -~

E5 Correlation Coefflcle .038 .034 ·.'3a' ,.041 .2"- '0) .000 104-
'~~

Sig. (2,'an_d) .5a3 .821 .000 .207 .000 000 ... I

N '38 138 518 52. 6,. no u. .,. t., ii:
E6 Correlation Coefflcle .03' .038 ·.001 ,.001 ,01& 0$4 104' .tOt ...

Sig. (Hail_d) .848 .eOl .no 002 oto ," * 1 .#

N 137 137 818 810 ••1 ••• '" tit _'!' "
E7 CorrelaUon Coefflcle •.025 .051 .141' .000 ~oa.· ,!127 011 ciiI liii tl,

Sig. (2~talled) .713 .• 70 .000 .If) Oll 'I' III j ttl
N 138 138 511 111 III ••• t .. • _!!, ,~

E8 Corrtllatlon Coefflcle .0.8 ·.035 ,023 .0.. ' .011' Qt4' 00) .i; .."
Sig. (2·1an_d) .505 .817 .547 .008 022 all lWl m ~~
N 137 137 S17 520 511 611 UO ". .,.

... Correlatlon Is significant at the .01 level (2~t.Med) •

•. Correlation Is slgniflcant at the .05 level (2~t.ned),



Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Test 4 Correlations

Correlatlona

MC4 5CG4 01 02 03 04 05 Q6 07 01 at 010

Kendall's ta.. MC 4 Correlation Cae 1.000 .357' .171 .084 .093 .081 .083 .070 148 ·0'2 ,037 .m
5ig. (2·1ailed) .000 .073 .381 .328 .389 .624 .4110 117 100 6tl 011

N 75 75 74 73 74 74 74 73 74 n 73 n

SCG I. Correlation Coef .357' 1.000 .087 .125 .157 .033 .089 .173 .1~1 .018 013 .,)6

Sig. (2·1ailed) .000 .452 .IS5 .079 .710 .338 .070 07' UO :UO u.
N 75 75 74 73 74 74 74 73 74 T3 13 n

01 Correlation Coef .171 .067 1.000 .192" .075' .091" ·.055 .095' 018 ,014 - on

Sig. (2·1alled) .073 .452 .000 .039 .012 .145 013 l1li9 en DOt 38t

N 74 74 523 521 522 522 522 ~21 518 512 51' $!J

02 Correlation Coeft .084 .125 .192' 1.000 .077' .047 ·.021 .082' .0l!3 O4S 112 .011

Sig. (2·1ail.d) .381 .165 .000 .034 .193 .579 .030 142 184 002 m
N 73 73 521 522 521 522 521 520 517 521 612 511

03 Correlation Coef .093 .157 .075' .077' 1.000 .097' .047 .094' 01. 0)0 07. Ol'
Sig. (2,'ailed) .328 .079 .039 .03. .008 .214 .013 765 520 010 401
N 74 74 522 521 523 622 522 621 518 612 5'l 512

04 Correlation Coef .081 .033 .091' .047 .097' 1.000 .017 .0tIII 0)6 OH 'II' o.t'

Sig. (2.talled) .369 .710 .012 .193 .008 .656 .OSO 321 ,U 000 III

N 74 74 522 522 522 523 522 521 511 522 513 S11

05 Correlation Coer .063 .089 •.055 ·.021 .047 .017 1.000 .015 .000 .001 cm 0)0

Sig. (2·tail.d) .524 .336 .145 .579 .214 .656 .703 .874 .162 841 )$4

N 74 74 522 521 522 522 523 621 618 m 5U 5U

06 Correlation Coef .070 .173 .095' .082' .094' .088 .015 1.000 .001 .074" 002 m'
519. (2·tailed) .490 .070 .013 .030 .013 .080 .703 .e18 on .e 000

N 73 73 521 520 521 521 521 522 517 521 5n 6'1

07 Correlation coer .148 .159 .016 .053 .011 .036 .ooe .008 1000 031 .0'1 :o4t
Sig. (2·1ailed) .117 .074 .669 .142 .755 .327 .874 .138 .n' 54 • ,..
N 74 74 518 517 518 518 518 517 618 Sit 600 60f

08 Correlation Coef -, 012 -,016 ·.014 .048 .038 .047 •.002 ·.014' .0ll 1000 .,.. ·005

Sig. (2·tail.d) .900 .859 .693 .184 .320 .ISS .902 .047 37' ooy ttt
N 73 73 522 521 522 522 522 521 618 tU 513 61)

09 Correlation Coef ·.037 .083 .094' .112' .079' .188' .003 .002 ·.022 0lIl' 1000 011

Sig. (2·1ail.d) .692 .350 .009 .002 .028 .000 .141 .vee 548 .001 6n
N 73 73 513 512 513 513 513 512 sot $13 t,. II!.

ere Correlation Coefl ·.167 ·.136 .032 ·.018 .031 .049 .038 .18S· ·041 ·005 01' 1000

Sig. (2·1alled) .087 .138 .389 .835 .405 .188 .354 .000 'II
,, an

N 72 72 512 511 512 512 512 811 60. 112 5" 'IS..Correlation I. slgnlfieanl alth •. 01 'ev.' (2·1all.d) .

...Correlatlon Is significant at the .05 level (2~tailed),

MC. SCQ 4 El E2 E3 E. '5 r4 fl1 R

Kendall's tau_b MC. Correlation Coefficlen 1.000 .357' .111 -,031 .tU ·Oll ora -:. .: ·,Uf

Sig. (2·1an.d) .000 .215 .745 .1•• 701 .)0 •
N 75 75 7. 74 74 7. fA ,. 11 II

sco s Correlation Coefficlen .357' 1.000 .105 .075 .ot, 011 1t7 tU :: ,It
Sig. (2·talled) .000 .145 AOII .111 ••• 013 r.. .It

N 75 75 7. 74 74 74 '4 f' U -.if.
El Correlation Coefflclen .118 .105 1.000 .02' •.070 ·0.' .IU· : '"~

Sig. (2·taned) .215 .245 .570 .OIS " 000 "" ,
N 7. 74 520 &20 III '17 III III ". t"

E2 Correlation Coefficlen -,031 .075 .021 1.000 ·.02' .OH· .0-7 .: "" -::
Sig. (2-talled) .745 .•09 .570 .4&1 010 .207 :!
N 74 7. 520 523 62' UO 121 III i!

E3 Correlation Coefflclen .114 .095 •.070 ·.021 .000 •U7' W' 01• ~NI'

Sig. (Hailed) .241 .291 .015 .4511 001 - DU • I ~
N 74 74 511 521 U. III I" .If lit

E4 Correlation Coefficlen •.038 .011 ·.014 ·.0115' .'27' 1.000 It) -WC ~.." ....
Sig. (2·taned) .706 .S99 .agll .0.0 .001 005 Itt t III

N 74 74 117 520 611 .20 Ut til ... .,t
ES Correlation Coefficlen .07! .157 • .138" ·.047 1)9" ••01 ,- ItI· ~~

-...
Sig. (2-talled) .430 .083 .000 .207 000 001 .. I

N 74 74 511 621 61t no u. lI' tit
-~

E6 Correlation Coefflcien ,0004 .023 •.ooa •.081 015 QS.4 lOO 1- -..
Sig. (2·taned) .965 .798 .Iao .012 GtO 'U ClOt 'l W

N 74 74 511 51' 517 I" tit tlf '" 1t:
E7 Correlation Coefficien .096 .103 .141' .000 ·011' .on '" 0lIl ,- I

Sig. (2-taMed) .306 .248 .000 .1113 0)1 411 It' 1 1M

N 74 74 511 Sill 517 ... III ...
i~!~

It

ES Correlation Coefficlen ·.120 -.075 .023 .081' •OU· ot4 • 0Dl ... " ,-
Sig. (2·taned) .21 t .• 04 .547 .009 .on 011 ... ::
N 74 74 517 &20 611 .If 6l1' ,i. ut

Correlations

•• , Correlation Is significant at the .01 level (2-ta~ed) .

•. Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-talled).
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Test 5 Correlations

MC5 sCG5 SAS 01 C2 03 C' 05 00 01 00 00 0..-

Kendall'. tau_b MC 5 CorrelltionCoefficie 1.000 .lo4eo ,..08' -.125 ·.035 ·.087 ,1'. ·,064 on 021
._

·060 ;oJI

Sig. (2-tliled) .000 000 .231 .730 .3" .272 on ... ... "" au m

N •• 54 S• 8. M a M eo .. .. .. OJ ..
SCG 5 Corr.l.tion Co.fficIa .348· 1.000 .232· .e78 .2,r .007 .083 _.ot2

_ .
107 -0" lilt' '"~

Sig. (2-tan.d) .000 .017 ,432 .011 .3117 .1!30 000 0" ... ... $!e NI

N S. .. S. .. M eo M .. M .. .. a OJ

SAS Corr.latlon Coefflcle ,408· .232' 1.000 .0 .... ·,028 -.101 .0" """ ... ""$ .- .0" -....
Sig. (2-bllled) .000 017 .... .787 .'34 ,800 SOl .... '14 UI ••• ..
N .. S. s. 6' s. a 54 III .. .. .. .. OJ

01 Correlltion CoefflClt -.125 07. .04' 1.000 ,,82· .075" 001' ·000 .... .,, ..Ot .. .. ..,
Slg. (HaMed) .231 .432 .... .000 .039 ,012 ". 0" ... ~ - -
N .. 6' 6. 523 621 '22 522 622 $)1 61l m ... ."

02 Cornllltion Co.ffk:1CI -.035 257' _.028 .192· 1.000 .on· ... 7 -021 ..,. 1163 "l ,,7 ...
Sig. (Nailed) .738 ,01' .781 .000 .00' ,183 57. """ •0 ,a. - ....
N S. M e. 521 522 '2' .22 52' IIlO ." 52' ." til

03 Corr.llltian Coefficie -,097 .097 _,101 .07S· .on· I ODD .017· ,,7 .... .11 "' 0"" D'

Sig. (2-talled) .356 .397 .33. .039 .03' .00II .'21. 0" ,.. no ... -
N eo ea .3 .22 52. 52. 522 522 62' til W .., III

a. Correlation Coefficle .11<t .083 .013 .091" .0.7 .097· I.DOD 011 001 * .., .or -
Sig. (2·t.lled) .272 .530 .900 .012 ,193 .00II ... oao OJ7 '16 - ••
N •• M e• 522 .22 522 523 .12 52' ... 122 II. IoJ

as Correlation CoetflC~ -.05. _.012 .... ·.OS5 -,021 .047 017 1000 0'. OlIO ·000 .... ..
Sig. (2-tal,.d) .823 .90 • .538 .,.5 .519 .2" •8511 703 "" III ... ...
N 63 63 •3 522 521 522 522 .23 62' ••• 15:!2 ... IIJ

Qe Correlation Co.ffIcIe .073 .259· .... .095' .012' ..... .OM ,01& "... DIll ,DU' 000 .W

SIg.(2·"'~') .• 98 .013 .536 .013 .030 ,013 000 .103 ... .... .. lIOII

N S. •• 0< 52' ."" .2' .2' n· i22 611 D. IU '"
07 Corr.lation Coefl'k:le .028 .187 _.113 .018 .OS3 ,011 030 DOl DOl , ODD 40' ·1122 :00.

Big. (2-tal,.d) .BO. .... .274 .1169 .ul •15. ,27 '" ... ... $<I ..
N .3 •• .. .,e .,7 ... 5te III • ,7 a.. .It ... ..

ae Correlation Co.fficle ·.090 0,01S ·.033 ·,01. .... .0:18 ... 7 ·002 .D14" 03'
._ - -Big. (2-tall.d) .381 .8.6 .7.' ,693 .• 0< .'20 .'86 1M2 ,,41 .Jt 001 ..

N e. e. e. 522 .21 522 022 522 62' 5" m ••• "'
09 Correlation Co.ffIole ·.050 ."7 ·.011 .... .112· .010· ..aa· •003 002 ·1122 - ,.- a..

Sig. (2-talled) .632 .33. .,. .009 .002 .029 .DOD ... IN ... 1101 m

N 62 82 .2 •• 3 512 0" .,. .., .12 IGt It, ,.. ...
010 Corre.tion Co.fficl. -.018 ·.111 -.0.8 .032 -.018 .031 ..., 034 '-er ·041 .1!Dt '"

._
810·(2·.. 110') .• 73 .292 .660 .30. ,835 .'011 .'" .»< : * 1M :!
N 62 62 .2 .,2 ." "2 51' 012 ... .., "'..COrrlllabon la Ilgnificant at the .01 level (2.talled),

•. Correlation ill significant It the ,05 iIIv.1 (2-tailed).

M'" SCO' ..... Tt
., .

[KIndiIlI'sliiiY ~ "",,,.IIon""""'" 1.000 .,... ...,." ••1" ':: --- _n. :; ..
': :SIg.(2-tall.d) .... •000 .1" .IA ,,:' ..

N .. .. .. .. .. .. -.. ..
-~

SeQS Corrtl.tIOneo.ftltl,nt .,... ,.000 JS2' "'" .... .1I~

._
-=-

II

~SIg.(2-taIlMl .000
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=
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Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

Frequency Table

Ql

Cumulallve
Freauencv Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid lA 26 5.0 5.0 50
2A 72 13.7 13.8 187
3B 98 18.7 18.7 375
4C 155 29.6 29.6 811
se 172 32.8 32.9 1000
Total 523 99.8 100.0

Missing System 1 .2
Total 524 100.0

Q2

Freauencv
Cumuia....

Percent Valid Percent Po.... nt
Vatid 1 102 19.5 19.5 196

2 143 27.3 27.4 4118
3 181 34.5 34.7 810
4 71 13.5 13.6 tH
5 25 4.8 4.8 1000
Totel 522 99.8 100.0

Missing System 2 .4
Total 524 100.0

Q5

Freauencv Valid Percent
CumulatlVO

Percent Plfcenl
Valid 1 261 49.8 49.8 499

2 169 32.3 32.3 822
3 65 12.4 124 f.48
4 17 3.2 33 1118
5 11 2.1 2.1 1000
Total 523 99.8 1000

Missing System 1 .2
Total 524 100.0

E2

FreQuencv Percent Valid Porcenl
C~tNe

Valid 1 181 34.5 34,8 SAO
2 196 37.4 37,5 7 1
3 80 16.3 15.3 111.
4 52 9.9 G.II III
5 14 2.7 2.7 1000
Total 523 99.8 1000

Missing System 1 .2
Tolal 524 100.0

E6

Cumulttlvt
Freauencv Percent Valid Peroenl pe~tIl

Valid 1 58 11.1 11 2 112
2 108 20.6 20 a 0

3 112 21.4 21.8
4 132 25.2 254 7 0

5 109 20.8 210 '000
Total 519 99.0 100 0

Missing System 5 1.0

Total 524 100.0
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Q3

Frequencv Valid Percent
Cumuillwe

Percent Pen:.",
Valid 1 44 8" e .. e ..

2 51 97 ge le 2
3 105 200 201 382
4 108 202 203 6116
5 217 41.4 415 1000
Total 523 998 100 0

Missing System 1 2
Total 524 100.0

Q4

Frequency Pen:enI Valid Plleent ~.
Valid 1 48 88 ea II

2 43 82 82 110
3 1211 248 247 411.. 1711 3012 $42 1
5 128 240 2., 1 0
Tot I 623 098 1000

Milling Syttem 1 2
Total 524 1000

3

Valid

2
3
4
5 2'" 40 e oil 1 1000
Tot I 521 "4 100 0

Missing System 3 e
Total 524 100 0



Appendix F tatlstical Tables of the R ult oj th« Sfuci.

Cumul
Frequency Perunl Valid Percenl PefC:enl

Valid 1 4 8 8 8
2 15 29 29 3
3 74 141 142 178
4 98 187 188 388
5 331 632 834 1000
Total 522 996 lOO0

MIssing Syslem 2 4
Total 524 1000

Q7

Pen:enl VaIIcIPetCiIIIII
132 13

2 78 149
3 213 4011
4 78 149
15 81 1615 1611
T 619 990 1000

Missing Syal m 6 10
Tolal 624 1000

Milling
Toll

1000va! m 4

24 1000

102
4 1$2
5 140
TO 521

Mining SYI' m 3
Total 524 1000

r

F
Valid 1

2
3..
5
Tot I 519 0 1000

MI'I ng 5ysL m 5 10
Total 524 1000

/.



Appendix F: Statistical Tables of the Results of the Study

08

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid 1 69 13,2 13,2 13,2
2 100 19,1 19,1 32,3
3 148 28,2 28.3 eO,8
4 106 20,2 20,3 80,9
5 100 19,1 19,1 100,0
Total 523 99,8 100,0

Missing System 1 ,2
Total 524 100,0

Q9

Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid 1 85 16,2 16,5 16,5
2 59 11,3 11,5 26,0
3 110 21,0 21,4 49,4
4 141 26,9 27,4 76,6
5 119 22,7 23,2 100,0

Total 514 98,1 100,0
Missing System 10 1,9
Total 524 100,0

Q10

Cumulalive
Freauency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid 1 266 50,8 51,9 51,9
2 98 18,7 19,1 71,0
3 83 15,8 16,2 87,1
4 30 5,7 5,8 93,0
5 36 6,9 7,0 100,0
Total 513 97,9 100,0

Missing System 11 2,1

Total 524 100,0

E4

Cumuletlve
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid 1 40 7,6 7,7 7.7
2 96 1B.3 16.5 28,2
3 190 36,3 38,5 62,7
4 129 24.6 24,8 87.5
5 65 12,4 12,5 100,0

Total 520 99.2 100,0

Missing System 4 .8

Total 524 100.0

E8

Cumul live

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid 1 204 38.9 39.2 39.2

2 184 35.1 35.4 74.6

3 91 17.4 17.5 92.1
4 29 5,5 5.6 97.7

5 12 2.3 2.3 100.0

Total 520 99.2 100.0

Missing System 4 ,6

Total 524 100.0

F-38
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The Data of the Two Cognitive tests
The Data of the Perry Questionnaire
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Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

I, ;IilliiA,_A1,!jJ:S:. Llt,:iiJI!i:P!:'Iliiiih ,nthV8c,k" I "iFD se AA SEX CVSC PO se
10101 F 67 5 20111 F 59 14
10102 F 35 11 20112 F 64 7
10103 M 65 6 20113 F 56 6
10104 M 42 5 20115 F 55 7
10105 F 47 5 20116 M 35 7
10106 M 51 6 20117 M 46 7
10107 F 58 5 20118 M 50 9
10108 F 41 4 20119 F 52 .5

10109 M 43 4 20120 F 43 8
10110 M 64 3 20121 F 54
10111 F 55 11 20122 F 41 14
10112 M 73 5 20201 F 40 5
10113 M 43 8 20202 F 57
10114 M 43 11 20203 F 59 10
lOllS M 61 12 20204 F 41 6
10116 F 72 12 20205 M 50 5
10117 F 31 7 20206 M 66 4

10118 M 57 3 20207 F 46 5
10119 M 49 9 20208 F 35 I

20101 M 48 18 20209 M 43 5
20102 F 44 16 20210 F 50 7

20103 M 39 9 20211 F 57 3

20104 F 43 16 20212 M 48 3

20105 M 42 14 20213 M 54 7

20106 F 6 7 20214 M 49
20107 F 58 3 20215 F 32 2

20108 F 43 9 20216 F 52 4
20109 F 52 4 20217 F 57 4

20110 F 5 20218 F 66 4
20111 F 59 14 20219 F 40 4

20112 F 64 7 20220 F 46
20113 F 56 6 20221 F 47 6

20115 F 55 7 20222 M 46 3

20116 M 35 7 20223 F 39 2

20117 M 46 7 20224 F 61 J3

20118 M 50 9 20225 F 62 17

20119 F 52 5 20301 M 64 3

20120 F 43 8 20302 M .53 12

20121 F 54 20303 M 48 6

20122 F 41 14 20304 M 57 9
20201 F 40 5 20305 F 54 7
20202 F 57 20307 F 45 S

20203 F 59 10 20308 F 36 I

20204 F 41 6 20309 M 36

20205 M 50 5 20310 M 40 16

20206 M 66 4 20311 f 47 4

20207 F 46 5 20312 F .50 4

20208 F 35 1 20313 F .59 6

20209 M 43 5 20314 F 37

20210 F 50 7 20315 F 41 12

-2



Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

20316 F 47 4 50309 M 41 4
20317 F 48 13 50310 F 51 II

20318 F 42 8 50311 F 41 6
20319 F 46 5 50312 M 49 19
20321 F 45 10 50313 M 33 II

20323 F 52 6 50314 F 27 11

30301 F 43 12 50315 M 54 14
30302 M 55 9 50316 F 56 Il

30303 F 42 5 50117 F 52
30304 F 64 8 50318 M 44 6
30305 M 64 17 50319 F 34 3
30306 F 49 8 50320 F 40 17
30307 F 53 3 50401 M 34 3

30308 F 39 7 50402 M 3S S

30309 M 37 1 50403 M 34 6
30310 F 60 11 50404 F 51 3

30311 F 53 12 50406 M 44 I

30312 F 39 7 50407 II

30313 F 31 6 50408 F 59 7
30314 M 51 II 50409 F 39 5
30316 M 40 6 50410 F SO 10
30317 M 44 7 50411 F 54 0

30318 M 65 7 50412 F 32 0

30319 F 58 15 50414 F 42 0

30320 M 43 14 50415 F SI U

30321 F 59 12 50416 M 51 10
30322 F 52 6 50417 M 39 8

30323 F 49 4 50418 M 54 10
40202 F 53 9 50419 F 57 12
40203 F 51 13 50420 F 56 8

40204 F SO 3 50422 M 3' 5

40205 F 27 6 60101 M 40 14
40207 M 57 18 60102 F 44 8

40208 F 20 8 60103 F '4 2

40209 F 45 18 60104 M 28 6

40210 F 22 13 60105 M 48 4
40212 F 45 60106 F 36 9

40216 M 47 6 60107 F 42 IS

40218 M 30 7 60108 F 43 9

40221 F SI 9 60109 F 71 8
40223 F 45 17 60110 M 38 5

40224 M 43 8 60111 F 46 7
40225 F 51 10 60112 M 43 3

50301 F 58 8 60113 M 38 10
50302 M 34 5 60114 M 47 9

50303 M 34 13 60115 M SI 7
50304 M 48 8 60116 M 55 6

50305 F 42 9 60117 M 52 6
50306 F 47 11 60118 M 37 7
50307 F 43 5 60201 F 52 ,
50308 F 57 12 60202 F 38 t

G-J



Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

60203 F 48 9 70107 2
60204 F 46 2 70108 M 46 3
60205 M 56 3 70109 F 55 10
60206 F 44 8 70110 F 39 5
60207 M 49 12 70111 M 35 8

60208 F 32 3 70112 F 59 14
60209 M 48 12 70113 F 55 6
60210 F 37 8 70114 F 17 13
60211 F 41 8 70115 F 43 7
60212 F 52 I 70116 F 47 10
60213 F 4S 10 70117 F 68 8

60214 F 46 70118 M 41 II

60215 F 45 S 70119 F 41 6

60216 M 43 2 70120 F 73 12
60217 M 37 2 70121 F 35 8

60218 F 42 3 70122 13
60301 F S4 4 70123 M 31 16
60302 F 41 2 70124 F 48 8

60303 M 60 8 7012S M 44 4
60304 F 60 18 70126 M 60 13
60305 F 37 9 70127 F 34 5
60306 F 47 5 70201 F 49 6

60307 M 67 8 70202 F 55 2
60308 F 37 10 70203 M 28 3
60309 F S4 II 70204 F 54 9

60311 F 44 3 7020S F 42 5
60312 F 28 7 70206 M 42 13

60314 F S6 IS 70207 F 52 7
60315 F S6 9 70208 F 53 II

60316 F 64 12 70209 F 51 9

60317 F 48 12 70210 F 41 4
60318 F 60 16 70211 M 36 14
60319 F 49 12 70212 M 56 5
60402 M 28 6 70213 M 30
60404 M 43 10 70215 F 58 15

60405 F 48 70216 M 37 8

60406 M 40 9 70217 M 46 II

60407 F 45 13 70219 F 45 4
60408 M 48 70220 M 46
60409 F 36 II 70221 F 61 10
60410 F 4S II 70222 M 49 5
60411 F 3S 6 70223 M 36 4
60412 F 46 9 70224 F 62 10
60414 F 46 11 70225 M 37 4
70101 F 57 3 70226 F 38 3
70102 F 48 14 70301 F 43 4
70103 M 44 2 70302 F 41 5
70104 F 52 6 70303 F 44 6
7010S F SI II 70304 F 31 I

70106 F 52 II 70305 M 40 13
70306 M 36 17

G-I



Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

70307 M 34 3 8020~ M 48 19
70308 F 59 2 80206 F 43 2
70310 M 31 13 80207 M 37 4
70311 F 3~ 4 80210 M 30 3
70312 M 58 11 80211 F 60 9
70313 F 45 1 80212 F 56 12
70314 M 67 2 80213 M 51 9

70315 M 36 6 80214 F 50 6
70316 M S2 6 80215 M 43 IS

70317 M 54 1 80216 M SO 9
70318 M 51 8 80217 M 46 12
70319 F 42 4 80218 F ~O 7
70320 F 46 8 80219 M ~4 3
70321 M 42 3 80220 F 57 11

70322 F 45 11 80222 M 62 8
70323 M 20 2 80223 M 32 4
70325 F SI 80224 M 45 5

70326 F 48 ~ 80225 M 30 4
80101 M 42 4 80226 M 50 4
80102 F 43 5 80227 F 52 IS

80103 F 61 2 80228 F 54 9

80104 F 42 I 80229 M 61 7
80105 F 53 4 80230 M 29 4
80106 F 44 16 90201 F 36 4
80107 M S8 4 90202 M 63 17
80108 F 39 7 90203 M 30 4
80109 F 52 19 90204 F 61 14
80110 F 69 11 90205 M ~9 14
80111 M 74 8 90206 F 48 10
80112 M SS 9 90207 M 62 8
80113 F 60 4 90208 F 60 4
80114 F 37 4 90209 F 58 8
80115 F 46 13 90210 F 51 13

80116 M 37 7 90211 F 56 12
80117 M 47 2 90212 M 49 12
80118 M 57 12 90213 F 39 9

80119 F 54 2 90215 M 45 9

80120 M 42 1I 90216 F 66 13
80121 F 53 5 90217 M 40 I

80122 F 48 12 90218 F 66 3
80123 F 41 2 90219 F 38 5
80124 F 48 6 90220 M 27 4

80125 F 53 8 90221 M ~O 9

80126 M 43 4 90222 F 60 6

80127 M 46 9 90223 F 49 9

80129 F 51 9 90224 F 54 4
80130 F 57 5 90225 M 38 17
80131 F 71 9 90226 M 59 16
80201 F 47 5 90227 F 59 6

80202 M 58 4 90228 M 69 8
80203 F 48 7 90229 M 44 12
80204 M 37 1

G-S



Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

90230 M 35 3 110406 M 45 5
90231 F 52 11 110407 M 68 14
100101 F 42 12 110408 F 61 6
100103 F 53 12 110409 F 31 13
100104 F 43 12 lt0410 F 42 4
100106 F 40 6 110411 M 58 8

100107 M 28 4 110412 F 65 IS

100108 F 43 9 110413 M 70 7
100109 F 41 8 110414 M 46 5

100110 M 38 7 lt0415 F 42 3

1001tl M 32 2 110416 M 46 7
100112 F 39 4 110417 F 51 10
1001 t3 F 66 2 110418 F 75 IS

100115 F 30 4 lt0419 F 48 3

100116 F 60 5 110420 M 52 9
100117 F 31 2 110421 F 39 4
100118 M 26 6 110422 F 56 13

100119 M 47 20 110423 F 43 8
100120 M 43 4 110424 M 36 u
100121 M 44 I 110425 F 49 14
100122 F 45 7 110426 F 32 10
100123 F 38 1 120101 F 64 13

100124 M 36 10 120102 F 41 13

100401 F 32 8 120103 F 69 8
100402 M 48 8 120104 F 63 13

100403 M 32 7 120105 M 45 10
100404 F S3 6 120106 F 47 13
100406 F 63 5 120107 M 48 18
100408 F 37 7 120108 M 51 7
100409 F 39 3 120109 M 36 II

100410 F 0 3 120110 F 35 5

1004ll F S6 6 120111 M " 10
100412 M 42 10 120112 F 37 ,
100413 F 28 I 120113 F 50 6
100414 M 55 3 120114 M 41 II

100415 F 68 7 120115 F 36 8
100416 M 40 8 120116 M 41 II

100417 F 59 6 120117 M 29 8

100419 F 62 7 120118 F 47 7
100420 M 62 8 120119 M 38 6

100421 F 43 4 120120 M 53 5

100422 F 35 4 120121 F 56 8
100423 F SO 14 120122 F 57 6

100424 M 31 3 120123 M 51 4
100426 F ss 4 120124 F 47 12

100428 F S9 6 120125 F 23 5
110401 M 43 7 120401 M 57 16
110402 M 60 II 120402 F 42 II

110403 F 46 3 120403 M 48 7
110404 M 71 13 120404 F 43 9
110405 F 68 5 120405 F 32 5
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Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

110406 M 45 5 120115 F 36 8
110407 M 68 14 120116 M 41 II

110408 F 61 6 120117 M 29 8
110409 F 31 13 120118 F 47 7
110410 F 42 4 120119 M 38 6

110411 M 58 8 120120 M 53 5
110412 F 65 15 120121 F 56 8
110413 M 70 7 120122 F 57 6

110414 M 46 5 120123 M 51 4
110415 F 42 3 120124 F 47 12
110416 M 46 7 120125 F 23 5

110417 F 51 10 120401 M 57 16
110418 F 75 15 120402 F 42 II

110419 F 48 3 120403 M 48 7
110420 M 52 9 120404 F 43 9

110421 F 39 4 120405 F 32 5

110422 F 56 13 120406 M 43 IS

110423 F 43 8 120407 M 47 S
110424 M 36 13 120408 M 36 6
110425 F 49 14 120409 M 36 11

110426 F 32 10 120410
120101 F 64 13 120411 F SI 18
120102 F 41 13 120412 F 39 1
120103 F 69 8 120413 F SS S

120104 F 63 13 120414 M 31 14
120105 M 45 10 12041S M 3S 17
120106 F 47 13 120416 M 38 It

120107 M 48 18 120417 M 43 8
120108 M 51 7 120418 M 49 10
120109 M 36 11 120419 F 42 9

120110 F 35 5 120420 F 48 7
120111 M 55 10
120112 F 37 5

120113 F 50 6
120114 M 41 11
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Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

PERRY QUESTIONNAIRE DATA

10101
10102
10103
10104
10105
10106
10107
10108
10109
10110
10111
10112
10113
10114
10115
10116
10117
10118
10119
20101
20102
20103
20104
20105

5 44555
5 2 4452

5 I 5555
5 3 I 5 54

2 5 1552

5 5 5454

5

5

4

2

5

5

2

4

5

5

5

4

4

4

3

4

4

3 34555
4 5 5452
3 5 5 1 1

I 5 545
I 454 5
1 455 4
4 I 545
2 I 534
3 5 5 3 5
I 354 5

3 5 5 2 I

I 254 4

5 4 1 4 I

I 534 3

3 4 5 4 4

2 2 5 4 4
1 3 5 4 5

I 342 3
I 253 3
3 3 3 4 4
54353
I 3 5 5 I

3 454 4
2 4 5 4 3

3

3

3

5

5

3

2

4

5

3

3

3

4

5

3

5

5 3
5 4
5 I

3 I

4 2

5 2

5 3

I 3

3 I

3 I

5 4

4 I

5 2

5 3

4 2

S 3

4 2
4 3
4 3
5 3

S 3
3 4
S 3

S 3

3 544 5

5 5 3 5 5
3 I 545

35354
5 5 555
3 5 4 5 4

4 5 4 5 5

32435

44345
55355
5 5 125

4 3 2 5 5

3 3 545
4 4 3 3 4
35555
4 5 5 2 5

4 4 4 5 5

4 3 445

4 4 3 4

4 524
551 5
3 5 2 4

5 SIS

154 5
4 4 3 4
I I 3 5

4 4 3 5

2 3 I 5
S 4 2 4

2 3 4 5

3 3 4 3

3 2 4 S
5 343

4 4 3 S
2 4 4 S
3 4 2 S
4 3 3 5
S 3 3 4
4 S II 3

s S S 5
4 444
4 4 3 S
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Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

20106 4 4 3 4 5 5 3 3 2 3 3 4 4 2 4 2 3 3

20107 5 5 4 4 4 5 2 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 5 S 4 4

20108 3 2 5 5 5 5 1 5 5 5 4 2 5 4 s s s s
20109 5 4 2 3 4 4 3 5 3 5 4 3 4 3 4 s 4 4

20110 5 5 1 5 5 5 1 1 5 3 4 2 S 2 1 I 2 2

20111 4 3 5 4 4 5 2 3 5 5 2 3 5 3 s s 2 4

20112 4 3 4 4 4 5 4 2 4 3 5 4 2 4 4 s 4 S

20113 5 4 5 5 4 5 1 4 5 5 3 4 S 4 S 4 3 S

20115 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 3 2 3 4 4 2 3 3 s 4 4

20116 4 3 3 3 4 4 1 1 2 5 4 4 4 3 s S 3 4

20117 3 4 3 3 4 5 4 2 3 5 2 4 4 3 4 2 3 3

20118 4 4 1 4 4 5 3 3 4 5 2 3 5 3 s 2 4 3

20119 3 5 3 5 5 3 3 s 3 2 S S 2 s S 1 s
20120 2 3 4 4 S 5 3 3 3 4 3 5 4 2 .s 4 3 3

20122 5 3 5 4 4 5 S S 1 3 4 S S S 3 4 I 3

20201 3 3 5 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 2 4 3 3 3 4 3

20203 4 3 3 4 3 5 4 5 S S 3 4 S 3 S 4 3 S

20204 3 3 5 4 S 4 4 4 4 2 3 4 S 2 3 .
20205 5 5 S 4 3 4 5 4 4 1 S 4 S 4 4 s 3 S

20206 5 4 5 5 5 S 3 3 4 3 4 S 4 3 S 4 4 3

20207 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 2 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 3 4

20208 2 2 5 1 4 4 3 4 4 2 3 4 4 2 4 4 3 I

20209 3 5 1 3 4 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 1 3

20210 3 4 5 4 4 3 4 3 4 5 4 2 5 1 3 4 4 3

20211 2 3 5 5 2 5 5 2 1 3 5 s 2 1 1 1 4 4

20212 5 5 5 3 4 5 2 1 I 1 5 4 1 I 1 I S I

20213 2 3 3 4 4 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 1 4 1 4

20215 4 4 5 3 3 4 2 3 4 4 4 2 3 S S 3

20216 3 1 5 5 S 3 1 1 4 2 5 S 3 3 4 4 1

20217 5 3 1 2 S 5 4 4 2 4 4 4 3 .
20218 3 4 4 5 4 3 1 5 3 4 3 2 4 4 4 4 4 4

20219 3 3 2 2 2 4 2 3 4 3 S I 3 3 2 4

20221 4 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 4 2 3 1 3 3 1 3

20222 4 5 4 3 5 5 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 1 4 3 3 3

20223 2 3 4 4 s 4 2 3 3 5 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 4

20224 5 3 2 4 4 4 s 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 4

20225 4 4 2 4 5 5 2 2 4 2 3 2 S 2 4 1 4 2

20301 2 2 2 4 2 4 3 5 5 3 3 2 S S 4 I 3 S

20302 4 3 4 3 4 5 5 4 5 S 4 3 S 3 S S 1 S

20303 3 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 I 4 S 4 2 3 S

20304 4 5 4 5 4 5 2 I 4 I 4 2 S 4 S 4 I 4

20305 5 1 2 5 5 4 1 1 I 1 4 5 3 2 3 S 4 4

20307 5 2 1 5 4 4 3 2 4 3 4 S 4 3 4 1 I 3

20308 5 5 4 4 4 5 3 3 5 3 I 4 S 1 S S 1 4

20310 s 4 s 3 4 s 4 2 S S 4 2 S 4 1 2 2 S

20311 4 4 3 4 S 4 3 3 2 3 2 4 S 1 S S 3 2

20312 4 3 4 3 2 4 4 4 4 S 2 4 S 3 1 S 1 S

20313 4 3 4 2 4 S 4 3 4 S 3 4 3 3 2 4 4 4

20315 4 4 S S s 5 3 4 3 S 3 4 S 3 4 4 1 4

20316 4 4 3 3 s 5 2 4 3 1 3 2 4 4 4 2 3 4
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Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

20317 4 5 3 5 3 5 4 3 3 4 4 4 5 3 5 5 4 ..
20318 4 3 4 5 5 5 3 3 .. 5 4 .. 4 2 .. 5 4 ..
20319 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 5 2 4 5 5 4 2 5 1 5

20321 4 5 5 3 4 5 2 5 3 5 4 2 3 2 5 .. .. ..
20323 4 3 4 5 4 5 3 3 4 3 4 .. 5 3 .. 2 3 5

30301 2 4 3 5 4 5 3 2 3 5 3 2 5 2 3 2 1 5

30302 2 4 3 4 5 5 3 4 1 5 2 2 5 1 5 5 3 3

30303 4 5 5 4 4 5 3 4 5 5 4 .. 4 3 5 .. 3 ..
30304 5 5 5 3 5 3 3 3 5 1 3 5 5 3 5 1 3 5

30305 3 5 3 3 4 5 5 3 3 5 3 4 5 2 4 2 3 5

30306 2 3 3 5 5 5 1 5 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 3 5

30307 4 3 5 4 5 5 3 4 2 5 4 4 5 3 4 3 .. 5

30308 4 2 5 5 4 4 1 4 4 5 4 4 4 5 3 .. 3 3

30309 4 5 2 3 5 5 3 2 5 4 3 4 4 3 5 3 5

30310 5 4 4 5 5 3 2 4 5 4 4 4 5 5 3 2 3 5

30311 5 4 5 4 3 4 2 3 4 3 4 4 4 2 4 2 3 4

30312 5 4 2 4 4 4 2 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 5 2 2 5

30313 4 3 5 2 5 2 3 3 2 4 4 5 3 2 3 2 4 ..
30314 2 2 5 4 5 5 3 4 5 4 2 4 4 .. 4 4 2 4

30316 4 2 1 2 5 4 5 2 1 4 4 5 4 I 3 .. 3 ..
30317 2 3 4 1 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 3 2 4 3 3 3

30318 2 3 5 4 5 3 1 5 4 4 4 5 I 4 I 2 5

30319 4 1 1 1 5 5 2 4 2 5 4 5 3 2 .. 2 2 2

30320 5 3 5 4 5 5 4 1 .. 5 2 2 5 3 5 3 5 5

30321 2 3 2 I 5 3 2 2 .. 1 3 5 .. 4 .. 2 1 5

30322 5 .. 1 4 5 .. 1 1 5 1 4 5 4 .. .. 5 3 5

30323 4 5 5 3 4 5 2 3 5 5 5 I 5 J 5 5 .. ..
40202 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 4 3 4 4 4 .. .. .. .. 2 J

40203 4 4 5 4 5 5 1 3 4 5 4 4 5 3 5 3 2 ..
40204 4 3 J 3 5 5 3 1 4 5 4 5 5 2 .. .. 1 1

40205 4 4 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 5 4 4 4 3 3 .. 3 1

40207 1 5 4 4 5 5 1 3 4 4 2 4 5 3 .. 2 2 ..
40208 4 5 5 4 4 5 3 3 3 5 4 4 .. 3 3 3 .. 5

40209 1 3 5 5 5 5 4 3 1 3 3 3 3 5 2 2 .. 5

40210 3 2 3 5 5 4 I 5 3 3 5 4 .. .. 5 1 I 5

40212 2 3 5 4 5 5 3 I 1 5 4 .. .. .. .. 5 3 2

40216 5 4 3 2 5 5 3 4 3 5 4 5 5 3 3 2 2 ..
40218 3 3 3 I 5 5 3 1 3 I 3 5 5 3 3 2 2 5

40221 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 3 4 4 3 5 .. 3 3 I J 5

40223 5 3 5 3 2 5 3 I 3 5 3 5 .. 3 .. .. 2 ..
40224 5 4 4 3 1 5 3 4 1 5 5 3 .. I .. 1 .. ..
40225 3 4 3 3 3 4 5 3 4 .. .. 4 .. 3 .. 3 2 ..
50301 4 4 5 4 5 5 3 1 3 4 .. .. .. I 3 2 5 5

50302 5 4 I 5 5 1 2 5 5 4 4 5 5 2 5 .. .. ..
50303 3 5 1 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 J J 5

50304 4 2 5 3 4 4 3 3 5 5 3 5 4 I .. .. 1 ..
50305 3 2 5 4 4 5 3 2 2 5 .. 4 .. 2 2 .. 2 2

50306 5 4 5 4 3 5 3 2 J 5 4 J 5 3 .. 5 2 ..
50307 2 4 5 3 4 3 3 2 4 2 4 5 2 1 3 5 3 ..
50308 5 3 2 5 4 2 J 3 5 5 3 5 5 3 5 .. 3 ..
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Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

50309 1 5 5 4 4 2 3 4 5 2 4 5 4 1 5 1 1 5

50310 2 3 2 3 5 4 I 4 1 3 3 3 4 2 5 3 3 4

50311 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 2 4 4 4 5 4 3 4 .. 5 5

50312 5 .. 4 5 5 5 3 1 5 4 4 5 4 3 4 2 3 5

50313 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 1 3 1 5 .. 2 3 5 .. 3 5

50314 4 2 4 5 5 5 1 2 4 5 4 5 5 5 4 4 5 ..
50315 5 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 5 4 2 5 2 3 1 1 5

50316 2 4 1 5 5 5 2 4 2 5 4 3 4 2 4 1 3 ..
50317 5 5 4 3 4 5 4 3 3 4 4 5 5 3 5 2 1 5

50318 4 2 5 5 5 5 1 2 2 5 5 2 5 3 .. 5 3 ..
50319 3 3 5 2 5 5 4 3 1 1 2 2 4 3 .. 5 2 3

50320 4 4 5 5 5 5 2 4 5 4 2 4 5 .. 5 4 2 5

50401 1 2 5 5 S 2 1 5 1 4 4 5 4 2 5 2 .. ..
50402 5 2 5 4 2 5 2 4 4 5 4 2 .. 3 4 1 1 ..
50403 4 3 5 1 4 5 2 3 5 5 4 4 5 2 3 2 .. 5

50404 5 4 3 4 5 5 5 2 2 1 3 5 5 4 5 3 2 1

50406 3 3 3 3 5 4 3 3 3 3 5 4 5 .. 3 2 5 5

50407 5 2 3 5 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 4 5 .. 4 1 5

50408 5 1 2 5 4 4 1 .. 5 4 4 4 5 3 .. 5 2 5

50409 4 1 4 4 4 5 2 1 5 5 4 .. 4 2 1 3 2 3

50410 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 5 5 5 5 1 5

50411 3 1 4 5 4 3 2 4 5 .. 4 3 5 .. .. 5 1 ..
50412 4 2 3 4 5 3 3 1 4 1 3 4 1 2 3 3 1 5

50414 5 2 3 5 2 5 2 2 1 1 3 i .. 2 5 3 2 5

50415 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 2 4 4 1 2 .. 2 3

50416 4 3 4 3 5 5 3 3 4 5 4 5 4 3 4 3 3 3

50417 1 3 5 1 4 5 5 1 1 5 5 1 2 1 .. 1 .. 5

50418 5 3 5 2 2 3 5 4 1 4 S 3 4 5 2 3 5 ..
50419 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 .. 3 3 2 ..
50420 2 4 5 5 3 5 1 1 3 2 4 5 5 3 5 5 1 5

50422 4 3 5 4 3 5 4 3 5 5 2 2 5 2 3 5 .. 5

60101 2 5 5 5 4 4 3 5 4 5 4 2 4 3 .. 1 .. ..
60102 5 5 5 1 5 5 1 1 1 5 4 5 1 1 2 5 2 5

60103 3 3 2 1 5 5 3 2 1 S 3 5 5 2 3 5 3 1

60104 2 3 2 3 5 5 2 3 4 5 4 3 .. 3 .. 3 .. ..
60105 5 .. 5 5 1 5 3 5 5 1 3 3 5 .. 5 1 5 5

60106 5 4 4 5 5 5 1 2 4 5 2 5 4 3 .. 2 2 5

60107 5 4 3 4 5 5 3 1 5 4 2 5 3 5 .. .. 1

60108 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 2 2 5 4 3 .. 2 .. 1 .. ..
60109 2 4 5 3 5 5 3 4 4 .. .. 5 5 1 5 3 3 3

60110 5 2 3 4 4 5 3 2 3 5 2 .. .. 3 .. 5 3 ..
60111 3 4 4 3 3 5 1 3 2 5 4 4 3 3 .. 2 3 ..
60112 5 5 3 2 5 5 3 1 4 2 3 5 3 1 1 2 1 5

60113 1 3 4 4 3 5 3 4 3 4 2 3 3 3 5 .. 3 ..
60114 4 3 4 3 4 2 3 4 4 5 4 .. .. 3 .. 1 1 ..
60115 4 5 3 4 5 5 5 3 3 5 2 5 5 1 5 S 1 ..
60116 5 3 3 5 3 5 3 2 4 3 4 3 S 3 .. 1 1 5

60117 5 5 5 1 5 5 1 1 1 5 4 4 .. S S S 1 S

60118 2 5 2 3 5 5 4 3 3 2 3 .. 2

60201 4 3 5 2 4 5 4 1 2 2 5 5 5 I 5 5 .. 2
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Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

60202 5 3 1 5 4 5 2 S 5 5 3 4 S " " S 3 "
60203 3 2 3 5 S 5 4 S 4 5 S 4 S S " " " S

60204 4 3 5 3 3 5 1 2 " 5 " 5 " 1 3 5 1 5

60205 3 2 3 5 3 5 4 1 5 5 3 2 5 2 5 5 1 5

60206 4 3 3 5 3 5 2 3 1 5 2 4 5 2 4 1 2 1

60207 2 4 2 3 4 4 3 4 5 5 4 5 " 3 5 2 1 ..
60208 2 1 5 4 4 5 2 5 1 1 3 " 1 1 2 " 1 "60209 3 4 2 3 5 3 3 4 " S 4 " " 3 3 " " 1

60210 3 5 5 5 5 5 1 3 1 1 S " 5 2 2 " 2 "
60211 3 3 1 1 4 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 " 3 3 " " 2

60212 5 3 1 5 1 5 3 5 2 5 4 5 1 5 5 5 5 5

60213 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 4 4 4 2 " 5 " " " 3 "
60214 5 5 2 4 5 4 5 5 " 5 " 5 5 " " 5 " 5

60215 3 3 2 1 5 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 .. 2 2 1 .. "
60216 3 5 5 3 S 3 1 2 3 4 " 5 " 3 3 I 1 5

60217 1 S S S S 4 1 1 .. 1 1 " 5 1 " 5 1 "
60218 5 S 3 4 3 S S 2 5 5 1 " 5 2 5 1 .. 5

60301 4 5 4 5 5 5 2 2 2 5 " S .. 1 1 5 5 5

60302 5 2 1 3 3 5 1 4 3 2 4 1 " 1 5 1 " 1

60303 1 3 5 5 5 3 3 S 1 S 1 2 5 1 S .. 1 I

60304 5 2 5 5 4 .. 1 S .. S 1 1 S .. .. 1 1 S

60305 5 4 3 2 .. S 4 1 3 5 .. .. 1 2 .. 1 .. ..
60306 S 4 S S 2 S S 1 2 S S 1 2 I 1 .. S 2

60307 3 2 S 3 4 S 2 3 2 1 .. S .. 1 S 3 3 ..
60308 S 3 3 3 S S 1 1 3 5 " .. 5 5 5 1 2 "
60309 S 4 3 4 4 4 1 " .. " 1 .. S 2 2 .. 1 "
60311 4 3 2 4 2 3 1 2 3 3 " .. " 2 3 3 2 ..
60312 4 4 S 5 " 5 " " 3 " " .. 3 .. .. .. .5 3

60314 2 3 3 3 .. S 1 S 1 " 3 3 " 2 .. " 3 ..
60315 5 3 2 4 4 S 3 S 1 1 .. 2 .. 3 1 .. 2 3

60316 3 4 3 3 3 S 4 1 1 1 3 .. 2 1 2 3 .. 1

60317 5 2 S 1 S S 1 5 5 5 2 5 S 2 .. 2 J ..
60318 5 4 5 4 5 S I .. S 5 .. 2 5 .. .. 2 2 ..
60319 2 2 5 5 4 4 3 5 .. 5 I " .. .. 2 .. 2 2

60402 5 4 5 3 " 3 .. 2 2 5 " 5 5 3 .. 2 3 5

60404 4 3 5 .. 4 5 3 3 5 5 3 S 2 1 S 1 .. 5

60405 2 2 5 2 3 4 1 1 1 .. " 1 1 .. 2 .. " 1

60406 4 4 5 S 4 S .. 1 .. 5 .. 5 .. 3 S 1 I "
60407 4 4 3 4 5 .. 2 3 .. 5 I 3 S .. S 5 J J

60408 S 3 3 3 " 3 3 " .. 1 3 1 5 1 .. J " "
60409 S 3 5 4 S 5 3 2 4 S 3 .. 5 " .. S .. S

60410 4 3 3 4 3 3 2 J 3 3 1 " " " S J .. 3

60411 4 3 4 3 S 5 3 3 2 2 S .. " 2 " 1 3 "
60412 5 4 5 4 4 S 3 2 1 3 .. 5 .. 3 2 .. 3 ..
60414 5 5 5 S 3 4 3 S .. S 3 3 5 .. .. S .. S

70101 5 1 S 4 S S 4 S S 5 " .. 5 2 .. .. S ..
70102 3 3 S 3 3 S 3 3 S 2 .. 3 S 3 .. .. 3 ..
70103 5 3 3 1 2 3 1 5 3 5 3 .. .. .. .. J 1 1

70104 5 S 3 4 4 5 1 1 3 5 " 5 " 1 5 2 3 5

70105 5 3 3 5 5 S 4 2 2 5 .. 5 5 2 3 S 3 2
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Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

70106 3 2 5 1 4 3 3 5 5 5 4 5 5 3 2 5 3 5

70107 5 2 2 4 5 3 2 2 4 5 3 3 5 4 5 .. .. 5

70108 3 2 1 4 5 4 3 1 1 5 5 4 5 1 1 3 .. 5

70109 5 3 5 5 5 3 3 1 1 1 4 5 5 1 1 1 3 5

70110 5 5 4 3 5 3 1 1 1 1 4 3 3 .. 1 .. 5 ..
70111 1 3 3 3 5 5 3 1 5 3 3 S .) .) 1 2 5 ..
70112 2 4 4 3 5 5 2 2 .. 5 1 2 5 .) 5 5 2 3

70113 5 1 5 1 .) 3 S 1 5 S 4 5 2 1 1 I 5 5

70114 4 2 4 5 4 5 3 1 3 S 4 4 5 .. 2 .. 2 ..
70115 5 4 4 5 3 4 3 2 5 2 4 2 4 .) 3 2 2 ..
70116 3 4 3 S 5 5 2 3 4 .. .. 2 3 4 .. 3 .. 3

70117 3 2 5 1 5 5 3 I 3 1 4 5 5 5 .. 2 J 5

70118 5 3 3 3 5 4 4 3 3 4 4 J .. 2 4 .. 3 ..
70119 5 3 3 4 4 4 3 1 5 S 4 5 5 2 .. I 3 5

70120 5 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 5 3 4 5 .) 5 5 3 ..
70121 4 3 5 3 5 5 3 .. 3 5 .. 5 .. .. .. 3 2 3

70122 4 3 4 3 4 5 2 3 .. 5 .. 5 2 2 5 .. 3 5

70123 4 2 5 4 5 5 2 2 3 5 .. 5 5 .. .. J 2 ..
70124 5 2 5 4 5 3 3 4 3 5 3 5 .. 5 .. J .. 5

70125 5 .) 3 4 S 4 3 2 1 5 .. .. 3 3 3 3 3 ..
70126 4 1 5 4 .) 5 3 5 3 5 .. .) 4 5 2 .) I 5

70127 3 4 3 3 5 3 3 I 1 3 3 3 3 .. .. 2 3 3

70201 5 3 1 3 5 3 3 3 1 5 .. 3 3 2 .. 2 J ..
70202 4 4 5 3 4 5 3 3 4 5 .. .. .. 2 3 .. J ..
70203 4 3 4 3 3 5 1 1 4 5 3 5 .. 1 1 2 5 5

70204 1 1 4 4 5 5 2 2 1 5 4 5 .. 1 .. 5 2 3

70205 3 2 5 4 5 3 2 2 4 .. .. .. 3 .. .. 2 J

70206 4 4 4 4 3 5 3 1 5 4 .. 5 5 1 3 J .. 5

70207 3 4 5 3 4 5 3 3 .. 5 .. .. .. 2 J .. J ..
70208 5 4 4 S 2 2 .. .. .. .. 3 .. 3 2 ..
70209 S 4 S .. 4 S 3 4 .. 5 .. 4 5 .. 5 2 2 ..
70210 3 4 S 4 5 5 3 2 2 5 4 3 5 2 4 5 5 2

70211 5 .) 5 5 4 5 3 2 3 5 2 S .. 3 5 5 1 5
70212 4 4 4 3 5 4 .) 2 3 S 3 .. .. 2 .. 2 J J

70213 3 4 3 2 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 I 1 .. 3 ..
70215 2 3 4 5 4 S 5 3 2 4 .. .. 2 2 .. .. S 2

70216 3 S S 3 5 S 3 3 1 5 3 .. 3 2 2 .. l ..
70217 2 S 4 1 3 5 4 4 1 5 .. .. 1 I J .. 1 J

70219 5 3 5 1 5 3 5 5 5 I S S .. S 1 1 2 5

70220 4 2 4 3 5 4 .. S 4 5 4 .. .. 3 .. 2 3 ..
70221 4 2 2 1 4 4 3 2 2 .. .. S I 2 2 1 .. J

70222 3 4 3 4 5 3 3 3 2 3 .) 5 .. 1 2 3 l ..
70223 5 5 2 4 1 5 1 2 .. .. 1 1 1 2 1 ..
70224 5 4 5 4 5 5 3 4 4 5 3 .. S .. 5 2 1 ..
70225 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 2 5 1 1 1 .. 1 3 l l ..
70226 5 5 3 5 1 5 5 1 1 S .. 1 1 I I 5 5 5
70301 1 3 5 4 5 4 2 4 5 5 .. 5 S .. .. I .. ..
70302 2 4 2 3 4 3 3 4 3 2 1 2 1 .. .. 1 J 1

70303 2 4 3 4 5 5 1 1 2 5 5 .. 5 1 J 2 5 S

70304 1 3 1 5 5 5 5 5 1 5 S J 2 .. .. J I 5
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Appendix G: Data of'the Cognitive Tests

70305 3 1 4 4 5 3 3 4 4 5 4 5 " " 2 2 1 5

70306 3 4 5 3 5 3 2 1 3 5 " 2 5 3 " 3 2 3

70307 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 1 5 5 2 " 5 " " 5 J "
70308 4 3 2 3 5 5 5 3 I 5 " 5 " 5 2 5 " 5

70310 5 5 3 I I I 5 I 3 3 5 " I I I 5 5 5

70311 2 2 3 4 5 3 3 " " 3 J " 4 3 " 3 3 ..
70312 2 3 5 3 4 5 I 3 1 " 3 2 3 J 1 2 3 1

70313 4 2 3 4 4 4 2 3 2 " " " " 3 " .. 2 5

70314 3 1 5 2 5 4 3 2 1 1 4 5 4 1 " 2 3 5

70315 2 5 1 1 5 3 3 1 4 5 4 5 1 3 .. " 3 "
70316 4 3 4 2 3 5 2 4 3 5 1 5 5 1 .. 2 2 5

70317 2 3 1 3 5 5 3 5 5 5 1 5 .. 5 .. 2 2 5

70318 4 4 4 4 3 5 2 3 3 5 3 1 " 2 .. " 2 1

70319 4 2 5 4 5 5 2 3 2 5 4 .. " J " 3 .. 5

70320 2 2 3 4 5 5 3 1 5 4 3 5 " 1 " 1 3 3

70321 1 3 5 5 5 3 1 3 5 5 3 1 1 3 5 5 1 ..
70322 2 3 4 5 5 5 I 5 5 4 .. 5 .. 3 5 .. 2 5

70323 4 1 3 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 2 5 2 2 3 I 2 2

70326 4 4 4 4 3 5 3 2 2 5 4 3 .. 3 2 3 .. 5

80101 4 4 3 3 3 5 3 4 3 4 4 .. 4 3 4 5 I J

80102 4 2 5 3 5 5 3 5 3 3 5 5 J 2 3 I .. 5

80103 2 3 3 4 5 4 3 4 3 5 3 5 " 3 .. .. 3 5

80104 4 3 4 3 4 5 3 3 4 3 " 4 4 2 " 1 3 "
80105 5 4 2 3 5 5 3 " 3 5 " 5 " 5 3 5 J 5

80106 4 4 5 5 5 4 4 1 4 3 3 5 5 2 5 2 .. 2

80107 4 5 5 4 5 5 3 3 .. 4 4 5 " 3 .. 3 5 ..
80108 3 3 4 3 5 5 2 3 4 5 5 5 3 3 2 " 4 1

80109 4 5 5 3 5 5 4 " 2 5 4 " 5 2 " 1 2 5

80110 2 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 I 5 5 3 5 2 5 ..
80111 4 4 3 3 5 5 4 3 4 3 5 5 4 1 .. 5 .. 5

80112 5 5 5 3 5 5 3 5 4 3 .. 3 5 " 5 1 1 2

80113 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 5 1 1 5 5 5 5 5 .. 5

80114 5 2 5 2 5 5 3 1 1 3 5 .. .. I .. I 5 J

80115 3 4 3 3 5 5 4 5 3 3 3 " " 5 .. .. J 4

80116 5 5 5 3 4 5 1 5 5 3 .. 3 5 1 1 .. .. ..
80117 4 3 5 3 5 5 3 2 3 1 .. 5 5 3 1 5 2 5

80118 4 4 3 3 5 5 4 3 3 5 .. 5 " 3 .. 5 1 "
80119 5 4 3 4 5 5 3 4 " " 4 J 4 3 " J .. l

80120 4 3 3 5 3 5 3 4 5 3 2 3 4 3 .. 1 1 "
80121 4 4 5 4 4 5 3 5 5 5 5 .. 5 5 .. 5 .. 5

80122 5 5 4 5 4 3 5 3 5 4 3 5 4 .. 2 5 3 5

80123 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 l 2 2 5 5

80124 5 3 5 4 3 5 1 3 .. 5 3 2 5 3 5 2 .. 5

80125 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 3 " 5 2 1 1 .. ..
80126 5 5 5 3 5 5 1 3 4 5 4 5 J I 5 I I ..
80127 4 3 5 4 3 4 3 3 5 5 l 4 5 2 l 2 l 5

80129 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 .. 5 .. 5 2 5 5

80130 3 3 4 4 5 5 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 1 1 5 1 1

80131 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 4 4 5 3 5 2 .. "
80201 4 3 5 3 4 5 1 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 3 .. 5 3
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80202 2 2 2 1 5 5 3 2 .. 5 4 4 4 1 5 3 .. 5

80203 2 2 1 I 4 5 3 1 1 4 5 5 .. 1 2 3 3 3

80204 3 2 2 3 5 5 3 1 3 .. 5 3 .. 2 .. 5

80205 4 3 3 4 2 2 4 3 3 4 4 3 .. 3 5 3 3 3

80206 5 4 1 4 4 3 3 4 5 4 3 5 4 3 .. .. 3 5

80207 4 3 5 5 4 4 2 .. .. 4 2 .. .. 2 .. .. 2 ..
80210 5 5 .. 1 3 .. 1 .. .. 3 1 5 5 .. 1 3 1 1

80211 4 3 5 4 5 5 3 .. 3 5 3 .. 5 3 5 .. .. 5

80212 5 .. .. 4 5 .. 4 .. 3 3 2 .. 5 3 .. .. .. 5

80213 3 3 .. 4 .. 5 4 1 5 5 4 4 5 I .. .. .. ..
80214 3 3 5 5 5 5 3 2 5 5 .. 5 5 1 .. .. 5 5

80215 4 4 3 2 .. 5 1 2 5 4 .. 2 3 .. .. 3 5 3

80216 3 2 .. 2 4 5 3 1 3 5 .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. ..
80217 3 3 4 4 .. 5 3 3 3 5 3 5 .. 2 .. 5 3 5

80218 3 3 5 5 .. .. 2 3 5 5 5 .. 5 3 .. 3 3 ..
80219 4 3 3 4 4 5 2 2 3 4 3 3 5 3 2 2 2 5

80220 2 2 3 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 .. 2 3 .. 3 .. ..
80222 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 3 5 5 3 4 5 3 .. .. .. ..
80223 5 4 4 4 4 5 1 4 4 5 .. 2 .. 3 .. 3 2 5

80224 3 2 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 .. 3 5 3 5 3 I 2
80225 3 4 3 2 3 .. 2 I 4 5 .. .. 3 2 .. 2 2 5

80226 4 4 4 2 4 5 I 5 1 5 .. .. 3 2 I 1 3 ..
80227 5 5 3 5 3 5 3 3 .. 3 .. 2 5 2 2 5 5 3

80228 4 2 5 4 5 5 4 4 5 4 3 5 5 3 5 5 3 5
80229 2 1 4 2 5 5 1 2 2 5 2 2 5 1 3 1

80230 2 1 1 2 5 .. 3 2 .. 3 3 .. 5 2 5 .. .. ..
90201 4 4 5 3 4 5 3 2 5 .. 3 .. .. 5 2 3 ..
90202 4 5 4 3 4 5 3 J 5 .. 2 3 5 4 .. 1 I 5

90203 1 3 1 3 5 5 5 3 1 3 I 3 5 2 3 5 J 1

90204 3 3 2 2 .. 3 5 5 I 5 5 .. 3 2 3 J .. ,
90205 4 3 2 1 5 3 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 2 J 5 J ..
90206 5 J S 1 .. 4 3 3 1 .. .. 5 I 1 1 2 5 ..
90207 5 2 5 2 5 5 3 1 5 .. .. 5 5 1 J 1 .. ..
90208 5 .. S 5 5 5 1 3 5 .. 2 5 J 1 5 J .. ,
90209 .. 3 5 3 4 5 5 2 2 5 .. 3 .. .. 5 I 5 ..
90210 4 .. 3 .. 3 5 .. .. 5 3 .. 5 5 3 .. 3 .. ..
90211 3 3 5 1 5 3 5 1 I 5 5 .. .. 3 3 5 5 ..
90212 3 2 3 3 .. 5 1 3 I 5 .. S S 2 .. J 2 J

90215 5 4 5 .. 3 5 2 .. 4 .. 3 2 .. 2 3 2 3 5
90216 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 3 .. .. .. 5

90217 .. 3 2 3 3 .. 3 5 I 5 3 5 2 2 I I 3 J

90218 4 2 2 1 5 5 2 2 3 5 3 .. 5 2 3 2 2 ..
90220 5 3 5 5 2 3 .. I .. .. 5 I I 1 2 5 ..
90221 2 3 I 3 5 5 3 .. 2 3 .. 5 4 I .. 1 .. 1
90222 2 3 2 2 5 5 .. 2 4 2 .. 3 .. 3 .. 2 .. ..
90223 3 2 2 2 5 5 5 3 I 5 .. 5 .. 2 3 2 .. 2

90224 .. 3 5 5 .. 5 4 1 I 2 .. 2 5 5 3 5 3 5
90225 3 .. 4 .. .. 5 3 .. 4 5 5 4 .. 1 I 2 5 ..
90226 5 2 5 4 3 5 3 2 2 4 4 .. 4 2 .. 3 2 2
90227 .. 3 5 3 4 5 .. 5 2 2 .. 5 .. .. 3 .. .. ..
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Appendix G: Data of the Cognitive Tests

90228 S S S 3 4 S 3 1 4 4 S 4 S 2 S 1 .. S

90229 3 3 S S S S 3 3 S S 2 S S 3 4 2 2 3

90230 1 3 1 3 1 S 1 1 1 S 2 1 1 S 3 S 3 S

90231 2 4 S 3 4 4 3 3 2 4 S .. 3 3 3 .. ..
100101 S S S 4 1 S 1 1 4 1 4 3 4 3 S 1 S S

100103 3 2 2 .. .. 3 3 4 1 2 2 .. 2 4 3 3 3 ..
100104 S S 1 2 1 .. 3 3 1 1 1 2 S 3 1 .. 1 ..
100106 S S S .. 3 2 3 2 S 3 S 3 S .. 3 S .. 5

100107 1 2 2 2 .. 3 2 2 4 S 4 4 4 2 4 2 2 ..
100108 4 4 4 1 3 4 3 4 1 2 3 S S .. 3 2 S S

100109 1 4 S 4 3 4 1 2 4 3 3 S 2 2 1 1 1 5

100110 S S .. 3 S 3 3 1 1 1 2 4 4 3 3 2 3 5

100111 2 3 S .. S S 3 S 2 2 3 4 4 4 2 3 .. ..
100112 2 2 2 1 S S 3 3 4 4 4 S 3 S 3 .. 3 5

100113 3 S 4 S 3 S 5 1 S 4 2 4 3 3 .. 5 .. 5

100115 S 4 .. 4 5 S 2 1 4 3 4 S 4 3 3 2 3 3

100116 5 4 3 4 S S S 4 4 1 S 4 2 3 S 5 3 3

100117 1 4 S 1 5 3 2 .. 4 1 4 3 3 4 3 1 .. ..
100118 4 5 S 1 S 3 4 4 .. 4 S .. .. 2 3 .. 5

100119 S 1 1 S S S 2 1 1 S 3 S 2 1 2 1 .. 5

100120 S 3 4 4 S S 3 1 1 S 2 S 5 3 .. .. 3 5

100121 2 1 2 5 S 4 S 1 2 4 2 S 2 1 5 1 3 2

100122 1 S 1 3 4 4 2 S 3 2 4 2 3 1 3 S S ..
100123 1 3 S 3 1 3 2 S 1 2 4 2 S .. 3 I 2 2

100124 2 2 4 4 2 2 1 4 S .. 2 .. .. I 2 2 3 2

100401 S 3 2 5 S S 2 2 S S 3 S S S 5 .. 3 5

100402 5 4 2 3 S .. .. 4 .
100403 2 4 4 4 2 3 3 1 1 4 4 3 S I S .. 3 3

100404 S 2 S 3 S 5 3 3 5 4 3 5 4 .. 5 .. J 3

100406 .. 3 5 S 3 5 4 2 3 5 3 5 S 3 S S S 5

100408 4 3 4 2 S 5 2 4 5 4 3 S 3 2 3 2 .. S

100409 1 3 1 1 4 3 3 3 3 1 3 5 3 2 J I .. 5

100411 1 S 5 3 4 S 3 S 1 4 S 2 S 2 5 2 J ..
100412 2 3 1 4 4 S 4 1 3 S .. S .. S 1 2 I ..
100413 5 2 S S S S S 1 1 S 1 2 S 5 2 I 5

100414 4 3 3 4 4 S 3 S 3 S 4 3 S .. 3 2 J ..
100415 4 4 4 4 4 S 4 2 4 4 2 .. .. 2 .. .. .. ..
100416 4 3 3 S 4 S 4 S 3 4 1 J .. .. S 2 J 5

100419 2 S S 3 5 2 3 3 4 4 S 3 3 S I 2 2 S

100420 3 3 1 S S 5 4 1 S S 1 2 S I I I 1 5

100421 5 3 4 3 S 3 4 2 S S S .. 3 3 2 2 5

100422 4 3 2 3 5 2 3 3 S S 3 .. S 3 2 2 .. ..
100426 3 S S 3 S 3 3 1 S 3 J 4 .. 2 5 2 .. J

110101 2 3 3 2 .. 3 S S 1 S S .. 5 I I .. 3

110102 4 3 4 4 S S 1 2 S S 3 5 5 .. .. 2 3 ..
110103 2 S 1 1 S 3 S 3 2 5 4 S 5 S I I I S

110104 S 4 3 4 4 S I 3 4 5 3 5 .. 3 J 3 .. S

llOIOS 4 3 2 4 S S 4 3 3 4 .. .. .. 3 5 S 3 3

llO106 1 2 S 1 S 3 4 1 1 S 4 S S .. 1 2 3 J

110107 4 4 3 3 S S 3 4 3 S S 5 S 5 1 3 2 5
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llOlO8 S 5 2 3 S 4 S 1 3 3 S 4 S 3 5 .. 2 1

110109 S 5 S 4 5 5 2 2 3 4 2 5 5 4 .. 2 3 ..
llOllO S 4 2 4 3 5 S 4 S 4 4 2 5 .. 5 .. 2 5

llO11l 4 2 S 2 4 4 I 1 3 5 .. .. 1 1 .. J 5 ..
110112 5 5 4 4 5 3 4 4 1 5 4 5 1 J 2 1 3 5

110113 5 2 1 2 4 3 3 2 1 S 5 4 3 3 .. .. 3 ..
llOll4 5 5 4 4 4 5 1 2 5 5 .. 4 .. 2 .. 5 2 5

llOllS 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 J 4 5 2 5 3 2 5 .. 5 1

IIOll6 5 1 1 3 5 5 5 2 J 4 3 5 3 4 5 1 J 2

110117 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 1 4 5 5 2 5 1 5 5 2 5

110118 2 4 I 3 4 5 3 4 S S .. 5 5 J 5 1 4 ..
110119 3 5 5 3 4 5 3 3 4 3 5 2 2 J 1 5 J ..
110120 4 5 3 4 4 4 2 J 3 5 2 .. 5 1 5 .. 3 ..
110121 S 5 S 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 .. 5 5 2 2 .. .. 5

110122 5 4 3 3 5 S 1 1 5 5 5 1 .. 2 2 3 2 ..
110123 .. 1 4 3 3 5 5 3 3 1 2 .. 1 3 1 2 1 1

110124 2 2 1 4 3 3 2 1 4 5 1 .. 3 3 5 3 2 1

110125 4 4 4 3 5 4 5 S .. .. .. .. 3 .. .. ..
110126 4 4 3 3 5 2 I .. 2 1 1 5 1 5 5 .. .. 1

110127 2 3 4 2 .. 5 4 1 2 2 4 5 4 .. 2 .. .. 2

110201 5 3 5 5 3 5 3 1 5 3 .. 5 5 2 5 5 I 5

110204 5 3 S S 3 S 3 I 5 3 3 .. .. 3 5 5 3 ..
110205 4 3 4 S S 4 3 2 2 S .. 5 .. 2 3 2 3 5

110211 4 5 2 5 4 5 5 2 2 S 3 .. 5 2 2 3 .. ..
110212 5 4 S 5 4 5 1 3 4 5 4 4 3 3 3 5 I 2

110213 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 2 4 3 .. 4 .. 2 3 2 J 3

110215 3 3 2 3 5 5 3 2 3 5 3 4 .. J .. .. 2 5

110220 5 3 S 4 4 S 2 2 4 5 4 .. 5 5 5 2 3 5

110222 4 4 S 5 5 4 S 4 1 5 4 5 3 I 3 1 2 ..
110227 4 3 4 2 4 5 1 3 3 5 4 .. 5 3 .. .. 2 1

110401 2 5 3 2 3 .. 3 4 4 4 2 .. .. 3 .. 5 3 5

110402 3 4 4 4 3 5 1 2 4 5 2 J 5 3 .. 2 2 ..
110403 4 3 4 S 3 4 3 2 2 5 4 .. 4 2 I 3 .. 2

110404 3 5 S 4 5 4 2 5 3 2 2 .. .. .. 5 3 5

110405 5 5 5 3 5 5 3 4 3 5 .. 5 5 I 5 1 2 ..
110406 3 4 5 4 5 5 3 3 S 5 3 5 .. 3 5 3 5 5

110407 5 4 5 2 5 5 5 4 1 4 5 .. 2 5 2 I 3 5

110408 4 4 4 2 4 5 1 1 1 5 3 3 .. .. 3 .. 2 ..
110409 3 4 3 4 5 5 3 J 3 5 3 .. .. 2 5 3 .. 3

110410 2 1 4 3 5 5 4 3 4 5 5 .. 5 2 5 3 3 ..
110411 3 3 1 1 3 5 5 I S 5 3 .. 1 3 1 3 3 3

110412 3 3 2 3 4 .. 1 3 .. 3 3 .. .. .. .. .. 2 ..
110413 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 5 2 3 .. 2 5 .. 2 ..
110414 4 3 5 5 5 4 I 1 1 5 5 .. 1 2 .. 5 2 5

110415 4 3 3 4 1 5 1 2 3 5 .. 1 2 2 .. 5 2 3

110416 5 3 5 2 5 4 1 I 5 3 .. 5 5 3 .. 2 3 I

110417 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 .. .. .. .. 3 .. 1

110418 2 4 1 5 4 5 2 3 1 5 .. .. .. .. .. 5 3 5

110419 2 4 5 3 4 5 3 5 1 5 .. .. .. 5 2 5 .. ..
110420 5 4 3 5 4 4 2 1 .. .. 5 4 5 3 .. 5
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110421 3 4 5 4 5 4 2 2 5 5 3 S S 3 4 .. 3 ..
110422 4 3 5 5 5 3 3 2 4 S S 4 4 2 4 .. 1 S

110423 5 4 S 4 5 5 4 3 4 5 3 1 S .. 4 1 .. 3

110424 5 3 5 4 5 5 3 2 1 4 3 4 5 2 5 2 3 ..
110425 3 3 5 3 5 3 3 2 4 S 4 5 5 3 4 2 3 ..
110426 3 4 4 4 5 5 4 3 4 5 3 5 5 2 5 2 .. 3

120101 5 1 5 1 5 5 5 3 1 5 4 5 4 1 2 4 .. 5

120102 5 4 5 3 4 5 5 4 4 3 5 3 4 3 5 2 .. 3

120103 5 5 4 5 5 5 3 3 4 5 2 3 5 3 5 3 1 5

120104 2 3 4 4 4 5 1 2 2 3 3 5 4 2 3 1 3 5

120105 S 5 5 1 5 5 3 2 4 3 3 4 .. 1 1 1 1 5

120106 3 3 5 5 3 2 5 5 4 3 4 5 3 .. 3 2 5

120107 3 3 3 3 3 5 1 5 3 5 5 5 5 1 5 .. 3 3

120108 5 2 3 1 5 5 3 2 3 5 .. 3 .. 3 5 5 4 5

120109 5 5 5 4 5 4 4 5 5 1 2 4 5 .. 5 5 .. I

120110 2 1 5 5 5 1 4 4 5 2 S .. .. 3 .. .. 2 5

120111 4 5 3 4 3 5 3 1 4 3 3 4 5 1 .. 2 1 S

120112 5 5 4 3 5 4 3 3 3 5 2 5 .. 3 4 3 3 5

120113 4 5 5 5 S 5 S 4 5 S 4 .. 5 5 5 5 5 5

120114 5 3 2 3 5 3 2 2 4 3 3 5 5 1 4 1 1 5

120115 3 2 2 4 5 5 3 2 2 4 4 4 3 2 4 .. 3 ..
120116 1 1 5 5 5 5 5 1 3 5 3 4 3 2 4 .. 3 5

120117 3 3 5 4 5 4 2 5 1 S 3 5 5 1 .. 2 3 5

120118 5 4 3 4 4 3 2 4 5 3 S 1 .. .. S 5

120119 3 3 5 4 S 1 1 3 5 5 3 4 S .. 5 .. 3 2

120120 5 5 4 5 S 5 3 1 S S 5 5 5 3 S I 3 5

120121 5 3 S 4 5 4 5 S S 2 5 4 4 4 S 3 .. 4

120122 4 3 5 3 3 4 3 5 3 5 3 4 4 .. 4 3 3 4

120123 3 4 3 4 5 3 4 2 3 S 3 2 S 3 5 4 2 4

120124 2 3 4 2 5 5 3 5 2 3 3 5 5 2 4 .. 5 ..
120125 3 3 5 3 3 5 3 1 3 5 1 3 3 5 .. 4 4 4

120401 4 3 S 2 S 5 2 3 5 .. 3 5 5 2 3 3 2 5

120402 3 3 3 1 4 S 2 2 1 5 .. 3 2 3 2 5 2 ..
120403 S 5 S 4 5 S 3 2 3 5 2 5 .. 1 .. 5 .. 3

120404 3 4 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 5 .. 2 4 2 1 2 4 3

120405 4 4 5 4 5 5 3 2 3 5 2 4 4 1 5 3 3 4

120406 4 2 4 3 4 5 1 3 .. 3 3 2 .. 2 5 3 3 4

120407 4 3 5 4 5 5 3 3 .. 3 3 5 5 2 5 .. 3 5

120408 3 1 5 1 5 5 1 1 1 5 1 5 5 I 5 .. I 5

120409 3 5 1 3 4 5 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 4 .. 2 5 5

120411 4 5 S 5 5 5 1 3 .. 5 3 .. .. .. 4 2 2 ..
120412 2 3 1 4 5 2 3 4 2 .. 2 2 5 2 3 .. 3 2

120413 4 3 3 4 4 5 3 3 .. 3 3 3 4 2 5 .. 3 5

120414 5 3 S 4 S S 4 3 4 S 2 .. 3 2 2 4 .. 5

120415 5 3 4 4 5 1 2 3 4 3 4 S 1 4 S 1 3

120416 5 4 5 4 4 S 3 2 5 .. 3 5 4 3 4 .. 3 ..
120417 3 2 5 5 S 4 3 3 5 S 3 .. S 3 .. 1 2 ..
120418 3 5 5 S 5 3 5 3 5 3 4 5 5 3 5 1 .. 5

120419 5 3 4 5 5 3 5 3 2 .. .. .. 3 .. 1 5 3

120420 S 3 4 4 4 3 2 5 4 .. 3 S .. .. 3 .. 1 5
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PILOT TEST 1

Appendix H: Data of the Chemistry Tests

105

2

102 I F A 9.0 9.4 8.0

103 1 F A 5.0 6.0 5.0

104 1 F A 5.0 4.3 6.0

M A 7.0 2.6 .0

106 F B 12.0 11.3 11.0

107 M B 6.0 1.4 2.5

108 F B 9.0 5.7 6.0

109 F B 10.0 8.3 7.0

no F B 3.0 2.0 4.0

111 M C 10.0 3.8 3.0

112 F C 8.0 5.1 1.0

113 F C 6.0 1.0 .0

114 F C 4.0 I.S 1.0

115 M C 8.0 4.5 1.0

116 M 0 8.0 6.3 11.0

117 F 0 5.0 2.4 .0

118 F 0 5.0 2.5 .0

119 F 0 4.0 4.6 1.0

F 0 9.0 3.9 1.0120

201 M A 10.0 4.6 1.0

202 F A 4.0 .9 1.02
203

2
F A 7.0 7.4 3.02

204 M A 4.0 5.2 .0

M A 4.0 2.4 .02205

2

F A 6.0 .8 .0206 2
F A 9.0 9.S 6.0207
F A 10.0 10.6 4.02208

209 F A 4.0 .7 .02

210

2

F A 4.0 5.4 2.02
F A 3.0 1.1 .0211
M A 5.0 6.S 3.0212 2

2

M A 5.0 3.S 3.0213 2

2

M B 5.0 4.1 .0214
F B 2.0 .0 .0215
M B 5.0 6.7 .0216 2

2

M B 6.0 2.9 2.0217
F B 7.0 7.0 4.0

2

218
F B S.O 1.2 2.0219 2

2

M B 3.0 .0 1.0220 2
M B 2.0 .0 .0221
F B 10.0 9.7 6.0222 2
F B 3.0 2.5 .0223 2

2 M B 5.0 4.2 .0224
F B 6.0 3.5 2.0225 2
F C 8.0 5.0 5.0226 2
M C 7.0 6.4 .02227

228 2 F C 7.0 2.S 10.0
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229 2 M C S.O 2.7 .0

230 2 F C 4.0 .0 .0

231 2 F C 3.0 3.2 .0

232 2 M C 6.0 4.S 1.0

233 2 F C s.o 2.1 3.0
234 2 F C 4.0 .0 .0

235 2 M C 6.0 4.0 .0

236 2 F C 7.0 8.5 3.0

237 2 M C 9.0 6.9 B.O

238 2 M C 6.0 1.6 .0

239 2 M D 6.0 3.2 .0

240 2 F D 7.0 7.1 4.0
241 2 F D 10.0 7.0 6.0

242 2 M D 6.0 4.4 1.0

243 2 M D 4.0 .0 .0

244 2 F D S.O .0 20

245 2 F D 3.0 .B 4.0

246 2 F D 3.0 5.S 2.0

247 2 F D 3.0 1.6 .0

248 2 M D S.O .0 1.0

249 2 F D 6.0 S.6 7.0

30101 3 M A 10.0 4.2 S.O

30102 3 F A 9.0 4.9 4.0

30103 3 M A 7.0 7.3 2.0

30104 3 M A S.O S.I 9.0

30105 3 M A 6.0 5.5 4.0

30106 3 M A 6.0 5.1 2.0

30107 3 M A B.O 5.9 10.0

30108 3 M A 12.0 9.4 12.0

30109 3 F A 6.0 2.4 1.0

30110 3 M A 9.0 6.4 11.0

30111 3 F A 6.0 2.B 1.0

30112 3 F A 9.0 10.7 7.0

30113 3 M A 1.0 1.6 B.O

30114 3 M A 1.0 1.5 .0

30115 3 M A 4.0 .0 .0

30116 3 M A 10.0 6.0 11.0

30117 3 M A 10.0 1.6 1.0

30118 3 F A 8.0 4.6 2.0

30119 3 F A 10.0 5.4 5.0

30120 3 F A 10.0 10.9 1.0

30121 3 M A B.O S.3 4.0

30122 3 F A 11.0 9.0 60

30123 3 F A 7.0 4.B .0

30124 3 M A 6.0 4.S 3.0

30125 3 F A 6.0 4.9 lO
30126 3 F A 10.0 9.4 7.0

30121 3 M A 9.0 4.1 t 1.0

30128 3 F A 7.0 3.B .0

30129 3 F A 7.0 1.7 1.0
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30130 3 F A 7.0 3.0 6.0

30131 3 M A 9.0 9.6 8.0

30132 3 F A 2.0 1.5 1.0

30133 3 M A 7.0 4.2 5.0
30134 3 F A 10.0 9.2 8.0

30135 3 M A 12.0 6.7 10.0

30136 3 M A 7.0 3.5 4.0

30137 3 M A 13.0 11.0 11.0

30138 3 M A 3.0 3.7 2.0

30139 3 F B 10.0 4.4 5.0
30140 3 F B 11.0 5.3 5.0

30141 3 F B 9.0 7.1 6.0

30142 3 M B 4.0 6.4 11.0

30143 3 M B 5.0 4.7 .0

30144 3 M B 7.0 5.9 10.0

30145 3 M B 8.0 6.2 12.0

30146 3 M B 6.0 6.8 6.0

30147 3 F B 4.0 .4 2.0

30148 3 F B 4.0 .4 4.0

30149 3 M B 10.0 14.0 12.0

30150 3 M B 5.0 .7 1.0

30151 3 F B 4.0 .0 .0

30152 3 F B 8.0 6.8 10.0

30153 3 F B 10.0 3.4 4.0

30154 3 F B 5.0 3.4 6.0

30155 3 M B 9.0 9.6 7.0

30156 3 F B 12.0 10.3 12.0

30157 3 F B 11.0 5.3 .0

30158 3 M B 9.0 11.2 11.0

30159 3 F B 4.0 1.0 2.0

30160 3 F B 10.0 7.4 8.0

30161 3 F B 7.0 5.2 2.0

30162 3 M B 5.0 2.8 1.0

30163 3 M B 7.0 3.3 9.0

30164 3 F B 6.0 4.0 1.0

30165 3 F B 5.0 4.3 2.0

30166 3 F B 8.0 4.3 5.0
30167 3 M B 4.0 4.2 3.0

30168 3 M B 10.0 10.2 8.0

30169 3 F B 9.0 5.1 7.0

30170 3 F B 7.0 1.5 2.0

30171 3 F B 7.0 3.1 6.0

30172 3 F B 9.0 2.3 2.0

30173 3 M B 10.0 6.3 9.0

30174 3 M B 11.0 11.3 11.0

30175 3 M B 5.0 .0 1.0

30176 3 F B 11.0 12.7 12.0

30177 3 M B 5.0 2.3 .0

30178 3 M B 7.0 .0 .0

30179 3 M B 9.0 6.9 9.0
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30180 3 M B 7.0 4.8 7.0

30181 3 F B 10.0 6.8 9.0

30182 3 M B 8.0 5.9 4.0

30183 3 F B 3.0 1.3 .0

30184 3 M B 10.0 12.9 12.0

30185 3 F B 9.0 .7 4.0

30186 3 F B 10.0 9.6 3.0

30187 3 M B 9.0 6.7 10.0

30188 3 F B 10.0 13.0 6.0

30189 3 M B 6.0 3.9 4.0

30190 3 M B 11.0 7.1 10.0

30191 3 F B 10.0 7.9 7.0

30192 3 M B 6.0 2.6 3.0

30193 3 F B 2.0 1.6 2.0

30194 3 M B 8.0 6.4 7.0

30195 3 F B tt.O 12.8 11.0

30196 3 F B 7.0 3.1 2.0

30197 3 F B 8.0 8.3 8.0

30198 3 F B 10.0 6.9 7.0

30199 3 M B S.O 1.3 1.0

30200 3 M B 5.0 2.7 4.0

30201 3 M B 5.0 2.6 4.0

30202 3 M B 5.0 3.1 4.0

30203 3 M B 8.0 10.7 8.0

30204 3 M C 8.0 4.9 .0

30205 3 M C 11.0 12.7 11.5

30206 3 M C 6.0 2.6 8.0

30207 3 F C 8.0 2.3 7.0

30208 3 F C 7.0 6.8 10.0

30209 3 F C 7.0 4.6 2.0

30210 3 M C 7.0 4.S 6.0

30211 3 F C tt.O 6.3 6.0

30212 3 F C 6.0 6.0 6.0

30213 3 F C 12.0 7.7 6.0

30214 3 F C 2.0 .7 1.0

30215 3 F C 6.0 8.0 1.0

30216 3 F C 7.0 6.4 8.0

30217 3 M C 6.0 3.3 6.0

30218 3 M C 6.0 3.0 4.0

30219 3 M C 4.0 1.0 .0

30220 3 M C 8.0 3.S 1.0

30221 3 M C 10.0 4.5 2.0

30222 3 F C tt.O 5.5 9.0

30223 3 F C 12.0 IH 12.0

30224 3 F C 7.0 7.8 1.0

30225 3 M C 4.0 3.9 .0

30226 3 M C 7.0 4.0 .0

30227 3 F C 4.0 3.3 .0

30228 3 M C 8.0 3.8 4.0

30229 3 F C 11.0 2.5 3.0
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30230 3 F C 8.0 5.3 S.O

30231 3 F C 5.0 2.2 1.0

30232 3 M C 8.0 8.9 7.0

401 4 M A 7.0 1.3 7.0

402 4 M A 5.0 .0 .0

403 4 F A 6.0 6.1 2.0

404 4 F A 11.0 10.8 10.0

405 4 M A 7.0 4.1 2.0

406 4 M A 8.0 5.9 S.O

407 4 F A 8.0 4.5 .0

408 4 F A 8.0 6.9 6.0

409 4 M A 8.0 8.6 6.0

410 4 M A 4.0 5.6 2.0

411 4 M A 5.0 5.7 .0

412 4 M B 5.0 6.7 6.0

413 4 F B 5.0 1.5 .0

414 4 F B 4.0 1.2 2.0

415 4 F B 3.0 4.9 .0

416 4 F B 5.0 3.5 .0

417 4 M B 9.0 3.9 6.0

418 4 F B 7.0 .0 1.0

419 4 F B 3.0 1.5 .0

420 4 M B 6.0 1.6 .0

421 4 M B 5.0 .0 .0

422 4 M B 4.0 .0 .0

501 5 M A 2.0 1.9 2.0

502 5 F A 7.0 6.0 .0

503 5 M A S.O 4.8 .0

504 5 M A 6.0 7.1 3.0

505 5 F A 11.0 6.5 5.0

506 5 M A 4.0 3.9 2.0

S07 5 F B 6.0 3.4 2.0

508 5 F B 8.0 6.0 5.0

509 5 M B 7.0 4.2 5.0

510 5 F B 6.0 1.1 .0

Sll 5 M B 2.0 3.8 2.0

512 5 F C 6.0 1.2 2.0

SI3 5 F C 9.0 7.0 8.0

514 5 F C 2.0 3.4 2.0

SI5 5 M C 9.0 5.5 .0

516 5 M C 6.0 1.5 1.0

517 5 F D 7.0 2.6 2.0

SI8 5 F D 5.0 6.2 8.0

519 5 M D 8.0 1.3 6.0

520 5 F D 7.0 4.5 4.0

521 5 M D 9.0 7.8 6.0

522 5 F D 9.0 4.7 1.0

601 6 F A 7.0 2.7 9.0

602 6 F A 11.0 10.2 11.0
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Appendix H: Data of the Chemistry Tests

603 6 F A 6.0 6.4 .0

604 6 F B S.O S.9 .0

60S 6 F B 4.0 2.0 3.0

606 6 F B S.O 7.2 6.0

607 6 M B 8.0 1.0 1.0

608 6 F B 6.0 2.S .0

609 6 M B 6.0 3.1 .0

610 6 M B 9.0 9.S 11.0

611 6 M B 9.0 3.8 9.0

612 6 F B S.O 4.3 1.0

613 6 M C 2.0 I.3 1.0

614 6 F C 1.0 2.3 .0

61S 6 F C 3.0 9.S 1.0

616 6 F C 9.0 S.S S.O

617 6 M C 10.0 12.0 12.0

618 6 M C 2.0 1.4 1.0

619 6 F C 10.0 7.0 9.0

620 6 F C 11.0 S.8 2.0

621 6 F C 6.0 .0 .0

622 6 M C 1.0 3.7 .0

623 6 M C 4.0 .4 .0

624 6 F C 6.0 S.6 6.0

62S 6 F C 4.0 1.7 1.0

626 6 F C 6.0 1.9 1.0

627 6 F C 6.0 .4 .0

628 6 F C 6.0 3.0 2.0

629 6 M C 8.0 4.6 4.0

630 6 M C 7.0 2.4 4.0

631 6 M C 9.0 4.2 7.0

632 6 F C 10.0 S.3 12.0

633 6 F C 6.0 S.l .0

634 6 M C 12.0 10.3 12.0

635 6 F C 4.0 4.4 2.0

636 6 M 0 10.0 10.0 S.O

637 6 F 0 8.0 4.S 2.0

638 6 F 0 10.0 6.7 4.0

639 6 F 0 11.0 6.9 3.0

640 6 F 0 9.0 6.7 4.0

641 6 M 0 10.0 12.0 7.0

642 6 M 0 10.0 7.7 11.0

643 6 M 0 7.0 S.S S.O

644 6 F 0 2.0 .7 .0

64S 6 F 0 S.O S.O 6.0

646 6 M 0 3.0 3.4 .0

647 6 M 0 4.0 2.2 3.0

648 6 M 0 4.0 2.8 1.0

649 6 F 0 8.0 2.3 .0

650 6 F 0 9.0 3.9 S.O

6S1 6 F 0 7.0 1.1 1.0

652 6 F 0 10.0 7.6 10.0
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Appendix H: Data of the Chemistry Tests

653 6 F D 3.0 2.7 .0

654 6 M D S.O 9.9 11.0

655 6 M D 10.0 7.2 9.0

701 7 F A 10.0 12.8 9.0

702 7 F A 7.0 8.0 7.0

703 7 F A 8.0 8.9 12.0

704 7 M A 9.0 11.8 12.0

70S 7 M A 4.0 7.3 7.0

706 7 F B 4.0 .0 3.0

707 7 F B S.O 1.6 .0

708 7 F B 10.0 12.9 12.0

709 7 F B 6.0 7.8 S.O

710 7 M B 8.0 3.8 1.0

711 7 F B 9.0 11.6 11.0

712 7 F C 7.0 8.3 9.0

713 7 M C 6.0 S.3 4.0

714 7 F C 8.0 2.S 4.0

715 7 F C 11.0 10.9 12.0

716 7 F C 3.0 4.2 .0

717 7 F D 10.0 6.2 8.0

718 7 F D 9.0 14.0 10.0

719 7 F D 6.0 2.S 2.0

720 7 M D 9.0 9.S 2.0

721 7 F D S.O .4 .0
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Appendix H: Data a/the Chemistry Tests

PILOTTEST2

·'iJA}\.i;,l·liAT6~~4:,; 'i:MC2 SCG2 SA2 AA Team MC2 SCG2 SA2

301 A 4 3 0 330 B 5 5 5

302 A 3 3 1 331 B 0 1 0

303 A 4 1 5 332 B 5 5 0

304 A 5 1 5 333 B 3 5 3

305 A 3 3 I 334 B 4 5 5
306 A 4 5 5 335 B 2 3 4

307 A I 3 4 336 B 4 3 3

308 A 5 5 3 337 B 4 5 3
309 A 4 4 3 338 B 4 5 4

310 A 5 4 5 339 B 2 0 2

311 A I 0 2 340 B 4 5 5

312 A 5 5 5 341 B 5 3 5
313 A 3 2 1 342 B 2 5 5
314 A 2 4 I 343 B 5 5 0
315 A 3 3 5 344 B 4 3 3
316 A 3 4 5 345 B 3 4 3
317 A 4 5 4 346 B 3 4 4

318 A 3 3 5 347 B 4 5 4

319 A 4 4 3 348 B I I 5
320 A 4 5 5 349 B 5 2 0
321 A 3 5 3 350 B 4 4 3
322 A I I 0 351 B I 5 0

323 A 2 3 2 352 B 4 4 3

324 A 5 5 5 353 B 5 5 4

325 A 5 5 5 354 B 3 2 5
326 A I 2 0 355 B 5 2 3

327 A 4 5 0 356 B 2 4 0
328 B 0 4 0 329 B I 5 4
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TEST 1

Appendix H: Data of the Chemistry Tests

11.010103

10102 1 F 10 12.0 40216 4 M 8 7.5

10104
10105

M
M
F

10
10
7

9.5
40221 4 M 6 2.0

7.5
40223 4 F II 8.5
40224 4 F 5 4.0

]0106 M 7
7.0

40225 4 F 8 6.59.0
]0107 F 6 50301 5 M 9 10.0

10108
10109
10110

F
M
M

11
6
5

7.0
50302 5 F 4 7.09.0

5.0
50303 5 F 10 13.5
50304 5 M 4 9.5

10111
10112
10113

F
M
M

12
10
10

50305 5 M 9 11.011.0
10.0 50307 5 M 6 3.0

5.0

50308 5 F 7 12.011.5

10114
10115
10116

M
M
F

6
12
12

50310 5 M J 0 11.0
50311 5 F 6 3.0J 1.0

10.0

50312 5 F 10 14.012.0

10117
10118

F
M

11
8 9.0

50313 5 M 7 1.0

8.5

50314 5 M 5 3.5

10119
30301
30302

3
3

M
M
F

10
9
10

50315 5 M 7 3.5
50316 5 F 11 12.010.5

5.0

50317 5 M 10 12.512.0

30303 3 F 8 50318 5 F 7 10.5

30304
30305
30306

3
3
3

M
F
F

5
11
8

8.0

50319 5 F 9 6.0
50320 5 F 7 8.5
50401 5 F 3 4.5

2.0

5.0

30307
30308

3
3

F
M

4
7

50402 5 F 6 6.04.0

2.0

50403 5 F 6 4.011.0

30309
30310

3
3

F
F

4
10 7.0

50404 5 F 6 4.0
50406 5 M 3 6.0

30311
30312
30313

3
3
3

F
F
M

9
9
4

50407 5 M 7 6.013.0

3.5

50408 5 M 7 3.5
50409 5 F 6 6.5

11.0

30314 3 M 9 50410 5 F 5 5.05.5

30316
30317

3
3

M
M

8
6 8.5

50411 5 M 4 2.0
50412 5 M 8 5.5

9.5

30318
30320
30321

3
3
3

F
F
F

8
5
6

50414 5 F 6 5.08.5

5.0
50415 5 F 7 9.56.0

1.5
50416 5 M 9 5.0

30322
30323
40202

3
3
4

F
F
F

3
7
12

50417 5 M 7 4.0
50418 5 F 8 5.08.0
50419 5 F 4 7.011.0

40203 4 F 12
8.5

50420 5 F 5 5.511.0

40204
40205

4
4

M
F

7
8

70101 7 F 8 5.5
70102 7 F 4 3.55.0

40207 4 F 11
7.5

70103 7 F 6 2.57.5

40208
40209
40210

4
4

4

F
F
M

8
11
6

70104 7 F 7 5.5

5.0
70105 7 M 7 8.0
70]06 7 F 6 7.5

9.0
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Appendix H: Data a/the Chemistry Tests

;A~d(;Ii' F;'Wi\MY'Di\ liW,,1Vl'(',])51)£ ,i\S'Xl'* ~AA School Sex MCl"'+WiY,"1l'IJ( SAl
70107 7 F 7 5.0 70305 7 F 8 8.5
70108 7 F 5 1.0 70306 7 M 10 10.0
70109 7 M 6 4.5 70307 7 F 7 5.0
70110 7 F 10 4.5 70308 7 F 3 4.5
70111 7 M 9 6.5 70311 7 F 7 5.0
70112 7 M 10 9.0 70312 7 F 11 11.0
70113 7 F 7 3.0 70313 7 F 9 11.0
70114 7 F 7 6.0 70314 7 F 2 7.0
70115 7 F 8 2.0 70315 7 M 10 5.0
70116 7 M 8 4.5 70316 7 F 5 7.5
70117 7 F 5 3.5 70317 7 F 8 3.0
70118 7 F 9 9.0 70318 7 F 12 12.0
70119 7 M 5 2.0 70319 7 M 7 8.0
70120 7 F 7 7.5 70320 7 M 6 9.0
70121 7 F 8 6.0 70321 7 F 4 6.5
70122 7 F 10 10.5 70322 7 F 6 8.0
70123 7 F 9 9.0 70323 7 F 3 4.0
70124 7 M 6 6.5 70325 7 M 7 6.0
70125 7 M 4 2.0 70326 7 M 7 4.0
70126 7 M 8 6.5 80101 8 F 9 7.0
70127 7 F 6 5.5 80102 8 M 8 8.5
70201 7 M 8 8.5 80103 8 F 7 7.5
70202 7 M 9 5.5 80104 8 F 8 8.5
70203 7 F 3 7.0 80105 8 F 11 9.0
70204 7 M 10 11.5 80106 8 F 9 13.5
70205 7 F 5 3.5 80107 8 F 9 13.0
70206 7 M 9 5.0 80108 8 M 9 8.0
70207 7 M 10 8.0 80109 8 M 10 9.0

70208 7 F 8 7.0 80110 8 F 12 13.0
70209 7 M 10 11.5 80111 8 F 12 14.0
70210 7 F 9 11.0 80112 8 F 8 10.5
70211 7 F 9 9.5 80113 8 F 5 3.0
70212 7 F 4 5.5 80114 8 M 12 11.5
70213 7 F 5 4.5 80115 8 F II 10.5
70215 7 M 8 11.0 80116 8 M 8 13.5
70216 7 M 7 5.5 80117 8 M 10 12.0

70217 7 M 6 5.0 80118 8 F 9 8.5
70219 7 M 6 6.5 80119 8 M 12 12.0
70220 7 F 6 2.5 80120 8 M 12 14.0
70221 7 M 5 5.5 80121 8 F 10 11.0
70222 7 F 9 8.5 80122 8 F 10 10.5
70223 7 M 3 4.0 80123 8 M 11 6.5
70224 7 M 12 12.0 80125 8 M g 13.5
70225 7 M 8 6.5 80126 8 M 7 7.5
70226 7 M 8 10.5 80127 8 M 12 11.0
70301 7 M 4 .0 80129 8 M 10 11.5
70303 7 F 4 .0 80130 8 F 7 10.0
70304 7 M 3 1.0 80131 8 M 12 14.0
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Appendix H: Data of the Chemistry Tests

l"AA'§\4 's.cllo61>' ';\;;!~,Shi\lli~I, MClj1 'SAl I,' AA School Sex MCl SAl
70107 7 F 7 5.0 70305 7 F 8 8.5
70108 7 F 5 1.0 70306 7 M 10 10.0
70109 7 M 6 4.5 70307 7 F 7 5.0
70110 7 F 10 4.5 70308 7 F 3 4.5
70111 7 M 9 6.5 70311 7 F 7 5.0
70112 7 M 10 9.0 70312 7 F 11 11.0
70113 7 F 7 3.0 70313 7 F 9 11.0
70114 7 F 7 6.0 70314 7 F 2 7.0
70115 7 F 8 2.0 70315 7 M 10 5.0
70116 7 M 8 4.5 70316 7 F 5 7.5
70117 7 F 5 3.5 70317 7 F 8 3.0
70118 7 F 9 9.0 70318 7 F 12 12.0
70119 7 M 5 2.0 70319 7 M 7 8.0
70120 7 F 7 7.5 70320 7 M 6 9.0
70121 7 F 8 6.0 70321 7 F 4 6.5
70122 7 F 10 10.5 70322 7 F 6 8.0
70123 7 F 9 9.0 70323 7 F 3 4.0
70124 7 M 6 6.5 70325 7 M 7 6.0
70125 7 M 4 2.0 70326 7 M 7 4.0
70126 7 M 8 6.5 80101 8 F 9 7.0
70127 7 F 6 5.5 80102 8 M 8 8.5
70201 7 M 8 8.5 80103 8 F 7 7.5
70202 7 M 9 5.5 80104 8 F 8 8.5
70203 7 F 3 7.0 80105 8 F II 9.0
70204 7 M 10 11.5 80106 8 F 9 13.5
70205 7 F 5 3.5 80107 8 F 9 13.0
70206 7 M 9 5.0 80108 8 M 9 8.0
70207 7 M 10 8.0 80109 8 M 10 9.0
70208 7 F 8 7.0 80110 8 F 12 13.0
70209 7 M 10 11.5 80111 8 F 12 14.0
70210 7 F 9 11.0 80112 8 F 8 10.5
70211 7 F 9 9.5 80)13 8 F 5 3.0
70212 7 F 4 5.5 80114 8 M 12 11.5
70213 7 F 5 4.5 80115 8 F 11 10.5
70215 7 M 8 )1.0 80)16 8 M 8 13.5
70216 7 M 7 5.5 80117 8 M 10 12.0
70217 7 M 6 5.0 80118 8 F 9 8.5
70219 7 M 6 6.5 80119 8 M 12 12.0
70220 7 F 6 2.5 80120 8 M 12 14.0
70221 7 M 5 5.5 80121 8 F 10 11.0
70222 7 F 9 8.5 80122 8 F 10 10.5
70223 7 M 3 4.0 80123 8 M II 6.5
70224 7 M 12 12.0 80125 8 M 8 13.5
70225 7 M 8 6.5 80126 8 M 7 7.5
70226 7 M 8 10.5 80127 8 M 12 11.0
70301 7 M 4 .0 80129 8 M 10 11.5
70303 7 F 4 .0 80130 8 F 7 10.0
70304 7 M 3 1.0 80131 8 M 12 14.0
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Appendix H: Data of the Chemistry Tests

,;".A1A_ 'SAl.n I,:"AA School Sex MCI SAl

80201 8 M 8 7.0 100101 10 M 7 2.5
80202 8 M 6 7.0 100103 10 F 6 3.0
80207 8 M 7 10.0 100104 10 F 4 2.5
80210 8 M 5 .0 100106 10 F 7 5.0
80211 8 M 10 7.5 100107 10 F 8 9.0
80212 8 F 11 13.5 100108 10 F 7 3.0
80213 8 M 10 14.0 100109 10 M 11 12.0
80214 8 F 6 6.0 100110 10 F 8 .0
80215 8 M 9 12.0 100111 10 M 8 2.0
80216 8 F 6 7.5 100112 10 F 3 5.0
80217 8 F 10 11.0 100113 10 M 8 9.0
80218 8 F 11 12.5 100115 10 F 8 5.0
80219 8 F 12 13.0 100116 10 M 10 9.0
80220 8 M 9 3.0 100117 10 F 6 4.0
80222 8 M 10 13.5 100118 10 F 5 4.0
80223 8 F 8 13.0 100119 10 F 10 9.5
80224 8 M 10 11.0 100120 10 M 2 2.S

80225 8 F 6 6.0 100121 10 F 10 9.0
80226 8 F 11 9.0 100122 10 F 9 10.0
80227 8 M 6 9.0 100123 10 M 8 6.0
80228 8 M 7 10.0 100124 10 F 6 4.5
80229 8 F 7 13.0 100401 10 M 5 4.0
80230 8 F 5 3.0 100402 10 F 8 4.0
90201 9 F 9 6.0 100403 10 M 6 4.5
90202 9 M 9 5.5 100404 10 F 2 3.0
90203 9 M 7 3.0 100406 10 M 8 6.0
90204 9 F 11 6.0 100408 10 M 4 3.0
90206 9 M 6 4.0 100409 10 F 5 5.0
90207 9 M 9 ]2.0 100410 10 M 5 2.0
90208 9 F 11 10.5 100411 10 M 6 5.0
90209 9 F 11 7.0 100412 10 F 7 5.0
90211 9 F 7 10.0 100414 10 F 3 6.0
90212 9 F 10 10.5 100415 10 F 12 13.0
90213 9 M 9 7.0 100416 10 M II 9.0
90216 9 M 10 13.5 100417 10 M 5 2.0
90218 9 F 9 7.5 100419 10 F 7 .0
90219 9 F 11 6.5 100420 10 F 10 14.0
90220 9 F 2 5.5 100421 10 M 4 3.0
90221 9 F 11 9.0 100422 10 M 6 5.0
90222 9 F 9 7.0 100423 10 M 10 9.0
90223 9 M 8 8.5 100424 10 F 6 3.0
90224 9 M 8 9.5 100426 10 F 6 6.0
90226 9 M 10 12.0 100428 10 F 4 2.0
90227 9 F 11 14.0
90228 9 F 9 5.0
90229 9 M 9 6.0
90230 9 F 4 1.0
90231 9 M 9 9.0
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Appendix H: Data a/the Chemistry Tests

TEST2

'A'A.5\}; ,8chdol,i1.1rfS,~;~.l}i!~ fS0GZ<.;:'~;\kA School SEX SA2 SCG2
60101 6 M 10 8 60318 6 F 10 6

60102 6 F 4 5 60319 6 F 10 9

60103 6 M 10 9 60402 6 F 4 2

60104 6 M 5 5 60404 6 F 8 4

60105 6 M 9 2 60405 6 M 4 2

60106 6 M 10 10 60406 6 F 7 7

60107 6 M 10 9 60407 6 F 10 2

60108 6 M 5 5 60408 6 F 4 2

60109 6 M 10 10 60409 6 M 10 4

60110 6 F 10 10 60410 6 F 3 3

60112 6 F 5 8 60411 6 F 3 2

60113 6 F 10 8 60412 6 M 6 4

60116 6 M 5 8 60414 6 F 5 4

60117 6 F 10 10 80101 8 F 7 3
60118 6 M 4 2 80102 8 M 3 2
60201 6 F 10 6 80103 8 F 6 3
60202 6 F 3 0 80104 8 F 3 2
60203 6 F 10 9 80105 8 F 0 0
60204 6 F 7 3 80106 8 F 10 2
60205 6 F 6 9 80107 8 F 9 9

60206 6 F 5 5 80108 8 M 2 2
60207 6 M 5 4 80109 8 M 8 8

60208 6 M 4 3 80110 8 F 10 9

60209 6 F 3 4 80111 8 F 10 8
60210 6 F 7 2 80112 8 F 10 7

60211 6 F 6 3 80113 8 F 6 0
60212 6 M 4 3 80114 8 M 10 2
60213 6 F 5 5 80115 8 F 10 3

60214 6 F 5 7 80116 8 M 4 0
60215 6 F 8 2 80117 8 M 8 4
60216 6 M 6 3 80118 8 F 7 7
60217 6 F 0 I 80119 8 M 0 0
60218 6 F 5 4 80120 8 M 10 10
60301 6 F 10 5 80121 8 F 8 4

60302 6 F 5 7 80122 8 F 2 5
60303 6 F 10 4 80123 8 M 4 4

60305 6 F 8 2 80124 8 F 9 6

60306 6 F 6 5 80125 8 M 10 4

60307 6 F 6 2 80126 8 M 8 5
60308 6 F 5 3 80127 8 M 8 1
60309 6 M 5 2 80129 8 M 10 6
60311 6 F 4 0 80130 8 F 3 6
60312 6 M 6 2 80131 8 M 7 8
60314 6 F 9 4 80201 8 M 10 3
60315 6 M 9 4 80202 8 M 0 0
60316 6 F 8 2 80203 8 M 3 8
60317 6 F 5 4 80204 8 M 4 1
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Appendix H: Data a/the Chemistry Tests

Aft: ;i Scn90i~I~iif~l~ •.W:},I~;.NI':Fi~.~;~hSchool u SEX SA2 SeG2
80205 8 F 10 6 90228 9 F 2 4

80206 8 F 2 2 90229 9 M 5 3

80207 8 M 10 3 90230 9 F 0 1
80210 8 M 2 4 90231 9 M 8 2
80211 8 M 6 2 100101 10 M 2 5

80212 8 F 10 10 100103 10 F 4 2
80213 8 M 6 4 100104 10 F 3 4

80214 8 F 0 3 100106 10 F 0 4
80215 8 M 6 7 100107 10 F 4 2
80216 8 F 4 4 100109 10 M 3 4

80217 8 F 6 3 100110 10 F 2 4

80218 8 F 5 2 100112 10 F 3 4

80219 8 F 10 5 100113 10 M 4 4

80220 8 M 3 4 100115 10 F 0 5

80222 8 M 10 7 100116 10 M 5 6
80223 8 F 6 5 100117 10 F 3 2

80224 8 M 10 7 100118 10 F J 1
80225 8 F 4 5 100119 10 F 5 2
80226 8 F 7 5 100120 10 M 4 1
80227 8 M 5 3 100121 10 F 2 5

80228 8 M 6 5 100122 10 F 4 4

80229 8 F 6 4 100123 10 M 1 5

80230 8 F 6 3 100124 10 F 3 2

90201 9 F 4 2 10040] 10 M 5 2

90202 9 M 5 2 100402 10 F 0 1

90203 9 M 1 0 100403 10 M 1 0
90204 9 F 4 1 100404 10 F 0 1

90205 9 M 6 2 100406 10 M 8 2

90206 9 M 1 3 100408 ]0 M 4 2

90207 9 M 10 5 100409 10 F 5 0
90208 9 F 5 4 100410 10 M 2 2
90209 9 F 5 4 ]00411 10 M 4 2

90210 9 F 4 2 100412 10 F 3 3

90212 9 F 7 7 100413 10 M 0 3

90213 9 M 3 4 100414 10 F 1 4

90215 9 F 2 1 100415 10 F 5 7

90216 9 M 4 1 100416 10 M 0 1
90217 9 M 2 0 100417 10 M 2 3

90218 9 F 5 0 100420 10 F 8 7

90219 9 F 1 0 100421 10 M 1 0
90220 9 F 2 1 100422 10 M 2 2
90222 9 F 6 1 100423 10 M 4 6
90223 9 M 5 0 100424 10 F 0 2

90224 9 M 5 2 100426 10 F 3 2

90225 9 M 5 2
90226 9 M 7 1
90227 9 F 8 2
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TEST3

Appendix H: Data a/the Chemistry Tests

AA
7.32 M 9.0 10.0 20313 220101

F 10.0

SEX
F

SA3
5.0

SeG3

20102 2 6.7 20315 2 F 5.0 1.7

20103
10.0

2 M 3.0 10.0 20316 2 F 7.0 .0

20104 2 F 10.0 10.0 20317 2 F 10.0

20]05 2
.0F

2.0 3.3 20319M 2 F .0 .0

20106 2 .0 4.3 20321 2 F 5.0

20107 2
F

10.0 10.0 20323F 2 F 10.0 10.0

10.0
20108 2

F
10.0 10.0 60101 6 M 5.5 8.3

4.0
20109 2 .0 .0 60102 6 F 5.0

20110 2
5.0

F .0 8.3 60104 6 M 6.0

20111 2 F 9.0 5.0 60105 6 M .0

20112 2 1.0 10.0 60106F 6 F 10.0 10.0

20113 2
3.3

4.0 6.7 60107F 6 F 10.0 10.0

20115 2 2.0 8.3 60108F 6 F 10.0

20116 2
10.0

9.0 8.3 60109M 6 F 10.0 10.0

20117 2
M

6.0 7.3 60110M 6 M 10.0

20118 2
F

10.0 10.0 60111 6 F 10.0 8.3

10.0
20119 2 .0 .0 60113 6 M 10.0 10.0

20120 2
10.0

F 4.0 5.6 601]5 6 M 10.0

20121 2 9.0 6.7 60116F 6 M 6.5

20122 2 9.0 8.3 601]7F 6 M 9.0 .0

10.0
20201 2 1.0 .0 60118F 6 M 2.0 9.0

20202 2
10.0

10.0 10.0 60201F 6 F 10.0

20204 2 4.0 10.0 60202F 6 F 5.0

20206 2
F

8.0 10.0 60203M 6 F 10.0 10.0

20208 2
10.0

3.0 7.3 60206 6 F 6.0 5.0

20209 2
F

1.0 8.0 60209M 6 M .0

20211 2
10.0

9.0 10.0 60210 6 F 10.0 10.0

20212 2 4.0 5.6 60211M 6 F 10.0

20213 2 M .0 7.3 602]2 6 F 10.0 8.3

20214 2
10.0F

1.0 .0 60213M 6 F 7.0 9.0

20215 2 .0 .0 602]4 6 F 10.0

20217 2 10.0 5.6 60215F 6 F 4.0 7.0

.0
20218 2 4.0 5.0 60217F 6 M .0 .0

20219 2
7.0

9.0 10.0 602]8F 6 F .0

20220 2
F

2.0 10.0 60301F 6 F 2.0

20221 2 .0 7.3 60302 6 F .0 5.0

20222 2
9.0F

9.0 10.0 60303M 6 M 5.0 5.0

20224 2 6.0 ]0.0 60304 6 F 8.0

20225 2
2.0

5.0 10.0 60305F 6 F 9.0 10.0

20301 2 M 5.0 5.6 60306 6 F 5.0

20304 2 M 7.0 6.6 60307 6 M 5.0 7.0

20305 2
7.0

F .0 2.3 60308 6 F 2.0 10.0

20307 2 F .0 .0 60309 6 F 7.0

20309 2
10.020310 2

20312 2

M 8.0 l.0 60311

F
10.0 10.0 60312M
7.0 10.0 60314

6
6
6

F
F
F

8.0
10.0
10.0

8.3

7.0
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Appendix H: Data of the Chemistry Tests

AA School ."SEX .." I ••SA3, SCG3i; ~AA School SEX SA3 SCG3
60315 6 F 4.0 .0 120120 12 M .0 .0
60316 6 F 10.0 10.0 120121 12 F 4.0 5.0
60317 6 F 10.0 7.0 120122 12 F 9.0 10.0
60318 6 F 10.0 10.0 120123 12 M 10.0 10.0
60319 6 F 10.0 10.0 120124 12 F 2.0 1.7
60402 6 M 4.0 .0 120125 12 F .0 5.0
60404 6 M .0 5.0 120401 12 M 10.0 5.0
60405 6 F 10.0 10.0 120402 12 F 5.0 1.7
60406 6 M 4.0 2.0 120403 12 M 2.0 .0
60408 6 M .0 10.0 120405 12 F 5.0 1.7
60409 6 F 9.0 10.0 120407 12 M 9.0 10.0
60410 6 F 10.0 10.0 120409 12 M 8.0 10.0
60411 6 F .0 4.0 120410 12 10.0 10.0
60412 6 F 5.0 .0 120411 12 F 9.0 3.4
60414 6 F 6.0 2.0 120412 12 F 3.0 3.4
120101 12 F 10.0 .0 120414 12 M 10.0 10.0
120102 12 F 4.0 1.7 120415 12 M 3.0 10.0
120104 12 F 10.0 10.0 120416 12 M 9.0 10.0
120105 12 M 4.0 6.7 120417 12 M 10.0 10.0
120107 12 M 2.0 10.0 120418 12 M 4.0 5.0
120108 12 M 10.0 10.0 120419 12 F 10.0 10.0
120109 12 M 10.0 10.0 120420 12 F 10.0 6.6
120110 12 F 4.0 6.7
120111 12 M 10.0 10.0
120112 12 F 10.0 10.0
120114 12 M 5.0 .0
120115 12 F 10.0 9.0
120116 12 M 10.0 10.0
120117 12 M .0 1.7
120119 12 M 7.0 10.0
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Appendix H: Data a/the Chemistry Tests

TEST4
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Appendix H: Data a/the Chemistry Tests

TESTS

AA' Teamrj~ M05' ji:ISCGS7§i;i;;;iSA51;!3'I,~,'AA Team MC5 SCG5 SA5
110401 B 100 40 40 120113 A 60 70 20
110402 A 100 100 100 120114 A 20 50 100
110403 B 60 40 20 120115 A 60 0 60
110405 A 60 90 60 120116 A 100 100 60
110406 B 0 50 0 120117 B 40 40 0
110408 B 60 70 40 120118 B 20 40 0
110410 A 60 30 40 120119 B 60 20 70
110411 A 60 70 0 120120 B 40 70 0
110412 A 100 60 60 120121 B 20 50 0
110413 A ]00 80 100 120122 B 40 40 0
110414 A 40 30 0 120]23 B 100 80 60
110415 A 60 30 10 120125 A 20 60 60
110416 B 80 70 20 120401 B 60 90 60
110417 B 100 100 60 120402 B 20 70 80
110418 B 80 80 20 120403 A 40 70 60
110419 A 80 50 0 120404 B 100 100 100
110420 B 100 40 60 120405 B 80 90 80
110421 B 40 100 20 120406 B 60 20 100
110422 B 100 80 80 120407 A 80 90 50
110423 A 20 70 0 120408 A lOO 60 60
110424 A 60 100 0 120409 A 80 100 60
110425 B 0 30 0 120411 B 60 40 80
110426 B 100 100 100 120412 A 60 40 60
120102 B 60 100 60 120413 B 40 50 60
120103 A 80 lOO 50 120414 A 100 90 100
120104 B 100 100 60 120415 A 100 90 100
120105 A 60 70 10 120416 A 100 100 60
120106 A 80 100 50 120417 B 100 50 100
120107 B 80 100 100 120418 B 60 80 100
120108 B 100 70 100 120419 A 100 80 70
120109 A 80 100 100 120420 A 40 60 60
120110 A 80 50 0
120111 A 80 100 20
120113 A 60 70 20
120114 A 20 50 100
120115 A 60 0 60
120116 A 100 100 60
120117 B 40 40 0
120118 B 20 40 0
120119 B 60 20 70
120120 B 40 70 0
120121 B 20 50 0
120122 B 40 40 0
120123 B 100 80 60
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